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On September 9, 1994, the Commissioner of the Department of
Environmenta! Protection ("Deparnment") signed a notice of
intent to amend the Regulations of Connecticut State Agencles
concerning the operating permits program. The purpose cf this
amendment is to adop~ regulations implementing the provision
of Title V of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 ("CAA")
concerning operating permits including provisions to enforce
necessary requirements of the CAA, to the extent such
provisions are addressed by Title V. These proposed revisions
were the subject of a public hearing held on October 28, 1994.
PRINCIPAL REASONS IN SUPPORT OF THIS PROGRAM
One of the major components of the CAA is a national permiz
program for stationary sources that release pollutants into
the air. Title V of the CAA requires states to establish a
comprehensive air quality operating permins program. The
existing permits only address individual units which require
new source review in accordance with Section 22a-174-3 of the
Regulations of Connecticut State Agencies ("RCSA") . Such
permits do non contain all of the new applicable federal
requirements necessary under the CAA. This regulanion, !n the
interest of consolidation of requirements, wil! allow the
Department to issue permits which will lncormorate all
applicable requirements pertaining to subjecz emission ~nizs
or processes, at a qualifying premise, into one operating
permit. The purpose of the regulation is no implement the
provislon of Title I Provisions for Attainmenn, Title IIi
Hazardous Air Pollutants, Title IV Acid Rain, Title V Permits
and Title VI Stratospheric Ozone of the CAA. This regulation
!

will also allow the Department to issue federally enforceable
permits or orders by utilizing subsections (a) through (d),
inclusive, of this section, to limit potential emissions from
the subject source. By allowing the issuance of hundreds of
federally enforceable synthetic minor permits and general
permits, this regulation will enhance permit streamLinin~ and
service to the public.
CONTENTS OF THIS REPORT
As required by the Connecticut General Statutes ("CGS") 4-168,
this repor~ includes as Exhibi~ "A" the ~ecomm_..d~ final
wording of the proposed regulation. This report also contains
the comments and responses on each particular subsection and
the proposed regulation language, for such subsection, as
presented at the public hearing. The report also describes
the principal reasons in support of the fina! regulations,
discusses the principal comments and objections raised in
opposition to the draft regulations, and offers the
Department’s reasons for accepting or rejecZing each suggested
change. Copies of the public commen~s are available for
review at the Department. In order to respond effectively to
commentors’ concerns, the comments and responses have been
organized by regulation citations as provided in the September
27, 1994 draft rather than by topic.

Attachment i
Oral testimony and written testimony were .....ved from the
individuals listed in Attachment I. Each individua! who
provided oral testimony or written testimony was assigned a
number as indicated in Attachment I. Each individual who
provided testimony is identified by their given number
throughout this hearing report. Such writZen zeszimony is
available upon request.
Attachment 2
Proposed regulation as presented at the public hearing.

COMMENTS AND RESPONSES
Comments addressed were those written submittals received
before November 15, 1994. Although there may be originals
stamped "received" after November 14, 1994, these pieces of
testimony were only considered part of the record if a copy of
the same was received by fax, mail or hand-delivered before
the close of business on November 14, 1994.
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Comments not directly~ addressed were written submittals
received after November 14. !994.
Although in the Notice of Intent to Adopt Regulations the
comment period was to end on November 4, 1994, at the hearing,
in response to a request presented by Donald Dahl, af EPA
Region I, the Department ex~ended the comment period until the
close of business on November 14, 1994.

Lon E. Solomita, Senior Environmental Engineer, Cytec
Industries Inc., P.O. Box 425 South Cherry Street,
Wailingford, CT 06492 submitted written testimony daued
November Ii, 1994 stamped received November 17, 1994. The
testimony was three (3) days late and cannot be accepted after
the date the hearing record has closed. However, the content
of the submittal is similar to that of written testimony
submitted by others and therefore this report may address the
concerns of Mr. Solomita.
Brian R. Holmes, Director of Regulatory Affairs, Connecticut
ConstrucZion Industries Association, Inc., 912 Silas Deane
Highway, Wethersfie!d, Ct, 06109 submitted written testimony
dated November 14, 1994 stamped received November 15, 1995.
The testimony was one (I) day late and cannot be accepted
after the date the hearing record has closed. However, the
content of the submitta! is similar to that of written
testimony submitted by Devorsetz, Stinziano, Gi!berti, Heintz
& Smith and this reoor~ may address the concerns of Mr.
Holmes.
The recontmendations which follow are based upon my review of
the ora! and written testimony regarding proposed Section 22a174-33 of the RCSA.

Definitions
The fol!owing language was presented at the October 28, 1994
hearing for comment:

(a) Definitions. For the purposes of this section, the
following definitions shal! be used:
(I) "Act" means the Clean Air Act, as amended, 42 U.S.C0 7401
(2)

"Applicable requirements" means :

(A) Chapter 446c of the Connecticut General Statutes or
any regulation adopted thereunder;

(B) any standard or o~her requirement adopted in the
state implementation plan;
(C) any term or condition of any permits issued pursuant
to section 22a-!74-3 or section 22a-174-33 of the
Regulations of Connecticut S~a~e Agencies;
~
(D) any standard or other requirement of the acid rain
program under 40 CFR Parts 72 through 78, inclusive;
(E) any hazardous air pollutant standard or other
re_quirement under 40 CFR Parts 60, 61, 63 and 68; and
(F) any monitoring and analysis requirements pursuant to
subparagraph (G) of subdivision (i) (2) of this section.
(3) "Emissions unis" means any stazionary source or park
thereof that emits or has the po~enzia! to emit any regulated
air pollutant.
(4) "Hazardous air po!!utan~" means, notwithstanding the
definition in Section 22a-!74-I of the Regulations of
Cor~necticut State Agencies, any a!r po!iutan~ liszed in 40
CER Part 63, Subpar~ C or listed pursuant to 40 CER Part 68.
(5) "Maximum achievable control ~echno!ogy" or "M_ACT" means an
emission limitation or reduction in emissions of hazardous
air pollutants, determined in accordance with subsection (e)
of this section.
(6)

"Regulited air pollutant’ means the fol!owing:
(A) nitrogen oxides or any volatile organic compound;
(B) any pollutant which is a criteria air poi!utan~;
(C) any pollutant from a stationary source which is
subject to any standards of performance for new
stationary sources pursuant to 40 CFR Part 60;
(D) any substance subjec~ to stratospheric ozone
protection requirements Dursuann to 40 CFR Part 82,
Subpart A, Appendices A and B; or
(E) any pollutant subject to a national emission
standards for hazardous air pollutants.

(7) "Title V operating permit" means any permit or group of
permits issued, renewed, or modified pursuant to this section.

(8) "Title V source" means any premise and all emissions
units contained therein subject to the requirements of this
section.

Comments Regarding (a) Definitions:
Comments regarding ~the term "Affected Source":
22a-!74-33(a) One commentor recommended the Department should
include the definition of the phrase "affected source" for
purposes of the acid rain portions of the State regulations.
This commentor stated acid rain sources musz be distinguished
from other sources subject to Title V requirements because the
requirements for acid rain sources differ a5 various points
throughou5 the 40 CFR Part 70 ru!e. (4!)
Response: I recommend the Department not include a definition
for "affected source" because this term is only utilized
wlthin the context of the federal acid rain re~ulrements
pursuant to 40 CFR Parts 72 through 78, inclusive, and is
deflned therein.
Comments regarding the term "Affected States":
22a-174-33(a) One commentor recommended the Department should
define the phrase "affected states." This commentor believes
such a definition is necessary to enable the Department
develop regulations implementing 40 CER §7~.8(b) . This
commentor stated the reference to New Jersey, Massachusetts,
New York, and Rhode Island in 22a-!74-33(j) (4) is
sufficient for two reasons. First, it on!v addresses a
requirement that an applicant submit public notices
affected States. There are other recuirements within 40 CFR
§70.8(b) that Connecticut should include in its regulation
that relate to affected States. This commentor pointed ou~,
for example, the Department should provide a statement to any
affected State which submitted comments the Department did not
acceD~. Such a statement should set forth the reasons why the
affected State’s comments were not addressed. In addition,
this commentor stated, the Department’s rule should provide
that a final permit shall not be issued unti! the time period
for EPA’s review and affected States’ review has lapsed, which
is triggered by a notice that the Department is not accepting
an affected state’s comment. (41)
Response: I recommend the Department include a definition of
affected states and expand the regulation to include those
states which would be considered affected in accordance with
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40 CFR Part 70. (See language in Exhibit A, subdivision
(a) (3)) I recommend the Department tie the issuance of a
permit to the review by EPA and affected states as provided in
Exhibit A, subdivisions (n)(1) and (I)(5) and subparagraphs
(n) (I)(C) through (E). Any permit which does not meet federal
procedural requirements provides~ the public with the basis to
petition the Administrator to object to the issuance of such
permit.
22a-174-33(a) One commentor indicated the Department’s list of
affected states may not include al! potentially affected
states as defined in 40 CFR Part 70. This commentor questions
whether New Hampshire and Vermont are within 50 miles of the
Connecticut border? If they are, then these states should
also be included in a list of affected states. This commentor
pointed out the Department does have the option to include a
50 mile radius in its definition of affected states which
would al!ow Connecticut to notify non-contiguous states ~
when they are within 50 miles of the particular source. (41)
Response: I recommend the Department include, in a definition
for affected states, New Hampshire and Vermont only to the
extent they are within 50 miles of the subject source in order
to mee5 minimum federa! requirements. (See language in Exhibit
A, subdivision (a) (3))
Comments regarding the term "Designated Representative":
22a-i74-33(a) One commen~or recommended Section 22a-174-33(a)
should include a definition of "designated representative" in
order to adequately implement the acid rain requirements under
Title IV of the CAA. (41)
Response: I recommend the Department not include a definition
of Designated Representative in the regulation because this
term is only utilized within the context of the federal acid
rain requirements pursuant to 40 CER Parts 72 through 78,
inclusive, and is defined therein.
Comments regarding the term "Proposed Permit":
22a-174-33(a) One commentor suggested the Department should
consider whether adding a definition of the phrase "proposed
permit~’ to Section 22a-174-33(a) would c!arifv in the
Department’s regulations the impcrtant distinczion between
"tentative determination" (the term used by Connecticut for
"draft permit") and "proposed" Title V permits. Different
requirements apply to these two different versions of the
permits. For example, this commenzor stated, Section 22a-!7433(g) (6) references a "Tentative Determination." The phrase
is not previously used in the Department’s Title V regulations
but is subsequently used; also, the phrase is not defined.

This commentor assumes the Department means to refer to the
"draft" permit, which is the version cf the permit that
undergoes the public participation and affected state review
procedures, and not to the "proposed" permit, which is the
version of the permit that is provided to EPA for review under
40 CFR §70.8. (41)
~
Response: I do not recommehd the definition of "proposed
permit" be included in the Department’s regulation, as it is
not required under the federal rule. The issue is not the
terminology used, but rather the level of review that has been
taken prior to-final issuance of the permit. It is therefore
irrelevant whether the Department calls the permit "drafn",
"tentative" or "proposed". For more detai!, please consult my
General Response to 40 CFR 70.2, definitions, specifically,
"proposed permit."
Comments concerning the terms "Emissions Allowable Under
Permit" and "502(b) (i0) Changes"

22a-174-33(a) One commentor encouraged the Department tc
include definiZions for the phrases "emlssions al!owable
under permit" ~ "502(b) (!0) changes" consistent with 4C CFR
Part 70 for purposes of implementing the "operational
flexibility" provisions in 40 CFR §70.4(b) (12). If the
Department chooses to use differenz terms ~o convey the same
concepts included in the federal rule, this commentor believes
the Deparnment should ensure that the terms used and their
definitions are equivalent to the federa! requirements.
Response: I recommend the Deparzmenn not include definizions
of "emissions allowable under the permit" and "502(b) (I0’
changes" for the reasons provided in my General Response zo 40
CFR Part 70.2.
I do recommend these concepts as provided in
Exhibit A, subdivision (r) (3) be included in the regu!atizn,
in order to provide f!exibi!itv in the re~u!ation for ~he
regulated community, to the exnent allowed by federa! and
state requirements.
Comments regarding the definition of "Insignificant
Activities":
22a-174-33(a) Several commentors recommended adding a
definition of insignificant activities or emissions (17, 18,
20, 21, 23 and 38).
Response:
I recommend~he Depar~menn not add a definition
of insignificant acnivities~or emissions. It ls no~ necessary
to use such terminology and]jmay mislead an app!ican~ to
believe that certain activities or items are insignificant
despite being regulated by an applicable requirement.
However, I do recommend the regulation list acnivities or
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items for which the emissions will not have to be individually
listed unless required by an applicable requirement or to
determine compliance with an applicable requirement as
provided in Exhibit A, subdivision (g) (3) so that sources do
not needlessly calculate emissions.
I believe by "insignificant emissions" the commentor was
referring to emissions ~hresholds. With respect to emissions
thresholds, I recommend the Department not regulate below
certain thresholds unless required by an applicable
requirement, as shown in Exhibit A, subparagraph (j) (I) (F), in
order to prevent overregu!ation of sources. For more detai!,
please consult the General Response regarding 40 CER Part
70.3(d)
One commentor mentioned the Department should make available
the option to determine insignificant ona case-by-case basis.

(21)
Response:
The Department has the option to amend the RCSA
when new categories of activities or items which can be left
off of an application are determined by the Commissioner. I
do not recommend adding any language to the regulation based
on this comment because I do not believe the insignificant
activity list is an area the Deparzment and regulaSed
community should emphasize. Rather, the emphasis should be on
the applicable requirements and what is important to meeting
such requirements.

Comments regarding the definition of "Applicable
Requirements" :
22a-174-33(a) (2) Several commenzors indicated the definition
of "Applicable Requirements" does not ref!ecz the intent of 40
CFR Part 70.2 and the federa! requirements should be separated
from the state requirements. (1,5,7,8,10 and 13). Two
commentors advocated deleting subparagraph (a) (2) (A) of this
section. (13 and 38) One commentor, with respect to
subparagraph (a) (2) (B) of this seczlon, advised the Deparzment
to exclude the state requirements which are not necessary
according to the act. (13) Two commentors, with respect to
subparagraph (a) (2) (C) of this section, recommended the
Department modify the proposed regulation to exclude state
requirements not necessary according to the CAA. (7 and 13)
Response: First, I do not recommend the definition of
applicable requirements be limited to federal-only
requirements because there are existing state permitting
requirements which could easily be folded into a facilitv-wlde
permit making the process more streamlined for the applicants.~
However, I do recommend subparagraph (a) (2) (A) be removed from

this section because it was too broad and would make permit
issuance difficult. Yet, with respect to the comments on
subparagraphs (a) (2) (B) and (C), I do not recommend the
Department exclude state permitting requirements which are not
necessary accordfng to the CAA. Such requirements remain
applicable to the source and should be handled in one concise
document, where possibler S0 streamline the process and
provide better service, i io recommend the definition of
applicable requirements re~~r to existing federal regulations,
in Title 40 CFR as referenced in Exhibit A, subparagraphs
(a) (5) (C) and (D), rather than to the authority in the CAA to
promulgate such federal regulations.
22a-174-33(a) (2) One commentor suggested the Department
redefine "Applicable Requirements" pursuant to the June 7,
!994 draft regulation. (45)
Response: I do not recommend use of the June 7, 1994
definition. By referencing the C~. and not the regulations
promu!gated pursuant to the CAA, the definition provided on
June 7, 1994 does not function as a working definition.
22a-174-33(a) (2) (B) One commentor noted that there is no
reference no Federal implementation Plans (FIPs) . (41)
Response: I recommend the Department include reference to the
FIP within the applicable requiremenns !n order to meet
minimum federal recuirements. (See language in Exhibit A,
subparagraph (a) (5) (A))
22a-!74-33(a) (2) (E)
One commensor indicated that, as
written0 Section 22a-!74-33(a) (2) (E) is unclear. The
provision refers to "hazardous air pollutant snandards or
other ~=mu~rement[s] under 40 CFR Parts 60 61 63 and ~8 "
This ccmmennor stated not every re~airemenz of the referenced
parts involves a "hazardous air pol!utan~." in addition,
although the provision appears no address re~airemencs
pursuan~ to Section 112 of the CAA by r__e__l~.g no 40 CFR
Parts 63 and 68, the Deparnmenn may no~ be able no imp!emen~
Section l!2(g) of the CAA by referencing 40 CFR Part 63.
Regulations mmplementing Section l12(g) have not yet been
promulgated and therefore have not been codified in 40 CFR
Part 63. This commentor stated Section !!2(g) will be
triggered uPOn the effective date of Cor~ecticut’s Title V
program regardless of whether the Section l12(g) regulations
have been promulgated, and Connecticut musn include such
requirements in Title V permits. Such commentor believes the
Deparnment should rewrite Section 22a-174.-33(a) (2) (E) as
follows:
"~ny $¢anda~d or other re_c~uirement under Section !li or
Section 112 of the CAA. including any requiremen~
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concerninq accident prevention under Section l!2(r) ~7) of

the CAA." (4!)

Response: I donot recommend the Department rewrite section
22a-174-33(a) (2) (E) as described above. Such definition is
overly broad and is continually subject to change thereby
fai~ing to define hazardous air pollutan~s in a concise
manner. As provided in Exhibit A, subdivision (a) (8), a list
of pollutants is referenced to provide certainty to the owners
and operators of subject sources. This list will enable such
owners and operators to calculate hazardous air pollutant
emissions knowing exactly what is defined, for the purposes of
this section, as a hazardous air pollutant. However, I do
agree that not every requirement pursuant to 40 CFR Parts 60,
61, 63 and 68 refer to hazardous air pollutants. Therefore, I
recommend the term "hazardous air pollutant" be struck from
this paragraph. (See language in Exhibit A, subparagraph
(a) (5) (D))
22a-!74-33(a) (2) (F)
One commentor recommended the
Department drop this subparagraph referring to the
rezulrements of Title V .itself. (38)
Response: I recommend the Department remove the reference to
the monitoring and analysis requirements. The references
conditions in permits issued as provided in Exhibit A,
subsection (j) and 40 CFR Parts 60,61,63, 68, 70, and 72-78
should adequately address monitoring recuired pursuant to one
of the aDp!icable
requiremenzs. It is p,~ma~u_e to include
_
m©nitoring systems in the definition of ap~!icab!e
requirements because they will be built, into the Title V
permi~ to ensure compliance wlth otherrequ__e, ents
22a-174-33(a) (2) (F)
One commentor ~ndicated this
subparagraph, as written, is noz sufficient. This commen~or
pointed ouz this subparagraph defines applicable re~airements
for monitoring by referring to Section 22a-!74-33(i) (2) (G) of
the RCSA In turn, Section 22a-!74-33(i) (2) (G) requires
monitoring under "applicable requirements" leading the reader
back to Section 22a-174-33(a) (2) (F), creating a circular
definition. This commentor further states, that, as written,
Section 22a-174~33(a) (2) (F) makes no reference to requirements
of Sections 504(b) and l14(a) (3) of the CAA, including but not
limited to, requirements of the enhanced monitoring program.
Thus, Section 22a-174-33(a) (2) (F) should be amended to
reference such requirements. (41)
Response: I do recommend the Department eliminate the
circular nature of the definition because, as structured, the
regulation does not specify in detail the monitoring. (See
Exhibit A, subdivision (a) (5), for recommended language) I
recommend the Department add requirements of Section 504(b)
and l14(a) (3) of the CAA as provided in Exhibi~ A,
I0

subparagraphs (q) (2) (A) through (G) and (j) (1) (K) (ii) to meet
minimum federal requirements.
22a-!74-33(a) (2~ (F)
One commentor recommended replacing
this subparagraph with "any standard or other requirement
under Section ll! of the C~., including Section !ll-{d) ." (13)
Response: I recommend no~.adding such language because
federal regulations have n~t been promulgated pursuant to
Section !ll(d) of the CAA .... I do not recommend replacing this
subparagraph with the reference to Section IIi of the CAA. It
is more accurate to reference existing federal regulations.
To incorporate new federal requirements promulgated pursuant
to Section Iii after the nc~ificatlon of hearing regrading
this regulation, these regulations will have to be amended, in
order to provide adequate public notice.
Comments regarding the definition of "Emissions Unit":
22a-!74-33 (a)(3) Three speakers were not in favor of the
definition of "Emission Uniu’ provided in the proposed
regulation¯(i~,2 and 15) in a re~
_a~ comment, one commentor
recommended the Department use the uerm emissions unit
consistenu!y throughouu a!! secuions of paragraph (g) . (45)
~Several commentors recommended use of the term "Emissions
~Unit" as defined in the federal definition, (20, 21, and 26),
so that an emission unit is nou broadened to be the same as a
szazionary source, but rather a part of one. (7, 29, !3, 15,
43, 17, and 18)
Response: I recommend the......
~=-=~
menu
- revise the definition of
emisslons unit to be cons~szenz w:~h the federa! definition.
By remain~_ng consisten,~ w~=h zhe~federal definition, this
seczion wil! be compatible wizh other federa! programs, and
wil! prevenu the proliferation of a separate state program
where it aooears unnecessary and inconvenient for the
regulated community. (~_~_~ _anguage in Exhibit A, subdivision
(a) (7)) I have also reviewed the use of the term in
subsection (g) of the regu!auion and recommend consistent use.
22a-!74-33(a) (3) One commenuor pointed out that if a source
is subjec~ to Title V by viruue of being a New Source
Performance Standard (NSPS) source, the Departmenu should not
impose additional requiremenus onto ~hat source. This would
avoid imposing additional .... qu__ements onto sources not
intended by Subparu
Response: The CAA require.~ uhat certain types of sources
become Title V sources because a oaruicu!ar NSPS applies to
them, unless a suandard has nou yet been promulgated for that
source or the standard has exoiicitly exempted a subcategory
of sources.
I recommend providing for exemptions or
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deferrals as shown in Exhibit A, subdivisions (c) (2) and
(f) (3), in order to preserve Department resources for the
higher priority sources. However, with respect to
nondeferred, nonexempted nonmajor (pursuant to 40 CFR Part
70.3) sources, such as NSPS sources, I recommend the
Department require that all Title V sources have permits
covering their facility to the extent required by applicable
requirements. It is not necessary to have limitations for
equipment or emissions if such limitations are not otherwise
required by an applicable requirement.
22a-174-33(a) (3) One commentor suggested the Department
correct a definitional problem that directly affects the
crushed stone industry. This commentor pointed out Subpart"
000 regulates only eight sources of air pollution; accordingly
Connecticut’s Title V re~a!ation should include only those
eig~~ sources. (2)
Response:
This commentot appears to be commenting on the
definition of a Title V source or the definition of applicable
requirements. Therefore, I will respond with these
definitions in mind. I do not recommend the Department make a
change based upon this comment. As an applicable requlremen~,
if NSPS under Subpar: OO0 only regulates e~ght sources, the
Departmen: is in no way changing the number of sources
regulated by such section. I believe the commentors rea!
concern was that some premises wil! become Title V sources, as
defined, by having an emission pcin: which is subject :o a
NSPS. This does not mean the entire premise is now somehow
subjec: to the NSPS,_ but, rather, only :o the extent re_cuired
by such applicable requirement.
22a-!74-33(a) (3) One commen:or recommended the term
"Emissions Unit" be deleted. (35)
Response: I understand the need to limit the definition :o
the ex:ent possible. However, the Title V Program, as well as
other, interrelated, programs, are heavily reliant on the
term "Emissions Unit"
Therefore, I recommend the Depar:men:
adoo: a revised definition of Emissions Unit similar to the
federal definition. (See language in Exhibit A, subdivision
(a)(7))
Comments regarding the definition of "Hazardous Air
Pollutant":
22a-i74-33(a) (4) One commentor was not in favor of the
definition of "Hazardous Air Pollutant" as is provided in the
proposed regu!ation. (!)
Several commentors noted that, by
including 40 CFR Part 68 listed materials, this definition is
too expansive. According to these commentors, the definition
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should be limited to 40 CFR Part 63 listed materials. (7, 29,
and 43) One commenzor recommended Section 22a-!74-33(a) (4),
which defines Hazardous Air Pollutant, should refer only to
air pollutants listed in 40 CFR Part 63 Subparz C and not the
pollutants in 40 CFR Part 68. 40 CFR Part 68 pollutants are
defined as r.~SLL~ ~, not as hazardous air
pollutants. For example, this distinction is important for
purposes of limiting a source’s potential to emit under
Section 22a-174-33(d) (i) (A~;~nd for determining applicability
of Title V under Section 22a-174-33(c) (I) (E) (i). (41)
Response: I recommend the Depar~men~ change the definition of
Hazardous air pollutant to eliminaue 40 CFR Part 68 !isned
mauerials. (See language in Exhibit A, subdivision
because 40 CER Part 68 refers to regulated substances not
pollutants as stated by this commen~or.
22a-174-33(a) (4) One commentor poin:ed ou~ tha: Suboarn C of
40 CFR Part 63, which wil! include the list of Hazardous Air
Pollutants (HAPs) and the petition process for adding and
deleting pollutants, has not been proposed as of today.
Therefore, this commentor suggested zhe Deparzmen5 use ~he
fol!owing definition for "Hazardous Air Po!luzan=’"means any air pollutant listed pursuant to Section
~12(b} of the CAA." (41)
Response:
For the reasons stated by this ccmmenzor, I
recommend the Department, in its definition cf Hazardous
Pollutant, reference the list of pollutant contained in
Section l12(b) of the CAA. ($9_~ language in Exhibit A,
subdivision (a) (8)) It is imporzanz to recognize zhat
re,~_enc~d documents in existence at the t~me -~
ic for
hearing was published are being referred to in uhis sec:ion.
In order to include newly promu!£ated federa! reguiauions or
statutes, Section 22a-174-33 of the RCSA wil! have to be
amended in a timely manner.
22a-174-33(a) (4) One commentor suggested the definition
should be modified as follows: "
notwithstanding the
definition in 22a-!74-I of the RCSA, any air pollutant listed
in 40 CFR part 63, subpart C." (13)
Response: I recommend the Depar:menz include the
"notwithstanding" language, for the purpose of clarification.
(See language in Exhibit A, subdivision (a) (8)) Any
definition within this section of the RCSA takes precedence,
for the purposes of this section, over definiuions available
in other sections of the RCSA.
22a-!74-33(a) (4) One commen:or believes having dual suaue and
federal definitions is unworkable. (26)
Response: I recommend the Department change the definition of
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Hazardous Air Pollutant to eliminate 40 CFR Par~ 68 lis~ed
materials which are not all HAPs. I will also recommend that
the definition reference pollutants listed in Section ll2(b)
of the CAA. (See language in Exhibit A, subdivision (a) (8))
These changes will make the definition more clearly in line
wi~h the federal intent.
Comments regarding the definition of "Maxim~mAchiev~ble
Control Technology" or "M_ACT":
22a-174-33(a) (5) One commentor was not in favor of this
definition as proposed. (!)
Response: To address this commentor’s concern, I recommend
this definition include Maximum Achievable Control Technology
("M_ACT") determination in accordance with 40 CFR Park 63. (See
language in Exhibit A, subdivision (a) (I0))
22a-174-33(a) (5) One commentor stated that ~ACT should
reference industry-specific standards as wel! as case-by-case
MACT and sh~u_e be
fined:
emission limitation or
reduction in emissions of hazardous air mol!utants, determined
in accordance with subsection (e) of this section or as
promulgated in 40 CFR Part 63" (13)
Response: i agree the Department should include language
similar to this suggested change and I propose the reference
to 40 CFR Part 63 be included in this definition. (S~_~
language in Exhibit A, subdivision (a) (i0))
22a-!74-33(a) (5) One commentor suggested, in addition to
referencing industry specific standards in cases where EPA has
failed, those aDD!icazions should be due 18 months af:er the
EPA fails to meet the deadline. (26)
Response: ! do not recommend a change to this definition
based upon this comment because this is a substantive
requiremenz and should be handled in the body of the
regulation rather than in the definition of MACT. However, I
do recommend that elsewhere in this regulation the timeframe
be changed to be more stringent than the federal requiremenz
with resmec< zo submission of applications due after EPA fails
to meet the deadline for promulgating a MACT standard. (See
language in E~zibiz A, subdivisions (e) (!), (e) (2) and
(f) (2)) . This 12 month application due date provides the
Department with adequate time to determine the applicable }tACT
standard while taking into consideration an applicant’s
proposals for such standard.
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Comments regarding the definition of "Regulated Air
Pollutant" :
22a-174-33(a) (6) One commentor stated dual federal and state
definitions are unworkable..
Response: I recommend the Department change the definition
making it more clearly in~.~ine with federal intent. (See
language in Exhibit A, subdivision (a) (12))
22a-!74-33(a) (6) One commentor stated this subsection,
defining regulated air pollutant, attempts to include
pollutants covered by Section 112 of ~he CAA (in subparagraph
(E)) . However, when the Department amends its definition of
"hazardous air pollutant" pursuant to this commen~ors commen~,
above, the Departmentwil! not be including "regu!a~ed
substances" under Section l!2(r) of the C~ as regu!a~ed air
pollutants. This commentor no~es 5ha~ requ!remen~s applicable
to "regulated substances" are codified in 40 CFR Part 68.
Therefore, according to this commentor, the Department should
either include a separate reference to 40 CFR Part 6~ in its
definition of "regulated air Do!!utanz," or use a general
reference to Section 112 as outlined be!ow in this comment.
In addition, this commen~or continued, 40 CFR Part 70 has
specific language regarding the definition of regulated air
pollutant for purposes of Section l!21j) and Sect!on l12(g) (2)
of the CAA. Therefore, the Department should amend Section
22a-174-33(a) (6) (E) as folicws:
"means any_ _~c!!utant
su~e~~’ ~ zo a
standard
promulgated under Section 112 or other re~airemen~s
established under Section ~!2 of the C~A, ~~
Sections 112 ~g) , lj) , and (r) of the C~A, including
the fol!owing:
Any pollutant subject to the re~zirements of Section
!!2{j) of the CAA. If EPA fails to promu!ga~e a standard
by the date established pursuant to Section !!2{e) of the
CAA, any pQ!!utant for which a subjec~ source would be
major shal! be considered to be regulated on the daze !~
months after the applicable date established pursuan~ ~c
Section !!2{e} of the C~.~ and
any pollutant for which the re_cFuiremen~s of Section
l!2[g) {2) of the CAA have been met, but on!~! with respect
to the individua! source subject to Section !!2(q) ~2)
recruirement.

This commenzor believes this language impacts what information
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must be contained in permit applications as well as when
sources must pay permit fees. What is the Department’s
intent? (41)
Response: (1) With respect to regulated substances and
hazardous air pollutant, I recognize these terms are different
and that hazardous air pollutants should not include within
its definition regulated substances which are not otherwise
hazardous air pollutants. Therefore I recommend the
Department include a separate reference to 40 CFR Part 68 in
its definition of regulated air pollutant. (See language in
Exhibit A, subparagraph (a) (i2) (G))
(2) With respect to using specific language from 40 CFR
Part 70 that this commentor described above, I do not
recommend the Department include this language as a part of
the definition of regulated air pollutants because this
language is more prescriptive than descriptive. Such
substantive language should be included elsewhere in the
regulation. I therefore recommend the Department address such
language in a section regarding M_ACT recuirements as provided
in Exhibit A, subdivisions (e) (I) and (e) (2) .
(3) With respect to the timeframe for paying fees,
Section 22a-174-2~ of the RCSA conualns the fee provisions,
and such section was not the subjecz of this hearing.
Therefore, I do not recommend any changes based on this
comment.

Comm~ents regarding the definition of "Title V source":
22a-174-33(a) (8) One commenzor was ncu in favor of this
definition as is. (!5)
Response: I recommend the Department define Tiu!e V source in
terms of those facilities which have emission unius uo whom
standards apply or whose emissions are over ceruain
thresholds, thereby re.cfuiring them to obtain a Title V permit.
This definition should be based upon federal requirements.
(See language in Exhibit A, subdivision (a) (!5))
22a-174-33(a) (8) One commentor said the Deparumenu
amend 22a-174-26 of the RCSA through this regulation. This
commentor questions the Department’s defining a Title V source
differently in Section 22a-174-26 than it does here. This
commentor believes requiring a s?-ntheuic minor to pay fees
even though they have limized their po~enzia! emissions is a
contradiction. (2)
Response:~ I do not recommend a change based upon this comment
because the language determining the payment of fees is
contained in Section 22a-174-26 of the RCSA which was not the
subject of the hearing.
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22a-174-33(a) (8) One commentor stated a source cannot be
defined as any premise if an emissions unit is meant to be
part of a source. (15)
Response: I do not recommend the Department make a change
based upon this comment because the definitions of stationary
source, premise, Title V source and emission unit may overlap
simply because of the variety in the types of facilities and
equipment that exist.
~.~
22a-174-33(a) (8) One commentor suggested changing the
reference from source to premise. (35)
Response: The definitions which are contained within this
regulation are connected with other federal and ssa~e
definitions. I believe this commentor mistakenly believes
that the term source only refers to. equipment or emission
units which are the source of pollutants. This is not the
case. The term source, as it is provided in Section 22a-!74-I
of the RCSA, allows for a source to be a unit or a group of
units. The term premise on the other hand may be too narrow
for the purposes of this definition because adjacent or
contiguous facilities are not to be considered one location.
For these reasons, i do not recommend the Departmen~ chan~e
the reference from source to premise.
Comments regarding the use of the term Natura! Resources:

22a-174-33(a) Although the term natural resources is not a
defined term, one commentor was not satisfied with the
Department’s use of this term. (15)
Response: What is intended by the term "natura! resources" in
this regulation wll! have to be det~_m_n~d in a p~u~_n~ ma~er
by the applicant when filling out the application or re!evan~
reporz, depending on the facility being considered and may
include; land, fish, wildlife, boita, air, water, ~round
water, and drinking water supplies.
Comments regarding Source, Stationary Source., Premises
and Title V Source
One commentor stated the terms stationary source, premise and
emissions unit are somewhat synonymous and are used
interchangeably in the regulations. Such commenzor suggested
definitions for the term source, stationary source, premises,
and Title V source. Such commentor also mentioned the term
emisslons unit should not be used. (35)
Response: I recommend the Department no~ use the terms
stationary source, premise and emissions unit interchangeably.
I do not recommend the Department redefine source, szationary
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source, or premise as these terms are defined in Seczion 22a174-I of the RCSA. As stated previously, I have recommended
the definition of emissions unit be changed to meet ~he
federal definition and ~hat the definition of Title V source
be as provided in Exhibit A, subdivision (a) (i5) ; to meet
minimum federal requirements.
In addition, I recommend the following changes to the
definitions to enhance clarity and, where necessa~q~, to
incorporate definitions required under the federal program.
i)
I recommend the Department clarify the de_in .... n or the
term "Act" by indicating the Act was amended in 1990. (~_%~==
language in Exhibit A, subdivision (a) (I) .)
2)
I recommend the Department add a definition for the term
~Administrator" to make it clear that the word Administrator
means the Administrator of the United States Environmen=a!
Protection Agency, or his designee. (See language in E~nibit
A, subdivision (a) (2))

3)
I recommend the Department add a definition for the term
"Alternative Operating Scenario" to identify various ways in
which a facility may be operated or various materials which
may be processed at such facility as provided in=xna~_~- A,
subdivision (a) (4).
4)
In the definition of "Applicable requiremenzs" i
recommend the reference to section 22a-!74-33 be amended as
provided in Exhibit A, subparagraph (a) (5) (B) . Such
wil! allow the definition to reference federa! re{ulazicns
which exisn at the time this regulation was noniced. In
addition, I recommend referencing Section 22a-!74-3 of zhe
RCSA to al!ow existing permits to be incormorazed ~nzo
Title V permin, to consolidate the regulated commun~zies’
requirements.
I also recommend referencing the federal
implementation plan and the stane implementation D!an as
required by 40 CFR Part 70. I do not recommend referencing
the sections of the CAA because the szandards are acnual!v
contained in the regulations promulgated pursuant no the
rather than contained in the C.~h itself.
5)
To provide certainty with respecz to federal
requiremenns, many of which contain applicable re~airemen~s, I
recommend the Department add a definition for "Code of Federal
Regulations" or "CFR" to identify, by specifying by date, the
most recent CFR which is to be used as a reference in
conjunction with this section. (See language in Exhibit A,
subdivision (a) (6))

6)
I recommend the Department include a definition for
~Implementation date of this section~. (See language in
Exhibit A, subdivision (a) (9)) This wil! clarify when a
source must obtain a Title V permit. However, this definition
wil! al!ow the regulated community to have as much time to
apply as al!owed by the EPA, unti! June I, 1997. The intent of
this definition is to avoid unnecessarily requiring sources to
apply for Title V permits~..p~rior to federal approval of the
program.
7)
I recommend the Department include in it’s definition of
"Maximum achievable control technoiogy" or ~MACT" the concept
that MACT means a method of achieving the emission limit or
reduction in emissions, as provided in Exhibit A, subdivision
(a)-(10), because MACTs are not necessarily emission
limitations themselves.

8)
I recommend the Deparsmen~ add a-definition of
~Monitoring" to this subsection. This definition will provide
clarity throughout the regulation where the term monitoring is
used. ($9_~ language in Exhibit A, subdivision (a) (!!))
9-)
I recommend the following revisions to the definizion of
~Regu!ated Air Pollutant".
a)
add, "any pollutant from a", to the subparagraph
regarding stratospheric ozone pro~ec~ion requirements as
provided in Exhibit A, subparagraph (a) (12(D), because
the definition refers 5o Dol!utants, not subssance, and I
do not recommend ~mproper!y defining the substance,
itself, as a pollutant;
b)
add, "or other re~uiremen~ under 40 CFR Part 63 and
emitted by a source in a category listed in Federal
Register Vo!. 58 No.23!, December 3, 1993", to
subparagraph (E) as provided in Exhibit A, subparagraph
(a) (12) (E), because no~ all Part 63 provisions that
pollutants are subject to are standards;
c)
Add another subparagraph referencing 40 CFR Parz 61
as provided in Exhibit A, subparagraph (a) (12) (F), in
order to meet 40 CFR part 70 re.quirements;
I0) i recommend adding a definition of "Throughput" to this
subsection. This wil! enable nontechnical readers to
understand the type of information that the Department needs
when an applicant submits an application for a Title V permit.
(See language in Exhibit A, subdivision (a) (13))
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ll) I recommend the Department change the name of the permit
from ~Title V operating permit" to "Title V permit", in order
to eliminate unnecessary verbiage to the extent possible. In
addition, I recommend the Department delete the language, or
group of permits, because such language does not properly
convey the meaning of the term. (~@_~ language in Exhibit A,
subdivision (a) (14))
12) I recommend the Department move the Title V source
concepts contained in Exhibit A, subparagraphs (c) (I) (A)
through (E) and insert it in the definition of Title V source,
as provided in Exhibit A, subdivision (a) (!5), because such
language is definitional in nature. See my comments regarding
the applicability subsection for more detai!.
Signatory Responsibilities
The fol!owing language was presented at the October 28, 1994
hearing for comment:
(b) Signatory Responsibilities.

(b) (1) Any application for a Title V operating permit
submitted to the Commissioner shal! be signed by a responsible
official as follows:
(A)
For a ccrporaz!on: A president, secretary,
treasurer, or vice-president of the corporation
in charge of a principa! business function, or
any other person who performs similar policy-or
decision-making functions for the corporation,
or the manager of one or more manufaczurlng,
production, or operating facilities employing
more than 250 persons or having gross annual
sales or expenditures exceeding twenty-five
million dollars (in second quarter 1980
dollars), if authority co sign documents has
been assigned or delegated to the manager in
accordance with corporate procedures;
For the partnership or sole proprietorship: a
general partner or the proprietor, respective!v;
or

(c)

For a municipality, State, Federa!, or other
public agency: either a principal executive
officer or ranking elected officia!. For
purposes of this section, a principa! executive
officer of a Federal Agency inc!udes (I) the
chief executive officer, or (2) a senior
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executive officer having responsibility for the
overal! operations of a principal geographic
"~uzit of the agency.
(b) (2) Any report or other document required by a Title V
operating permit and any other information submitted to the
Commissioner shall be signed by a person described in
subdivision (b) (I) of this~ection or by a duly authorized
representative of such person. A duly authorized
representative may be either a named individua! or any
individua! occupying a named position. Such named person or
person occupying a named position is a duly authorized
representative only if:
(A) the authorization is made in writing by a person
described in subdivision (b) (!) of this section;
(B) the authorization specifies either an ~ndividua!
or a position having responsibility for the overall
operation of the premise or activity, such as the
position of plant manager, superinzendent, position
of e_cuivalent responsibility, or an individua! or
position having overall respcnsibiiity for
environmental matters for the company; and
(C) the written authorization is submitted to the
Commissioner.
(b) (3) If an authorization under this sectlon is no !onger
accurate because a different individual or position has
assumed the applicable responsibility, a new authorization
satisfying the requirements of this section shall be submitzed
to the Commissioner prior to or together with any remorzs or
other informazion to be signed by an authorized
representative.

(b) (4) Any person signing any application for a Title V
operating permit or any other report or document required by a
Title V operazing permit shall make the following
certification:
"i certify under penalty of law that this document
and all attachments were prepared under my direction
or supervision in accordance with a system designed
to assure that qualified personnel properly gather
and evaluate the informazion submitted. Based on my
inquiry of the person or persons who manage the
system, or those persons directly responsible for
gathering the information, the information is, to
the best of my knowledge and belief, true, accuraze
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and complete. ! am aware that there are significant
penalties for submitting false information,
including the possibility of fines and imprisonment
for knowing violations."
Comments regarding subsection (b)
Signatory Responsibilities:
22a-174-33(b) (!) One commentor suggested Section 22a-17433(b) (I) should include a reference to designated
representative in the definit!on of responsible official for
purposes of the acid raln requirements applicable to affected
sources. See subsection (4) (i) and (ii) in the definition of
"responsible official" in 40 CFR §70.2. (41)
Response: I do not recommend the Department provide a
definition of responsible official because it is a substantive
section. Nor do I recommend the Department include a
designated representative in the description of responsible
officia!. An owner or operator of the Title V source is free
to authorize those officials to be one and the same. However,
a designated representative wil! have to meet the Depar<menz
criteria for being a responsible official or a du!y author!zed
representative. A designated represen~azive is cn!y re.~u~red
for sources subject to 40 CER Part 72 through 78, inclusive,
and such representative is remuired to meez 4C Parz 72 zhrough
78 requirements. Therefore, it is sufficient zo reference 40
CER Par< 72 through 78, as provided in Exhibit A, s~division

(b)(5).
22a-!74-33(b) (i) (A) One commentor suggests the Department
should add the fo!!owin~, language to Sec~icn 22--174-.=
33 (b) (i) (A) :
". . . for the corporation, or the manazer
responsible for overal! operation of one or more
.."
Response: I recommend the De~arzmen~ al!ow a du!v authorized
representative responsible for overall operation of one or
more subject facilities, to sign re!evanz documentation as
provided for in Exhibit A, subdivision (b) (!) . The Department
has the authority to be more stringent than the ~AA as
provided in Exhibit A, subparagraphs (b) (2) (A) and (B) . With
respect to signatures, it is critica! to have someone who has
been authorized to take responsibility for such task. Being a
manager a!one, may not adequately prepare an _.~d_vldua_ to
review and comprehend an application for a Title V permit.
(See language in Exhibit A, subparagraph (b) (!) (A))
22a-!74-33(b) (I) (C) One commencor suggested the Departmenz
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should identify Commissioners as the chief executive officers
of the State Agencies, because each agency is acco~nnable for
its own facility and has the responsibility and the authority
for maintaining the facility. (35)
Response: I do not recommend identifying Commissioners as
"Chief Operating Officer" of State Agencies because-that may
not always be the case. S~ate Agencies shall handle signatory
responsibility as providedin Exhibi~ A, subparagraph
(b) (I) (C) to meet minimum federa! requirements.
22a-174-33(b) (2) One commentor suggested that Seczion 22a174-33(b) (2) allows for "a duly authorized representative" to
submit reports or other documents required by Title V. The
definition of "responsible official" in 40 CER Part 70.2
requires that such authorization be approved in advance by the
Department. The Department should amend Section 22a-!7433(b) (2) to recn~ire that prior approva! from the Department be
obtained before the authorization can become valid. (41)
Response: I recommend the Deparnmenn require that prior
approva! of a duly authorized representative be obtained by
the Commissioner in order to meet federa! rec~irements.
language in Exhibin A, subparagraph (b) (2) (C))
22a-174-33(b) (4) One commentor staned it is unreasonable no
have a reporn issued under subseczion (n) slgned by a
responsible corporate official within one day in the evenz of
an emergency. It is suggested the Department e!ther remove
the certificatlon rec~irement from 22a-!74-33(n) (!) (B) or
allow such certification to follow after the actual
notification. (2)
Response: I recommend the Department not remove the
certification requirement as suggested. It is crucial than a
resDonsib!e official or duly authorized represenzanive be
aware of reporting a violation that poses an imminent and
substantia! danger to public health or a tecb~o!ogy-based
exceedance. In order to ensure reasonableness, I recommend
the section allow for a duly authorized representative sc nhat
an officer need not be located.
(See language in Exhibit A,
subdivision (p) (I))
22a-174-33(b) (4) Two commentors suggested we add the word
"reasonable" to the certification such that it reads:
"...Based on my r~o~mg~ inquiry of the person or persons
who manage the system..." (13 and 43)
Response: I recommend the.:6-Department delete the language of
the certification in (b) (4).and instead cite to the relevant
section in the Department’s Rules of Practice, embodied in
Section 22a-3a-5 of the RCSA. Such certification provides the
signatory, based on reasonable investigation, certify to the
validity of information being submitted. (See language in
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Exhibit A, subdivision (b) (4))
In addition, I recommend the Department revise subsection (b)
as follows to improve clarity and, where necessary, to
incorporate federal requirements:
l)
The Department should add language to subdivision (b)(!)
to reflect that signatures are required for all written
submittals to the Department, not merely the application for a
Title V permit. (See language in Exhibit A, subdivision
(b) (I)) This change is meant to identify and list situations
which require a signature pursuant to this section.
2)
I recommend the Department delete the word "manager" and
insert the words "duly authorized representative" in
subparagraph (b) (I) (A) . (See language in Exhibit A,
subdivision (b) (!) (A)) Being a manager a!one, may not
adequately prepare an individual to review and comprehend an
application for a Title V permit. In addition, it is necessary
the document is signed by a person with the authority tc do so
in order to ensure accountability.
3)
I recommend the Department create paragraphs within
subparagraph (b) (!) (A) to clarify the circumstances under
which a duly authorized representative can sign for a subject
source in order to provide for the types of slgnatories
al!owed by 40 CFR Part 70. (See language in Exhibi~ A,
subdivision (b) (!) (A) (i) and (ii))
4)
I recommend the Department add in subdivision (b) (2), the
requirement that a duly autho~rized representative must not
only comply with subdivision (b) (2), but also comply with
subparagraph (b) (I) (A) in order to ensure such signatory has
the authority to take such action. The Departmenz needs to be
this stringent to ensure the signatory understands the con~en~
of the material submitted and that such material may be relied
upon by the Department. (See language in Exhibit A,
subdivision (b) (I) (A))
5)
I recommend the Department delete the language, "~y
report or other document required by a .Title V opera~ing
permlt and any other informatlon submitted to the Commissioner
shal! be signed by a person described in subdivision (b) (I) of
this section or by a duly authorized representative of such
person." (See language in Exhibit A, subdivision (b) (2)) I
further recommend the Department revise the fol!owing
sentences in that subdivision to provide that a duly
authorized representative under subparagraphs (A) (i) and
(A) (ii) of subdivision (I) of this subsection may be either a
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named individual or any individual occupying a named position
as provided in Exhibit A, subdivision (b) (2)) These added
provisions wil! a!low the regulated community and the
Commissioner the assurance that the signatory has been
thoughtfully chosen to handle the cerzification of documents
required by this program and that such documents can be relied
upon as certified.
6)
I recommend the Department delete the word ~the" and add
the words ~his or her" to the beginning of the sentence in
subparagraph (b) (2) (A) . In addition, I recommend the
Department delete the reference ~o " subdivision (b) (i)" in
this subparagraph and instead refer to "subparagraph (A) (i) or
(ii) of subdivision (I) of this subsection~. (See language in
Exhibit A, subparagraph (b) (2) (A)) Please refer to my response
in note 5) for my reasons.
7)
I recommend the Department change the format of
subparagraph (b)(2)(B) so that such paragraph is split into
(b) (2)(B)(i) and (ii) to clarify the language and make it
easier to follow. (See language in Exhibit A, subparagraphs
(b) (2) (B) (i) and (ii))
8)
I recommend the Department revise subdivision (b) (3)
ensure authorizations are updated as signatories change.
language in Exhibit A, subdivision (b) (3))
9)
In the interest of brevity, I recommend the Department
revise subdivision (b) (4) to reference the existing
certification. (See language in Exhibit A, subdivision (b (4))
i0) I recommend the Departmen~ add a new subdivision (b)
to ensure documents are cerzified as prescribed by the acid
rain provisions. (See language in Exhibit A, subdivision

Applicability
The following language was presented at the October 28, 1994
hearing for comment:

(c)

Applicability.

(c) (!) The following are Title V sources. This section shall
apply to the owner or operator of any premise which includes
any of the following:
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(A) any stationary source, subject to a New Source
Performance Standard pursuant to 40 CFR Part 60;
(B) any stationary source, subject to a national
emission standard for hazardous air pollutants,
pursuant to 40 CFR Par~ 61 and Part 63;
(C) any stationary source, subject to Acid Rain
Provisions or sulfur oxides emission reduction
re.cuirements or limitations under 40 CFR Part 72;
(D) any stationary source subjec~ to Solid Wasne
Combustion requirements under Section !29(e) of the Act;
and

(E) any stationary source, or any group of stationary
sources, located on one or more contiguous or adjacent
properties, that are under common control of the same
person, or persons under common control, and such source
or sources be!ong to the same two-digit Standard
Industrial C!assificanion code, as published by the
Office of Management and Budget in the Standard
Industrial Classification Manua! of 1987, and such
source or sources emit or have the potential no emit,
including fugitive emissions to the extent quannifiable:
(i) in the aggregate, ten (i0) tons or more per year
of any hazardous air pollutant, or twenty-five (25)
tons or more per year of any combination of such
hazardous air pollutants;
(ii) one hundred (I00) cons or more per year of any
air pollutant;
(iii) fifty (50) tons or more per year of volatile
organic compounds or nitrogen oxides in, a serious
ozone nonattainment area; or
(iv) twenty-five (25) tons or more per year of
volatile organic compounds or nitrogen oxides in a
severe ozone nonannainment area.
(c) (2) Notwithstanding subsection (c) (i) of this section,
this section will not apply to any emissions unit which is
only regulated by the following:
(A) Standards of Performance for New Residential
Wood Heaters pursuant to 40 CFR part 60, subparn
AAA;
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(B) Nationa! Emission Standard for Hazardous Air
Po!lunants for Asbestos, Standard for Demolition and
Renovation pursuant to 40 CFR part 6!, subparZ M,
Section 61.145; or
(C) Accidental Release, Program pursuant to 40 CFR Par-_
68.
Comments Regarding ~ubsection (c) Applicability
22a-174-33(c) One commentor stated the applicability secnion
is unclear and includes area sources the Department may non
have intended to include, such as area sources and those
regulated solely by Subpart OOO solely. (2 and 5)
Response: I recommend the Department make changes to this
subsection to keep those sources which are not required by the
CAA to obtain a Title V permit from having to do so either by;
(I) exempting such sources or (2) allowing their application
to be delayed unti! the applicable standard has been
promulgated. (See language in Exhibit A, subdivision (f)(3)
and subparagraphs (c) (2) (A)-(E))
,~
One commentor wrote that the Department shcu!~~
22a-!7 ~-33(c)
exempt fugitives of particulate because it is non a pressln~
air quality issue and there is no methodology capable of
calculating fugitives with enough certainty to determine fees.
This co,mentor believes these fugitives will not go
uncontrolled because of other regulations contro!!in~
fugitives of particulate. (2)
Response: I do not recommend ~the Department implement
regulations which are less stringent than the federa!
reguiazions. 40 CFR Part 70 requires the Department to
consmder fugitives, to the extent quantifiable, for the
purposes of determining Title V applicability. (See langua£e
in Exhibit A, subdivision (g) (4)) Notwithstanding the above,
to comply with 40 CFR Part 70, fugitives shall be counted from
sources in categories provided in 40 CFR Part 70.2(i) ~hrough
(xxvii).
22a-174-33(c) One commentor stated the regulation should
exempt insignificant or minor sources from the Title V
program. (13) One commentor recommended the Department shcuid
clarify its intent with regard to applicability and area
sources such as dry cleaners, and gas stations. (43) As one
commentor Understands it, it is the Deoartment’s intenu tc
defer until EPA makes a determination that an area source
would need a Title V permit. (5) One commentor stated the
Federal program authorizes the states to temporarily exemmu
minor sources but the Department has not explicitly done so.
(13)

Response: For the purposes of responding I assume the
commentor means "non-major Part 70 sources," by the terms
"insignificant or minor sources." I recommend the Department
defer minor and area sources until EPA makes a determination
that an area source would need a Title V permit. The
Department should exempt those sources which are explicitly
exempted by the standard itself as promulgated or exempted
from the requirement to obtain a Title V permit by the
Administrator. (See language in Exhibit A, subdivisions (c) (2)
and (f) (3))
22a-174-33(c) Two commentors noted that so-called
insignificant activities and deminimis thresholds mensioned in
22a-174-33(g) (2) (B) and (g) (3) should be exempted in the
applicability section except for emissions-related information
sufficient to determine the applicability of the Department’s
requirements. (13 and 43) Three commentors noted the proposed
regulation does not clearly exempt insignificant activities
and recommended that the Department should provide for such
exemption. (6, 38, and 43) /!nother commentor believes
insignificant activities should be treated according to 40
CFR Part 70. (44) With respect to 22a-174-33(c) (!), two
commen~ors suggested adding insignlficant activities as an
exemption from the permitting process. (7 and 38) One
commentor recommended this subsection should include a
definition of insignificant activities for those activities
identified in the June 7, 1994 draft proposal as wel! as those
in (g) (2) and (g) (3) and list such activities. (37) Two
commentors suggested language to exempt insignificant
activities listed in subdivision (9) (3) and units with
potential emissions below the thresholds in subparagraph
(g) (2) (B)from Title V applicability. (13 and 17)
Response: I recommend the Department only re~a!re information
on the application pertaining to what is commonly called
"insignificant," (g) (3) listed activities or items as
necessary to determine applicability or to determine what are
the applicable requirements for such facility and whether such
facility is in compliance with the applicable requirements.
(See language in Exhibit A, subdivision (g) (4))
With respect to thresholds, I recommend the Department
include the language provided in Exhibit A, subparagraph
(j) (i) (F) to prevent sources from having to take unnecessary
emission limitations be!ow certain thresholds unless otherwise
required by an applicable requirement. For the purposes of
determining applicability, I do not recommend the Department
allow for thresholds to be used, below which information wil!
not be reported on the application, because this wil!
interfere with obtaining the minimum information required by
40 CFR Part 70. I do recommend the Department attempt ~o
limit record keeping, reporting and other permit requlrements
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for certain activities and thresholds, so long as there are no
applicable requirements, as provided in Exhibit A,
subparagraphs (j) (i) (F), (G) and (K).
22a-174-33(c) One commentor suggested the Department. adopt the
latest AP-42 Emission factors, reconcile 40 CFR Part 60
Subpart 000 within the Title. V regulation in view of the fact
that 40 CFR Part 60 Subpart~;000 does not regulate a New Source
Performance Standard (NSPS) source on a facility-wide basis,
include in the calculation of potential emissions only the
emissions from those sources subject to NSPS Subpart 000,
calculate potential emissions as allowable emissions, and
allow the source to verify their emissions through its annual
Pre-Inspection Questionnaire (PIQ) submission. (39)
Response: I will respond in order of suggestions made: (I) The
Departmenthas authority to use the latest AP-42 emission
factors up to September 16, 1994, and I recommend they do so.
However, this need not be addressed in the regulation because
AP-42 is not directly referenced by 40 CFR Part 70; (2) Under
40 CFR Part 70, there is no requ!rement that a standard or
other requirement to which a stationary source is subject be
applied to an entire premise. Although an entire premise can
become subject to the requlremen~ to obtain a Title V permit
as provided in Exhibit A, subdivision (c) (!) . I do not
recommend the Department require the application of an NSPS on
a facility wide basis unless such NSPS requires it. (See
Exhibit A, subparagraph (a) (15) (A)) Therefore, I do not
recommend a change based upon this comment. (3) I do not
recommend the Department include only the potential emlssions
from those sources subject to NSPS Subparn 000. I believe, as
explained in the General Response, nonmajor sources pursuant
to 40 CFR Part 70 should be required by the Department to
includ~ all emissions from such facility to the extent
necessary to determine what are the other applicable
requirements and compliance with other applicable
requirements. The reason for this is to allow all
requirements to be contained in one document, to the extent
practicable. This will cut down on the number of
interactions, for the regulated community, with the
Department; (4) I do not recommend the Department calculate
potential emissions as allowable em~ssions. This would be
less stringent than the federal requirements; and (5) I
recommend, to the extent practicable, the Department combine
current reporting requirements, which !nclude the PIQ, with
the Title V reporting requirements, as provided in Exhibit A,
subsections (o) and (q), in~~order to streamline such
requirements. Such melding~of reporting requirements should
be addressed in the program description, to be submitted to
the Administrator as part of the Title V Program Package.
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22a-174-33(c) One commentor suggested the Department should
permit allowable emissions as an alternative to potential
emissions. (39)
Response: As stated previously, I do not recommend the
Department substitute allowable emissions for potential
emissions as they do not mean the same thing and 40 CFR Part
70 refers to Title V applicability as being determined by
calculating potential emissions.
22a-!74-33(c) One commentor stated the Department should
include a provision for radionuc!ides. This commentor
suggested that a major source.of radionuclides for Title V
should be defined as it is defined in rules promulgated by the
Administrator of EPA. See subsection (I) (ii) of the
definition of "major source" in 40 CFR §70.2. This commentor
further stated, if the Department cannot adopt such language,
it should include a commitment as part of its program to
expeditiously amend its regulations as EPA’s requirements
change (41)
Response: I recommend the Department include provisions to
cover radionuc!ide sources as provided in Exhibit A,
subparagraph (a) (!5) (A) and subdivision (c) (3), to ensure
compliance regardless of whether or not radionuc!ide was
defined by 40 CFR Part 61 as a ma3or source at the time the
notice for hearing was published. However, I recommend
exempting sources subject to 40 CFR Part 61, SubDart I, from
Title V, as provided in Exhibit A, subparagraph (c) (2) (D)
because of a lack of resources to handle cerzain categories as
Title V sources. I recommend the Deparzment use its best
efforts, subject to all statutory requ!rements, to amend this
section as EPh’s re_c~irements change.
22a-174-33(c) One commentor noted this subsection includes
certain mlnor sources as subject to Title V. Section 22a-17433(d) al!ows certain sources to become minor, i.e., "synthetic
minors" if the source limits its potentia! to emit. This
commentor belleves the two sections, as written, lead to the
result that sources which do not need to "permit out" of major
source status to become minor (because the source does not
even have the potential to emit at major levels) would be
required to obtain a Title V permit and "synthetic minors"
would not be required to obtain a Title V permit. This
commentor points out, for ~example, Section 22a-174-33(c) (!) (B)
simply defines any stationary source subject to a nationa!
em~ssion standard for Hazardous Air Pollutants (HAPs) as a
Title V source. According to this commentor, the way this
section is worded, it is unclear whether an area source (even
if EPA exempts permit requirements) is required to obtain a
Title V permit, since Connecticut does not address, in Section
22a-174-33(c) (2), area sources that the Administrator defers
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or exempts by rulemaking. This commentor recognized the
Department has indicated that this is no~ Department’s intent,
and therefore ~his commentor suggested Connecticut’s
regulations should be clarified. (41)
Response: I recommend the Department amend the regulation so
that sources, which are Title V sources merely because a
particular applicable standard applies to such source, are
exempted where allowed by the federal regulations and/or do
not have to apply until such standard is promulgated, unless
the source triggers the Title V emission thresholds for
determining applicability. (See language in Exhibit A,
subdivisions (c) (2) and (f) (3)) In addition, certain sources
may remain outside the scope of Title V by having a federally
enforceable limitation on emissions while other smaller
sources must comply with Title V requirements because a
particular applicable requirement is the mechanism triggering
Title V applicability.
22a-174-33(c) One commentor believes non-automotive oaint
booths should be exempt from the Title V program. This
commentor suggested the Department look au schemess ....
"-h like
the ones proposed and used in Illinois and Oregon.
ill
Response: I do not recommend the Department exempt nonauuomouive spray booths which may be emit vola .... or~anac
compounds and/or hazardous air pollutants because 40 CFR Part
70 does not specifically provide for such exemmu~on. However,
I do recommend the Department al!ow for exemptions or
deferrals provided by the Adminisurauor or federal regulations
as provided in Exhibiu A, subparagraph (c) (i) (E) and
subdivisions (f) (2) and (f) (3) . In addition, ~ recommend the
Department provide a mechanism for owners or operauors c:
sources to obtain a federally enforceable limiua~ion cn
emissions as provided in Exhibit A, subsection (d)w ......
u:-umay
mean ceruain sources will no !onger need ~o obuain T~u!e V
permits.
22a-174-33(c) One commentor asked, "Does source here mean
emissions unit?" (15)
Response: I recommend the Department delete the phrase "The
following are Title V sources" as it adds confusion because
Title V source is defined in the definition subsection. (See
language in Exhibit A, subdivisions (a) (i5) and (c) (i))
22a-174-33(c) Two commentors were troubled by the facu there
is no specific provision tm~exempt non-major sources of air
pollution which EPA may, at a future date, determine shcu!d be
exempu. (13 and 29) One commentor suggested language tc
resolve this issue as well as language for subdivision (d) (to
remain consistent with their suggested changes to (c!~
regarding "synthetic minors." (29)
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This commentor also pointed out there is a lack of
exemption for insignificant sources. This commentor s~ated
that EPA gives States latitude to exempt sources the State
deems to be insignificant due to size, emissions level or
production rates. This commentor stated exempning
insignificant sources or insignificant emission levels from
sources would improve Connecticut’s competitive position.
This commentor suggested language reflecting this comment.
(29)
Response: I understand this commentor as referring to two
issues: i) Does the regulation allow for exemptions and
deferrals from the Title V program to the extent the
Administrator wil! al!ow the Department to exempn or defer
such sources? 2) Does the Department provide an exemption for
insignificant activities or items from the requirement to be
listed on the application and subsequently listed on the
permit?
With respect to the first issue, for the purposes of
determining applicability of this section, I do recommend the
Department al!ow exemption of sources to the extent tha~ EPA
exempts such sources from standards. ($9_~ language in Exhibit
A subparagraph (c) (2) (E)) In addition, I recommend ~=
Department create timeframes to allow sources a deferral unti!
such time that an applicable standard is promu!ga~ed sc that
sources do not needlessly apply for Title V permits. This
wil! also allow the Department to focus on the app!icanzs who
are immediately re_cuired to obtain a Title V permin and for
whom there are existing applicable re_quiremenzs. (See language
in Exhibit A, subdivision (f) (3))
With respect to the second issue: 2) Does the Department
provide an exemption for insignificant activizies or inems
from the requirement to be listed on the application and
subsequently listed on the permit? 40 CFR Parz 70 does not
provide an exemption for ins!gnificant activizies or items
when determining applicability of the Title V Program.
However, this does not preclude the Department from al!owing
insignificant activities and items as provided in Exhibit A,
subdivision (g) (3) from being exempted from the requiremenn to
be listed on the application unless otherwise recuired by an
applicable requirement as provided in Exhibit A, subdivision
(g) (4) . In addition, such activities and threshold emiss!ons
as provided in Exhibit A, subparagraph (j) (1) (F) may be
excluded from the permit as provided in Exhibin A,
subparagraph (j) (i) (K) . For more detail, see the 4th response
provided above to comments pertaining to Applicability and my
response to reques.ts for adding a definition of "insignificant
Activities."
22a-174-33(c) One commentor proposed the Departmenn exempt
emergency generators with an electric output of 4,200
kilowatts. (33)
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Response: I do not recommend a change based upon this
comment. Although it certainly would be convenient to handle
emergency generators in this manner, they do have potential
emissions which must be evaluated. The Department has the
ability to deve!op general permits to limit the potential
emissions from these emission units.
22a-!74-33(c) (1) One comme~tor recommended that Sections 22ai74-33(c) (I) (A) through (E> should be revised to "
.any
premises, subject to
" (35)
Response: I do not recommend that this language change be
adopted by the Department because a premise might not actually
be subject to such standard. Rather, it is the stationary
source located at such premise, which is subject to such
standard.
22a-174-33(c) (1) One commentor suggested the Department
include the fol!owing language in Sections 22a-174-33(c) (I) (A)
and (B):

"any stationary source subject to a standard or other
requirement under
.."
This commentor stated the reason for this additional language
is that the Department’s rule only references "standards,"
which might be limited to emissions limits. The term
"requirement" would include other obligations, such as
monitoring or certification requirements. In addition, this
commentor suggested the infras~rucuure programs (i.e. !!2(j))
should also be covered. (41)
Response: I recommend the Department adopt language which
refers to a stationary source subject to a particular Parz of
the CFR regardless of whether such Part contains standards or
requirements to be as inclusive as required to meet federal
requirements. (See language in Exhibit A, subparagraphs
(a) (15) (A) and (B))
With respect to the infrastructure
programs, the regulation will only reference those federal
regulatory requirements which exlsted at the time the notice
for hearing was published. (See language in Exhibit A,
subdivision (a) (15))
22a-174-33(c) (1) (E)
Some commentors do not favor counting
fugitive emissions as they pertain to their industries (such
as crushed stone and precious metals) and that this conflicts
with the intent of 40 CFR Part 70.2. (2 and 15) One commentor
suggested the Departmen~ revise this subparagraph to reflect
that fugitive emissions no~ be considered unless the source
belongs to one of the categories of stationary sources
pursuan~ to 40 CFR 70.2. (i!) One commentor suggested
revising this subparagraph to reflect 70.2 lis~ as wel! as all
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other stationary source categories regulated by a standard
promulgated under Section lll or !12 of the C~, but only with
respect to those air pollutants that have been regulated for
that category. (15)
Response: I recommend the Department, in this section, count
fugitive emissions for the purposes of determining ,
applicability of this section as required by 40 CFR Part 70.
(See language in Exhibit A, subparagraphs (a) (!5) (E) and (F))
The Department should include the reference to the list of 40
CFR Part 70.2 sources so that such list is consulted when
determining regulated air pollutant levels. (See language in
Exhibit A, subparagraph (a) (!5) (F)) I also recommend the
Department revise this section with respect to the
applicability language to reflect categories regulated under
40 CFR Part 63, a federally promulgated regulation, rather
than refer to sections iii or 112 of the CAA which provide the
authority for the federal regulations which actually provide
standards in their text. (See language in Exhibit A,
subparagraph (a) (15) (E))
22a-174-33 (c)(I)(E) One commentor suggested the Department
only include fugitives to the extent quantifiable. (15)
Response: I recommend the Department revise the !an~c~age to
this effect for the purposes of determining hazardous air
pollutant levels to provide certainty for the owner or
operator of the subjecu source with respect to making the
initia! determination as to whether they believe their source
is a Tiu!e V source. (See language in Exhibit A, subparagraphs
(a) (15)
22a-!74-33(c) (I) (E) (i) One commentor indicated that, by
including flammable within the definitlon of ~L~P, the
Department has substantially lowered the threshold for
applicability with respect to Tiule V. (13)
Response: I recommend the definition of HAP be altered to not
include the reference to 40 CFR Part 68 for the reascn
presented by this commentor. (See language in Exhibiu A,
subdivision (a) (8))
22a-174-33(c) (!) (E) (i) One commentor noted that Section 22a174-33(c) (I) (E) (i) links the Title III major source definition
language to the SIC code requirement. However, the SIC code
requirement does not apply to Section 112 sources. In
addition, this commentor suggested the Department include the
following language in Section 22a-174-33(C) (I) (E) (I) as
follows:

or twenty-five (25) tons or more per year,
lesser quantit_v as established b_v the Administrauor.
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This commentor further stated if Connecticut does not include
the lesser quantity phrase, Connecticut will have. to revise
their operating permit rule if and when EPA publishes lesser
quantities. Currently, EPA is planning to publish a notice of
intent to establish lesse~,quantities this month. (41)
Respomse: I recommend the~iDepartmen~ separate the hazardous
air pollutant subparagrap~from the criteria pollutant
subparagraph for which the~IC code reference was relevant.
(See language in Exhibit A, subparagraphs (a) (!5) (E) and (F))
in addition, I recommend the Department include a similar
phrase as suggested by this commentor with respect to other
quantities of hazardous air pollutants established by the
Administrator. ($9_~ language in Exhibit A, subparagraph

(a) (15)
22a-174-33(c) (I) (E) (ii) One commen~or suggested the word
regulated should be placed in front of air pollutant. (27)
Response: I recommend the Department make this change so that
it is clear that the regulation is referring to a defined
universe of air pollutants, not every air pollutant possibly
in existence. (See language in Exhibit A, subparagraph
(a) (15)(F)(i))
22a-174-33(c) (2) One commentor said the Department should
amend Section 22a-174-33(c) (2) as fol!ows:

"
section will not apply to any premise which is
"
only
This commentor seated Connecticut’s regulation, as written,
exempts individual units from Title V if those units are onl~/
subject co the requirements listed in Section 22a-!7433(c) (2) . According to this commenzor, the regulation should
be changed because the other units ac the premise may make the
premise subject ~o Title V. If the premise is subjec~ co
Title V as a major source, then the individual unit which is,
for example, only subject to regulation under Section !12(r)
of the CAA for Title V purposes, should be included in the
source’s application for a Title V permit. ~ 40 CFR
§§70.3(a) (3) and 70.3(b) (4) (41)
Response: I recommend the Department incorporate this change.
I also recommend the Department include the language as
provided in Exhibi~ A, subdivision (c) (2)
22a-174-33 (c)(3) Another commencor provided the following
change to Section (c) :
(c) (3) (NEW) Any stationary sources listed in subdivision
(c) (I) of ~his section that are not major sources are
exempt until such time as the EPA completes a rulemaking
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to determine how the Title V program should be structured
for non-major sources and the appropriateness of any
permanent exemptions in addition to those provided for in
subdivision (c) (2) of this section. (29)
~espo~se: i recommend the Department adopt language which
conveys the intent of the above suggested language in order to
provide flexibility to the extent al!owed by the Administrator
so the Commissioner may allocate resources to high priority
sources in accordance with federal standards. (See language in
Exhibit A, subdivisions (f) (2) and (f) (3) and subparagraph
(c) (2) (E)) However, I do not recommend the use of the above
language verbatim, as such language is not necessary to convey
the intent.
In addition, I recommend the Department make the following
changes to further clarify this subsection and, where
necessary, incorporate federal program requirements:
!)
In the interest of brevity, delete the language in
subdivision (c) (I) and replace it with "The provisions of this
section shall apply to every Title V source" to refer to the
definition.
2)
The Department should move the concept contained in
subparagraphs (c) (I) (A)-(E) and insert it in the definition of
Title V source in subsection (a) (!5) of this section, revising
such section as recommended above because such language is
descripsive of a Title V source and not a substantive
requirement itself.
3)
De!ece the language in subdivision (c) (2) and replace it
with: ~’Notwithstanding subdivisicn (!) of this subsection,
this section shal! not apply co any premise which is defined
as a Title V source s~leiy because a stationary source on such
premlse is subject to one or more of the fclicwing:"
4)
In addition to minor grammatical changes in the
paragraphs listed under (c) (2), I recommend the Department add
new subparagraphs (D) and (E) (S~_~ language in Exhibit A,
subparagraphs (c) (2) (A) through (E)) This will further
clarify which federal regulations, a!one, will not be the
basis for requiring a Title V permit under certain
circumstances.
5)
I recommend the Department add new subdivisions (c) (3)
and (c) (4) to this section. (See language in Exhibit A,
subdivisions (c) (3), to clarify that an existing requirement
still applies even if it is not a basis for requiring a Title
V permit, and (c) (4), to allow sources to determine
applicability for research and development facilities
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separately as anticipated by the preamble to 40 CFR ParU 70)
Limitations on Potential to Emit.
The following language was,,presented at the October-28, 1994
hearing for comment:
~
(d) Limitations on Potential to Emit.
(d) (!) In lieu of requiring an owner or operator of a Title V
source to obtain a Title V operating permit, the Commissioner
may, by permit or order, limit potentia! emissions from such
premise to less than the following:
(A) In the aggregate, ten (!0) tons per year of any
hazardous air pollutant, or twenty-five (25) tons
per year of any combination of such hazardous air
pollutants;
(B) one hundred (I00) tons per year of any regulated air
pollutant;
(C) fifty (50) tons per year of volatile organ!c
compounds or nitrogen oxides in a serious ozone
nonanta±nment area; and

(D) twenty-five (25) tons per year of volatile or£anic
compounds or nitrogen oxides in a severe ozone
nonattainment area.
(d) (2) Notwithstanding subdivision (d) (!) of this sec~ion,
the Commissioner shal! not issue such order or permin in lieu
of a Title V operating permit unless the owner or operanor of
such premise demonstrates nhat the actual emissions of such
pollutants from such premise in any calendar year after
December 31, 1989 have not exceeded the levels in
subparagraphs (A) through (D), inclusive, of subdivision
(d) (I) of this section.
(d) (3) To demonstrate actual emissions have non exceeded such
levels, the owner or operator shall submit to the Commissioner
written documentation of the actua! emissions from such
premise for every calendar year, or portion thereof, from
January I, 1990 through the calendar year in which such
information is submitted. Such written documennanicn shall
include a certification pursuant to subdivislon (b) (4) of this
section.
(d) (4) Any permit or order issued pursuant to this subsection

shall include requirements that the owner or operator: conduct
monitoring; submit compliance certifications to the
Commissioner; record no less than semi-annually purchase
records, production rate, ratiosof materials used and total
quantity of materials used; and ma±ntain records at the
premise for five (5) years and made available, upon~request,
to the Commissioner or his agent.
(d) (5) Notwithstanding a permit or order issued pursuant to
subdivisions (d) (i) through (d) (3), inclusive, of this
subsection, the owner or operator shall pay the Department all
fees required by Section 22a-174-26 of the Regulations of
Connecticut State Agencies.
Comments Regarding subsection (d)
Limitations on Potential to Emit
The Commissioner has the authority and discretion to implement
through a SIP amendment and administer a federally enforceable
state operating permit program limiting emissions from
regulated sources. Such is the purpose of this section, in
order uo provlde the regu!aued.community with a common-sense
means of limiting potential emlssions, which may, in some
cases, do away with the need for a Title V permit.
22a-174-33(d) Some commentors requested the Deparumenu include
capping ouu exemptions for their industries. (2 and 15)
Response: I believe these commenuors are us~ng the term
"capping ouu’ to mean a federally enforceable iimitauion on
emissions. Industry can certainly use this section, when
applicable, to avoid having to obtain a Title V permiu, if the
limitation on potential to emit is in place or~or uo uhe
requirement that the source obtain a Title V permit and uhere
are no other standards applicable to the source which would
otherwise require the owner or operator of the source to
obta~n a Title V permit.
22a-174-33(d)
One commentor staued the Departmenu should
follow uhe June, 1989 guidance for this section. (5)
Response: I recommend the Deparument use the June 2S, 1989
Vol. 54 Federal Register 27274 along with supplementary
information to make this secuion federally enforceable for
those sources who qualify for federally enforceable
limitauions of emissions through orders or permius.
22a-174-33(d) One commentor noted the Department indicated it
in~ends to use Section 22a-17~-33(d) to allow a facility to
take permit resuric~ions on its potential emissions ~o avoid
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40 CFR Part 70 requirements. (41) Two commentors stated the
Department should submit this section and all other relevant
regulations and information as a__v!s~~ ’ ion to the SIP. These
commentors stated that EPA wil! then compare this submittal
with the criteria for an acceptable state operating program
found in 54 FR 27274. (e.£~. this section should include public
participation and notice to EPA of proposed and fina!
permits.) These commentors~also suggested the Departmen~
review and amend Section 22a-174-3(g) as necessary to make
state operating permits (which grow out of the construction
permit program) federally enforceable. (5 and 41)
Response: The Commissioner has the authority and discretion
to amend the SIP with a permitting regulation which is
federally and state enforceable, as provided in Exhibit A,
subdivisions (d) (I) through (8), inclusive.
Section 22a-174-3(g) of the RCSA, the existing state
operating permit program, was not the subjec~ of the hearing
on October 28, 1994, therefore the Department need not review
or amend that section at this time.

22a-!74-33(d) One commentor suggeszed this subsection should
state the data that is necessary to establish the exemption
rather than awaiting future rules or leaving the decision to
the permit wr±ter. (38)
Response: I recommend the Department describe the provisions
re_quired to be in the permit or order which is a federally
enforceable limitation on posentia! em~ssions. ($9_~ language
in Exhibi~ A, subdivisions (d) (I) and (d) (2)) The permit
writer will have to design the permiz to fit the emission
units involved. Therefore, I do nc~ recommend the Deparzmen~
be more specific than as provided, wizh regard to what mus~ be
included in the permit or order, lesz sources end up with
permit or order terms which are incongruous in relation to the
subjec~ source.
22a-174-33 (d) One commentor suggeszed the Department revise
this section to enable the synthetic minor program to be
federally enforceable. This commen~or also suggested the
DeDartmen~ defer applicability of these rules for non-ma3or
sources. (24)
Respomse: I do recommend this section be made federally
enforceable. As described above in the Appl.icability section,
I recommended that sources be able to defer application un~i!
required to apply in accordance wi~.h ~he applicability and
timeframes subsections. (S.~e language in Exhibit A,
subdivision (f) (2) and subparagraph (c) (2) (E))
22a-174-33 (d)(I) One commen~or suggested a provision should
be added to subdivision (d)(1) which grants sources the r~gh~
to achieve synthetic minor status. This commentor explained
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the source would not be subject to.Title V requirements if
that source satisfies specified prerequisites, including the
filing of a non-Title V application. In addition, this
commentor would like the concept of. federal flexibility
(§70.3(b)) to be reflected in the Department’s regulations.
This commentor proposed the following language to revise
Sections (c) and (d) (1) :
(c) (3) (NEW) All sources listed in paragraphs (c) (I) and
(2) of this subsection that are not major sources under
40 CFR Part 70, affected sources, or solid waste
incineration units required to obtain a permit pursuant
to Section 129(e) of the CAA, are exempt from the
obligation to obtain a Title V permit unless required to
do so under applicable requirements.

(d).(1) Notwithstandin~ subsection Ic) of this section,
upon submission of an application, the Commissioner shall
In Lieu of requiring an o~.~.or or operator of a =,~=~ ~
source to obtain a Title V operati:~ permit, the
Commissioner ma}~,by permit or order o%her than
Title V
permit, limit potential emissions from such premise to
less than the following: .... (13 and 29)
Response: I recommend the Department provide language as in
Exhibit A, subsection (d) as a mechanism for a federally
enforceable limit on potentia! to emit. The concept of
exemptions similar to that suggested above should be captured
in language for subsection (c) where allowed by federa!
requirements. (See language in Exhibit A, subdivision (c) (2))
22a-174-33(d) (i) (A)
One commenzor stated that if the
Department plans to extend emission caps to sources which emit
~hPs, then the state should submit the appropriate regulations
and supporting information to EPA for approval pursuant to
Section 112(1) of the CAA. As currently written, Section 22a174-33(d) (1) (A) does not address the lesser quantities which
may be established by the Administrator. This commen~or
points out another potentia! problem for Section 112(!)
approva! occurs when the Title III s~andard requires an area
source to obtain a Title V permit anyway. This commentor
suggested Section 22a-174-33(d) (I) (A) should be reworded to
ensure an area source required by ru!emaking to obtain a Title
V permit cannot utilize this seczion’s emissions cap to get
out of obtaining a Title V permit. (41)
Response:
The Commissioner has the authority and discretion
to submit the appropriate regulations and supporting
information to EPA for approval pursuant to Section 112(1) of
the CAA.
I recommend the Department include in this sec<ion a
4O

provision for other quantities as established by the
Administrator to be as stringent as is :intended by 40 CFR Part
70. (See language in Exhibit A, subparagraph (d) (i) (D))
Finally, to be as stringent as 40 CFR Part 70, I recommend the
Department include a provision which precludes certain Title V
sources, specifically those in Exhibit A, subparagraphs
(a) (15) (A) through (D), from applying for a "synthetic minor"
permit. (See language in Exhibit A, subdivision (d) (I))
"Otherwise, the Department might not meet Title V program
requirements.
22a-i74-33(d) (2) and (d) (3) Some commentors say these
subdivisions are too restrictive and unnecessaril~y limit the
ability of sources to qualify. These commentors
b ....ve
=~=
industry which has a good record for years after !989 and 1990
should qualify for the !imitation. (3 and 15) Several
commentors fee! subdivisions (d) (2) and (d) (3) shcu!d be
omitted. Some believe many sources wil! not be able to take
advantage of the limit on potential to emit because, al~noug~.
they have been able to reduce their emissions be!cw the
threshold levels in (d) (i) (A)-(D), these reducu!ons do nou
show uo unuii afuer the base year 1990. (3,7, 29, and 38) Two
commentors, while not explicitly requesting the DeDarument Zo
omit subdivisions (d) (2) or (d) (3), are concerned wiuh the
same issue as the commentors mentioned above in this
paragraph. (12 and 15) One commentor is a proponenu of
subdivision (d) (I), but believes the benefits of ~-.._= seculon’
are "inadveruenuiv scuttled" by the Department including
paragraphs (d) (2) and (d) (3). (7) This commentor scazed,
rather than deleting (d) (2) and (d) (3), applicanus should be
able ~o show the required levels have been achieved for 2
years prier to application for the permit or order. One
commencer feels pasu operations and emissions from a oremise
have no bearing on whether a premise can be held co a l_m~ on
future potential emissions. (27)
Response: i recommend the Deparumenu delete (d) (2) and (d) (3)
thereby allowing for consideration of improvements made--the
source up ~ntil permit issuance which resulted in reduced
emissions. I recommend the Department allow the app!icanu to
commit through permit or order, as provided for in Exhibit A,
subparagraph (d) (2) (A), to reduce emissions resultin9 from any
improvemenus or changes made at the source at any uime, as
!ong as they are effective the day the permiu or order is
issued.
22a-174-33(d) (2) and (d) (3~) .... One commentor suggesued the
Department afford an alternative means of proving aczua!
emissions pursuant to (d) (2) and (d) (3) to sources which
exceed Title V applicability levels only for NOx. This
commenuor suggested the Departmen~ allow sources with approved
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limitations under 22a-174-22 (control of NOx), to submi~
copies of these approvals to the Department. (32)
Response: Under the Title V permit program the Title V source
can submit the approved NOx limitations with their permit
application. (See language in Exhibit A, subparagraph
(G) (1) (F)) If the limitations are federally enforceable,
be!ow Title V applicability thresholds, and the NOx source was
the only reason the source would be a Title V source, there
would be no reason to utilize subsection (d) pertaining to
limitations on potential to emit because the source would be
able to use the NOx limit as an alternative means of proving
actua! emiss!ons. The source whl~.~ has potentia! emissions of
NOx over the appiicabi!itv threshc!d, but actua! emissions
under the applicability threshold may qualify for a
subsection (d) federally enforceable limitation on potentia!
to emit to keep from having to obtain a Title V permit.
22a-174-33(d) (4) One commen~or believes a definition cf
monitoring is lacking as it relates to this subsection.
Referring to subsection (m), monitoring reports, this
commentor pointed out that the only typ. e of monitoring
acceptable under Departmens’s ~-~= V program
sampling/analysis. This commenzor ~uesz~ons the purpose
’~
(d)(4)’s requl,eme.._
to record purchase records, production
rates, ratios of materials used and total quantity c
materials used. She is concerned ~hat if samp!ing/ana!~fsLs is
the only type of monitoring acceptable, then these tasks
become cosz!y busy-work. (15)
ResPonse: In the September 27, !994 draft, subdivislcn
does not require the source to monitor purchase records,
monitor production rates, etc...rather, this subsection
sma~es, "Any permit or order issued pursuant to this
subsection shall include requirements that the obT.er or
operator: conduct monitoring..." The September 27, !994 draf%
does not require that the source conduct sampling and
ana!ys~s. However, to further clarify, I recommend <he
Department include language which enhances t.he fiexibi_~t-~ of
the section with respect to monitoring. (See language in
Exhibit A, subparagraph (d) (2) (B), i.e., "...sufficien~ tc
ensure...")
22a-174-33(d) (5) Several commentors s<ated the fees should
not be paid by those who are no5 obtaining a Title V permland that legally the Deparzmenz does not have ~he au:hcrizv to
require them to do so through this regulation unless ~he fee
regulation is adequately amended. (2, 2, and 24)
Response: The hearing held on October 28, 1994 did not
concern Section 22a-174-26 of the RCSA. In any event, ~
concur that the Departmen~ canno~ amend the fee regulation
through this regulation nor is the opposite true. Paymen~ of
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the fee is contingent upon the requirements in Section 22a174-2~ of the RCSA, not whether or not an owner or operator of
a source must obtain a Title V permit.
22a-174-33(d) (5) One commentor noted that Section 22a-17433(d) still refers to sources which become "synthet$c minors"
in order to avoid Title V~equirements as "Title V sources."
This commentor feels this~could become a problem if the State
intends to use permit fees ollected from these sources
pursuant to subdivision (d) (5) to fund the Title V program.
This commentor stated only fees collected from sources which
are subject to Title V requirements, including the requirement
to obtain a Title V permit, may be used to fund a State’s
Title V program. Such commen~or suggested the most efficient
way to resolve this problem is for the Department to adopt a
definition of "major source" in Section 22a-174-33(a) . This
commentor believes this will also he!p the Department address
the applicability comments listed above. (4!)
Response:
The separation of fees would enable the Department
to demonstrate adequate funding of the Title V program. I do
not recommend the Department adop~ a definition of major
source as this does not direczly address the issue of ade~aa~e
fum.ding of the Title V permit program.
In ~ddition, to clarify the reguiaticns and, where necessary,
to provide consistency with the federa! program, I recommend
the fol!owing changes:
!) ...... I recommend the Departmenz deieze the lan~uage in
subdivision (d) (i) and replace it wizh, "In lieu of requiring
an Owner or operator of a premise solely described in
subparagraphs (E) and (F) of su_bdivision (a) (!5) of this
section to obtain a Title V permit, Zhe Commissioner may, by
permit or order, limit potential emissions from such premise
to less than the following amounts:" (See Exhibit A,
subdivision (d) (1)) This clarifies that only the owners and
operators of sourcesdescribed in Exhibit A, s’~bparagraphs
(a) (!5) (E) and (F) will be able to avai! themselves of this
opportunity. Otherwise the Deparnmen~ would not be meeting
the Title V program requiremenns.
2)
I recommend the Departmen~ put subparagraph (d) (!) (A) an
the end of the other subparagraphs in this subdivision and reletter the subparagraphs accordingly.
3)
I recommend the Deparnmenz take some of the contents of
(d) (4) and divide such information into subparagraphs to make
the language more clear. (See language in Exhibit A,
subdivision (d)(2) and subparagraphs (d) (2)(B), (D) and (E) .)
In addition, I recommend the Department delete the requiremenn

which was found in subdivision (d) (4) which states "record no
less than semi-annually purchase records, production rate,
ratios of materials used and total quantity of materials used"
and replace it with language as in Exhibit A, subparagraph
(d) (2) (C) because it is necessary that records be indicative
of monthly parameters for this subsection to obtain, federal
approval.
4)
~ recommend the Department include in the regulation the
following language as provided in Exhibit A, subdivision
(d)(2):
The permit or order shall require the o~ner or
operator of a subject premise to: (S~_~ language in
Exhibit A,~ subdivision (d) (2)) to meet minimum federa!
requirements not otherwise addressed in supporting
documentation to be submitted to the Administrator;
- limit potential emissions at such premise to less than
the amounts specified in the subparagraphs (A) through
(D), inclusive, of subdivision (d) (!) of this subsection;
(See language in Exhibit A, subparagraph (d) (2) (A)) to
meet minimum federa! requirements;
- for each emission unit at such premise, maintain
records indicating, for every month, throughput, hours of
operation, and capacity; no meet minimum federa!
requirements ($_e_~ language in Exhibit A, subparagraph
(d) (2) (C)) ; and
- comply wfth every term, emisslonlimiza~ion, condition,
or other requirement of such permit or order, including
the requirements that the terms, iimitazions and
conditions of such permit or order are binding, and
legally enforceable, and emissions to be allowed are
quantified; (S~_~ language in Exhibit A, subparagraph
(d) (2) (F)) to meet minimum federa! requiremenns.

This will clarify what the minimum requirements are and the
framework for such requirements.
5)
I recommend the Department add new subdivisions which
cover the procedural requlrements to obnain a federally
enforceable limitation on potential to emit because the
Commissioner is not precluded from deve!oping a program for
federally enforceable state operating permits which limit
emissions. To effectuate such program, the Department must
include the language as provided in Exhibit A, subdivisions
(d) (3) and (4).
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6)
I recommend the Department add a new subdivision which
states, "The Commissioner shal! not issue any permit or order
pursuant to this subsection which waives or makes less
stringent any limitation, standard or requirement contained in
or issued pursuant to the State implementation plan or that is
otherwise federally enforceable, including any standard
established in 40 CFR Par~63.~ This wil! ensure that
compliance with al! federel.Iy enforceable requirements is not
compromised while accommodating the Department’s willingnzess
to issue such federally enforceable limitations on emissions.
(See Exhibit A, subdivision (d) (5))
7)
I recommend the Department add language which s~azes,
"The Commissioner shall provide the Administrator with a copy
of any general permit issued pursuant to this subsection."
(See Exhibit A, subdivision (d) (6)) . Such language is
necessary to mee~ minimum federa! requirements for this
subsection.
8) I recommend the Department revise subdivision (d) (5) to
ensure that sources are aware of fee requirements pursuant to
section 22a-174-26 of the RCSA. ($_e_~ !an~ua~e in Exhib/~ A,
subdivision (d) (7))
9) - I recommend the Department add a new subdivision which
excludes sources subject to a standard or recuiremenz pursuanz
to 40 CFR Parts 72-78, inclusive, from obtaining a genera!
permit pursuan~ to zhis subsection. ($9_~ language in Exhlbi~
A,-subdivision (d) (8)) This wil! ensure .the acid rain
provisions of 40 CFR Parts 72-78, inclusive, are comv!ied with
by all subjec~ sources. In addition, inc!udin~ such !an~uage
al!ows the Department to meet minimum Title V pro~ram
re~airements.
MACT and Acid Rain Requirements
The following language was presented at the October 28, 1994
hearing for comment:
(e) General Requirements.
(e) (I) The owner or operator of any Title V source shal!
operate such source in accordance with al! applicable
emissions standards, standards of performance and any ozher
remuirements which the Admfnistrator has delegated t~e
Commissioner and which delegation the Commissioner has
accepted, including:
(A) 40 CFR Part 60, Standards of Performance for New
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Stationary Sources;
(B) 40 CFR Part 61, National Emissions Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants;
(C) 40 CFR Part 63, National Emission Standards for
Kazardous Air Pollutants for Source Categories;
(e) (2) The Commissioner may determine MACT for an individual
Title V source on a case-by-case basis.
The Commissioner
shall determine such 59ACT in accordance with the re.quirements
of Section !12(d) (3)of the Act, and may consider the cost of
achieving such emission reductions, and any health and
environment impacts and energy requirements. In no even5
sha~! such MACT determination result in emissions of any
hazardous air pollutant which would exceed the emissions
allowed by an applicable standard under 40 CFR Part 60, Parz
61, and Part 63.
The owner or operator at such source shall
opera=e such source in accordance with such M_ACT standard.
Comments Regarding subsection (e)
General Requirements
22a-!74-33(e) Two commenuors suggested the Deparument should
incorporate by reference EPA’s acid rain provisions in Secuion
22a-!74-33(e) slnce Connecticut’s regulations car~.ot stand
alone and meet the federal acid rain requirements. (41 and 5)
One such commentor suggested, in accordance with the Augusu 9.
1993 guidance, that a0. CFR Part 72 should be
~nco_~o~a~d’ ~ ~ ~= by
reference using the fol!owing, or similar, language:
"The CT Department hereby adopts and incorporates by
reference the provisions of 40 CFR Part 72, as in effecz
cn [date of this action] 0 for purposes of implemezZi~ an
acid rain program that meets the
of the CAA. The term "permittinq authgrity" sha!~
the Department and The term "Administrator" shal! mean
the Administrator of the United States Environmenta!
Protection
if the provisions or requirements of 40 CFR Part 72
conflict with or are not included in the title V
operating permit regulations at [cite state requ!atiQns],
the Part 72 provisions and re_quirements shall apply and
take precedence."(4!)
Response: I recommend the Department incorporate EPA’s acid
rain requirements. I further recommend the acid rain
requirements take precedence where they differ from Title V
requirements because this is necessary to meet the minimum

Title V program requirements. (See language in Exhibit
subdivision (e) (3)) However, the Department need not mimic
the language above to incorporate acid rain requirements into
this section.
22a-!74-33(e) and 22a-174~33(e) (2) One commentor ~ecommended
case-by-case MACT only occur when EPA has failed to promulgate
a standard and only 18 months after EPA fails to meet the
deadline. (26) Two commenzors suggested language for this
section and stated the Department should not require case-bycase MACT for at least 18 months after EPA should have
promulgated a standard. (13 and 29)
Response: First, I recommend the Department provide that the
Commissioner will determine MACT for a source category in the
event that EPA does not do so within eighteen months of the
federal deadline. (See language in Exhibit A, subdivision
(e) (i)) I do not recommend that the Commissioner be recuired
to determine such M_ACT prior to the EPA’s eighteen month
period because this would create the possibility of having two
different MACT standards deve!oped for the same source
category. However, this does not mean I recommend p_~c_ud_..g
the Commissloner from re.cu~r!ng no~iflcanions or app!ica~ion
from subject sources prior 50 the expiration of the eighteen
months in the event a MACT standari has not yet been
promulgated by the Adminisnrator. The Department wil! need
time to deve!op the MACT and having a subjecn source at hand
will enhance hhe ability cf the Department to deve!op a
reasonable MACT. (See language in Exhibit A, subdivision
(f) (2) and subparagraph (r) (!) (C)) Both the no~ificaz~on by
subject sources to the Commissioner prior to the expLratmon of
the 18 monChs after EPA should have promulgated a standard and
the ability of the Demartmenn r_qu_~,
to = ~=or ..t~e source to
request, a modification pursuant to subparagraph (r) (1) (C),
give the Department ammie time to create a M_ACT standard for
the subject source category and provide the subject source
with an opportunity no propose such a MACT standard.
22a-174-33(e) Two commentors stated this subsection defeats
the purpose of the CAA to have the Title V permit be a
comprehensive statement of the sources’s obligations under the
CAA. (13) In addition, one commennor said this section should
be deleted. (29)
Response: I do not recommend this subsection be deleted.
This subsection should be maintained in order to provide a
means for incorporating important elemenns into the Title V
program such as the M_ACT requirements and the Acid Rain
requirements as they are p~omulgated.

22a-174-33(e) (I) One commentor stated this subdivision
requires a Title V source to comply with regulations that "the
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Administrator has delegated the Commissioner and which
delegation the Commissioner has accepted." This commentor
believes that, as written, this provision appears to imply
that Title V sources do not have to comply with re~u!ations
not delegated to the Commissioner, regulations which are not
implemented pursuant to any delegation mechanism, or with
regulations which are delegated to the Commissioner but which
the Commissioner has "not accepted." This commentor stated
~hat this would al!ow a Title V source to assert a lega!
defense in the context of an enforcement action, where the
T~it!e V permit did not contain the requirement being enforced
and the requirement is not one of those explicitly enumerated
in 22a-174-33(e) (!) .
This commentor further stated that by enumeratlng only a
few specific requirements, this commentor believes the
provision might inadvertently exem~¢ other re~culaticns not
contained in those specific requirements. This commen~or uses
as an example any applicable requirement that !s part of
Connecticut’s SIP because the SIP is not a de!ega~ed program.
Another example used by this commentor is Section 22a-17433(e) (i) (E) of this provision which references acid rain
recuiremen~s in 40 CFR Parts 72 through 78. This commentor
~ the Sta~es
stated such requirements are ~ implemented~-z
through a delegasion mechanism. Rather, they should be
incorporated into State law by reference. Thus, these
requirements are inappropriately listed in this sectLon which
references regulations that have been delegated. This
commentor pointed out that if such requirement were not ~n a
Title V permit for some reason, a source might argue that
Section 22a-174-33(e) (i) implicitly exempts the source from
comD!iance with such rec~irement.
If the Department’s intent here is to address the problem
of future promulgated regulations and the fact that ~he S~ase
of Connecticut as a matter of state law cannot reference
regulations to be promulgated in the future, then this
commentor suggested the provision be amended to refer to all
CAA applicable requirements, no~ just delegated requirements.
This would more precisely address the State’s concern while
avoiding the problems noted in this comment. (41)
Response: I recommend the Department include what is
necessary to incorporate by reference federal M~CT
requirements, as provided in Exhibit A, subdivision (e) (i) .
This is a program which is being delegated to the Department.
I do not recommend including other requirements beyond M_ACT
and acid rain provisions in this subsection because as the
commentor stated, it could be misconstrued to implicitly
exempt the source from compliance with other applicable
requirements. Also, I recommend the Department move the
con~en~s of subdivision (e) (I) to subsection (a), definitions,
and, as detailed above in the definitions subsection, I
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recommend the Department create a definition for "applicable
re~airements" to improve ~he clarity of the regulation. (~_~_~
language in Exhibit A, subdivision (a)(5))
Where it is not possible to. incorporate future
requirements by reference, the Department should use its best
efforts, subject to al! statutory requirements, to amend this
section in order to comply’~with the newly promulgated
requirements.
~ "
22a-!74-33(e) (I) (E) One commentor stated the need for the
Department to expand and incorporate Acid Rain provisions,
noting where the Acid Rain provisions override the Ti:!e V
provisions. (5)
Response: I recommend the Department incorporate the Acid
Rain provisions and note where the Acid Rain provisions differ
from the Title V provisions such that they shall apply. This
wil! al!ow the Department to meet the necessary minimum Title
V program requirements. (See language in Exhibit A,
subdivision (e) (3))

22a-!74-33(e) (2) One commentor suggested the word individual
should be removed because they are szandards for cate£ories.
(3~)
Response: I recommend the Depar~men~ remove the word
"i~dividua!" in the context of describing the Commissioner’s
ability to determine M_ACT for a parzicu!ar source category
bedause the M_ACT is for a category, not an individua! subjecz
source, even if there happens to be only one in the s:ate cf
Connecticut. (~_~ language in Exhibit A, subdivision
22a-174-33(e) (2) One commentor poinzed out this subsection
discusses case-by-case MACT. However, this section references
40 CFR Part 60, 61 and 63. Case-by-case MACT only applies to
40 CER Part 63 and, in particular, Sections 112(9) and li2(j) .
Such commenzor suggested the Department remove the references
to 40 CFR Part 60 and 61.
Response: I recommend the Department remove the references co
40 CFR Part 60 and 61 for the reason stated by this ccmmentor.
In addition, I recommend the Department remove the reference
to case-by-case M_ACT and simply provide that the Commissioner
will determine MACT in the event the Administrator fails <o do
so within the eighteen month period following the federal
deadline.
"Case-by-case MACT" mistakenly implies that a M_ACT
standard, as determined by the Commissioner would not apEiy 5o
an entire source category. ~ (See language in Exhibit A,
subdivision (e) (i))
22a-174-33 (e)(2) One commentor stated the Deparzmen~ should
change the word "may" to "~h~" in the firsz sentence of
this subsection. (41)
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Response: I recommend the Department change the word "may" to
"shall," as this commentor suggests, to meet minimum federal
requirements with respect to the Commissioner developing MACTs
when the Administrator fails to do so. ( ~_~_~ !angua£e in
Exhibit A, subdivision (e) (1), first sentence)
In addition, I recommend the. following revisions to this
regulation in order to improve clarity and, where necessary,
meet the federal requirements:
I)
I recommend the Department change the name of this
subsection to "MACT and Acid Rain Requirements." This will
make it clear as to specifically whatr_qu_,eme..,s= ~
~- are
addressed by this subsection.
2)
I recommend the Department revise subdivision (e) (2) to
make such language clearer as to the DeparZment’s intention.
(See language in Exhibit A, subdivision
3)
I recommend the Department add a subdivision re_¢fuiring
the owner or operator of the subject source to be in
compliance with the MACT standard as it applies ~o such
source. This addition is necessary for the Deparzment 5o mee~
minimum federal re_cuirements which state tha~ a source, within
a reasonable timeframe, meets the ~ACT recn~!remen~s as
determined by the Commissioner. (See language in Exhibit A,
subdivision (e) (2))
Timetable For Submitting An Application
For A Title V Per:nit
The following language was presented at the October 28, !994
hearing for comment:
(f) Timeframes for Submitting Applications.

(f) (i) The owner or operator of a Title V source shall submit
an application for a Title V operating permit to the
Department by the date specified within the notice or within
ninety (90) days of receipt of notice from the Department that
such application to the Department is required, whichever is
later. If the owner or operator of an existing Title V source
does not receive such notice on or before January i, 1996,
such owner or operator shall apply for such permit no later
than April i, 1996.
(f) (2) Any person who must obtain permit to construct
pursuant to subparagraphs (B) or (D) of Section 22a-174-3 of
the Regulations of Connecticut State Agencies shall apply for
a Title V operating permit at the same time such owner or
5O

operator applies for such permit to construct.
(f) (3) Notwithstanding subdivision (f) (I) of this section,
the owner or operator of any Title V source which is subject
to this section solely pursuant to subparagraph (B) of
subdivision (c) (I) of this section shall submit a Title V
operating permit application to the Department by the
deadline in an applicable ~MACT standard promulgated by the
Administrator. If no such_4MACT standard has been
promulgated, such owner or operator shall apply for such
permit by the deadline for such source category published in
the Federal Register, Vol. 58 No.23i, December 3, 1993.
(f) (4) Notwithstanding subdivision (f) (3) of this section,
the owner or operator of any Title V source which has a Title
V operating permit which wil! expire within eighteen
months of an applicable deadline for such source category
published in Federal Register, Vo!. 58 No. 231, December 3,
1993,
is not required to renew such permit until such permit
expires.

(f) (5) A copy of any such application submitted to the
Commissioner pursuann to this subsection shal! be submitted to
the Administrator through.Region I of the U. S. Environmenta!
Protection Agency.
Comments Regarding subsection
(f) Timeframes For Submitting Applications

22a~174-33(f) Two commentors stated the Department mush
include completeness determination language. (5 and !3)
Response: I recommend the Departmenn adopt the comDie~eness
determination concept provided in 40 CFR Part 70 but refer no
it as a sufficiency denermination. Sufficmency of an
application is identified in the Department’s Rules of
Practice, Section 22a-3a-5(a) (I) and (a) (3) of the RCSA. The
term "sufficiency" is equivalenn to the term "completeness
determination in 40 CFR Part 70, however using "sufficiency"
wil! ensure consistency within the Department’s regulations.
(See language in Exhibit A, subdivisions (h) (I) and (h) (4))
See Genera! Response section 70.5 (a) (2) for a more detailed
explanation.
22a-174-33(f) One commentor stated this subsecnion does not
specify a timeframe within which the Department wil! acn on
permit applications, including renewals and modifications.
See 40 CFR Parts 70.5(a) (I) (iii) and (iv) and 70.7. This
commentor believes such timeframes are essential so ~han
permit applicants and other stane citizens have the rmghn
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seek judicial review of the State’s failure to act in a timely
manner as required by 40 CFR Part 70. For permit
applications, renewals, and changes at a source which are
processed under 40 CFR Part 70’s "significant permit
modification procedures," this commentor suggested the
Department should act within eighteen (18) months o~ receiving
a complete application. This commentor believes such
provisions should be included in the Department’s rule,
including a provision specifying the right to judicial review
upon the Department’s failure to act in a timely manner. ~
40 CFR §70.7(a) (2) . (41)
Response: I recommend the Department include timeframes within
which the Department will act on permin appiicanions. (~_~_~
language in Exhibit A, subdivisions (h) (!), (h) (4) and (n) (4))
It should be noted that the term application would be
appropriate when referring to applications for renewals.
Timeframes for processlng modifications should be handled in
the modification subsection. (See generally, language in
Exhibit A, subdivisions (r) (1) and (r) (8) through (r) (!3))
22a-174-33(f) One commennor noted that the CAA allows more
nime than the Department allows in the evenn that EPA fails no
promu!gane a particular M_ACT snandard. (7)
Response: I recommend the Department allow the Commissioner
to have some lead time prior to being required to promulgate
such MACT. (See language in Exhibit A, subdivision (e) (I))
Under these circumstances I recommend the Deparnmenn give an
owner or operator of a Title V source up to 12 months to
submit an application from the Administrator’s projected
promulgation date if the Administrator fails to promu!gane by
than date. (See language in Exhibin A, subdiv~slon (f)(2))
wh_.~h ~ nhe
With resDecn to an existinc Title V source for
Commissioner can require a modification to incorporane a MACT,
pursuant to Exhibit A, subparagraph (r) (i) (C) I recommend the
Deparnment have such adequaze time as needed to ensure the
development of a MACT with opportunity for inpun from
regulated sources.
22a-174-33(f) One commentor was supporiive of the
Department’s notification regarding duty to apply and
encourages compliance workshops. (24)
Response:
Language in Exhibit A, subdivisions (f) (!), (2)
and (3) provides the certainty of nonification in cerzain
circumstances. I recommend, to the extent allowed by
statutory requirements, that the Deparnment use methods of
outreach to contact industries to which Title V requiremenns
perzain well in advance of the deadline for application in
addition to providing the notification. The Department’s
Smal! Business Ombudsman has been, and continues to be, a
resource for all businesses in the State of Connecticut and
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may be providing workshops regarding this program.
22a-174-33(f) One commentor feels that, as the proposed
regulation is written, the Department can deem insufficient an
application that is lacking even a minor piece of information.
This commentor suggested.Connecticut adopt the federal
approach which provides t~t if the Department does not inform
the applicant within sixt~,~(60) days that its application is
incomplete, the applicatio~ will be deemed complete. (26)
Response: I recommend the Department revise the regulation to
include provisions for application sufficiency determination
timeframes. (See generally, Exhibit A, subsection (h)) Under
this new section I recommend the Deparnmenn include language
similar to that suggested above, mn order to address this
commentor’s concern. (See language in Exhibit A, subdivislon
(h)(!))
~ ~ the Deparnmenn include a
22a-174-33(f) One commentor sugges
~e~
permin shield. (7) One commentor suggested a permit shield be
included in the regulation, indicating that compliance with
the norms of the permit shall be deened to be !n comm!iance.
(29)
R~sponse: I recommend the Deparnmenn include a permi~ shield
in the subsection following the s~andards for granting a
permits subsection. (S~_~ generally, language in Exhibit A,
subsection (k)) Such language will provide the regulated
commun~ty with certainty with respect ~o applicable
requirements addressed in the sub~ec- permit.
22a-i74-33(f)
One commentor re~aesns a permit shield be
added no this section, but then goes on to describe an
application shieid. (36)
Response: I recommend the Department ~_nclu._~
,~= an app!ica~ion
shield because, if timely and sufficLen~ aEp!ication was made,
there is little else a source can do no encourage the
Deparnmenn to take final acnion. Therefore, barring any
extenuating circumstances, there ~s no reason to punish the
owners and opera~ors of such sources for failing to have a
Title V permit. (See language in Exhibit A, subdivision
(h) (4)) However, I recommend the Depar~menn provide the
application shield in a new subsecnicn entitled "Application
Processing." (See genera!iy, Exhibit A, subsection (h))
22a-!74-33(f) Two ccmmentors suggesned adding language to
this subsection for an application shield. In accordance with
the suggested language, ~he shield would cease to exist in the
event that the applicant fails to submit, by a deadline
specified in writing by the Commisslcner, any additional
information identified as being reasonably required. (13 and
29)
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Response: In order to meet federal requirements, i recommend
that an application shield, subject to a condition similar to
that suggested by the commentors, be included in the
regulation in the subsection following the application
subsection. ($9_~ language in Exhibit A, subdivision (h) (4))
Add to 22a-174-33(f) Two commentors suggested language for a
permit renewal shield to keep an old permit from expiring in
the event a renewa! application was submitted on a timely
basis, ioeo, no earlier than eighteen (18) months before
ex!9. iration and no sooner than six (6) months prior to
expiration. (13 and 29)
Response: I recommend the Department require renewal no later
than 6 months prior to expiration of the existing permit as
provided in Exhibit A, subdivision (f) (5) in order to ensure
the Department has adequate time to review new applications
and determine whether existing permit terms and conditions
should be extended. I do not recommend the Department adopt
additional renewal shield language because the Department has
existing authority in Section 4-!82(b) of the General Statutes
providing a renewal shield, whereby the existing permit will
not expire unti! the application for renewal has been finally
determined by the agency. In addition I recommend the
Department provide a shield for an owner or operator of a
Title V source who submits a timely and sufficient application
whereby such owner or operator wil! not be liable for failure
to prevlously have obtained such a permit. (See language in
Exhibit A, subdivision (h) (4)) This language would apply
regardless of whether or not the source had a Title V permit
which was going to expire.
22a-!74-33(f) (I) Two commentors suggeszed tying together
program initiation with EPA Region I approval. (! and 13) One
commentor suggested that, by mandating dazes, the Department
may be requiring industry to comply with a federa! and state
program. (38) One commentor stated the De~arnment wi!l be
review!ng applications for a program that EPA has not
approved. (43) One commentor stated the permit application
requirements should be triggered within the first twelve
months after EPA approves the program. (29)
Response: I recommend the Department require the submission
of applications to the Department within the first nine months
after EPA approves the program, giving the Department an
opportunity to identify tardy sources in the remaining 3
months. (See language in Exhibit A, subdivisions (a) (9) and
(f) (i)) Linking the timeframe for application submittal to
federal approval will: (i) help avoid nhe possibility of
having state and federal Title V program running
simultaneously in the event there is no federa! approval of
the state program; and (2) provide ramp-up time, prior to
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federal approval, to train staff and prepare slrn~hetic minor
permits.
However, the Department had to provide some
certainty, and, in the event the program does obtain federa!
approva!, the impiemen~a~ion da~e will be June i, 1997.
22a-174-33(f) (1) One comm~ntor suggested the Department
establish a schedule to pha:se-in the submission of permit
applications and reiterate~the Department should use EPA
approval as a trigger date.--(13)
Response: The schedule for phase-in of the permit
applications should be made available in the transition plan
and is not a substantive requirement necessary to provide in
the regulation for the regulated community. It is sufficienu
to require all applications within the first nine (9) months
of federa! approval of the program. (See language in Exhibiu
A, subsection (f), for more detai!)

22a-!74-33(f) (!) One commenuor recommended the application
should not be triggered until 180 days after EPA approves the
program. (27)
Response: I recommend the Department require app!icauions
be submitted wiZhin 9 months after federa! approval in order
to ensure the Deparument meets mlnimum federa!
(See language in Exhibit A, subdivision (f) (I), last senuence)
To wait 180 days after EPA begins requ~ring applications mizhu
jeopardize the Department’s abilizy to ensure all compieze
applications be submitted within the first 12 months as
federally required.
22a-!74-33(f) (!) One commenuor stated this subsecuicn does
not appear to address exisuing sources which become Title V
sources after Aori! !, 1996, by virtue of, for example, newly
promulgated lower zhresholds for sources of HAPs. This
commentor questions when would such a source be required tc
apply for a permit under Connecticut’s rule? 40 CFR Part 7.~
requires a source to apply for a permit within 12 monuhs of
becoming subject to a Title V program unless specifically
stated otherwise in the state regulations. Therefore, this
commentor recommends the Department clarify in Section 22a174-33(f) to address this situation. (41)
Response: I recommend the Department modify this subdivision
to require sources which become Title V sources after the
implementation date of this seczion to apply for a permit
within twelve (12) months of becoming subject to the Title V
program. (See language in ~Exhibi~ A, subdivision (f) (2))
April i, 1996 will not be Used because it may not be zhe
implementation date. (See. language in Exhibit A, subdivision

(a) (9))
22a-174-33 (f)(2) One commentor pointed out this subdivision

should be corrected to say ~he source will obtain a Title V
permit or modification of the Title V permit. (27)
Response:
I do not recommend the Department add the
suggested language to this subdivision because someone
obtaining a modification is still obtaining a Title Vpermit.
However, I do recommend the Department address modification
timeframes in the modification subsection as provided in
Exhibit A, subdivision (r) (I).
22a-!74-33(f) (2) One commentor stated that 70.5(a) (!) (ii)
provides the fol!owing useful language: any person who must
obtain a permit ~o construct shall apply "
within
twelve months of EPA’s approval of ~hese regulations" (29
13)
Response: I recommend the Department adopt appropriate
timeframes for new Title V Sources who must apply for permits
to construct in order to meet federal requirements.
language in Exhibit A,. subdivision (f) (4))
22a-174-33(f) (2) One commen~or indicated this subdivision
provides that an owner or operator should apply for any
required preconstruction permits a~ the same time as an
application for a Title V perma~. This commen~or suggested
Connecticut’s regulation should be amended to ensure tha~
where an existing Title V permit would prohibit the
construction or change in operation at the source, the Ti~!e V
permit should be revised and reissued prior to commencing
operation of the construction or change. ~ 40 CFR
§70.5(a) (ii) .
Response: I recommend the Department provide timeframes for
applying for a Title V permit when a subjec~ source is
required to obtain a permit to construct. (~_~ language in
Exhibit A, subdivision (f) (4)) in addition, [ recommend the
modification subsection be amended, in response ~o this
comment, requiring incorporation of requirements pursuan~
subsections (k) and (I) of Section 22a-174-3 of the RCSA, as a
type of change necessitating a si~nificant modification as
provided in Exhibit A, subparagraphs (r)(i)(D). If
specifically picked up by (r) (!) (D), any modification at a
Title V source (including cons~,~,~n) requiring a change
because of a need to incorporate an applicable requirement
would be picked up as provided for in Exhibit A, subparagraphs
(r) (i) (A) or (r) (!) (F) . These changes should mee~ minimum
federal requirements by recuiring Tizie V permits ~o be
reissued prior ~o commencing a si=ni=icant modification
relating to commencing construction or opera,ion. (See
language in Exhibit A, subdivision (r) (I))

22a-174-33(f) (3) Two commentors recommended tha~ applications
which include a suggested ~ACT for sources subjec~ to MACT
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should be due eighteen (18) months after EPA has failed to
establish a MACT standard. According to these commentors,
this would ensure the Department has enough time and access to
information to complete a case-by-case MACT determination. (7
and 26) Another commentor suggested adding 18-month extension
lan~aage to this subdivision. (13) One commentor suggested
adopting the timetable for,~compliance wi~h MACT in accordance
with the federal requirements of Section !12(j) of the CAA.
(~5)
.
Response: I recommend adopting a timetable for compliance with
MACT which is more stringent than federally required, to allow
for adequate Department revlew and consideration of subject
sources M~CT proposals. (See language in Exhibit A,
subdivisions (e) (i) and (f) (2) and subparagraph (r) (i) (C))
22a-174-33(f) (3) and (f) (4) One commentor noted that these
subdivisions refer to the source category schedule in the
December 3, 1993 F~dera! Register. Thls commenuor stated
since the schedule of source categories may change based upon
EPA’s revisions, Connecticut may have to perlodica!!y revise
their regulation to ref!ecz the mcsz recenu schedule of
categories published in the Federal Regis~=~. (41)
Re~Sponse: I recommend the Deparumenu use ius besu efforts,
subject uo al! statutory requirements, to amend this secuion
tocomply with all newly promulgaued regulations.
22a-!74-33(f) (3) One commenuor ncued this subdivision states
that a Title V source subJecu to Title V sc!e!v because of
Section 22a-!74-33(c) (!) (B) should submit a Title V permit
application by the deadline for the source cauegcry
established in the December 3, 1993 Federa! Register. While
this language does nou conflict wiuh federal remu~rements,
this commenuor points ouu, this section should be removed if
Connecticut decides nou to permit area sources when EPA does
nou re_quire permits. (~!)=
Response:
I recommend the Deparumenu make it clear in the
applicability subsection which cauegories of sources are
exempt by the standard and make it clear in the timeframes
subsection that those who have been deferred do not have to
apply unti! required by the applicable remuirements through
notification by the Commissloner in order to immiement such
applicable requirement as provided in Exhibit A, subdivision
(f) (3) . (See language in Exhibit A, subparagraph (c)(2) (E) and
subdivisions (f) (2) and (f)(3))
22a-174-33 (f)(4) One commenuor stated they are unclear about
what the Deoarzment’s inten[ is in this subdivision. Such
commenuor stated it appears the Deparument wanus to reopen
permits to incorporate a MACT standard unless that permiu has
a remaining life of less than 18 months. If this is the
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Department’s intent, this subdivision should be clarified as
follows:
operating permit which will expire ~ eighteen
(18) months .... "
This commentor also pointed out that Connecticut already
addresses this incorporation issue in Section 22a-17433(I) (i) (C) . Therefore, this commentor recommends that
Section 22a-174-33(f) (4) be removed from the regulation. (41)
Response: I do recommend the Department remove the timeframe
language from Section 22a-174-33(f) (4) . However, I recommend
the language added be more stringent than federally required,
with respect to requiring applications, to allow for adequate
Deparument review and consideration of subjecu sources’ M_ACT
proposals. This can be seen in Exhibit A, subdivisions (e) (i)
and (2), (f) (2) and (5) and subparagraph (r) (i) (C), which
provide that sources with more than 3 years unti! the permit
expires to have the subject permiz modified. Additionally, if
less than 3 years remain, then the permittee must apply before
6 months are al! that remain before the permi- expires. (See
language in Exhibit A, subdivisions (e) (I) and (2), (f) (2) and
(5) and subparagraph (r) (i) (C))
22a-174-33(f) (3) One commentor indicated the regulation
should contain EPA’s address and a specific time when a copy
of the permit application should be sent to EPA. (2)
Response: I do not recommend the Deparumenu !ncorpcraue EPA’s
~ive
address into the regulation because ~t is not a subs
re_cuirement to be applied to the regulated community. Rather,
it can be part of the application package. I do recommend
that Secuion 22a-!74-33(g) be clarified to require an
application be sent to EPA upon submission of an application
to the Department. (See language ~n Exhibiu A, subdivision

(h) (5))
I recommend the Departmenu make the following revisions to
this subsection in order to clarify the Deparument’s intent
and, where necessary, incorporate federal re~airements:
I)
I recommend the Department delete the language in
subdivision (f) (I) and replace it with the language in Exhibit
A, subdivision (f) (1) to ~rovide as much certainty, as wel! as
flexibility, as possible.
2)
I recommend the Department add a subdivision covering
cases where the owner or operator of the Title V source
becomes subject to this section after the im~!ementation date
of this section in order to provide certainty for the
regulated community and to meet minimum requirements for the
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Title V program. (See language in Exhibit A, subdivision
(f) (2))
3)
i recommend the DeparZment add a timeframe subdivision
covering sources subject to this section solely pursuant to a
standard in subparagraph (~)(15)(A). (See lan~ruage in Exhibit
A, subdivision (f)(3)) The~Department should be accommodating
to the extent the Administrator decides to defer a source’s
requirement to obtain a Title V permit. However, the
Department must, at the same time, meet minimum requirements
and the possibility of a change, such language must be drafted
to require submission of an application within 90 day’s notice
from the Commissioner.
4)
I recommend the Department delete the language of
subdivision (f) (2) and replace it with the language in Exhibit
A, subdivision (f) (4) .
5)
I recommend the Department add a timeframe for submitting
applications for renewals in order to ensure compliance with
the minimum federa! requirement that a Title V source has a
Title V permit. (See language in Exhibit A, subdivision
6i
I recommend the Department add a timeframe for submitting
applications for Title V sources subject to 40 CFR Parts 7278, inclusive in order to meet federa! requirements
specifically to include acid rain provisions as reqdired =
approva! of the Title V program. (~_~ language in Exhibiz A,
subdivision (f) (6))
7)
I recommend the DeDartmen~ delete subdivisions (f) (3) and
(f) (4) because they do not clearly and adequately fulfill
federal recuirements.
8)
I recommend the Department move the contents of (f) (5),
pertaining to submitting the application to the Administrator,
and place i~ in subdivision (h) (5) . This provision more
closely pertains to application processing because submission
to the Administrator is a procedura! requirement, no5 a
timetable element, although such submission musz be timely.
9)
I recommend the Department change the name of this
subsection to "Timetables For Submitting An Application For A
Title V Permit"
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Applications
The following language was presented at the October 28, 1994
hearing for comment:
(g) Applications.
(g) (I) The owner or operator of each Title V source shall
apply for a Title V operating permit on forms provided by the
Department, Such application shall not be deemed sufficient
unless and’until the information re_quired under subparagraphs
(A) through (E) of this subdivision and subdivisions
and (g) (4) of this section is submitted to the Department.

(A) The application shall identify the company’s legal
name and address, or Title V source name and address if
different from the legal company name, owner’s name and
agent for service, and names and telephone numbers of
persons designated to answer ~aestions pertaining to the
Title V operating permit application.
(B) The application shall contain an executive summary
clearly and concisely summarizing the information
contained in the application as required under Section
22a-3a-5 of the Regulations of Connecticut State
Agencies, the Department’s Rules of Practice.
(C) The application shall contain a compliance D!an
pursuant to subsection (h) of this section, including
information required pursuant to Public Act 94-205
Section I. (b) and a statement certifying no~ification
pursuant to subparagraph (j) (i) (A) of this section.
(D) The owner or operator of the Title V source may apply
for more than one method of operation for such source.
For each method of operation the owner or opera~or of the
Title V source shall submit the informatlon required in
accordance with this subsection.
(E) If the applicant complies through an alternative
means of compliance pursuant ~o section 22a-174-22 or
22a-!74-32 of the Regulations of Connecticut State
Agencies by order or permit or a certification as allowed
by the Regulations of Connecticut State Agencies, the
application shall identify and describe any and each
alternative means of compliance. In addition, a copy of
such order, permit or certification shall be submitted
with the Title V operating permit application.
6O

(g) (2) The owner or operator of the Title V source shall
identify and describe on the Title V operating permit
application the following information for each emissions unit
at the Title V source:
(A) a description of al! of the Title V source’s
processes, identified~y four-digit Standard Industria!
Classification code, including any method of operation
identified by the applicant for each emissions unit at
the Title V source;
(B) any emissions unit whose potential emissions when
truncated, is greater than or equal the threshold for
such
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pollutant in tons per year as follows in Table 33-1:
Table 33-1

Pollutant
Tons Per Year
Total suspended particulate
2
~
Sulfur oxides
2
Nitrogen oxides
1
Volatile organic compounds
1
Carbon monoxide
1
Particulate matter less than i0 microns ("PMI0")
1
(C) for all emissions units described in accordance with
subparagraph (B) of this subdivision, the type and
quantities of all potentia! and actua! emissions,
including fugitive emissions, for each pollutant for each
calendar year, of regulated air pollutants;

(D) for all emissions units of hazardous air pollutants,
the type and quantities of al! potennia! and actua!
emissions, including fugitive emissions, for each
pollutant for each calendar year, of regu!ated
pollutants;
(E) notwithstanding subparagraph (B) of this subdivision,
if the emissions unit has a permit issued pursuant to
Section 22a-!74-3 of the Regulations of Conneczicun State
Agencies the applicant shall list such emissions unit;
(F) the application shall identify and describe the
methodology used to quantify the emissions in
subparagraphs (C) and (D) of this subdivision, the
emission rates of regulated air pollutants in tons per
year and the calculations used to determine applicability
pursuant to subsection (c) of this section;

(G) the types of fuels, including the heat content of
fuel, and the amount of each fue! to be used;
(H) all materials used, the amounn of each material
expected to be used, production rate and the hours of
operation;
(I) all air pollution control equipment and compliance
monitoring equipment to quantify emissions or to
determine compliance;
(J) any operational limitatlons or work practice

suandards which affect emissions, for al! regulated
pollutants;
(K) any applicable MACT source ca~egc~l as published in
the FederalRegis~er, Vol. 58, No. 231 Friday, December
3, 1993, and applicable requirements for each~emissions
unit, including those app!icable requirements which have
future effective compliance dates;
(L) any applicable tes~ method for determining compliance
with each applicable requirement lisned pursuant to
subparagraph (K) of this subdivision; and
(M) Any other information required by such applicable
requirement listed pursuant to subparagraph (K) of this
subdivision, including information related to good
engineering practices for stack height.
(g) (3) Notwithstanding subdivisions (~) (I) and (g) (2) of this
section, the owner or operator of the Title V ~curc~ shal! non
be reen~ired to lisn the foilowin~ items or activizies
specified in subparagraphs (A) and (B) of this subdivision.

(A) Any of the followin~ item or activities are no~ the
principle funcZion of such Title V source:
(i) office equipmenn includin~ but not limited to
coplers, facsimile and commu~ication e~aiDmenn
computer equipmenn;
(ii) grills, ovens, stoves, refrigerators and other
restaurant style cooking and food preparation
equipment;
(iii)lavatory vents, hand d~fers, noncommercial
clothes dryer, non includin~ dry cleaning machinery;
(iv)

Garbage compactors and wasne barrels;

(v) Aerosol spray cans; and

(B) Laboratory hoods used solely for the purpose of
experimental s~udy or teaching of any science, or
testin~ and analysis of drugs, chemicals, chemical
compounds, or other substances, or similar aczivities,
provided that the containers used for reactions,
transfers, and other handling of substances under the
laboratory hood are designed to be easily and safely
manipulated by one person.
If a stationary source
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manufactures or produces products for profit in any
quantity using such laboratory hood, it shall be listed
pursuant to subdivision (g)(2) of this section.
(g) (4) Notwithstanding subdivision (g) (3) of this section, the
owner or operator shall include in the application~all
emissions from activities or items unlisted pursuant to
subdivision (g) (3) of this section.
(g) (5) If while processing an application that has been
determined or deemed sufficient, the Commissioner determines
tha~ additional information is necessary to evaluate or take
fina! action on that application, the applicant shal! submit
such information in writing within forty-five (45) days of
notification by the Commissioner that such information is
necessary.
(g) (6) ~y applicant shall submit additional information
prior co release of the Tentative Determination by the
Commissioner, to address any requirements that become
applicable to the Title V source or upon becoming aware of any
incorrect submitta!, with an exDianation for such ac:lon and a
certification pursuant co subdivision (b) (4) of this section.

(g) (7) Any application for renewal shall include all of the
information required pursuant to this subsection and any
changes from the orlginal app!i.cation.
Comments Regarding subsection (g) Applications
22a-174-33(g) Several commennors noted the lack of an
application shield and recommended the inclusion of an
application shield in the regulations. (1,2,8,9, 2,7, 8, 15,
5, 17, 20, 21, 23, 37, 38, and 44) One commennor suggested
the Department should include a provis!on in this regulations
which states that upon submittal of a timely and complete
permit application, a source’s failure to have a Title V
permit is not a violation of Department’s Title V recuirements
until the Department takes fina! action on the permit
application. ~ 40 CFR §70.7(b) . (41) Many of these
commentors also suggested inclusion of a renewal shield in the
regulations.
In addition, two commennors provided language
to add to subsection (f) on this issue. (13 and 29)
Response: I recommend the Department adopt application shield
language in a section concerning application processing
fol!owing the application subsection. (See language in Exhibit
A, subdivision (h) (4)) In addition, the Department has
existing authority in Section 4-182(b) of the General Statutes
providing a renewa! shield whereby when the applicant makes a
timely and sufficient applicanion for renewal of a Title V
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permit, such existing Title V permit shall not expire until
the Commissioner has issued a final decision on whether to
deny or issue such renewed Title V permit.
22a-174-33(g)
One commentor suggested, in addition to
including the concept of ar~ application shield, the~regulation
must incorporate a time constraint of sixty (60) days on the
Department to determine or tail to determine completeness of
applications, after which the application shield will be
triggered. (8) Some commentors noted the lack of the
completeness determination language. (8 and 15) One commentor
suggested the following language: "In the event that no
notice is provided to the source within sixty (60) days after
receipt of the application by the permitting authority, the
application shall be deemed complete." (13) Similar language
was suggested by another commen~or. (29) Two commentors
indicated that an application should be deemed complete unless
the Department explicitly rejects an app!icasion within 60
days. (15 and 26) One commentor stated the Departmen~ should
include a provision in its regulations which provides that the
Department will notify an applicant of a completeness
determination within 60 days of receipt of an application, and
that if the Department has not acted within the 60 days, the
application is deemed complete. See 40 CFR §§70.7(a) (4) and
70.5 (a) (2) . (41)
Response:
I recommend the Department include a timeframe for
determining sufficiency within 60 days in order to provide the
regulated community with certainty with respecz to the
Department’s procedures once an application has been
submitted. (~_e_~ language in Exhibit A, subdivision (h) (!)) In
addition, I agree the-app!ication shield should be applied to
those owners and oDerasors of Title V sources who have a
sufficient application which will provide the regulated
community some certainty regarding their compliance s~atus
with respect to obtaining a Title V permit. (c~_~ language !n
Exhibit A, subdivision (h) (4))
22a-174-33(g) One commentor suggested the Department allow
for a means to accept applications electronically. (2)
Response: I recommend the Department, to the exten5
practicable and allowed by statutory requirements, exp!ore the
possible future use of electronic filing, as it wil! allow for
increased efficiency. However, the Department is no~
currently prepared to accept electronic filing of Title V
permit applications.
~
22a-i74-33(g) One commentor requested the Department reinserz
the term "alternative operating scenario" into this
subsection. (29)
Response: I recommend the Department use this phrase to

enable the owner and operator of Title V sources to describe
various relevant modest-of operation. (See generally, Exhibit
A, subdivision (a)(4) and subsection (g))
22a-174-33 (g) One commentor indicated that in various portions
of 40 CFR Part 70 where Title V and acid rain regulations
conflict, the acid rain regulations shall take precedent.
This commentor further stated that once the Department
incorporates the acid rain regulations, the Department wil!
also need to make some revisions to this rule to address the
areas where acid rain regulations override Title V
requirements. For example, stated this commentor, 40 CFR
§§70.5(a) (I) (iv) and 70.5(c) (8) (v) will need to be addressed
in Sec-_ion 22a-!74-33 (g) for permit applications. (41)
Response: I do recommend the Department incorporate acid rain
re_cfuirements by reference and, where required, allow the acid
rain regulations to take precedence over other, conflicting,
federal requirements as federally required. (See language in
Ex_hibit A, subdivisions (b) (5), (d) (8), (e) (3), (f) (6),
(i) (5), (j)(I)(G) (iii), (j)(I) (H) (ii), (k)(3) (C), (I) (6),
(n) (4), (r) (4), (r) (6) and (r)(8)(B) )
22a-!74-33(g) One commentor indicated that the Connecticut
Attorney General’s Opinion states that Public Acu 93-428
"empowers the Commissioner to authorize and enforce operation
under a permit beyond its expiration date if the permittee has
filed a timely renewal application .... " This commenuor
stated that unless Connecticut s Attorney General vlews such
authority as self-implementing, i.e., is effective without
specific regulatory provisions, the Department should amend
its regulation to cover the following situation. If a timely
and complete application for a permit renewal is submitted but
the Deoartmenu has failed to either issue or deny the renewal
permiu before the end of the previous permiu, then the permit
shal! nou expire and al! terms and conditions shall remain in
effect and hence are enforceable unti! the renewal permit has
been issued or denied. See 40 CFR §70.4(b) (i0) . (41)
Response: I do not recommend the Department adopt additiona!
renewal shield language because the Department has existing
authority in Section 4-182(b) of the General Statutes
providing a renewa! shield, whereby the existing permit will
nou expire unuil the application for renewal has been finally
determined by the agency. In addition I recommend the
Department provide a shield for an owner or operator of a
Title V source who submits a time!v and sufficient aoo!ication
whereby such owner or opera~or will not be liable for failure
to previousiv have obtained such permit. ($9_~ language in
Exhibit A, subdivision (h) (4))
22a-!74-33(g) One commentor indicated the Department should

require in Section 22a-174-33(g)that a source certify
compliance with all applicable requirements in i~s
application. See 40 CFR ~70. (c) (9) (I) through (iii) . (41)
Response: I do no~ recommend the DeparZmen~ require a source
to certify compliance with al! applicable requirements in its
application because this is neither realistic nor a~tainab!e.
Rather, I do recommend thin’Department require a compliance
plan as part of the application wherein the source shal!
certify compliance with th-~se applicable requirements with
which the source is compliant. In addition, the source shal!
include a schedule for complying with each applicable
requirement not currently being me~. (See language ~n E~nibiz
A, subdivisions (i) (2), (i) (3) and (i) (4) and subparagraph
(g) (!) (D))

22a-174-33(g) One commenzor indicated the DeDarcmenz may wanz
to add to its regulations a provision which deals with
confidential information submitted by the applicant. This
commentor suggested adding the fol!owing language to this
subsection:
"For information claimed to be confidential, the
permittee may forward these records d~reczlv ~o <he EVA
along with a claim of confidentiality." (4!)
Response: I do not recommend the Departmenn adom~ this
language. The State of Connecticun has s~atutory re_cuiremen~s
dictating when and what information may be :rea~ed in a
confidential manner. This does no~ Drec!ude the owners cr
operazcrs of a Title V source from sendLng confident:a!
¯ nformation directly to the EPA. .%~v ~nfcrmation submitted ~o
the Department wil! be treated in accordanze w~._
¯ ~’~the
Genera! Statutes.

22a-!74-33 (g) One commentor indicated ~ne De_a_.m~n~ must
include timeframes within which a permit will be issued.
Response:
I recommend the Deparzment adc_~z timeframes ....
which final action wil! be taken zo provide the regulated
community with certainty and the k~now!edge that a resmonse
will be given with respect to their app!icazion for a
federally enforceable permit. (See !an_~ua.ce in Exhibi- ~
subdivision (j) (!))
22a-174-33(g) One commentor indicated the Deparzmen~ should
include a provision in its regulations ensuring that priority
is given to taking actions~on applications for construction
and modification under Depi~tment’s Prevenzion of S’~g..~-~:~-_~a..~Dete_ioration~ (PSD) and Nonattainment New Source Review (NSR)
rules. See 40 CFR §70.7(a) (3) . (41)
Response: I recommend the Department, as part of the Program
Description for implementation of the Tizle V program, use its

best efforts, subject to all statutory requirements, to ensure
that applications for construction and modification under the
Department’s PSD and Nonattainment NSR rules are given high
priority status. However, I do not recommend this become part
of this section because it is not necessary as it is. not a
substantive requirement for the regulated community. Rather,
prioritization is governed through internal management of the
agency and furthermore, priority and resources may vary from
time to time depending upon specific circumstances.
22a-174-33 (g) One commentor indicated the Department should
include a provision in its regulations which states that
expiration of a permit terminates the source’s right to
operate unless a timely and complete renewal application has
been filed. See 40 CFR §70.7(c) (i) (ii). (41)
Response: I recommend the Department adopt similar language in
order to meet minimum federal requirements for a Title V
program. (See language in Exhibit A, subparagraph (j)(I)(B))
22a-174-33(g) One commentor suggested the Department should
act within 18 months of receiving a complete application for
significant permit modification procedures. (41)
Response:
I recommend that the Department incorporate into
the modification subsection the requirement to act within
eighteen (18) months of receiving a complete application for a
significant permit modification pursuant to requirements which
can be seen in Exhibit A, subdivision (r) (i) . This will
provide certainty for the regulated community with respect to
Department procedures as well as meeting minimum federal
requirements.
22a-174-33(g) (i) (D) Two commentors noted that a definition for
"method of operation" is lacking here. In addition, the
definition of "emissions unit" impacts this subparagraph. (15
and 45)
Response: I recommend the Department eliminate the phrase
methods of operation and return to the phrase, alternative
operating scenarios. (See generally, language in Exhibit A,
subdivisions (a) (4) and (g) (I)) This provides the regulated
communlty with a measure of comfort knowing the Department
will be flexible and consider varying practices to the extent
each is allowed by the applicable requirements. I also
recommend the term "emissions unit" be used only as defined in
Section 22a-174-33(a) and not be used to limit the application
format in a way that precludes reporting of information in a
more practica! format, such as by process or material used or
pollutant. (See language in Exhibit A, subdivision (g) (2))
22a-174-33(g) (i) (E) One commentor recommended the Department
include a provision in the Title V permit application,

allowing an alternative means of compliance, in addition to
copies of approved orders or permits, in situations where the
Bureau has not given fina! approva! of those items. (32)
Response: I recommend the Department allow for alternative
means of compliance with respect to Sections 22a-174-22 and
22a-174-32 of the RCSA fori~nitrogen oxides and vola~i!e
organic compounds, as long.~i~as such means of compliance has
received final approval fr~ the Commissioner. (See language
in Exhibit A, subdivision (g) (I), generally, and subparagraph
(g) (i) (F)) Since such alternative means have been provided for
in the RCSA, the parameters for such alternatives are nou
suspecu. However, I do no~ recommend al!owing alternative
means of como!iance unless such means wil! be spelled out in
the permit, or the referenced documenu has been given fina!
approval by the Commissioner. (See language in ExhibitA,
subparagraph (g) (I) (F))
22a-!74-33(g) (!) (E) One commentor stated this subparagraph
refers to when an applicant complies through an alternate
means of compliance pursuant to Sections 22a-!74-22 or 22a174-32. This ccmmentor asked the fol!owing questions: (!)
What is meant by an alternate means of compliance? (2) is
this trying to address 40 CFR §§70.5(c) (7) or 70.6(a) (!) (iii)?
(3~) Who !s al!owed to apply and what is the criteria for
determining the alternate? This commentor stated the
Department should clarify this provision and make sure it
comm!ies with 40 CFR Part 70. (41)
Response: (i) The Department was_~_e__ing
~=9 -to the NOx ~hCT and
VOC R.ACT Secuions 22a-174-22 and 22a-174-32, resoecuive!y, of
the RCSA which were designed and imolemented-by the Deparumenu
to place enforceable limitations on sources of NOx and VOCs.
(See language change ~o this subparagraph in Exhibit A,
subparagraph (g) (i) (F)) The criteria allowing for alternative
means of comm!iance is seu out in those sections. Those
sections have a!readv been through the public review process
and were not the subject of this hearing. (2)40 Part
70.5(c) (7) is alternative operating scenarios and is covered
by the language as provided in Exhibit A, subparagraph
(g) (i) (E) . Certainly, any alternative means of compliance
would have to meet 40 CFR Part 70.6(a) (i) (iii), where
applicable. (3) Those subjecu to Sections 22a-174-22 and 22a174-32 of the RCSA are identified through criteria specified
in those sections.
22a-174-33 (g)(2) One comme~tor recommended the Department add
the following language to this subdivision.
See 40 CFR
§70.5(c) (3) (~) ..... "

for each emissions uniu at the Title V source in
sufficient detai! to eszablish the basis for fees and

applicability to al! re_e~irements:"
This commentor stated this added language requires the
applicant to review information to ensure enough detai! is
supplied in the application. (41)
Response: I do not recommend the Department incorporate
language similar to that suggested above. Section 22a-!74-26
of the RCSA, the fee regulation, was not the subjec~ of this
hearing. The subparagraphs of the app!i’cability subsection
should be clarified to ensure sufficient detai! is provided in
t,he applications. ($9_~ generally, language in Exhibit A,
subdivision (g) (2))
22a-174-33(g) (2) and 22a-174-33(g) (2) (A) One commentor
indicated any method of operation does not convey the same
meaning as alternate operating scenarios and, in fact, has a
meaning all its own in the context of new source review. (8)
Another commentor suggested language. (13)
Response: I recommend the Department make the language change
to "alternative operating scenarios" to avoid causing
confusion with respect to the termino!ogy method of operation,
which is a term of art, and is not identical to "alternative
operating scenario." (See language in Exhibit A, subparagraph
(g) (i) (E) and subdivision (a) (4))
22a-174-33(g) (2) (A) Two commentors indicated the Department
should not limit Section 22a-174-33(g) (2) (A) to just emission
units. As defined in Section 22a-!74-33(a) (3), an emission
unit is the part of a source that emits emissions. (15 and 41)
One commentor continued, for example, this could just aoo!v
to the drying oven on a coating line and leave ouu information
on the coating process which may be necessary uo deuermine
applicable requirements. This commen~or further suggested uhe
Deparumenu should require that the applicant also describe
products in Section 22a-174-33(g) (2) (A) because some VOC
regulations are segmented by the oroduct that is actually
being coated. See 40 CFR §70.5(c) (2) . Such commenuor
suggested moving Section 22a-174-33(g) (2) (A) to Section 22a174-33(9)(1) and making the following changes by adding the
language which is underlined and removing the language in
parenthesis:
"A description of all of the Title V source’s
processes and products,
by the applicanu (for
each emission unit) an the Title V source." (41)
Response: I recommend the Department amend (g) (2) (A) no not
require each process to be defined by its emission unins,
rather include a list of those emission units which are paru
of the subject process. This wil! enable the application no
duplicate the situation an the facilities more realistically
7O

and will give the permit engineers better information as well
as easing the application burden. However, I do not recommend
the Department include products because they do not provide as
good an indicator of emissions as do materials used. (See
language in Exhibit A, subdivision (a) (13))
22a-174-33 (g) (2) (B) Two commentors pointed out that this
subparagraph contains so-c~!led "de minimis" thresholds below
which applicants do not need to submit information during the
application process. They suggested the Deparument require
that sources list insignificant activities on their
applications when those activities are based on size or
production rates. See 40 CFR §70.5 (c) . (5 and 41)
In addition, one commenuor suggesued the Department
should also noue that the "de minimis thresholds" listed in
this section may be set too high. This commenuor stated the
Department should consider !owering the threshold for criteria
pollutants to one ton per year and adding the following
language with regard to hazardous air pollutants:
’~,000 Ib per year or the de minimi$ level established
under Section !12(q) of the C~A, cr lesser quan--ities as
~$¢ab~~$hed by the Administrator, whichever is less."
In the event Department does not !ower the thresholds,
the Department must justify in its program submittal that any
= ~ ssion uniu if
applicable requirement is not triggered at an ~m,
that unit’s emissions are less than the threshc!ds stated in
Section 22a-!74-33(g) (2) (B).
This commentor suggested the Department add the following
language to Sections 22a-!74-33(g) (2) (B) and (g) (3) :
"Notwithstandinc Section 22= !74-~ {c] (~ ~:~ and {c) ~3~
no activity or emission levels shal! be exempt from the
re_quirements of Section 22a-!74-33 (ql if "_he information
omitted from the aDo!ication__ is r==~ed_~ to
c~=,-=~m_ne~
the
applicability of, or to impose, any applicable
re_c~irement or the re_quirement to obtain a Title V
permit. No activity or emission unit of a source may be
exempted when det=~_m~n_n" ~ q whether a source is ma~or._ "
(43.)
Response: First, I recommend the Depar~men~ adopt a list of
activities and items for which information need not be
included on an application unless necessary to meet an
applicable requiremenn, determine comm!iance with such
applicable requirements or~,-determine application of this
section. (See language ~n..~.xhibit A, subdivisions (g) (3) and
(g) (4). Second, I recommend~ the Deparzmenz adoD~ thresholds
for criteria and hazardous air pollutants to limit permit
requirements to those required by an applicable requirement
and to provide flexibility to the extent permitted by federal
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requirements. (~_~ language in Exhibit A, subparagraph
(j) (I) (F))
For more detail, see 4th response to comments
provided above pertaining to applicability and my response to
requests for adding a definition of "Insignificant
Activities."
22a-174-33(g) (2) (B) One commentor pointed out that excluding
certain emission units from the listing requirements on the
application (as provided for in this subparagraph) should be
understood as exempting them from the requirement to be
included under the Title V permit application, as well as the
permit itself. This commentor also asked the Department to
exempt these activities from the payment of fees, since such
~ emissions would generate minimal fees, yet would
involve much work to track in order to submit annual emissions
fees.(!3)
Response: These activities may be excluded from the
application if not required to determine applicability, not
required by an applicable requirement nor needed to determine
compliance with an applicable requirement. (See language in
Exhibit A, subdivision (g) (3)) With respect tc fees, fees are
determined by Section 22a-174-2~ of the RCSA which was not the
subject of this hearing. Therefore, I car~.ot recommend
exempting the use of emissions from these activities from the
fee calculation pursuant to Section 22a-174-26 of the RCSA.
22a-!74-33(g) (2) (B) One commennor asked the DeDarzmenn to
provide a definition for truncated. (15)
Response: I recommend this subdivision be rewriz~en and
utilized in the standards for issuing and renewing Title V
permits subsection, as described above. (See language in
Exhibit A, subparagraph (j) (I) (F) I do no~ recommend the term
truncated be used because it causes unnecessary confusion as
to its meaning and is not necessary to mee~ federa!
requirements.
22a-174-33(g) (2) (B) One commentor requested the Department
provide for future additions to the insignificant activities
list. (24)
Response:
The Department has the authority to amend the RCSA
at any time. To specifically provide for future additions is
not necessary and wil! not enhance the Deparnmenn’s ability to
provide for such additions.
22a-!74-33(g) (2) (B) One commennor stated, with respect to
insignificant activities, applicants do not have ~o spend time
and resources estimating emissions from such sources that are
not subject to any applicable requirement or are not
significant from an air quality standpoint. (40)
Response: In order to meet federal requirements I recommend
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the Department consider all emissions to the extent provided
in Exhibit A, subdivision (a) (15) and subsection (c), when
determining applicability with respect to this section. (See
language in Exhibit A, subdivision (9) (4))
22a-174-33(g) (2) (C) One c~ommentor questioned the sense of
requesting 1990 emissions ~ata for processes and emissions
units which are either extinct or clearly under thresholds.
(!5) .....
Response: 1990 emissions data was not requested in this
subsection. However, I have addressed this issue in my
responses uo subdivisions (d) (2) and (d) (3), above regarding
the federally enforceable limitations on emissions subsection.
22a-174-33(g) (2) (C)
One commentor believes subdivision
(g) (2) deviates substantially from the federa! rule. This
commentor skated they do not know what is meant by "each
pollutant for each calendar year" in this subsection. (44)
Response: To clarify the Department’s intent with respect to
this subparagraph, I recommend the Department revise the
language as can be seen in Exhibit A, subparagraphs
and (g) (2) (C) .

22a-!74-33(g) (2) (C) and(D)
One commentor suggesZed the
following language changes to this subparagraph: "for al!
emissions units described
and actual emiss!ons,
inc!udin~ fugi-ive_m_zc
~ ~ ....
~o~ for each pollutant for each
calendar year, of regulated air pollutants, expressed in tons
per year and in such te~ms as a~ necessary/ to esuab!ish
compliance wi~h the app~icabie standard reference tes~ method,
if any. (13) .Another commentor supports the removal of the
reference ~o ~uglt,ve emissions. (38)
Response- I do no~ recommend excluding references uo fugitive
emissions because there may be applicable requiremenzs to
place on fugitmve emissions or the point of egress of such
emissions. I do recommend fugitive emissions "to the ex~enn
quanuifiable" to ensure a standard of reasonableness is being
utilized. I recommend the regulation require that pollutants
be expressed in tons per year (TPY) and in such terms as are
necessary to establish compliance with the applicable standard
reference test method, if any, in order to give the regulated
community a sense of what will be asked for on the
application. (See language in Exhibit A, subparagraph
(g) (2) (B))
22a-174-33(g) (2) (D) One co.-~mentor stated sources wi!l need
operational flexibility provisions to be available to them
because of the need to make changes quickly based upon
marketplace demands. (34)
Response: I do not recommend the Department make any changes
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based on this comment because the regulation already allows
for operational flexibility through the provisions in the
modification subsection. (See generally, Exhibit A,
subdivision (r) (3))
22a-174-33(g) (2) (D) One commentor stated this subparagraph
causes a unique problem for combustion sources by requiring
the permittee to list the type and quantities of all potential
and actual emissions of regulated air pollutants. This
commentor pointed out that to identify all HAPs emitted would
be extremely burdensome and would non be cost-effective. This
commentor further stated that, considering the !ow
concentration of most HAPs in the in combustion exhaust gas,
the accuracy of using periodic stack tests to project longterm emissions would also be in doubt. (36)
Response: I recommend a change based on this comment. Please
see language provided for in Exhibit A, subdivision
which requires such information to the extent necessary to
determine compliance with an applicable requiremens, to
determine applicability of this section, or as to what the
applicable requiremen~ re~uires. It ~s a federa! requirement
that hazardous a~r pollutant emissmons be reported bun the
purpose is to ensure Title V program requirements are being
met.
22a-174-33(g) (2) (D) One commentor stated the requirement to
include fugitives for each emissions unit is !mpraczica!. (38)
Response: I recommend the DeparZment eliminate the reference
to emissions unit in this context for the reason expressed by
this commentor. ($9_~ language in Exhibit A, subparagraph

(g) (2)
22a-174-33(g) (2) (F) One commentor indicated the Department
does not need information on fugitives unless specifically
required for that category. This commentor suggested the
Deparnmen~ clarify whether something besides sampling and
modeling is acceptabie. (15)
Response: First, I recommend the Department rec~ire
information on fugitive emissions to the extent quantifiable
for the purposes of determining applicability of the
regulation. (See language in Exhibit A, subparagraph
and subdivision (g) (4))) Second, I recommend the Department
should no~ be precluded from accepting recordkeeping as
monitoring if it does not conflict with other s~a~e, or
federa! requirements. (S~_~ language in Exhibit A, subdivision
(a) (ii) and subparagraphs (j) (i) (K) (ii), last sentence, and
(o) (2) (A))
22a-174-33(g) (2) (F) One commentor noted the Department should
.add the following language to this subparagraph ~o ensure the

applicant states emission rates in the units which al!ow the
Department to determine compliance with all applicable
requirements: See 40 CFR §70. (c) (3) (iii) .
the emission rates of regulated air
pollutants in rods per year and in such terms as are
necessary_ to establish compliance consisten~ with
the applicable standard reference test method and
the calculations ~sed .... "
This commentor also stated the Department should remuire in
Section 22a-174-33(g) (2) (F) that suppor~ing calculations be
included in an application for al! information pursuann ~o
Sections 22a-174-33(g) (2) (G), (H), and (J) . (41)
Response: I recommend the Department include language that
requires pollutants to be in such terms so as no establish the
applicable standard reference test method and the calculations
used. ($_e_~ language in Exhibit A, subparagraphs (g) (2) (C) and
(D))

22a-174-33(g) (2) (G) and (H) One commentor needs to know what
the time frame is for requesting mazeria!s used. Do you need
hours, months, days? (15)
Response: I recommend the Department indicate the calendar
year or other time period deemed appropriate by the
Commissioner on the application, since it will be dependant
upon equipment and processes. ($9_~ language in Exhibit A,
subparagraph (g) (2) (A))
22a-!74-33(g) (2) (G) and-(H) One commen~or sug~ested
consolidating (G) and (H) into one paragraph and add a new (H)
linking information regarding fugitives to the pollutant
rather than the equipment since the fugitives may not come
from the equipment. (29)
Response: I recommend the Department link information
regarding fugitive emissions to the pollutant rather than the
equipment because emissions generally are not emitted from
traditional exit points, they may be emitted between units.
(See language in Exhibit A, subparagraph (g) (2) (B))
22a-174-33(g) (2) (G) One commen~or believes the requirement to
describe the heat content of fuel is exhaustive and should be
deleted. This commentor points out that the Fed Reg
57:140,pp32303 does not require such exhauszive descriptions.
(44)
Response:
I recommend the Department remove the requirement
to describe the heat content of fuel. Information recuired
pursuant zo the language in Exhibi~ A, subparagraph (g) (2) (A)
and subdivision (a) (13) ought to be adequate and certainly the
Commissioner may ask for additiona! information if necessary
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pursuant to the language in Exhibit A, subdivision (h)(1).
22a-174-33(g) (2) (G) One commentor suggested the Department
should explicitly exclude insignificant activities from the
permitting process and exempt non-major sources altogether. In
addition, this commentor suggested the Department should only
require information in (G) and (H) that is required to
determine or regulate emissions. (13)
Response:
I recommend the Department allow insignificant
activities or items to be excluded from the application unless
otherwise required by an applicable re.quirement as provided in
Exhibit A, subdivisions (g) (3) and (g) (4). For more detai!,
see 4th response provided above to comments pertaining to
Applicability and my response to request for adding a
definition of "Insignificant Activities."
I have recommended that owners and operators of sources
required to apply by virtue of being ~non-majcr sources" as
described by 40 CFR Part 70, be given deferrals and exemptions
where allowed by the federal standard. (See language in
Exhibit A, subdivisions (c) (2), (f) (2) and (f) (3))
22a-!74-33(g) (2) (H) One commentor sug~ested the following
language be added to this subparagraph: "
the following
information to the extent it is needed to determine or
regulate emissions, the types of fuels, including the heat
consent of the fuel to be used, raw ma~erials zo be used, the
amount of raw materials expected to be used, production rates
and operating schedules" (!3)
Response: I do not recommend the Department adcDz language
described above because language as provided in Exhibit A,
subparagraph (g) (2) (A), and subdivision (a) (!3), definition of
~=~ ’ and regulate
"throughput", will be adequace to de.~_mlne
emissions. Additiona! informacion can be requested if
necessary as provided in Exhibit A, subdivision
22a-174-33(g) (2) (H) One commentor suggested the following
language be added to this subparagraph: "
fugitlve
emissions, expressed in tons per year, for each pollutant
pursuant to subparagraph B of this subsection and each
hazardous alr pollutant listed pursuanz to subparagraph D of
the paragraph. (29)
Response: I recommend the Department adopt language which
requires consideration of fugitive emissions for determining
applicability of this regulation. However, I do not recommend
the Departmenu adopt the language this commenzor suggeszs
verbatim. ($9_~ language used in Exhibit A, subparagraph
(g) (2) (B))

22a-i74-33(g) (2) (I)
One commentor asked whether equipmenz
which is not permitted by the Department as control e.c!umpment,

should be counted in th~s section since it is not federally
enforceable? (15)
Response: If the contro! equipmenn is not made a federally
enforceable limitation on emissions it carnuot be considered in
calculating emissions. The source may have the opportunity to
make the limitation on em4ssions federally enforceable by
complying with Section 22~174-33(d) of the RCSA.
22a-174-33(g) (2) (J)
O~commentor suggested the limits or
standards may not exist for all regulated pollutants and
therefore the following language was suggested, "Any
applicable operations limitations or work practice standards
which affect emissions for regulated pollutants." (13)
Response: I recommend the Department adopt language which
includes any applicable operational limitations and work
practice standards. This is necessary in order to give the
permit engineer a realistic idea of how the faci!iuy works and
what the emissions are likely to be. (See language in Exhibit
A, subparagraph (g) (2) (F))
22a-174-33(g) (2) (K)
One commentor pointed out this
subparagraph.
. references the December 3, 1993 Federa! Reqi
as the initia! list of source categories. This commencor
stated the initia! list of source categories actually appears
in the July, 16, 1992 Federa!R~c!s~_
=_’ "=~notice . Such commentor
suggested Connecticut should change the Federa! Register
reference to July, 16, 1992. In addition, this commentor
stated, the list of categories may change based on EPA review.
Since the list of source categories may change, Connecticut
mayhave to periodically ~=~
__z_se
~
the~
_r regulation to
the most recent list of categories published in the Federal
Response: I recommend the Department change the reference as
suggested ($9_~ language in Exhibit A, subparagraph (g) (2) (G)) .
I recommend the Department use its best efforts, subject to
al! statutory requirements, to revise this regulation
reflect the most recent list of categories published in the
Federal Register.
22a-174-33(g) (2) (L) One commentor no~ed this subparagraph,
requiring a permit applicant to submit any applicable test
method for determining como!iance with M_ACT reiterates the
Department’s demand that s~mpling/anaiysis is the only
acceptable monitoring procedure. (15)
Response: I do not believe~ the language provided requiring
any applicable test metho~ precludes the Department from
merely requiring sampling or analysis or recordkeep~ng where
the Department has determined it is sufficient. Therefore, I
do not recommend a change based upon this comment.
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22a-174-33(g) (2) (M) One commentor argued this subparagraph is
unnecessary and seemingly boundless and subparagraph (K)
already requires information on applicable requirements for
each emissions unit subject to a MACT standard. (13)
Response:
i believe this subparagraph is useful to the
pe_~mit engineers who will be evaluating the applications and
who need a clear idea.of the various operating scenarios for
which the emission units will be configured. Therefore, the
Department need not remove this paragraph.
22a-174-33(g) (3) One commentor believes the owner/operator
should not be subjected to various interpretations of
potential to emit from "insignificant activities," and thus
re_cuests a definition of "insignificant activities" be
included in (g) (3) and added to (c) as an exemption. (38) One
Commentor noted it was not clear, but, insignificant
activities needed to be included on the application. (5) One
commentor suggested the activities listed in (g) (3) and the
thresholds listed in (g) (2) function as exemptions. (13) One
commentor suggested the Department list types of insignificant
acZivities rather than thresholds. (40)
Response: I do not recommend a definition of "insignificant
aczivi~ies" is necessary or appropriate because the emissions
from such activities or items may not be insignificant. I
recommend the application subseczion include lists of
activities or items for which emisslons can be excluded from
the application unless otherwise recuired by an applicable
re~_~uirement or zo determine applicability of this seczicn cr
to determine applicability of an applicable requirement, as
provided in Exhibiz A, subdivisions (g) (3) and
I recommend the DeDartmen~ move the reference
thresholds from this subsection to the permitting subsection
as can be seen in Exhibit A, subparagraph (j) (!) (=) because
this is where iz will do the most good, i.e., allowing limits
to be required oniv as required by an applicable re_cuiremenz.
I recommend the emissions be!ow certain thresholds and
activities be excluded from permit requirements as provided in
Ex_hibit A, subparagraphs (j) (!) (F) (i) and (ii), (j) (!) (G) (iv)
and (j) (I) (K) to the extent al!owed by applicable
recuirements. For more detail, see 4th response to comments
above pertaining to Applicability and my response to commen~s
to requests for adding a definition for "Insignificant
Activities."
22a-174-33(g) (3) One commentor recommended exempting roof and
wal! ventilation of enc!osed spaces, not including those
directly connected to a process source under subdivision
(g) (3), because it would be difficult to prove emissions are
low enough in order to use the thresholds exemption. (36)
Response: I recommend the Department allow roof and wal! vents
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which are not connected to emission-related processes as
provided in Exhibit A, subdivision (g) (3), to not be listed on
the application, for the reason given by this zcmmentor. (See
language in Exizibit A, subparagraph (g) (3) (B) ’vi)) Such
insignificant activities may require less or no recordkeeping
by the Department, as allQwed by applicable requirements. (See
language in (j)(I) (K))
.~.i
22a-174-33(g) (3) One commentor noted the term emissions unit,
as it is used here, conflicts with the defini-icn of the term
where it indicates it could be a stationary source. (15)
Response: I do not recommend the Deparzmen~ ~ake a change
based upon this comment because neither the drafu presented au
hearing nor the Exhibit A, subdivision (9) (3) use the term
emissions unit.
22a-!74-33(g) (3) One commentor suggesued uhe Decartment
include language which states, "[and]
any emission unit
determined to be an insignificant activity by the Agency" (24)
Response: I do not recommend adding this !an~da£e because it
is not necessary since there ~s noth_..g mn the a~p!ication
section precluding/excluding any emissions ur.azs, acuivities
or.~items unless necessary to determine app!icability of this
secuion or to determine applicability cf an a~plicab!e
requiremenu, in addition, to the exuenz the -=~=~- ~ has
the authority, the Departmenu can amend Zhis Lisu from time to
time. ( =$_e_~ language in Exhibit A, s’~bdlvisicn (g) (2)) .
22a-!74-33(g) (3) One commenuor recommended thas secu~on should
include aerosol spray cans used for rouzine palnuing. (27)
Another. commentor has’provided a table ~vith a/diuional
, including-e_-sol
s~ra’; cans for
insignificant activities
= ~
routine cleaning, which should be lisued. Th~s uab!e also
included non-routine activities forwn""
....~, thls common,or
believes, potentia! emission calculations will yLe!d
unrealistica!!y~high pollutant levels. (27)
Response: Aerosol spray cans have already been included as an
activity or item which can be grouped for the ourpcses of the
application as described in this subdivision if they are not
the principle function of such Title V source° (~9_~ language
in Exhibit A, subparagraph (g) (3) (B) (v)) I do noz recommend
the Department include nonroutine aczivities in uhis
subdivision as the applicanu will have uhe opportunity on the
application to provide the actual and pcuenuial emissions so
that the Department will g~@t a realistic idea of the pol!utanu
levels.
~
22a-174-33(g) (3) (A) One commentor recommended the Departmenu
include small fuel burning devices with beau inpu: capacities
of less than five thousand gal!ons. (32}
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Response: I do not recommend the Department add emission
units such as small rue! burning devices to the list of
activities or items as provided in Exhibit A, subdiTision
(g) (3), because the emissions from such devices may need to be
regulated through an applicable requirement.
22a-174-33(g) (3) (B)
One commentor believes this
subparagraph discriminates against recycling and an industry
which is represented by at least two facilities in
Corunecticut. This business demands that every trace of
precious metal captured in a laboratory hood or ventilation
device be recovered and accounted for to the customer or to
the subsidiary who owns the sample being analyzed. Such
commentor fears this will be considered "produces for profit
any quantity" thus preventing them from being exempt from
lis~ing under this subsection.
This commentor specifically
asked whether recovery from pollution ccntro! equipment
constitutes such "produces for profit." (15)
Response: I am not recommending a change to the regulation
based on this analysis.
The precious metals industry is not
being singled out by this regulation, in an effort to be
reasonable, I recommend the language of the regulation remains
the same, so that nonhazardous fugitive emissions reporting be
limited to, "the extent quantifiable". (See language in
Exhibit A, subparagraph (g) (2) (B)) With respect to whether
recovering precious metals from pol!u~icn control equipment
constitutes "produces for profit in any quanti~y", this poses
a lega! ~eszion beyond the scope of the hearing and my
authority, as hearing officer.
22a-174-33(g) (3) One commentor submitted testimony regarding
22a-!74-33(g) (2) (G) (i) and (ii) . While there are no
subparagraphs (g) (2) (G) (i)and (ii) in the September 27, 1994
draf~ that was the subject of the October 28, 1994 hearing,
this commentor stated that, based upcn the language in this
seczion, there can be research and development facilities in
the state which will be reporting only because they are
associated with a reporting Title V facility. This commentor
believes this should be reconsidered to ensure that
potentially unnecessary reporting and review burdens for both
the regulated community and regulators at these particular
!ocations is avoided. This commentor also states that the
re~airement for aerosol spray can capacity should be more
specific. (12).
Response: I recommend the Department include provisions which
allow research and development operations to be treated as
separate premises to the extent allowed by federal regulations
for the purposes of determining applicability. (H_e_~ language
in Exhibit A, subdivision (c) (4)) This does not preclude a
research and development operation from being a Title V
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source. The Septe.~er 27, 1994 draft contains an allowance to
permit sources wl~.~ laboratory hoods solely for the purpose of
experimenta! study cr teaching to have emissions excluded from
the app!ization as provided in Exhibit A, subparagraph
(g) (3) (A) and subdivision (g) (4). With respect to aeroso!
spray cans, the September 27, 1994 draft did not specify any
capacity for these cans. .---~
22a-174-33(g) (3) One comm~ntor recommended the Department add
safely manipulated by one
the following language, "
" (41)
person hZ_~- If.
Response: I recommend the Department adopt language which
allows laboratory hoods which can be handled by one person so
that the laborator’~ hood is not a comp!e~e!y automated
manufacturing hood. (See language in Exhibit A, subparagraph
(g) <3) (A))

22a-174-33(g)(4~) One commentor suggested the Department add,
for purposes of determining the applicability of this
section, and to deZermine permit fees." (13)
Response: I do nc: ~_~ommend the Dezarzmen: alter the
iangu~£e for the ~ur~oses of d~s~_m!.._n£ fees because fees are
-=~ ; =~ pursuant zo Section 22a-174-26 of zhe RCSA.
22a~!74-33(g) (4) One commenzor stated since the federal
analog to this subsection (§70.5(c)) specifies that only
insignificant aczivizies exempted based upon size or
production rate need be listed in the pe ..... t application,
(g) (2) (B) items, and not (~) (3) items should be cross
referenced in ~his subdivision. (13 and 36)
Response: I do no~ __~mme.~ a change based upon this comment
because the !angua£e as provided in Exhibi- A, sum~v~s~on
(g) (4) ensures tha: -~=~..~ necessary information will be provided
to meet m~n~mum federa! requirements.
22a-174-33(g) (4) One commennor asked if this is the
Deparzment’s way of rejecting the federal exemption for
,,insignificant .activities"? According to this commentor, this
section should connain the federal regulatory language
concerning mnsignificant activities. (15)
Response: I recommend the Department adopt a list of
activities and items which the applicant will non have to list
in the application, as provided in Exhibit A, subdivmsions
(g) (3) and (g) (4) .
I do not recommend ~he Department adop~ a
definition for the term ,,imsignificant activities" because the
language ~n Exhibiz A, sub’division (9) (3) does not have to
mimic 40 CFR Part 70.5(c),~-as the federa! regu!auion merely
delineates how to design t~e Title V program. For more
detail, please consult my General Response to 40 CFR Part
70.5(c).
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22a-174-33(g) (5) This commentor meant the comment to pertain
to (g) (5) and suggested that Department has no limit on the
amount of time the Department has to rule on applications.
(15) One commentor recommended adding language regarding
completeness. (13)
Response: To address the first commentor’s point, I recommend
the Department add a timeframe within which to rul~ on
applications so that the Department meets the minimum federal
requirements with respect to this issue. (See language in
Exhibit A, subdivision (j) (I)) In addition, I recommend the
Department include sufficiency determination language with
timeframes in the regulation so the Department meets the
minimum federal requirements with respect to this issue. (See
language in Exhibit A, subdivision (h) (I))
22a-!74-33(g) (6) One commentor recommended the Department
should consider whether adding a definition of the phrase
"proposed permit" to Section 22a-!74-33(a) would clarify in
the Department’s regulations the important distinction between
’
’
(the
"
term used by Connecticut for
"tentative determlnat!on
"draft permit") and "proposed" Title V permits. Different
re~alremenzs apply to these two different versions of the
permi-s. For example, this commen~or pointed out, this
subdivision references a "Tentative Determination." The
phrase is not previously used in Department’s Title V
regulations but is subsequently used; also, the phrase is not
def~-=d
This commentor assumes the Departmen~ means to refer
to the "draft" permit, which is the version of the mermi~ that
under=oes the public particlpation and affected s~az
= ~=,
procedures, and not to the "proposed" permit, which is the
version of the permit that is provided zo EPA forr_~_~,v
=~’4=" ~qder
40 CER §70.8. (4!)
Response: i do not recommend the Department include the term
proposed permit for reasons stated in the Genera! ResDonse
regarding="0 CFR Part 70.2 definitions.
However, I do
recommend the Department clarify each stage the public s and
Administrator’s review. (See generally, Exhibit A, subsections
(!) and (n))
22a-!74-33(g) (6) One commentor recommended the Department
clarify this subdivision to state the app!icanz is required to
promptly submit supplemental information az any time when he
or she becomes aware that a previous submittal was either
incorrect or incomplete. This commen~or s~ated the
requiremen~ to submit incorrect or m~ssing information does
not end when the Department releases its tentative
determination. See 40 CFR §70.5(b) . (41)
Response: I recommend the Depar5men~ clarify i~s in~enz that
the recuirement for correcting information continues beyond
the release of the tentative determination. ($9_~ language in
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Exhibit A, subdivision (h) (2))
22a-174-33(~) (6) One commentor recommended the Department
require that an applicant explain any exemptions from an
otherwise applicable requirement. For example, an applicant
may believe it is not subject to a new source performance
standard due to its cons~.muction date; however sources have
frequently misinterpreted,~!~he actua! construction date as
defined by 40 CFR Part 60~ Subpar~ A. This commentor believes
this information should be included in the application. See
40 CFR §70.5(c) (6) . (41)
Response: I do not recommend the DeparZmen~ require an
applicant to explain any exemptions frcm an otherwise
applicable requirement. The applicant shall determine what
requirements he/she believes are applicable to such source and
the Department, as part of the permitting process, wil!
determine which reouirements are aDDlicab!e and will result in
terms and conditions of the permit. The applicant should
remain liable for failure to comply with any applicable
requirement other than those exceptions which are carved cu~
with a permit shield and compliance schedule.
22a-174-33(g) (7) One commentor indacaced zhe timeframe wich
respect to submitta! of a renewal a9plication is missing.
This commentor also pointed out the~e..~wa_- ~=~ ~ shield is missing
as wel!. (15)
Response: I recommend the Department include timeframes for
submission of an application for renewal. (See language in
Exhibit A, subdivision (f) (5)) I recommend the Deparcmenc
include the shield insofar as that conceoc means a source is
shielded from Department action for not having a Title V
permit when the source has a sufficiency determination frcm
the Depar~men~ regarding the appilca~icn which includes an
application for a renewal. (See language in Exhibit A,
subdivision (h) (4)). In addition, the Department has exiscing
authority in Section 4-182(b) of the Genera! Statutes
providing a renewal shield, whereby when the applicant makes a
timely and sufficient application fcr renewal of a Title V
permit, such existing Title V permic shall not expire until
the Commissioner has issued a final decision on whether tc
deny or issue such a renewed Title V permiz.
I recommend the Department revise this subsection as follcws
to improve clarity and, where necessary, to incorporate
federal requirements: ......
i)
Subdivision (g) (!) is now (g) (!) (A) and the subparagraphs
(B) through (E).::have been re-lettered accordingly. The
language "deemed sufficient" should be deleted. Such changes
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were necessary to eliminate unnecessary verbiage. The content
of this revised subdivision is similar to the original
content. (See language in Exhibit A, subparagraph (g) (1) (A))
2)
The language in subparagraph (g) (I) (A) be changed
slightly to make it less wordy. ( ~9_~ language in Exhibit A,
subparagraph (g) (i) (B))
3)
The reference to Public Act 94-I05 Section I. (b) be
deleted from (g) (I) (C), as it is nou necessary to reference
applicable statutes. (See language in Exhibit A, subparagraph
(g) (I) (D))
4)
The words ~owner or operauor" in (g) (I) (D) be replaced
with the word ~applicant" to provide more appropriate language
reflecting a broader spectrum of possible applicants. (See
language in Exhibit A, subparagraph (g) (1) (E)

5)
I recommend the Department add a new subparagraph to
subdivision (g) (I) which states, ~’The application shall
co~tain a certification pursuant to subdivision (b) (4) of thls
secuion." (See Exhibiu A, subparagraph (g) (!) (G)) Such
addition Is necessary in order uo meet minimum federa!
recuiremenzs.
6)
Subdivision (g) (2) should be changed to provide, An
application for a Title V permit, for the purpose of
det=~
_,m_n_ng
~ ~
the applicability of thls secuion pursuant to
subsecuion (c) of this section, to impose any applicable
recuirement, or to deuermine compliance with any applicable
re~airemenu, shal! provide the fol!owing information abouu the
s-~bjecu source... Such change was necessary in order to
e!iminaue unnecessary language and to focus the applicanu on
applicable requiremenus.
7)
The language in subparagraph (g) (2) (A) has been changed
to clarify the Department’s intent of that subparagraph and to
focus on the information necessary for determining the
applicability of applicable requirements.
(See language in
Exhibit A, subparagraph (~) (2) (A))
8)
The contenus of subparagraph (g) (2) (B) should be moved to
subparagraph (j) (i) (F) because such thresholds can only be
usefu! to the regulated community in minimizing unnecessary
permit limitations.
9)
Subparagraph (g) (2) (I) be revised to clarify that it is
the phrase "monitoring equipment" which is modified by "to
quantify emissions", rather than "control equipment" ($u@_~
language in Exhibit A, subparagraph (g) (2) (E))
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10) The Department should switch the order of subdivisions
(g) (3) (A) and (B) to improve readability.
!l) The Department should add various activities to the list
in subparagraph~ (g) (3) (A) because such list is useful in
ensuring that extraneous information is not required on the
application. (See language in Exhibit A, subpa;ragr~ph
(9) (3) (B) (ii) and (vi) through (x))
12) The Department should"expand the content of subdivision
.(9) (4) as can be seen in language in Exhibit A, subdivision
(9)(4), in order to ensure that the Department will obtain all
necessary information relating to applicable re.cfuirements.
Application Processing

I recommend the Department create this subsection as follows
to improve clarity and, where necessary, to incorporate
federal requirements:
The Department should take the content of subdivisions
through (g) ~7) and incorporate it into a section dealing wi~h
appiication-processin9. (S~_~ generally, language in Exhibiz A,
subdivisions (h) (i), (2) and (3)) because such provisions
dealt more with process rather than application conzen~
specifically.

To accomplish the above recommendation, I recommend the
DeDarnmenn add a new subsection (h) to this section, enni~ied
"A~plication Processing", incorporating seiecZ subdivisions of
subsection (g), "Applications". (See generally, Exhibit A,
subsection (h))
Compliance Plans.
The following language was presented at the October 28, 199~
hearing for comment:
(h) Compliance Plans.

(h) (i) As part of the application on forms provided by the
Commissioner the owner or operator of a Title V source shal!
submit to the Commissioner in writing a compliance plan which
describes the compliance status of the Title V source with
respect to al! applicable requirements, including informasion
pursuant to Public Act 94-205 Section I. (b) and subdivisions
(h) (2) throuch (h) (4), inclusive, of this secniOno
(h) (2) For applicable requirements with which the Title V
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source is in compliance, a statemen~ that the Title V source
will continue to comply with such requirements shall be
submitted to the Commissioner.
(h) (3) A schedule of compliance for Title V sources ~hat are
not in compliance with all applicable requirements at ~he time
of application shall be submitted to the Commissioner as part
of the compliance plan. Such a schedule shall include a
schedule of remedial measures, including an enforceable
sequence of actions with milestones, leading to compliance
with any applicable requirements for which the Title V source
will be in noncompliance at the time of Title V operating
permit issuance. Any such submitta! of a compliance schedule
shal! non preclude the Commissioner from taking enforcement
action based on such noncompliance.
(h) (4) For applicable requirements that have future effective
compliance dates, during the Title V operating permi~ term, a
statement that the Title V source will meen such requirements
by such dates shal! be submitted to the Commissioner.
Comments Regardin~ subsection (h) Compliance Plans
22a-i.74-33(h) One commentor advised the Eeparnmenn to cross
reference Section 22a-174-33(h) in Section 22a-174-33(i) (2) (L)
because the permit’s schedule of compliance should be
consistent with the compliance plan. See 40 CFR §70.6(c) (3) o
Response: Although the compliance plan and compliance schedule
are related, they are not identical. The plan is the
applicann’s submittal and the schedule is ultimately
determined by the Department and incorporated into the permit.
I recommend the Department reference the plan when discussing
the schedule to make the connecnion clear. (See language in
Exhibit A, subparagraph (j) (I) (Q))
22a-!74-33(h) (i) One commennor stated nhe Department’s
reference to P.A. 94-205 is "poor drafting, and arrogann."
This commentor suggested the Department put the relevant
language from that act into this section. (15)
Response: In the interest of brevity, I recommend the
Department edit this regulation In order no avoid poor
drafting, where possible, based upon this comment. ~ do
recommend repeating language otherwise provided in statutes,
in this case, so that the content requirements for a
compliance plan are clear. (See language in Exhibit A,
subdivision (i) (I))
22a-174-33(h) (3) One commentor feels subdivision (h) (3),
which grants the Commissioner the option of taking enforcement

actions based on noncompliance, could face a constitutional
challenge based on the principles of ex post facto
regulations. This commentor believes if a facility is not
sure of what actions to take to satisfy compliance at the time
of negotiating~the permit, the Department’s retroactive
enforcement would amount to "setting the rule, then
retroactively enforcing i.~<" This commentor suggests the
"dilemma" would be cured if the Department incorporated the
application shield of the<,~edera! regulations into their~
proposed regulation. (15)
Response: I believe such provision merely prese~zes the
Commissioner’s power to enforce against the applicant’s pas~
and current snanus of noncompliance. I do recommend the
Department incorporate an application shield to provide
protection to applicants who have submitted sufficient
applications from being subject to enforcement actions brought
by the Department, due to lack of having a permit during
pendency of an-application. (See language in Exhibit A,
subdivision (h) (4))
However, I do not believe the
application shield shields the applicant for past violations
of applicable re_cuirements.
22a-!74-33(h) (3) One commentor recommended the DeDar:men: add
the following language to Section 22a-!74-33(h) (3) :

wil! be in noncompliance an the ti~e of Title V
permit issuance. The compliance plan shal! resemble and
be at least as stringen~ as that c©n~ained in any
Judicial consenn decree or admini=trat~ve order
the source is subjecz.."
This extra language wil! make it clear to the app!icanz that a
compliance plan ~n a Title V permit cannot relax an already
binding compliance plan. (41)
Response: I recommend the Department adopt language which
makes it clear that a compliance schedule in a Title V permit
cannot relax an already binding compliance plan, as provided
in Exhibit A, subdivision (i) (I) .
I recommend the Department revise the subsection regarding
compliance plans as follows to clarify its intent and, w~
required, include federal elements of the Title V program:
i)
This subsection is now lenter (i), not (h), because of
the addition of the new subsection (h) on Application
Processing. However, the _.title, "Compliance Plans" remains
the same.

2)
The Department should~reword subdivision (h)(i) as can be
seen in Exhibito.,A, subdivision (i)(I) to clarify the depth and
breadth of information required. The Department should add

subparagraphs (A) through (C) listing the types of proceedings
involving the owner/operator that need to be discussed in the
compliance plan and include the information which should be
provided therewith, again, to clarify t~he depth and breadth of
information required. (See language in Exhibit A, subdivision
(i) (1) and subparagraphs (i) (1) (A), (B) and (C))

3)
Subdivision (h) (2) should be reworded slightly to make it
more clear to the reader that continued compliance must be
addressed by the plan. (See languag~ in Exhibit A, subdivision
(i) (2))
4)
Subdivision (h) (3) should be revised as can be seen in
Exhibit A, subdivision (i) (3) to make it more clear to the
reader that the plan shall contain a schedule for bringing the
source into compliance with the applicable requirements where
compliance has not already been accomplished.

5)
Subdivision (h) (4) should be revised as can be seen in
Exhibit A, subdivision (i) (4) to make it more clear to the
reader that the plan shall contain dates by which compliance
will be reached.
6)
The Department should add a provision in this subsection
which expressly states that sources subject to 40 CFR Parzs 72
through 78, inclusive, shal! comply with the subsection unless
specifically superseded by such Parts 72 through 78, inclusive
in order to meet minimum federa! re~airemen~s. (See language
in Exhibit A, subdivision (i) (5))
7)
The Department should require that certified progress
reports be submitted at least every six (6) months in order
meed minimum federal requirements. (See language in Exhibit
A, subdivision (i) (6))
8)
The Department should require compliance certifications
be submitted at least every twelve (12) months in order no
meet minimum federal requirements. (See language in Exhibit
A, subdivision (i) (7))
Standards For Issuing And Renewing Title V Permits
The following language was presented at the October 28, 1994
hearing for comment:
(i) Standards for granting Title V operating permits and
renewals of Title V operating permits.
(i) (i) The Commissioner may impose reasonable conditions

within any permit to operate, including recfairements beyond
normal due diligence in operation and maintenance.
(i) (2) The Commissioner shall not grant a Title V operating
permit to operate a Title V source to the owner or operator of
that Title V source unless the Commissioner determines that
the owner or operator of.~he Title V source will co~ply with
the relevant and app!icab~e provisions of subdivision (i)(I)
and subparagraphs (A) thr~iugh (M), inclusive, of subdivision
(i) (2)of this section, and such relevant and applicable
provisions are included in the Title V operating permit.
(A) The permit contains an expiration date which does not
exceed a term of five (5) years.
(B) The permit contains a sna~ement that the owner or
operator is required to oDerane the Title V source in
compliance with the applicable regulations or terms of an
order or permit of the Commissioner for that Title V
source.

(C) The permit contains a descrimtion of allowable
emissions for each regulated air poilutanz through an
emission limitation or emission raze.
Such description
will not preclude the creation or use of emission
reduction credits in accordance with s~bparagraph (K) of
this subdivision.
(D) For each emlsslons unit, the permit ccnnains all
limitations and snandards, including those omeraziona!
requirements and !imitations necessary tc assure
compliance with al! applicable requiremenzs.
(E) The permit contains all alternative emission limits
or means of compliance.
(F) The permit contains all terms and conditions
applicable to any method of omeration.
(G) The permit contains recruirements for performing
monitoring or regulated air pollutants from such source
to determine compliance with emission limitations or
standards of this section. Such monitor!ng shall include
any combination of the fol!owing:
(i) all emissmon~,monitoring and analysis procedures
or test methods ~quired under the a~plicab!e
requirements;

(ii) all monitoring requirements, terms, test
methods, units, averaging periods, and other
statistical conventions consistent with the
applicable requirement and 9ood engineering
practices; and
(did)all emissions monitoring analysis procedures
and test methods shall contain specificazicns
concerning the use, maintenance, and where
appropriate, installation of monitoring e.quipment or
methods.
(H) The permit contains all applicable record keeping and
reporting requirements pursuant to subsections (m) and
(o) of this section.
(I) The permit contains a statement that the ow.--_er or
operator of the Title V source had submitzed and the
Commissioner has received and approved a com.__ ......... v~
operation and maintenance plan for all air pc!!uzanz
emitting activities and the air pollution conzrc’_
equipment, which will ensure continuous ~-_~’’---= with
applicable requirements or Ti=!e V operating zer<i~
requirements.

(J) The permit contains a statement that the o,~:.er or
operator of the Title V source has submitned an emer~ency
abatement or standby plan, and such plan has been
approved by the Commissioner~=a- re~ired by ==~-~--___ 22a174-6 of the Regulations of Cc~.eczicut State A~=--’=~
(K) The permit contains all the :erms and
enabling the creation and use of any emissions
credits in accordance with Public Act 93-235 =--:--- Act
94-170, the provisions of the EPA’s "Economic -- .... :ve
Program Rules", published Apri! 7, 1994 (Federal
Register, Volume 59, Number 67), and EPA’s "Emissions
Trading Policy Statement", published December 4, !986
(Federal Register, Volume 51, Number 233).
(L) The permit contains the compliance schedule
identifies the methods for achieving compliance and zhe
dates by which compliance will be reached, in ad/iuion to
the monitoring, recordkeeping and reporting
(M) The permit contains a severabi!ity clause tc ensure
the continued validity of the various Title V operau~ng
permit requirements in the event of a challenge uo any
portions of the Title V operating oermit.
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(N) The permit contains all terms and conditions of any
permit previously issued to such owner or operanor
pursuant to Connecticut Genera! Statute 22a-174.
(i) (3) The Commissioner shall not grant a Title V operating
permit unless the owner or operator has paid to the Department
all fees required by SecDSQn 22a-174-26 of the Regulations of
Connecticut State Agencies.
Comments Regarding subsection (i)
Standards for granting Title V operating permits
and renewals of Title V operating permits.
22a-174-33(i) One speaker indicated the Department should
make insignificant activities explicitly exempt from all
permit requirements. (2)
Response: I recommend the Department allow insig~.ificant
activities to be excluded from a Title V permin unless
otherwise required by the imposition of an applicable
requirement.
I recommend the Department allow emissmons
below certain thresholds to be without limitation unless
re~ired by an apFlicable re~zirement. (See !angua£e in
Exhibit A, subparagraph.. (~_i~ language in Exhibi~ A,
subparagraphs (j) (I) (F) and (G)) In addition, I recommend
monitoring and recordkeeping be required for such activities,
items and emmssions thresholds to the extent required by an
applicable recuiremenn. ~ language in Exhibit A,
subparagraph (j) (i) (K))
22a-174-33(i) One speaker testified that the final permit’s
determination information needs to be included in this section
or in subseczion (f), above. (5)
Response: I am non clear on the innenn of this statement. I
am assuming the speaker is referring to the completeness
determination and I do recommend the Deparnmen5 adopn
sufficiency determination language in an application
processing subsection to meet the federal completeness
determination requirements. (See language in Exhibit A,
subdivision (h) (I)) I also recommend the Department adopt the
federal 18-month timeframe for taking final action on a
sufficient application. (See language in Exhibit A,
subdivision (j) (I))
22a-174-33(i) One commentor argued the Department has non
adequately addressed pornions of 40 CFR §70.6 which deals with
permit content. The CAA and EPA’s 40 CFR Part 70 regulations
require that a permitting~authority commit in the program’s
regulation to incorporane critical permit elements. This
commentor believes it is this regulatory commitmenz that makes
the permitting ~authority accountable not only to EPA but also
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to citizens and the regulated community. This commentor
stated it is also unclear what options are available to the
public if the Department omits a critical permit term which is
not required by regulation to be in a permit. Therefore, the
Department must include language in Section 22a-174-33(i) that
will address all of the items which have to be contained in an
operating permit as required by 40 CFR §70.6. (41 a~d 5)
Response: In addition to recommendations regarding inclusion
of 40 CFR Part 70 requirements as provided in the General
Response to 40 CFR Part 70.6. I recommend the Department
clarify procedural protection objections available to the
public and Administrator as provided in Exhibit A, subsection
(n) and subdivisions (r) (8) through (r) (14) .
22a-!74-33(i) One commentor stated for permit applications,
renewa!, and changes at a source which are processed under 40
CFR Part 70’s "significant permit modification procedures,"
the Department should act within eighteen (18) months of
receiving a complete application. This commen~or further
stated such provisions should be included in the Department’s
regulation, including a provision specifying a right to
judicia! review upon the Department’s failure to ac5 in a
time!v manner
See 40 CFR §70.7(a) (2) This comme..~ also
stated that should the Departmen~ include a provision tha5 for
"minor permit modifications" the Deparzment musz ac~ within
ninety (90) days of receipt of an application. (41)
Response: I recommend the Department add a subsection to
Section 22a-174-33 which provides for a decision to be
rendered within !8 months after receiving a sufficienz
application or recuesz for modification. (See language in
Exhibit A, subdivisions (j) (i) and (r) (i)) I do no~ recommend
the Department specify, within this section, the right zo
judicial review upon the Department’s failure to act in a
timely manner. The right to judicial review is governed by
statutes and case law.
22a-i74-33(i) One commentor noted that the Department should
provide statements in Section 22a-174-33(j) regarding the
lega! and factual bases for the draft permit conditions
(including references to the applicable statutory or
regulatory provisions). This commenzor stated the regu!azicn
should require the Department to send these statements to EPA
and any other person who requests them. See 40 CFR
§70.7(a) (5) . (41)
Response: I recommend the Department require that the permit
provide the legal bases for the draft permit conditions. (See
language in Exhibit A, subparagraph (j) (I) (D)) Such legal
authority will provide the applicable legal provisions which
should contain or refer to the factual connection to the
requirement, justifying why such requirement is applicable. I
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also recommend the Department adjust the notice subsections to
state that the permit be sent to anybody who requests it. (See
generally, language in Exhibit A, subdivisions (h) (5) and
(!) (3))
22a-174-33(i) One commentor advised that subsection (i) should
contain no new authority ~or the Department. (38) several
commentors noted that, as,~ritten, the program extends beyond
wha~ is required federal~y. (37, 26, 7, 17, 20, 21, and 27)
Response: I recommend the Department not contain any new
authority in the standards for issuing and renewing Title V
permits subsection other than what is required by the C~ and
what is necessary for the Department to create a unified
permit including state requirements. Therefore, I recommend
the Department remove subdivision (i) (!).
22a-174-33(i) One commentor advised that the Department needs
to address the procedura! requirements of 70.7 and 70.8. (5)
Response: I recommend the Department meet the re~uirements of
40 CFR Part 70.7 and 70.8 as provided in the Gene~a! Response
=0 CFR Part 70 7 and 70 8
22a~174-33{i) One commenuor suggested new paragraphs should
be added to limit enforcement uo mauuers addressed in the
permlu, diszinguish federal and state provisions, codify the
operationa! flexibility provisions, and allow for off-permit
changes and trading without revisions. (7)
Response: -_ recommend the Department dist!nguish
,~twee..
federal and state provisions, within the contexu cf the
application and permit forms created by the Department to
immlement this section, and recuire in this secuion that the
permit cite legal authoriuv for re~a!rements. (<~_~_~ language
in Exhibit A, subparagraphs (j) (I) (D) and (E))
recommend the Deparument limit enforcement to mauuers
addressed in the permit other than ~o the extent allowed by a
permit shield. To do so would jeopardize the Departmenu’s
ability to meet minimum federal requirements with respect to
Title V program. (See generally, Exhibit A, subsection (k))
I recommend the Department adoot language in the modification
subsection to not require a modificauion to the permit in the
evenu that operational flexibility or an off-permiu change is
exercised. (See generally, Exhibit A, subdivisions (r) (3) and
(r) (4)) I recommend a change ~o the modifications subsect!on
to allow a Title V source to notify the Departmenu in the
event they want to trade or utilize emission credits not
already handled in the TiU!e V permiu in order to verify
compliance with federal recn~irements to meet federal
re~airemenus with respect to use of emission credits. (See
language in Exhibit A, subparagraph (r) (3) (A) (iv))
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22a-174-33(i) One commentor suggested the Department withdraw
the current ru!emaking and replace it with federal rules
verbatim. (16)
Respomse: I do not recommend the Department replace this
regulation with 40 CFR Part 70. The Department has made an
effort to make this subsection compatible with existing state
and federal requirements.
~
22a-174-33(i) One commentor stated the Department did not
address 40 CFR §70.6(e) in this rule which allows a temporary
source to obtain one Title V permit. Although this commentor
recognized this provision of the 40 CFR Part 70 permit rule is
optiona! for the permitting authority, without this provision,
the Department would be required to issue or modify a Title V
permit each time a temporary source relocated. (41)
Response: I recommend the Department adopt language in the
modifications subsection to provide for relocation of an
emission unit providing it does not violate any other
applicable requirement and is not a modification as defined in
section 22a-174-i of the RCSA.
(S~_~ language in Exhibit A, subparagraph (r) (3) (A) iii))
22a-i74-33(i) One commentor noted on-site ambient temperature
asphalt emulsion stabilization recycling of ccnzamina~ed soils
will be rendered impractical in Connecticut if accommodation
cannot be made zo szreamiine the permit process for these
temporary sources. (34:pl&2)
Response: As stazed above, I recommend the Department adopt
language to provide for re!ocation of an emission un~z in the
modifications subsection. However, this does noz exempt
portable sources from other applicable sections. (See language
in Exhibit A, su/3paragraph (r) (3) (A) (iii))
22a-174-33(i) Some commentors noted the lack of a permit
shie!d. (!, 2, 8, 15, 26, 40, 7, 8, 15, 18, 43, and 44) One
commentor nozed the lack of a revision shield. (15) Three
commentors suggeszed language for the permit shield. (2, 29
and 13) One commentor suggested the Department provide for a
permit shield in the regulation for general permits, minor,
group minor and significant permit modifications. (24)
Response: I recommend that a permit shield subsection be
included in this section to provide certainty to the regulated
community with respect to applicable requirements addressed in
the subject permit. (See generally, Exhibit A, subseczion (k))
I also recommend the Department incorporate the federal
limitations on the permit shield in such subseczion. (See
language in Exhibit A, subdivisions (k) (2), (3) and (5)) In
addition, I recommend the Department include a revision shield
which provides protection for sources who have submitZed
timely renewal applications as prov!ded in Exhibit A,
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subdivisions (f) (5) and (h)(4) and in accordance wi~h Section
4-182(b) of the Genera! Statutes, as described earlier in this
report and in the Genera! Response.

22a-i74-33(i) -One commentor suggested :he Department al!ow
for operational flexibility under 502(b) (I0). (7) One
commentor suggested the D~partment comport with operationa!
flexibility language in £~at sources should be able to adjust
their permitted operation~" at will, as long as there is no
increase in permitted emissions or emission rates (2) One
commentor suggested the Department al!ow for operationa!
flexibility per 40 CFR 70 (44) One commentor recommended the
Department reinstate federa! provisions for operationa!
flexibility (as in the June 7 draft) which have been removed
from September 27 draft. (45) One commenuor suggested
language for 502(b) (I0) changes. (13)
Response: I recommend the Department accommodate, not
necessarily institute ve,Da~im 502(b) (i0) language, the 40 CFR
Part 70 operationa! flexibility provisions, in the
modifications subsection. (See language in Exhibit A,
subdivision (r) (3)) I recommend that in this manner Title V
sources ~i~h Title V oermi~s be able tc institute
flexibility by mere!~$ notifying the De~arumenu.

22a-174-33(i) Several commentors advised that operating
permits should differentiate between permit uerms than are
federally enforceable and those that are not. (2, 7, 8, 13, 29
and 43)
Response:
I recommend the Deparzmenu include ianguage to
identify by citation the amoiicabie ~=cal requi
thereby distinguishing state from federal re_quiremenus. (See
language in Exhibi~ A, subparagraphs (~) (!) (D) and (E))
22a-174-33(i) One commenuor advised the Department to provide
for genera! permits to ease the burden on small bus~ness. (24)
One ccmmenuor recommended that general permit provlsions be
implemented fo~ small boilers with heat input rates of five
million BTU’s per hour or less. (32)
Eesponse: I recommend the Department use its bes: efforus,
subject to all statutory requirements, to issuing Title V
general permits where it is appropriate. I do not recommend
the Deoartment provide additional general permit provisions in
this subsection as it is not necessary, as provided in Exh~o~
A, subsection (I), because the Department has the existing
authority to issue genera~ permits pursuant to Section 22a174(I) (I) of the General Statutes.
22a-!~’-33(i)~= One commentor stated this section needs to
include a timeframe for issuing a final permit. (5)
Eesponse: I recommend the Deparzmenu incorporate an 18 month
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timeframe for taking final action on an application.
language in Exhibit A, subdivision (j)(i))
22a-!74-33(i) (1) Two commentors stated this subdivision goes
beyond Title V requiremenns. (2 and 8) Several commentors
recommended this paragraph should be deleted. (7, 8, !3, 27,
29, 36) One commentor requested that an explanation’clarifying
when this statement would apply should be added. (12) One
commentor recommended., to the extent Section 22a-174-33(i) (I)
leads the Department to put terms in the permit not mandated
by the applicable requirements, the state should make clear in
the Title V permit that such requirements are enforceable only
by the state and would need to be delineated in the state-only
requirement section of the permit. (41) One commentor stated
that this paragraph is vague and meaningless. (15) One
~ommentor argued this paragraph is contradictory. This
commentor questioned the Commissioner’s authority to impose
reasonable conditions beyond normal due diligence. (45)
Response: I recommend this paragraph be deleted. I recommend
the Department limit this subsection to requirements of, and
pursuant to, the CAA, other federally enforceable
requirements, and any state permitting requirement necessary
to-faci!itane the issuance of a u~ified-permin from the Bureau
of Air Management. For moredetai!, please consult the
Genera! Response to 40 CFR ParZ 70.3(c) and as described in
responses concerting the definition of applicable
remulremen~s, above .
22a-174-33(i) (2) One Commennor argued it is unclear what the
Demarzment’s intenn is with respecn no this subdivision. This
commentor questioned whether nhe Department is trying to state
that a permit would not be issued to a source which could non
comply with such permit? Such commentor pointed out than
Title V does not exempn violating sources from the recn~irement
to have a permit. This commencor believes if the Department
denies a violating source a Title V permit, the source mush
cease operation. (41) One commentor suggesned the Department
revise this paragraph so as not to require compliance with the
subparagraphs prior to permit issuance. (13)
Response: I recommend the Department make this change, while
still meeting the minimum federal requirements, to eliminate
in this regulation the requiremenn to comply with the
subparagraphs in this subdivision prior to permit issuance.
In order to be consistent with the concept that the Depar:menn
may issue permits which include a compliance schedule if the
source is not already in compliance, I recommend the language
provided in Exhibit A, subdivision (j) (I] which states, in
part, "...Commissioner determines than such owner or operator
is likely to be able to comply..."
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22a-174-33(i) (2) One commentor recommended the Department
delete references to the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency’s trading guidance documents. (25)
Response: I recommend the Department delete the reference to
the EPA’s "Emissions Trading Policy S~atement", published
December 4, 1986 (Federal Register, Volume 51, Number 233) to
allow the Department fur~er flexibility which may be
restricted by the outdated federal guidance. However, I do
not recommend deleting th~ reference to the more recent
Federa! Economic Incentive Program Rules, as trading wil! have
to meet minimum federal requirements. (~_~ language in Exhibit
A, subparagraph (j) (I) (P))
22a-174-33(i) (2) One commen~or indicated the Depar~men~
should bind itself, within the regulazions, to issuing permits
9_~ if the permit contains all of the elements se~ forth in
40 CFR §70.6. This commen~or continued by s~atinc the CAA and
EPA’s 40 CFR Part 70 regulations require that a permitting
authority commit in the program regu!aticns to incorporate
critical permit elements. It is this re~a!atory commitment
that makes the permitting authority accc-~n~abie not on!v to
EPA but also to citizens and the re~ula~e~ community. It is
also unclear whan options are avaiiah"= -~ zhe public if the
Department omits a critical permit ~erm which is not required
by regulation to be in a permit. Therefore, this common,or
stated, the Deparnment should include language in Section 22a=
!74-33(i) that will address all of the iZems which have to be
contained in an operating permlt as re~
it appears that the Sections 22a-174-33(i) ~2) (A) through (N)
address portions of 40 CFR §70.6. Such ccmmennor recommends
rewordinc Section 22a-174-33(i) (2) as follows:
"Each Title V permit shall include -~= fo!!owinq
elements:"
In addition, this commentor suggested the following
requirements be added to complete the DeDarzment’s provisions
currently in Section 22a-174-33(i) (2) (A) through (M) :
a.
The permit will need to specify the origin and
authority for each term or condizion.
b.
The Department should state in Seczion 22a-i7433(i) (2) (A) that the permit term for an affected source
is fixed for five yea~s.
c.
The Department should include e~iqanced monitoring in
Section 22a-!74-33(i)~(2) (G) (I) . As written, Section 22a174-33(i) (2) (G) (I) may address erlnanced monitoring if the
Department rewords the definizion of "applicable
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requirement. "
d. The Department’s regulation does not appear to
provide a "gap filling" monitoring requirement, i.e., a
provision which allows for adequate monitorin£ provisions
to be included in a permit where there is no underlying
applicable requirement that does so. Such measures are
necessary to ensure that the relevant emissions limits
and permit terms are enforceable as a practical matter.
See 40 CFR §70.6(a) (3) (I) (B).
e.
The permit should incorporate all applicable
recordkeeping requirements. For example, a permit would
need to contain the recordkeeping requirements for 40 CFR
Part 60, SubparZ Db if a source had a boiler subject to
Subpart Db. Section 22a-174-33(i) (2) (H) only covers
monitoring reports.

f.
The permit should state that reports for any
required monitoring be submitted at least every six
months. In addition, all deviations should be clearly
identified in each report and that the reports should be
signed by the responsible officia! as stated in Section
22a-174-33(b) . ~ 40 CER §70.6(a) (3) (iii) (A) .
g.
The permit should state that deviations from permit
requirements, probable cause of such deviations, and any
corrective actions be reported promptly. See 40 CFR
~70.6(a) (3) (iii) (B) . This wil! al!ow a state to respond
in a timely manner to a hazardous situation that could be
created by an excess emission of a HAP or any other
permit violation.

h.
The permit should stake that a source could not
state the need to halt or reduce activity as a defense.
See 40 CFR §70.6(a) (6) (ii) . Without this permit
provision a source may be allowed to assert such a
defense pursuant to other applicable state laws.
i.
The permit should contain the following provislon
regarding permit reopening, modifying, revoking, and
reissuing: See 40 CFR §70.6(a) (6) (iii).
"The permit may be modified, revoked, reopened, and
reiss¼ed, or Derminated for cause. The fi!inq of a
request by a permittee for a permit modification,
revocation and reissuance, or termination, or of a
notification of planned chanqes or anticipated
noncompliance does not stav any permit condition."

j.
The permit should contain a provision stating thaz
the permit does not convey any property rights or any
exclusive privilege. ~ 40 CFR §70.6(a) (6) (ivl..
k.
The permit should contain a provision similar to 40
CFR §70.6(a) (6) (v) which requires a source to submit
additional information within a reasonable time if the
Department requests iZ .... This allows the Departmen~ to
obtain data necessary~o determine if a permit needs to
be revoked, modified, and reissued or terminated.
1.
The Department should add the following language
the end of Section 22a-174-33(i)(2)(K) . See 40 CFR
870.6(a) (10) .
"Such terms and conditions, to the extent that the
applicable re_muirements provide for trading without
a case-by-case approva! of each emission trade,
shal! include al! of the terms required under
Section 22a-!74-33{i) ~2) and meet al! applicable
requirements "
The additional language will ensure that all of the terms
and conditions are written appropriately.
m.
The permit should delineate between requirements
which are federally enforceable and requiremenns which
are only enforceable by the state. See 40 CFR
§70.6(b) (2) .
n.
The permit should connain a provision similar no 40
CFR §70.6(c) (2) . This section deals with the right of
Department personnel to enter and inspect a facility,
including any testing or reviewing of records.
o.
The Department should cross reference Section 22a174-33(h) in Section 22a-174-33(i) (2) (L) because the
permit’s schedule of compliance should be consistent with
the compliance plan. See 40 CFR §70.6(c) (3) . (41)
Response: In order to meet minimum federal requirements, I
recommend as follows:
I recommend the Department incorporate language into this
subsection to address the concerns above in a), b), d), e),
g), h), i), j), k), I), m), and (n). (See language in E~hibit
A, subparagraphs, (j) (I) (D)~ (A), (P), (K) (ii), (K), (0),
(T) , (V) , (W) , (X) , (E) an~~ (M) , respectively)
I recommend the Department incorporate language as
provided in Exhibit A, subdivision (o) (I), Monitoring Reports,
to address f) .
With respect to this commentor’s last suggestion, while
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the schedule of compliance and the compliance plan are
similar, they are not the same. The schedule of compliance
would be approved by the Department and based upon the
information submitted in the compliance plan. I recommend the
Department make the connection clear when including the
schedule language. ($_@_~ language in Exhibit A, subparagraph
(j) (1)(Q))
40 CFR Part 70 indicates the public’s federal notice and
opportunity rights. I recommend the Department include the
public process as provided for in Exhibit A, subsections (I),
(m) and (n) . I do not recommend referencing suggested
language in c), as enhanced monitoring has not been finalized
in the federal regulations.
22a-174-33(i) (2) (A) .Two commentors suggested the Department
should al!ow for solid waste incinerators to have permits that
last up to 12 years. (13, 36)
One commentor recommended that
waste energy facilities should not have a maximum 5-year term
on a permit. (44)
Response: I recommend that the Department provide for the
same maximum permit time period for al! Title V permits, i.e.,
five years in order to provide consistency between al!
permits. ($_e_~ !angua£e in Exhibit A, subpara£raph (j) (I) (A))
22a-174-33 (i)(2)(B) One commentor advised that this section
is broader than requiring compliance with the permit and
should be limited, as the language suggested has been limited.
(13)
Response: I recommend the Department limit the recuirements
of this subseczlon to requlremenzs of and pursuant to the CAA,
any other federally enforceable requirements (i.e., the FIP
and the SIP), and any additiona! state permi-ting re_cmiremen~_
pursuant to Section 22a-!74-3 of the RCSA necessary 5o
facilitate the issuance of a unified-permi~ from the Bureau of
Air Management. (~_e_~ generally, Exhibit A, s’~bparagraph

(j) (2)(c))
22a-174-33(i) (2) (C) Two speakers indicated this subparagraph
goes beyond Title V requirements and one said it is not
practical for fugitive emission sources and that mass balance
would not even be practical. (! and 8) Several commentors
recommended this subparagraph should be amended so that it
does not require emission limits or emission rates for a!!
regulated air pollutants except when there is an applicable
requirement which re_muires such limitation or rate. (7, 8, 13)
Response: I recommend the Department make a change based on
this comment. The Department should adopt language as
provided in Exhibit A, subdivision (j) (I) to ensure some
reasonableness and usefulness of information required such
that relevant and applicable requirements are included in the
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Title V permit.
22a-174-33(i) (2) (C) One commentor recommended this
subparagraph should be amended to allow traiing if a federally
enforceable cap is included. (7)
Response: I recommend the Department adopt language which
does not preclude intra-premise trading if a federally
enforceable cap is inc!uded~.to meet minimum federa!
requirements. (See languag~..in Exhibit A, subparagraphs
(j) (I) (G) (i), (j) (I) (i) and (r) (3) (A))
22a-174-33(i) (2) (C) One commennor advised that this
subparagraph is not reasonable where RACT, M_ACT or CTGs impose
operational or technological limits rather than emission
limits. (45)
Response: I recommend the Department include language
provided in Exhibit A, subparagraphs (j) (i) (D), (F), (G),
(H) (i), (J), (M) and (Q) to ensure that the purpose of the
resulting permit is to ensure compliance with applicable
rec~irements whether they are emission limitations,
operational limitations or technical limitations.
22a-174-33(i) (2) (D) One commen~or indicated the on!v
limitations and standards that should be reflected in a permiz
are those which constitute applicable requirements. (13)
Response: I recommend the Department include such language as
is provided in Exhibit A, subparagraphs (j) (1) (D), (F>, (G>,
<K) (i), (J), (M) and (Q) to ensure that the purpose of ~he
resulting permit is to ensure compliance with applicable
recuiremen~s.
22a-!74-33(i) (2) (D) One commen~or indicated the use of the
term "emissions uni~" here is differen5 than the inzent in
federal definition. (15)
Response: As sta~ed previously in the responses regarding
definitions and in the General Response to 40 CFR Par~ 70.2,
recommend the Departmen~ define emissions unit in conformity
with the federal definition.
22a-174-33(i) (2) (D) One commen~or noted the language in this
subparagraph suggesns the Department wil! accept various forms
of monitoring as !ong as they are reliable. (15)
Response: I recommend the Department clarify tha~ various
forms of monitoring are acceptable as long as they are
reliable and no other, more stringent, requirements are
applicable. (~ language in Exhibit A, subdivision
and subparagraph (j) (I) (K) ¢ii))

22a-174-33(i) (2) (F) One commen~or indicated that the
Depar~men~ needs ~o substitute the federal nomenclature

"alternative operating scenarios" for "method of operation"
Response:
i recommend the Department adopt the phrase
alternative operating scenario rather than using the phrase
method of opera~ion to avoid confusion. (~_~ language in
Exhibi~ A, subdivision (a) (4) and subparagraph (j) (i) (J)) and
in the General Response to 40 CFR Par~ 70.
22a-174-33(i) (2) (G) One commentor stated the Department needs
to explicitly state in the regulation that recordkeeping will
be al!owable as a form of monitoring. (15)
Response: I recommend the Department adopt language which
does not preclude recordkeepi~g from replacing other forms of
monitoring where reliable and where no other more stringenz
requirements apply. (See language in Exhibit A, subparagraph
(j) (I)(K)(ii))

22a-174-33(i) (2) (G) One commentcr indicated that emission
limits which are applicable recu~rements do not exist for
every regulated air pollutant and the language should
therefore be amended. (13)
Response: I recommend the Departmen: respond to this concern
and provide that the permit contain emission limits on!v if
required by, or necessary for the enforcement of, state or
federa! requirements. (See language in Exhibit A,
subparagraph (j (1) (K)).
22a-174-33(i) (2 (G) One ccmmentcr stated there is no
regulatory limit on delaying a permit and that the Department
can force a facility to shuz down for not having a permlt.
(!5)
Response: I recommend the Department take fina! action on an
application within 18 months of receiving a sufficient
application in order to provide the regulated communlty with
some cerzainty. (See language in Exhibit A, subdivision

(j) (i))
22a-!74-33(i) (2) (G) One commentor indicated the.regulation
should be revised to clarify that monitoring is only required
for those regulated pollutants which would potentially exceed
the Title V applicability levels. (32) One commentor
indicated this subparagraph needs to reflect record keeping
and noninstrumenta! methods of dezermining compliance. (38)
Response: I do not recommend the Department preclude its
ability to require monitoring as the commentor suggests,
because there may be other applicable requirements which
necessitate the inclusion of monizorin~ requirements in the
subject permit. I do recommend the Department allow
recordkeepin~ as a form of monitoring for emission units at
Title V sources as provided in E~~ibit A, subparagraph
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(j) (I)(K)(ii)), in order to provide as much flexibility as is
allowed by the applicable requirements.
22a-174-33 (i) (2) (G) (ii) One commentor stated this
subparagraph is not clear as to what is required. (15)
Response: I recommend the Department clarify that periodic
monitoring or recordkeeping sufficient to yield reliable data
from the relevant time pemi:od that is representative of the
source’s compliance with the permit, is acceptable to fulfil!
the monitoring requirement. (See language in Exhibit A,
subparagraph (j) (I) (L))
22a-174-33(i) (2) (G) (iii) One commenzor indicated that al!
emission monitoring analysis, procedures, and 5es~ methods
shall contain, where necessary, specification concerning the
use, maintenance, and where appropriate, installation of
monitoring equipment or methods. (13)
Response: I recommend the Department modify this subdivision
to include language reflecting this commentor’s concern. (~_~
language in Exhibit A, subparagraph (j) (i) (L))
22a-!74-33(i) (2) (1) Some commentcrs stated the recuirements
in this subparagraph go beyond Title V re_quirements. (i, 8~ and
15) Several commenzors indicated that no additional
comprehensive operations and maintenance ("O & M") plans
should be required. (7, 13 and 15) One common, or suggeszed
this secti©n should be clarified so that these requirements
on!v apply to major new sources and modifications and not to
existing sources, for which these plans were not previously
required. (32) One commentor indicated this subparagraph seems
to require CEM for smaller sources in accordance with an O & M
Plan for each emitting activity. (29)
Response: I recommend the Department delete the requirement
for the submission of a comprehensive operation and
maintenance plan as a requiremenz of this subsecziono
However, this should not preclude the Department from
obtaining an existlng operation and maintenance plan relating
to an alternative operating scenario or applicable requirement
where the application is otherwise insufficient.
22a-174-33(i) (2) (J) One commentor indicated this section
should be clarified to better convey that these re~airements
only apply to major new sources and modifications and not to
existing sources for which these plans were not previously
required. (32)
Response: I recommend the. Department delete this provision
from the regulation as it <s not needed to meet minimum
federal requirements. However, this does not preclude such a
requirement from being applicable to a Title V source subject
to Section 22a-i74-3 of the RCSA.
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22a-174-33(i) (2) (K) One speaker stated the 1986 Emissions
Trading Policy Statement is outdated and should not be
cited. (4) One commentor indicated the EPA guidance will
undoubtably change and Department’s regulation should not
refer to EPA rules and guidance. (13) One commentor indicated
the language in ~his subparagraph prevents the Commissioner
from granting a Title V permit unless the permit contains all
the terms and conditions enabling a trade. This commentor
further stated that the EPA documents referred to are
inconsistent with one another, and thus references to these
should be eliminated° (25) One commentor recommended the
Department should add the following language at the end of
Section 22a-174-33(i) (2) (K) . See 40 CFR §70.6(a) (!0).
"Such terms and conditions, to the extent that the
applicable requirements provide for tradinq without
a case-by-case approva! of each emission trade,
sha!7 include aT! of the terms re~ui~=d under
Section 22a-!74-33{i) ~2] and meet al! applicable
re_quirements ."
This additional language will ensure that al! of the 5erms and
conditions are written appropriaseiy. (4i)
Response: I recommend the Department delete the language
pertaining to the EPA’s "Emissions Trading Policy Statement",
published December 4, 1986, for the reasons stated by these
commentors. I do noz recommend, however, deleting the
reference to EPA’s "Economic Incentive Program Rules",
published ADri! 7, 1994. Should federa! trading rules change,
thereby having a subszantive effect on the Department’s
regulation, I recommend the Department use its besz efforts,
subject to all statutory requirements, to amend this
regulation. Also, I do recommend the DeDartmenz include
language similar to that described at the end of this comment
to meet minimum federa! requirements. (See language ~n Exhibit
A, subparagraph (j) (I) (P), a< last sentence)
22a-174-33(i) (2) (L) One commentor recommended the Department
should cross reference Section 22a-174-33(h) in this
subparagraph because the permit’s schedule of compliance
should be consistent with the compliance plan. See 40 CFR
§70.6(c) (3) . (41)
Response: I recommend the Department reference the compliance
plan in this subparagraph for continuity. (See language in
Exhibit A, subparagraph (j) (i) (Q), the last sentence).
However, it should be clear tha~ the compliance plan is
the same as the compliance schedule negotiated with the
Departmenz.
22a-174-33 (i)(2)(N) One commentor recommended the DeDartmen~
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delete this provision. (13) One commentor recommended the
Department alter this language to recognize that permits
.should not contain al! terms and conditions of any permit
previously issued. The following language should be added,
¯
as altered by any previously-issued amendments and
modifications to such permits." (36)
Response: I do not recommend the Department de!e~e"this
provision. If it is actiV~ it is a permit currently
enforceable by the Departmea%t. However, I do recommend the
Department add the word ~may" before ~contain~ as can be seen
in Exhibit A, subparagraph (j) (i) (S).
22a-!74-33(i) (3) One commentor suggested the Department
should state that the permits are enforceable by the
Department, the citizens and the EPA. (13)
Response:. I recommend the Department add similar language as
has been suggested to meet minimum federa! requirements.
language in Exhibit A, subparagraph (j)(!)(E)) . I recommend
including the procedural re_e~irements to allow for enforzemenz
by citizens, the affected states and the EPA. ($9_~ language in
Exhibit A, subsections (!), (m) and (n) and subdivisions
(r) :8) through (r) (14))
22a-174-33(i) (3) One commencor suggested the Department add
language
al!owing for off-permit changes. (13)
Response: I do not recommend that the Department add language
specifically stating off-permit changes are al!owed ~nder this
seczion. This subsection pertains to the standards for
issuing a permit, not subsequent actions. I would recommend
the DeparZment provide for all off-permit changes in the
modification subsection to allow for flexibility to ~he extent
incended by 40 CFR Part 70. (See genera!ly, Exhibit A,
subdivision (r) (4))
22a-174-33(i) (3) One commentor suggested the Department add a
permit shield. (13) In addition, this commentor suggested
adding language allowing sources to request that the shield
extend to requirements deemed inapplicable. (13)
Response: I recommend the permit shield be added including a
provision as seen in Exhibit A, subparagraph (k) (i) (B),
identifying what is not applicable, if the Commissioner so
chooses, in order to provide certainty with respect co
applicable requirements addressed therein as provided ~n
Exhibit A, subsection (k) . ..~
22a-174-33(i) (3) One commen.cor suggested the Department add
language limiting enforcement actions to noncompliance with
permit prov!sions. (13)
Response: I do not recommend adding any language which wil!
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limit the enforcement authority of the Commissioner, other
than that which is deemed appropriate by the Commissioner in
the context of the permit shield as provided in Exhibit A,
subsection (k). Limitin~ enforcement authority beyond what is
provided by the permit shield would not be in compliance with
minimum federal requirements for the Title V Program.

22a-174-33(i) (3) One commentor suggested the Department add
language specifyin~ those terms which are not federally
enforceable.
Response: For reasons stated previously, I do recommend the
Department identify those terms which are federally
enforceable and those which are non federally enforceable in
the permit. (See language in Exhibit A, subparagraph
(j) (I) (E))
22a-174-33(i) (3) One commentor recommended the Departmenn add
language codifying operationa! flexibility, off-permins, and
trading within a facility. Such commentor suggested the
Department add language allowing for flexibility to shift
emissions from one point to another within a facility, subject
to a 7-day.notice within a facility. (13)
= ~
Response: I recommend the Deparzment provide~o~
operationa!
flexibility, off-permit and intra-premise trading in the
modifications subsection to provide the flexibility allowed by
40 CFR Part 70. (See language in Exhibit A, subdivisions
(r) (3) and (r) (4))
In addition, I recommend the Depar<ment make the following
changes to this subsection to increase clarity and, where
necessary, incorporate federa! program requirements:
l)
I recommend the Department change the title of nhis
subsection to "Standards for Issuing and Renewin~ Title V
Permits"
Also, this subsection is now letter (j) , not (i),
due to the addition of a new subsection under letter (h) .

2)
I recommend the Department add to ~his subsection a
provision which provides, Failure of the Commissioner to act
within such period shal! not entitle the applican~ to
issuance, modification or renewa! of any Title V permit, to
meek minimum federal requirements. (See Exhibit A,
subdivision (j) (i))
3)
i recommend the Department add a provision that the
permittee shal! not continue to operate until a time!v renewal
application is filed, to meet minimum federal requirements.
(See language in Exhibit A, subparagraph (j) (!) (B))

4)

I recommend the Department add a provision for limiting
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emissions to the extent required by an applicable requirement,
and providing a floor for such limitations to provide
flexibility to the extent allowed by applicable requirements.
(~ language in Exhibit A, subparagraphs (j) (1) (F) and
(j) (1) (F) (i) and (ii))
5)
I recommend the Departoment add a subparagraph Which
provides that "The permit states that it shall not be deemed
to:" and then lists such p~clusions to provide flexibility to
the extent al!owed by applicable requirements. (See language
in Exhibit A, subparagraphs (j) (I) (G) and (j) (I) (G) (i), (ii)
and (iii))
6)
I recommend the Department add to subparagraph (i) (2) (D)
a reference to the acid raln requirements of 40 CFR Parts 72
through 78, inclusive to ensure the regulation meets minimum
federal requirements. (See language in Exhibit A, subparagraph
(j) (I) (H) (ii))

7)
I recommend the Department add to the content of
subparagraph (i) (2) (E) the concept that alternative emission
limits must be quantified, legally enforceable and based upon
reD!icable procedures. Also, the Demartmenc should allow
in~ra-premise trades to meet minimum federal requirements.
(~_~ language in Exhibit A, subparagraph (j) (I) (I))
8.)
I recommend the Department add to the content of
subparagraph (i) (2) (F) the concept that such alternative
operating scenarios to provide the necessary flexibility. (See
language in Exhibit A, subparagraph (j) (i) (J))
9)
I recommend the Department revise the language in
subparagraphs (i) (2) (G) and (G) (i) as can be seen in Exhibit
A, subparagraphs (j) (!) (K) and (j) (I) (K) (i) and (ii) to
improve the readability of this section.

i0) I recommend the Department revise the language in
subparagraphs (i) (2) (G) (ii) and (iii) as can be seen in
Exhibit A, subparagraph (j) (I) (L) to improve the readability
of this sect~on.
ll) I recommend the Department require that the permit
contains all applicable recordkeeping requirements and all
reporting requirements pursuant to subsections (o), (p) and
(q) of this section. This~_will ensure the Department meets
minimum federal requirements. (S~_~ Exhibit A, subparagraph
(j) (!)(N))
~ok

12) I recommend the Department add that the permit may be
modified, revoked, reopened, reissued, or suspended by the
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Commissioner, or the Administrator in accordance with this
section, Section 22a-174c of the General Statutes, or Section
22a-3a-5(d) of the Regulations of Connecticut State Agencies.
Again, this will ensure the Departmen~ meets minimum federa!
requirements. (See Exhibit A, subparagraph (j) (!) (U))
13) ! recommend the Department add the following Ixnguage in
order to meet minimum federal requirements: the permit
specifies the conditions under which the permit will be
modified prior to the expiration of the permit. (See Exhibit
A, subparagraph (j) (I) (Y))
14) I recommend the Department add the following subdivision:
the Commissioner shall not issue a Title V permit unless all
the requirements of subsections (i) and (m) of this section
have been complied with, to ensure compliance with public
notice and opportunity for comment/hearing procedural
requirements. (See Exhibit A, subdivision (j) (3))
Permit Shield
I recommend the Department add a new subsection (k) to this
section which provides the terms and conditions of a permit
shield which is allowed by 40 CFR Part 70. The shield gives
the regulated community assurance that they wil! not be
punished for the mistakes of the Department, as long as the
permit shield and the provision of the permit, containing the
mistake, are in effect. (See generally, Exhibit A, subseczion
(k)) This wil! provide certainty for the regulated community
with respect to the extent to which the applicable
requirements are addressed in the subject permit. The shield
language allows modifications provlded in Exhibit A,
subdivisions (r) (i) and (r) (2) to be covered by a permit
shield. The shield language does not a!icw changes pursuant to
language provided in Exhibit A, subdivisions (r) (3) and
(r) (4), known as operational flexibi!iuy and off-permit
changes, to be covered by such a permit shield.
Public Notice
The following language was presented at the October 28, 1994
hearing for comment:

(j) Public Notice.
(j) (i) Any person who submits an aoo!icauion for a Title V
operating permit or to modify a Titi~ V operating permit
shall:
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(A) include with such application a signed statement
certifying that the applicant wil! publish notice of
such application on a form supplied by the
Commissioner in accordance with this subsection;
(B) publish notice of such application in a
newspaper of general..;~circulation in the affectSd
area; and
..:.~
(C) send the Commissioner a certified copy of such
notice as it appeared in the newspaper.
(j) (2) The Commissioner shal! not process an application
unti! the applicant has submitted to the Commissioner a copy
of the notice required by this subdivision. Such notice shall
include:
(A) the name and mailing address of the applicant
and the address of the !ocation at which the
proposed activity will take place;
the application number, if available;
(C) the type of permit sought, including a reference
to the applicable statute or regulation;
(D) a description of the activity for which a permiz
is sought;
(E) a description of the location of the proposed
activity and any natural resources affected thereby;
(E) the name, address and telephone number of any
agent or the applicant from whom interested persons
may obtain copies of the application; and
(G) a statement that the application is available for
inspection at the Department’s Bureau of Air Management.
(j) (3) The Commissioner, at least thirty (30) days before
approving or denying an application for a Title V operauing
permit shall publish or shall cause to be published, an the
applicant’s expense, once in a newspaper having a substantial
circulation in the affected area, notice of his tentative
determination regarding such application. Such notice will
include:
(A) the name and mailing address of the applicant
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and the address of the !ocation of the proposed
activity;
(B) the application number;
(C) the tentative decision regarding the
application;
(D) the type of permit or other authorization
sought, including a reference to the applicable
statute or regulation;
(E) a description of the location Sf the proposed
activity and any natural resources affected thereby;
(F) the name, address and telephone number of any
agent of the applicant from whom interested persons
may obtain copies of the application;
(G) a brief description of all opportunities for public
participation provided by s~a~ute or regulation,
including the length of time available for submission of
public comments to the Commissioner on the application;
and
(H) such additional information the Commissioner
deems necessary to comply with any provision of
title 22a of the General Statutes, or regulations
adoDned thereunder, or with the federa! Clean Air
Act, Federal Clean Water Act, or the federa!
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act.

(j) (4) The applicann shall send a copy of any notice required.
pursuant to subsection (j) (2) or subsection (j) (3) of this
section to the Administrator through Region I of the U.S.
Environmenta! Protection Agency. Such applicant shal! also
send a copy-of any notice required pursuant to subsection (j)
(3) of this section to:
(A) the Chief Executive Officer of the municipality where
the Title V source is or will be located;
(B) the appropriate Connecticut Regional Planning Agency;
(C) any federally recognized Indian governing body whose
lands may be affected by emissions from the Title V
source; and
(D) the Director of the air pollution control program
!10

the states of
Rhode Island.

Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, and

(j) (5) The Commissioner may require an applicant to post a
sign at the Title V source or to provide any other reasonable
form of notice necessary to apprise the public and abutting
landowners in accordance w~th Public Act 94-85 Section 1.
(j) (6) For~ the purposes off.this subsection, the term
application means a request for a Title V operating permit,
or a request for modification or renewal of such permit.

Comments Regarding subsection (j) Public Notice

22a-174-33(j) One commenuor indicated that the Department has
not adequately addressed ceruain procedural rec~irements with
regard to EPA and affected state review of mermius. These
requirements can be found in 40 CFR §§70.7 and 70.8. This
commentor pointed out t.hat 40 CFR Part 70 is not self
implementing and is simply designed to address ~.:ha: a sza~e’s
program should conuain. For the state program :o be fu!!v
effective, a state m_D_$_~ bind itself within i-s regu!auions uo
follow certain procedures. These procedures _.~c_ude, among
other recn~irements, that EPA is given al! relevant information
on a timely basis in order to carry out its mandated oversight
duties and that affected states have an oppcruuni~y to review
and comment on proposed permits. This commenuor.be!ieves if
such procedures are nou adequately addressed in the suaue
rule, citizens are effecuive!y denied the cpporuunity to
ensure that such requirements are impiemenued. According to
the commentor, EPA has clearly stated in 40 CFR Part 70 that a
state agency mus~ be held accountable by a!! affected paruies,
including c!tizens, in implementing a Title V program. (5,41)
One commentor indicated that the Department should include
provisions in Section 22a-174-33(i) or (j) of the RCSA that
provide that the Deparument will issue a permiu only after the
Department has submitted various notices to EPA and EPA did
not object to such permit by the end of EPA’s 45-day review
period. See 40 CFR §§70.7(i) (a) (v) and 70.8(c) (!) . (4i)
Response: I recommend the Department provide EPA with a 45 day
review period and the public with a 30 day review period, in
order to meet minimum federal procedural requirements for the
Title V Program. (See language in Exhibit A, s’~bsections (i),
(m) and (n), respectively-) I recommend the Deoartment provide
the EPA and affected suates with copies of the tentative
determination. (See language in Exhibit A, s’~division (1) (3) ,
the last sentence) I recommend the Deparumenu provide EPA,
affected states and the public with of the tenuative
l!l

determination. (See language in Exhibit A, subparagraphs
(I) (3) (A) and (E)) I do not recommend that EPA’s review
period begin subsequent to the public’s 30 day review period.
The Department, according to federa! requirements, has only 18
months to take final action on a complete application. By
providing the Administrator and public review begin.~at the
same time, the Department may be able to address their
concerns simultaneously rather than in serial, and ultimately
take fina! action in a more expedient manner.
In order to adequately and explicitly address EPA’s
concerns, arising out of changes made or comments made, I
recommend the Department allow for an additional 45-day review
period, if necessary, as specified in Exhibit A, subdivision
(n) (1), as well as provide a reopening for cause option within
the modification subsection as seen in Exhibit A, subdivisions
(r) (8) through (r) (13).
22a-!74-33(j) One commentor advised that the Department
shcu!d provide for statements in this subsection regarding the
lega! and factual bases for ~he draft permit conditions
(including references to the applicable statutory or
regu!anory provisions). This commentor believes the
re~ulauion should require the Department to send them to EPA
and any other person who requesns them. See 40CFR
§70.7(a) (5) . (41)
Response: I recommend the Department include a requiremenu
than the permit indicate the legal basis for the permit
conditions which shall provide the factual basis or reference
to the factual basis. ($9_~ language in Exhibit A,
subparagraph (j) (I) (D))
22a-!74-33(j) One commentor indicated the Department should
clarify in the regulations than when a reference is made ~o
applications for Title V permits and requirements associated
with such applications, that "permit application" also
includes permit renewals. For example, such clarification
would be useful in Sections 22a-174-33(j) and (k) . (41)
Response:
A form of permit application must be submitted
whether it is for a first time applicant, or renewal
applicant. I recommend the Department specifically reference
permit renewals as seen in Exhibit A, subdivisions (j) (I),
(h) (3) and (h) (5) to make .clear that renewa! applicants must
comply with subsections (g), (h) and (i) .
22a-174-33(j) One commentor advised the Department should
include a provision in Section 22a-174-33(j) which requires
the Department or the applicant to provide EPA with a copy of
an application for a permit modification. This commenzor also
suggested the Department include a provision stating the
Department will send a copy of each proposed permiu and each
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final permit to EPA. See 40 CFR §§70.7(a) (v) and
70.8(a) (I) . (41)
Response: i recommend the Department include a provision which
requires the applicant to provide EPA wl~n a copy o~ an
application for a permit modification and a provision stating
tha~ the Department will send a tentative determination and a
fina! application for a permit to the Administrator" (See
language in Exhibit A, subdivisions (h) (5), (n) (4) and (1) (3),
respectively) To further c~rify, I recommend the Department
add a new section for permit processing and EPA review. (See
generally, Exhibit A, subsection (n))
22a-174-33(j) One commentor indicated the DepartmenZ should
include a provision in Section 22a-174-33(j) which sca~es the
Department will, as part of the submitta! to EPA of a proposed
permit, provide written notice to EPA and affected States of
the Department’s reasons for not accepting any recommendations
submitted by an affected State during the public or affected
State review period. See 40 CFR §§70.7(a) (!) (iii) and (v),
and 70.8(b) (2) . (41)
Response: I recommend the Department include a Drovislon which
re~ires the Department co provide EPA and affected States
with a written notice of the Deparcmenc’s reasons for
accepting any recommendations submitted by an affected State
during the public or affected State review period to meet
federa! requirements. (See language in Exhibit A, subdivision
(1) (5) and subsection (n), respectively)
22a-174-33(j) One commentor indicated the Departmenn should
include a provision in this subsection that provides notice
the public that any person may petition EPA co object tc
issuance of a proposed permit (where EPA hasno~ previously
objected) within 60 days of the close of EPA’s 45-day review
period. See 40 CFR §70.8(d). (41)
Response: I recommend the Department include a provlsicn in
this section which meets minimum federal requirements. (See
language in Exhibit A, subdivision (n) (2))
22a-174-33(j) One commentor indicated the Department should
add the following language to Section 22a-174-33(j) : ~ 40
CFR §70.7(h) (I) .

"Notice shall be given to persons on a mailing !~sc
deve!oped by the Department. including those who re_cuesc
in writing ~Q be on the list." (41)
Response: I do recommend d~e Department adopt similar
language. (See language in"~xhibit A, subparagraph (i) (3) (F))
I believe the provisions a~ seen in Exhibit A, subseczlcns
(!), (m) and (n). provide adequate opportunity for public
notlce and commen~.
ll3

22a-174-33(j) (2) (D) One commentor noted that a definition of
"actlvlty is lacking with regards to (j)(2)(D). This
commentor questions whether the notice for an application must
describe every activity of every emissions ur.it at the
facility, or 3ust a description of the facility’s most common
activity? The same question is posed with regards ~o notice
for a permit modification. (i5)
Response: I do not recommend a change based upon this comment.
An owner or operator of a Title V source should list the
specific activities which caused the source to be subject to
this section. ($9_~ language in Exhibit A, subdivision (1) (4))
22a-174-33(j) (2) (E) and (j) (3) (E) One commenzor stated
definitions of "location", "natural resources" and "affected"
are lacking in (j) (2) (E)and (j) (3) (E). (15)
Response: I do not recommend a change to this subsection
based upon this comment. ’Location of proposed activity’ may
include an address or legal description of the property.
’Natural resources affected’ will have to be determined in a
prudent mar_her by the applican5 and may include; land, fish,
wildlife, boita, air, water, ground water, and drinking water
SuPPlies.
22a-174-33(j) (4) One commentor suggesned a provision be added
to the regulation requiring the Commissioner notify the
applicant when the Commissloner causes the (j) (3) nonice to be
published. This commentor suggested the Commlss~oner provide
the applicant with a copy of such notice so that the applicant
can comply with the mailing requirements of (j) (4) . (!5)
Response: Since the Department is issu!ng the tentative
determmnatL~on, I recommend the Deparzmenn comply with the
notification re_cfuirements as provided in Exhibit A,
subdivision (1) (3) so that the applicant is ncz required to
take such actions.
22a-174-33(j) (4) One commentor suggested the following
language zc amend the third sentence of this subdivision, "to
the Administrator or his designee.
" (4!)
Response: This subsection refers to mailing the tentative
determination to the EPA. I recommend the Deparzmenz mai! the
tentative determination to the Administrator. (~=~_~= language
in Exhibit A, subdivision (1) (3), last sentence)
22a-!74-33(j) (4) (C)
One commenzor suggested the phrase
"whose lands may be affected by emissions from the Title V
source" is ambiguous. This commentor would like Depa.rtment to
clarify this phrase. (32)
Response: Albeit this phrase wil! call for prudent
interpretation by the applicant, I do not recommend a change
based upon this comment, because such language is necessary to
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fulfill federal notification requirements..
22a-174-33(j) (4) (D)
One commentor indicated that the
reference to New Jersey, Massachusetts, New York, and Rhode
Island in.22a-!74-33(j) (4) is not sufficient for zwo reasons°
First, it only addresses a requirement that an appl~cant
submit public notices to affected States. This commentor
pointed out there are other .requirements within 40 C~
§70.8(b) that Connecticu~ ~hould include in its regulation
that relate to affected states. For example, the Department
should provide a statement to any affected State which
submitted comments that the Department did not accepn. Such a
statement should set forth the reasons why the ~===~=~
State’s comments were not addressed. In addition, this
commentor continued, the Department’s rule should provide that
a final permit shal! not be issued until the time period for
EPA’s review and affected States’ review has lapsed, which is
trlggered by a notice that Department is non
=~ ~
affected state’s comment. (41)
~esponse:
I recommend the Department provide nonice of non~
acceptance of an affected stanes comments prior to naking
su~_,z_s’
final acsicn, as provided in Exhibit A, ,
~"~- ~ ~zn (") (5) an="
subparagraph (n) (!) (D). In addition, the rule shzu!d provmde
that the permit not be issued to abe Administranor and
affected snaaes review time period has elapsed. (See !anguage
in Exhibit A, subdivision (n) (i))
22a-!74-33(j) (4) (D) One commentor noted the Deoarzmenn’s lisa
of affected states may not include all potentia!l’/ affected
states as defined in 40 CFR Part 70. This commenzor ~aestions
whether New Hampshire and Vermont are within 50 miles of the
Conneczicua border? If they are, then these snanes should
also be included in a list of affected states. However, the
Department has the option to include a 50 mile radius in ins
definition of affected states which would allow Ccnneczlcut to
notify non-conniguous snanes ~ for those sources than are
within 50 mile of the particular snare. (41)
Eesponse: I recommend the Department amend this section to
include non-conniguous states only when the source is within a
50 mile radius of the particular state to meet minimum federal
requirements. (See definition for Affected Stanes, in Exhibit
A, subdivision (a) (3))
In addition, ! recommend the Department make the following
changes to improve clarity~nd, where necessary, to mee5
federa! program requiremen~N:
l)
I recommend this sectmon now be lettered (I), non lenner
(j) due to the addition of new subsections (h), ".~ppiicatzon
Processing" and (k), "Permit Shield". The title of ahis
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subsection, however, should remain the same, i.e., "Public
Notice".
2)
I recommend the Department include a provision for notice
with respect to Title V general permits in order to meet
minimum federal requirements. (See language in Exhibit A,
subdivision (I) (1))
3)
In the interest of brevity, I recommend the Department
consolidate the requirements of subparagraphs (j) (I) (A)
through (C) and (j) (2) (A) through (G) into one subdivision,
(1)(2), as it was not necessary for clarity to provide all
requirements in the regulation when they are clearly provided
for in the referenced Section of the General Statutes. (S~_~
language in Exhibit A, subdivision (1) (2))
4)
I recommend the re_~airemenz in subdivision (j) (4) and
subparagraphs (j) (4)(A) through (D) be the responsibility of
the Commissioner, no~ the applicant, since i~ is the
Department’s tentative determina~uion. In addition, I
recommend the Department provide for the requirements of that
subdivision and subparagraphs in=o subdivision (!)(3) and
subparagraphs (I) (3)(A) ~ ~hrouz
~’.,.
. (See language in Exhibit
n , = )
A, subdivision (I) (3) and subparagraphs (I) (3) (A) through (F))

5)
I recommend the Department add a new subdivision
providing, the Commissioner wil! not issue a genera! permit
under Section 22a-174(i) of the ~=~=~=7~_..____ Statutes with respect
to a stationary source which is sub3ect to any prov!sion
pursuant to 40 CFR Parts 72 through 78, inclusive. This is
necessary to meet minimum federal re_cuirements. (See Exhibiz
A, subdivision (1) (6))
6)
I recommend the Demarnment delete the provmsion of
(j) (5), because it is noz necessary to include exlsting
snatutory requirements in this secnion. However, the
Department will have an opporzur.mty to include references, to
such routine statutory requirements, in supplemental guidance
supplied with the application.
7)
I recommend the Department delete the provision of (j) (6)
because the term application does not, in and of itself, need
to indicate what the application is in reference to, whether
it be an application for a Title V permit, modification or
renewal.

1!6

Public Hearings
The following language was presented at the October 28, 1994
hearing for comment:
(k) Public Hearings.
(k) (I) Any person may file, within thirty (30) days following
the public notice of a tentative determination under
subdivision (j) (3) of this section, written comments on such
determination. Any such comments opposing the issuance of
such permit shal! set forth the basis thereof in dezail and
may be accompanied by a request for an public informational
meeting, a public hearing, or both.
(k) (2) ~ol!owing receipt of a request for a public
informational meeting, or upon the Commissioner’s own
initiative, the Commissioner shal!, prior to the issuance of
the Title V operating permit, hold such meeting. A notice of
such public informationa! meeting shal! be published in a
newspaper of genera! circulation in the affected area. Such
notice shall include the date, time and location of the public
informational meeting.
The Commissioner shal! maintaln a
record of al! comments made at such public informational
meeting. The Commissioner may consider more than one
application at any such meeting.

(k) (3) Following receipt of a request for a public hearing or
upon the Commissioner’s own initiative, nhe Commissioner may,
prior to the issuance of such permit, hold such hearing. A
notice of such public hearing shal! be published in a
newspaper of general circulation in the affected area. Each
nonice shall include the date, time and location of the public
hearing. Following the c!ose of the public hearing, the
Commissioner shall make a decision based on all available
evidence, including the record of the public hearlng and
recommendation of the hearing examiner, if any, as to whether
to approve, deny or conditionally approve the issuance of the
Title V operatlng permit.
Comments Regarding subsection (k) Public Hearings
22a-174-33(k) One commentor suggested, the Deparnmen~ revise
subsection (k) to require the request for public hearing or
informationa! hearing be made by at least ten (!0) people or
on the Commissioner’s own initiative after the Bureau of Air
Management has determined that the application does not
satisfy the applicable regulatory requirements and procedures.
(32)
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Response: This suggestion does not comply with the
requirements of the CAA. The public informational hearing and
adjudicatory hearing addressed in this subsection meet the
requirements of the CAA in that only one person is necessary
to request a hearing. (See language in Exhibit A, subdivisions
(m) (1) and (m)(3))

22a-174-33(k) One commentor indicated the DeparZment should
clarify in the regulations that when a reference is made to
applications for Title V permits and requirements associated
with such applications, that "permit application" also
includes permit renewals. This commenzor sta~ed, for example,
such clarification would be usefu! in Sections 22a-i74-33(j)
and (k). (41)
Response: I do not recommend the Department include language
in this subsection explaining that the term application means
a request for a Title V permlu, or a request for modification
or renewa! of such permit. The uerm application is defined in
Section 22a-3a-2 of the RCSA. In addition, language as
provided in Exhibit A, subdivisions (n) (i), (j) (!) and (h) (5)
should make this point clear.
22a-!74-33(k) One commentor argued thau the Deparumenu’s
public participation requirements
,
as
~ov_~e_
~ ~
~ ~ = _orin this
subsection, fail to provide that the public will be given at
least 30 days notice of a hearing date. The DeparZment’s
rule, as written, only provides 30 days notice c= the r~ght to
a hearing. The Department should add an apprcprLaue
provision. See 40 CFR §70.7(h) (4) . (41)
Response: I recommend the Deparumenu zrovide -u--~..=~ the o~blic
wil! be given at least 30 days ncuice cf a hearing date to
meet the federal requiremenus regarding such ade~aaZe notice.
(See language in Exhibit A, subdivisions (m) (2 and (m) (3) , at
second sentence in each such subdivision)
22a-174-33(k) (I) Two commentors believe a def~-~-ion,.._, of
"public informational meeting" is lacking in this subdivision.
(44 and 15) One such commentor would also like Department to
include a distinction between informational meeting an public
hearing. (15)
Response:
I do not recommend a change based upon these
comments. The language of this subsecu~on addresses both a
public adjudicatory hearing and a public informational
hearing. A public informational hearing merely re,aires a
record and exhibits as provided in Exhibit A, subsection (m) .
The process for a public adjudicatory hearing is governed by
the Rules of Practice Section 22a-3a-6 of the RCSA.

22a-174-33(k) (I) One commentor stated it is nou clear whether
the Department’s "public informational meeting" would sauisfy
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the requirements of 40 CFR 70. (44)
Response: i believe the public informationa! hearing
satisfies the requirements of 40 CFR Part 70. I do not
recommend the Department change this section. However, i do
recommend the Department delete the word ~meeting" and add the
word "hearing" in this subsection to meet federal ,
requirements.
~i~
22a-!74-33(k) (2)& (3) One~commentor questions whether the
public notice required by these sections is to be published at
the applicant’s expense. (15)
Response: I recommend the Department publish the notice as it
is providing notice of the Commissioner’s tentative
determination. (See language in Exhibit A, subdivisions (m) (2)
and (m) (3), at second sentence for each such sui~division)

In addition, I recommend the Department make the following
changes to improve clarity and, where necessary, to
incorporate federa! program requirements:
!)
This subsection is now letter (m), not !e:ter (k) due to
the addizizn of new subsection (h), "Application Processing"
and (k), "Permit Shield". The title of this subsection,
however, remains the same, i.e., "Public Hearings"
2)
i recommend the Department make slight language changes~
as follows for purposes of clarification:
~k) (!~ The words ~pub!ication of" shall be added and the word
"public" deleted, in the first sennence. The words ~the
subject" shall be added and the word "such" deleted, in the
second sentence. The words "for a public informational or
adjudicatory hearing, or for both" shall be added and the
words, "for an public informationa! meeZmng, a Dub!ic hearing,
or both" deleted, in the second sentence. (See generally,
Exhibit A, subdivision (m) (I))
{k) (2) The word ~hearing" shall replace the word "meeting" in
subdivision (m) (2), in order to meet minimum federal
requirements. The word "operating" shal! be deleted from the
firs~ sentence. The word "such" shal! be added and the words
"of the public informationa!" de!e~ed from the third sentence.
The sentence, "The Commissioner shall maintain a record of al!
commen~s made at such public informational mee~ln£" shall be
deleted from this subdivision. The words "Title V perml~"
shall precede ~app!ication’~_ in the last sentence. The words
"provided the notice requirements of this subdivision have
been satisfied" shal! be added to the last sennence, in order
to ensure compliance with procedural requirements. (See
generally, Exhibit A, subdivision (m) (2))
ll9

~k) C3) The words "public adjudicatory hearing~ shall replace
the words "public hearing~ in the first sentence, to
distinguish the type of hearing being referred to in this
subdivision from the public informational hearing. The words
"Title V" shall replace the word "such~ in the first sentence.
The words "pursuant to Section 22a-3a-6 of the Regulations of
Connecticut State Agencies~ shall be added to the first
sentence. The words "based on all avaiiable evidence~ shall
be deleted from the fourth sentence. The word "sought~ should
be added and the word ~operating" deleted from the last
sentence. (See genera!iy, Exhibit A, subdivision (m) (3))
Administrator’s Review of Tentative Determinations
! reconunend the Department add a new subsection (n),
"Administrator’s Review of Tentative Determinations" providing
the timefr~mes and procedures for review by EPA. (See
generally, Exhibit A, subsection (n)) This section is
necessary in order to meet minimum federa! requiremenzs wi~h
respect to EPA’s 45-day review and the bases for objections.
(See language in Exhibit A, subdivision (n) (i)) In addition,
such subsection shall provide an additional 60-day period for
objections, as well as substantlve procedura! requiremenzs.
(See language in Exhibit A, subdivisions (n) (2) and (n) (3),
respectively) Language in Exhibit A, subdivision (n) (4’
provides that fina! action taken by the Commiss~oner will meet
federal timeframe requirements.

Permit Modifications
The following language was presented at-the October 28, 1994
hearing for comment:

(I) Permit Modifications
(I) (I) The permittee may apply, on forms provided by the
Commissioner, to modify a Title V operating permit for the
reasons specified in subparagraphs (A) through (D), inclusive.
Following public notice and opportunity for public hearing and
comment pursuant to subsections (j) and (k) of this seczion,
the Commissioner may modify such permit to incorporate the
following changes:
(A) to incorporate any applicable requirement adopted by
the Commissioner or the Administrator after the issuance
of such permit;
(B) to modify the frequency, form or type of any
monitoring, reporting or record keeping requirement of
such permit;
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(C) to incorporate an applicable MACT standard
promulgated by the Administrator eighteen (18) months
prior to the expiration date of such pe_~mit; or
(D) to incorporate .an individual MACT determination
approved by the Commiisioner pursuan~ to subseczicn
(e) (2) of this sectio~.eighteen months prior to the
expiration date of such permit.
(1) (2) Notwithstanding the requirements of subdivision (I) (!)
of this section, the Commissioner may, without further
proceedings, modify a Title V operating permit for any of the
reasons specified in subparagraphs (A) through (F), inclusive.
The permittee may implement such changes after submitting a
written request to the Commissioner to modify a Title V
operating permit for the reasons se~ forth in this
subparagraph:
(A) to correct clerical errors;
(B) to change the name, address, cr phone number of any
person identified in the Title V c~era~ing permiu, or
provides a similar minor admlnistrat!ve change at the
Title V source;
(C) with the consenz of the Dermitzee, to require more
frequent monitorin~ or reporzin~;
(D) to record a change in o~.ership or operational
control of a Title V source where -~= Commissioner
de~ermines that no other change in Zhe Title V operating
permit is necessary,pro~,~_~-~=~ that a
written agreement
containing a specific date for transfer of Title V
operating permi~ responsibility, coverage, and liability
between the permittee and new owner or operator of such
Title V source has been submitted ~o the Commissioner;
(E) with the consent
into such permit the
modification thereof
Section 22a-174-3 of
Agencies; or

of the permittee, to incorporate
requirements of any permit or
issued to such source pursuant to
the Re~a!ations of Connecticun State

(F) to incorporate into such permiz the requirements of
any permit or order issued ~o such source for use of
emission reduction credits in accordance with Public Act
93-235, Public Act 94-170, EPA’s "Economic Incentive
Program Rules", published April 7, 1994 (Federal
Register, Volume 59, No. 67), and the EPA’s "Emissions
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Trading Statement", published December 4, 1986 (Federal
Register, Volume 51, No. 233).
(1)(3)
Before making any other change which increases
actual or potential emissions at the Title V source of any
regulated air pollutant over the emissions allowable under the
Title V operating permit, and which is not covered by
subdivisions (I)(i) and (i)(2) of ~his subsection, the
permittee shall provide written notice to the Commissioner and
the Administrator through Region I of the U. S. Environmenta!
Protection Agency, describing the change to be made, the date
on which the change will occur, any changes in emissions, and
any Title V operating permit terms and conditions that are
affected. The owner or operator of such Title V source shal!
thereafter maintain a copy of the notice with the Title V
operating permit.
Comments Regarding subsection (I) Permit Modifications
22a-174-33(i) One commentor believes this section may benefit
from clarification as to which modifications are unilaterally
made by the Commissioner, the basic rights of a permittee to
obtain a permit modificazion without approval of Deparzmenz,
and those modificanions which are discrezionary. (44)
Response: i do not recommend a specific change based upon this
comment because the factor that seems zo provide c!arificat~on
is the leve! of review necessitated by a particular change.I
do recommend the Department include in ~his section those
reasons for which a permit would have to be ~ (See
language in Exhibit A, subparagraphs (r) (!) (A) through (G),
(r) (2) (A) (i) through (v), (r) (8) (A) through (D) and
subdivision (r) (8)). In addiZion, I recommend the Departmenz
include in this section those reasons for which only a notice
would have to be sent to the Commissioner and does noz re~aire
the Commissioner’s approval, enabling omerationa! flexibility
and off-permit changes to be made, to ~he ex~en< allowed by 40
CFR Part 70. (See generally, Exhibi~ A, subparagraphs
(r) (3) (A) (i) through (iv) and subdivis!on (r) (4))
22a-174-33(1) Two speakers were in favor of this seczlon. (i,
8) Another commentor was in suppor5 of the in~enz of the
Department’s modification seczion. (5)
Response: The Departmenz welcomes pos~Zive feedback to its
proposed regulations.
22a-174-33(1) One commentor advocated including a provision
that the source can alter at will, upon adequate notice, as
long as there is no increase in actua! or pozentia! emissions
provided for in a Title V permit. (2) Another commentor
demonstrated support for the Department’s simplification of
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~he modification procedures and suggested additional language
to ensure all operational flexibility provisions available
under the off-permit and 502(b) (!0) change mechanisms. (8)
Two commentors in support of the modification section advised
that in the event the Departmen~ has to make changes, the
Department should comply with the requirements of 502(b) (I0).
(13)
One commentor note~.~hat the intent to comply with
operational flexibility r~c!uirements may not be clear. (36)
Response: In response to t~ese commentors, I recommend the
Department clarify operationa! flexibility provisions
including 502(b) (I0) changes, as well as off-permit changes,
by providing more detail in these subdivisions. (See
generally, Exhibit A, subdivisions (r) (3) and (r) (4))
22a-174-33(1) One commentor noted that off-permit changes are
an important part of flexibility. This commentor suggested
language to include the concept that a source could make a
change without revising the permit, as long as they submit a
contemporaneous wr!tten notice of the change to the permitting
agency and EPA. (13)
Response: i recommend the Department make any language
changes to the modal!cations subsection necessary to al!ow for
of=-permiu changes without revising the permits, as long as
they submit a contemporaneous written nouice of the change to
the Department and EPA to provide as much flexibility as
ai!owe~ by 40 CFR Part 70.4(b) (14) o (See language in Exhibit
A, subdivision (r) (4))
2~2a-!74-33(!) One commentor suated thau trading musu be
allowed in the state program. This section should clarify
that a cad must be included if a source re.quests it and that
such cap musu be federally enforceabie.(7)
Response: i recommend that language al!owing for trading and
a cap to facilitate intra-prem~se trading musu be included in
the standards for granuing a permit subsection. (See language
in Exhibit A, subparagraph (j) (1) (I)) In addition, I recommend
intra-prem~se trading be addressed in this modification
subsection in order to meet federa! flexibility requiremenus
with respect to intra-premise trading caps. (See language in
Exhibit A, su_bparagraph (r) (3) (A) (ii))
22a-174-33(1) One commentor suggested the Department provide
for minor, group minor and significant modifications- (24) One
commentor recommends that we conform to the 40 CFR Part
70.7(d) which includes min~r and significant modifications.
(36) Still another comment,or suggested the Department should
be aware that the State re~lation’s current structure of two
permit modification procedure tracks -- administrative and
significant -- may overly burden the regulated community in
terms of permit modifications, as virtually all substantive
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changes at sources wi!l undergo the significant permit
modification procedures, with the exception of administrative
or "clerical" changes. This commentor suggested the
Department may want to adopt a minor permit modification track
to its rule consistent with 40 CER §70.7(e) (2). This may help
streamline the permit modification process for certain
changes. (41)
Response: I recommend the Department retain the structure of
one full modification track, as provided in Exhibit A,
subdivision (r) (I), with an administrative or clerical changes
subdivision following as provided in Exhibit A, subdivision
(r) (2) . The reason for this recommendation is that 40 CFR
Part 70 was not clear about what constituted a significant
modification. I recommend the Department use subdivision
(r) (!) to provide certainty to the regulated community with
respect to significant modifications. Another layer of
modifications with some public process wouldcause confusion
and not provide a clear cut system for modifications.
Therefore, I do not recommend the Department reorganize the
modification section to accommodate additiona! casegories of
modifications.

One commennor indicated that Section 22a-!74-33(i) (3) of
Department’s regulation is not consistent with 40 CFR Part 70
requiremenns. For one thing, this commentor stated, because
the Department’s significant permit modification provision in
Section 22a-174-33(I) (i) and administrative permit
modification provision in Section 22a-!74-33(I) (2) are
explicitly enumerated and appear to be intended as exhaustive
lists of those categories, the Department runs the risk of
al!owing Connecticut’s "flexibility" provision in Section 22a174-33(1) (3) no pick up any other change that Department has
left out (even if by accident or alternative interpretation)
of Sections 22a-174-33(I) (1) and (1) (2) . This ccmmentor
s~ated that, while 40 CFR Part 70 does not prevent Connecticut
from enumerating significant permit modifications, any
omission from the class of changes 40 CFR Part 70 classifies
as significant could render the rule unapprovable. This
commentor believes by making significant permit modifications
the residua! category avoids this risk. (41)
Response: I do recommend the Department include, to the
extent possible, those changes deemed to be significant
modifications by federa! requirements. (See generally, Exhibit
A, subdivision (r) (I)) I do not recommend the Department
jeopardize the organization of the permit modification
subsection and possibly its implementation and administration
by making significant modifications a residua! cateqory,
forcing many unidentified small changes to go through a major
public process unnecessarily, thereby bogging down the system
with procedural requirements. I believe the ~ermit
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modification subsection adequately addresses the ability of
the Department to be flexible to the fullest extent allowed by
40 CFR Part 70. In the event the Department does omit a
federally required significant modification, ~he Department
should use its best efforts, subject to all statutory
requirements, to amend~the regulation to correct such
omission.
22a-174-33(I) One commen~.~ stated time limits for review of
applications should also apply to administrative amendments,
de mlnimis changes and minor modifications. (32)
Response: I do recommend the Department adopt timef~ames
within which the Department decides whether to grant a
particular modification within 18 months as provided in
Exhibit A, subdivision (r) (I), and within 60 days as provided
in Exhibit A, subparagraph (r) (2) (C), in order to meet federal
requirements.
22a-174-33(I) Am.other commentor supported the Department’s
efforts in this section, but in the event that changes are
required, this commentor suggested the Department fall-back to
the language provided in June 7th, 1994 draft. (29)
Response: I do not recommend ac~.=~.g~
~-~ = based upon this commen~
because the language provided in Exhibit A, subsection (r)
should meet federa! requirements for modifications,
administrative and clerical changes, operation flexibility,
off-permit changes, and reopening for cause. For more deuail,
see .my general response to 40 CFR Part 70.7 and 70.4(b), (d),
(e) and (f) .
22a-174-33(1) One commentor indicated the Department needs to
address the permiu modification section in the proposed rule.
Such commentor understands the Demarumenu’s intenu with these
modification provisions is to provide a simple nouice
mechanism for changes in emissions that do not modify the
permit, to rely on Deparumenu’s ex~suing New Source Review
program as much as possible to address changes at the
permitted source, and to offer public comment on all
environmentally significant changes to the permit. Such
commentor endorses these goals, and believes thau with certain
changes to its rule, the Department may immlemen~ them
consistent with the 40 CFR Part 70 regulations. While this
commentor pointed out inconsisuencies with the 40 CFR Part 70
regulations, this commentor would _~n~ the Deparumenu to
understand that EPA is ready to wcrk with the Departmenu to
implement the Department’s ~olicy goals consisuent with the 40
CFR Part 70 regulations.
Response: With respect to~the reference to New Source Review
regulations in the modifica~lons subsection, I recommend the
Department rely on other sections such as, Secuion 22a-174-3
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of the RCSA, which exist at the time of development of this
rule, such as 22a-174-3 (k) and (I) as provided in Exhibit A,
subparagraph (r)(1)(D), in order to provide certainty for the
regulated community. In order to ensure compliance with
federal requirements pertaining to modifications of Title V
permits, I recommend the Department include language as
provided in Exhibit A, subparagraphs (r) (I) (A) and (r) (!) (E)
to allow for incorporation of any applicable requirement. In
my General Response to 40 CFR Part 70.7(d)(I)" through (4),
70.7(e), (e) (3), (e) (4), 70.7(f) (I) through (3), and 70.7(g),
I provide additiona! explanations regarding my recommendations
provided in Exhibi~ A, subsection (r)..
22a-174-33(I) (1) One commentor explained that the use of the
word "incorporate" in Section 22a-!74-33(I) (I) leads to the
result that any relaxation, modification, or elimination of
applicable requirements, including for example, MACT standards
and NOx ~ACT, would not be required to go through
Connecticut’s significant modification provision. Clearly,
changes to applicable requirements such as a ~CT standard or
a NOx R_ACT determination must be made pursuann to the
significant permit modificanion prov!sions.
This commen~or
also stated that Section 22a-174-33(!) (!) (A) cn!y addresses
modifying a permit to "incorporate any applicable requirement
adopted by the Commissioner or the Administranor after the
issuance of such permit." Said commentor suggested this
section be amended to require a permit modification for
incorporation of or changes affecting a!! applicable
requirements, including but non limited to those that exist at
the time the permit is issued, not simply those that are
adopted afte~ the permit is issued. Finally, this commenzor
stated, the Department seems to have combined into this
section the two different notions of: I) permit modificanions
triggered by changes at a source; and 2) reopening of a permit
for cause to address new applicable requirements. (41)
Response: I do non agree with this commen~or that the word
"incorporate" is causing the problem addressed by this
comment. I recommend the Department broaden the modifications
subsection to require modification of the permit to include
applicable requirements which exist at the time the permit is
issued, but become applicable to a source or are affected by
virtue of some change at the source that triggers an
additiona! requirement or other need to modify the permit.
(See language in Exhibit A, subparagraphs (r) (!) (A), (E) and
(F) and subdivisions (r) (8) through (r) (14)) Such provisions
shall ensure a modification no matter if there is a change at
a source or need to reopen a permit for cause, in order ~©
meet federal requirements..
22a-174-33(1) (I) One commentor suggested the Department
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include a new provision in its regulations to address 40 CFR
Part 70’s notion of reopening a Permit "for cause" consistent
with 40 CFR § 70.7(f) . This commenzor pointed out that such a
section would pick up the criteria currently appearing in
Section 22a-174-33(I) (1) (A) through (D) that involves new,
revised, or eliminated applicable requirements. (4~
Response: I recommend the<Department include new subsections
to address reopening for cause, from 40 CFR Part 70.7(f), in
the modification subsection to meet minimum federal
requirements. (See language, in Exhibit A, subdivisions (r) (8)
through (r) (14))
22a-174-33(I) (I) One commenuor sug~ested the Department
should rewrite Section 22a-174-33(!) (!) . This commentor noted
that his list of significant permit modifications is much more
inclusive than the Department’s proposal. As discussed in a
previous statement by this commennor, the Department’s current
rule has no minor permit modification procedure to address
less significant, but nevertheless substantive changes to the
permit. Therefore, this commentor stated the Department’s
significant permit modification prcvis!on will need to address
al! substantive changes ~o the permit. This suggested
language is as fol!ows:
"The CQmmissioner shal! modify a Title V permit,
~O~!owinq pub!i notice and ¢~vor~unity for public
hearing and comment pursuant ts subsections (j} and
(k} of Dh~s section, to include in such permit terms
and conditions necessary :o assure compliance wi~
al! applicable re_cuirements :ha~ apply to the
fol!owing changes:
l) any chance that involves chances to
exis¢i~q monitoring, reporting, or
recordkeeping re_~uirements in the permit:
2) ~!! Title ! modifications {subject
Comment no. 64 be!owl 0 inciudinq
modifications under New Source Review and
New Source Performance Standards under
Section !!I of the CAA, and modifications
subject to standards for hazardous air
pollutants under Section !12 of the
inc!udinq ~eq~irements under Sections
112 ~) ~nd ~j) :
3) hermit modifications resu!tin~ from
case-by-case determinations of an emission
!imiCation or other standard:

permit modifications resulting from a
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source specific determination for temporary
sources of ambient impacts, or a visibility
or increment analysis;

5) permit modifications that seek to
establish or change a permit term or
condition for which there is no
corresponding under!yinq app!icable
requirement to which the source wou!4
otherwise be subject. Such terms an~
conditions include:
CA) A federally enforceable emissions cap
assumed to avoid classification as a
modification under any provision of Title
I: and ~B) An alternative emissions limit
approved pursuant to re_cru!ations
promulgated under Section !!2(i) (51 of the
C~: or
6] permit modifications that seek to establish or
change perm!~ terms and conditions necessary/ to
ensure comb!lance with any anm!i~b4e
re_cEdiremenz. (4!)
Response: I recommend the Departmenn make changes to
incorporate the various types of modifications which are
deemed appropriate or necessary by the Administranor. To
avoid over inclusiveness, I do not recommend than the
Department include the gatekeepers recommended such as 4) or
5)A) tun!ess the hypes of changes for which a modification
would be necessary according to 40 CFR Part 70 can be better
defined by the Admlnls~_ator. Any subszannive concerns the
Department has concernlng the issues addressed in 2), 4) and
5)A) should be substantially handled by including language as
can be seen in Exhibit A, subparagraph (r) (i) (D) and
provisions provided in Exhibit A, subparagraph (r) (I) (A) and
(r) (I) (F) ensuring applicable requlrements will be addressed.
As provided in the comments pertaining to the definition of
applicable rec~uirements, applicable re_quirements include those
re_quirements of the federal regulations; 40 CFR Part 60, 61,
63, 68, 70, and 72-78. Any concerns in commenn 2) not covered
by such language changes should be taken care of by adding
language as can be seen in Exhibit A, subparagraph (r) (I) (C)
for applicable MACTs. Concerns noted by commenn 3) can
addinionally be addressed by adding language as can be seen in
Exhibit A, subparagraph (r) (I) (F) . I do recommend the
Department include language similar to that provided in I) and
6) in the comment above. (See language in Exilibin A,
subparagraphs (r) (I) (B) and (F), respective!y) Suggested
paragraph 5) is so broad that it eliminates some off-permit
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changes to operational flexibility. Therefore, I recommend
modifying it as provided in Exhibit A, subparagraph (r) (I) (E)
discussed above in this response.
22a-174-33(I) (1) One commentor suggested the Department should
revise this section to allow for an expedited revieW processes
for minor changes. (32) ..~ ......
Response: I recommend thei.Department maintain the basic
framework created in the S~ptember 27, 1994 draft for the
modification section. Multiple levels of modifications will
create confusion for industry and the permit engineers. The
current framework defines ~the universe of changes that require
public process; those modifications which do.not re~aire
public process, merely approval; and lastly, those changes for
which only notice need be provided. For more detai!, please
consult my Genera! Response to 40 CFR Part 70.7(d), (e), (f),
and (g).
22a-i74-33(1) (I) One commentor suggested the Demarumenu allow
a permittee the right to apply for a permit modification to
use em!ssion reduction credits not anticipated as part of the
permit application. (44)
Response: I recommend the Deparzment enable, the permiutee to
engage in the use or trading of emission reducticn credits
without a modification as provided in Exhibit A, subparagraphs
(r) (3) (A) (ii) am.d (iv) to provide flexibility for credits and
trading as al!owed by 40 CFR Part 70 whe.h~_ or not such use
of credits is ant!clpated at the time of permit appiica~ion.
(See language in Exhibit A, subparagraph (r) (3) (A) (ii) and
.-(iv))
22a-174-33 (!)(!)(C) One commentor indicated th~s subpara~craph
requires a permit modification to incorporaue an applicable
M_ACT standard which was promu!gaued 18 months prior uo the
permit expiration date. This commenuor stated the way the
Department worded this section i~ appears to only apply uo a
M_ACT standard promulgated exactly 18 months prior to
expiration of the permit. Perhaps Connecticut intends to
reopen the permit where a MACT standard is promulgated an
least 18 months prior to expiration. To be consistent with 40
CFR Part 70, this commentor suggested the State could reword
this section so that Department must reopen a permit to
incorporate an applicable MACT standard only if there is more
than 3 years of life remaining on the permiu.
Response: To meet minimum..;~ederal requiremenus, I recommend
the Department include in ~he mcdification subsection language
which requires a permit to .be modified to incorpcraue an
applicable M-ACT standard where more than three (3) years of
life remain on the permit. (See language in Exhibit A,
subparagraph (r) (I) (C))
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22a-174-33(1) (2) One commentor stated that, while this
subsection appears to provide mechanisms for the permittee to
seek modifications, this subsection also appears to provide
for unilateral changes by the Commissioner, whether or not
desired by the permittee. This commentor also points out this
subsection references the 1986 Emissions Trading Statement but
does not reference 40 CFR 70, which may be critical in
determining "operational flexibility" through use of emission
reduction credits. (44)
Response: I do not recommend the Department modify the
language of this subdivision based upon the comment regarding
the Commissioner’s authority to modify Title V permit because
such modifications shall be subject to the public process as
all modifications are, to provide the public with ample
opportunity to comment, pursuant to language as provided in
Exhibit A, subdivision (r) (I) . I recommend the Departmenu
delete the reference to the 1986 Emissions Trading Statement,
as it is outdated. I recommend the Department allow for
trading and operational flexibility in this subsection. (See
language in Exhibit A, subparagraph (r) (3) (A) (ii) and (iv),
specifically relating to trading and subparagraphs
(r) (3) (A) (i) through (iv), generally, for operational
flexibility, as allowed by 40 CFR Part 70.4(b) and Secuion
502(b) (i0) of the CAA.)
22a-174-33(1) (2) One commentor advised this subdivision should
state that administrative amendmenus for acid rain sources
subject to Title IV and V will be governed by the acid rain
_regulations. See 40 CFR § 70.7(c) (2) . (41)
Response: In order to meet minimum federal requiremenus, I
recommend the Departmen~ amend this subseczion to incorporate
this rec~uirement. (See language in Exhibit A, subdivision
(r) (6) and subparagraph (r) (8) (B))
22a-!74-33(1) (2) One commentor noued the Deparumen~ had not
included a permit shield in this section. This commenuor
requested the Department include a permit shield when the
Department takes final action in granting a request for an
administrative permit amendment. Such commentor also would
like the Department to give the regulated community a sense of
when they can expect a response from the Depar~menu. (24)
Response: In order to provide certainty to the regulated
community, with respect to applicable requirements
incorporated into Title V permits, I recommend the Department
include a permit shield subsection to al!ow for modifications
pursuant to Exhibit A, subdivisions (r) (i) and (r) (2), to be
shielded if the Commissioner chooses to provide such shield.
(See generally, Exhibit A, subdivision (k) (5)) Timeframes for
modifications are provided in Exhibit A, subdivision (r) (!)
and subparagraph (r) (2) (C) .
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22a-174-33(1) (2) One commentor will take issue with this
language if emissions trades wil! have to be dealt with
through additional procedures. (25)
Response: i recommend the Department make changes to the
modifications subsection for emissions trading and intrapremise trading in order to.~be as flexible as allowed by
federal requirements and in the case of trades pursuant to.
Exhibit A, subparagraph (ri~3)(A)(iv), they have met all
federal procedura! requirements. (See language in Exhibit A,
subparagraph (r) (3) (A) (ii) and (iv)) However, if the
applicant or the Commissioner want to incorporate language to
allow trading for which such emission credits have not gone
through the public process required by EPA, such credits
and/or trades can be incorporated through the provisions in
Exhibit A, subparagraphs (r) (!) (A), (r) (I) (E) or (r) (i) (F), in
order to meet minimum federal requirements.
22a-174-33(!) (2) One commentor suggested, to effectuate a
fall-back which might be required by EPA, the Department use
subsection (e) and (f) from the June 7, 1994 draft and
substitute these into subdivision (1)(2). (29)
Response:
As stated in more detai! above, I do not recommend
the Department change the basic structure of the modification
subsection because, as provided in Exhibit A, subsection (r),
the regulated community is assured certainty and flexibility
while citizens, affected states and the Administrator are
assured the procedural requirements for public process are
provided, where necessary. (See language in Exhibit A,
subdivision (r) (I)) .
22a-174-33(1) (2) (B) One commentor staZed this subparagraph
does not make sense. (15)
Response: I recommend the Department amend this subdivision to
make it clear that a change regarding adminiszrative
identification corrections can be made with relative ease.
(See language in. Exhibit A, subparagraph (r) (2) (A) (ii))
22a-174-33(1) (2) (C) One commentor advocated inclusion of a
provision stating the Department wil! act on any such request
for an administrative amendment within 60 days of receip5 of
such request, and the Department will submit a copy of the
revised permit to EPA. ~ 40 CFR §§ 70.7(c) (3) (i) and (ii) o
Response:
I recommend the Department comply with this
suggestion such that the Department will act on an
administrative amendment within sixty (60) days and submit a
copy of the revised permit ~o the Administrator. (S~_~ language
in Exhibit A, subparagraph (r) (2) (C))
22a-174-33 (1)(2)(E) One speaker noted the Department was not
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following procedures required under 70.6, 70.7 and 70.8. (5)
Another commentor stated Connecticut must process the permit
changes listed in (I) (2) (E) through the significant
modification procedures established in (I)(!). (5) One
commentor questioned whether this subparagraph means a minor
permit modification can be made under Section 22a-174-3 of the
RCSA and incorporate into the Title V permit withou~t further
proceedings? (36) Another commentor indicated Section 22a174-33(i) (2) (E) of Department’s administrative amendment
provisions al!ows for incorporation into a Title V permit the
requirements of any permit issued pursuant to Section 22a-1743 (preconstruction or new source review) of Connecticut’s
regulations. All Title I modifications must be processed as
significant permit modifications. This commentor suggeszed
Connecticut must process the permit changes listed in Seczion
22a-174-33(!) (2) (E) through the significant modification
procedures established in Section 22a-174-33(i) (!) . (41)
Response: While subdivision 22a-174-33(i) (2) allows for
processing certain modifications with minimal procedure, I
recommend the Department move the language so that Title I
modifications as provided in Section 22a-174-3(k) and (!) of
the RCSA are required to be processed as significant permit
modifications under this subsection to meet minimum feder~!
requirements. With respect to all other NSR changes, I
recommend these remain in the administrative modification
section in Exhibit A, subdivision (r)(2). ($9_~ language in
Exhibit A, subparagraphs (r) (1) (D) and (r) (2) (A) (v),
respectively) If a Title I modification is not specifically
picked up by (r) (I) (D), any modification at a Title V source,
including construction, requiring a change to the perml~
because of a need to incorporate an applicable reculremenz,
would be covered by the provisions in Exhibit A, subpara£raphs
(r) (!) (A), (r) (!) (E) and (r) (I) (F) .
Eor further commenz
regarding 40 CFR Part 70.6, 70.7, and 70.8, please ccnsulz my
Genera! Response pertainlng to such sections.
22a-!74-33(2) One commentor stated the Department may wan~ to
add a minor permit modification procedural track.to its rule
to incorporate the results of minor new source review inzo a
Title V permit, without notice to the public. EPA will give
such minor permit modification procedures for minor new source
review changes at least interim approval. (41)
Response: I do not recommend the Deparzment adopt a minor
permit modification track as these new source review changes
do not, in and of themselves, necessarily constitute
applicable requirements or necessitate application of one, and
if they do, they are addressed by language as provided in
Exhibit A, subparagraph (r) (i) (F) . However, I do recommend
the Department retain an amendments subdivision and
significant modification provision as provided in Exhibiz A,
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subdivisions (r) (1) and (r) (2).
22a-174-33(1) (2) (F) One commentor does not like this
subparagraph. (4) Ar.onher commentor suggested Section 22a174-33(!) (2) (F) goes beyond the scope of EPA’s administrative
amendment criteria, and shogld therefore be removed, This
commentor is pleased Conne~ticut has chosen to include in its
program the concept of emissions trading consistent with the
federal requirements, but s~ch changes at a source should be
processed through the 40 CFR Part 70 significant permit
modification procedures. This commentor suggested Section
22a-174-33(I) (2) (F) should be moved to Connecticut’s
significant permit modification section in Section 22a-17433(1)(1)o (41)
Response: I recommend the Department include language in the
operationa! flexibility-section as provided for in Exhibit A,
subparagraphs (r) (2) (A) (ii) and (iv) to ensure that the
Commissioner is notified of such trades. The steps necessary
to establish a federally reco~cnized trade will occur prior to
such notification pursuant to federa! and state procedura!
requirements. To require trades under Exhibit A, subparagraph
(r) (2) (A) <iv) to go through another public nonice and comment
process would become overly burdensome. Additiona!!v, the
trades pursuant to E~hibit A, subparagraph (r) (2) (A) (ii) are
under a cap previously established, in the permlt. This does
not preclude the need to go ~hrough a modification pursuann to
Exhibit A, subparagraphs (r) (!) (A), (r) (I) (E) or (r) (I) (F), if
necessary!, to ensure comb!dance with an applicable requ!rement
if a trade or credit did not go through the public process
required by EPA.
22a-!74-33(I) (3) One commentcr stated the need ~c verify
-- _ permit
consistency with
oDe_atlon=~
. ~ ’ _7 flexibility and ozz
provisions. (5) One commenzor pointed out the lack of offpermi~ provisions
¯ (2) One ccmmentor noted, as
w__t~en,
~ " this
subdivision is inconsistenn with the oDera~ionai flexibility
and off-permit language. (5)
One commennor mndicated the
Department’s drafn permit modification procedures in
subsection (!) are, in genera!, both innovative and desirable
because they provide a set of procedural safeguards
commensurate with the environmental significance of the
proposed three categories of permit modifications. These
commen~s are premised on the understanding that the
authorization for making changes pursuant to paragraph (1) (3)
does not provide for publi~.~process pursuant to s’~bsections
(j) or (k) . However, if ma-j~or changes are made in this
section they should include~the Section 502(b) (i0) changes and
emissions trading without a permit revision if a federally
enforceable cap is included in the permit. Language was
suggested for this section. (!3) One commennor stated this was
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a nice try at operational flexibility but did not think EPA
would accept it. (15) One commentor stated this section
appears to al!ow an expedited process for de minimis changes
but it should be clarified. (32)
Respomse: I recommend the Department clearly include the
concepts of off-permit as allowed by 40 CFR Part 70..4(b)(14),
operational flexibility of the CAA, and intra-premise trading,
under operationa! flexibility provisions as al!owed by 40 CFR
Part 70.4(b)(12) and-502(b)(I0), without a permit revision.
(See generally, Exhibit A, subparagraph (r) (3) (A) and
subdivision (r)(4)) I recommend the source merely has to
notify the Commissioner which shall provide for a nonexistent
process rather than an expedited process, as is the case for
changes as provided in Exhibit A, subdivision (r)(2). For
more details regarding trading-related modifications, please
see my responses to (I) (2) and (I) (2) (E), above.
22a-174-33(1) (3) One commentor advised this subdivision needs
to specify whether the Department’s approva! is required
before chan~es can be made. (27) One commentor advised that
the Department must address "operationa! flexibility" as sen
forth in 40 CER §70.4(b) (!2) . Even if 22a-174-33(!) (3) is
amended to be consistent with EPA’s operationa! flexibility
provision, the nonice requirement for any changes made must
have a time frame. EPA’s regulation requires ~ a 7 day
notice (except in emergency situatlons). ~ 40 CFR
§70.4(b) (!2) . (41) Another commentor noted this paragraph
does not describe the re.cfuiremen~s, if any, for application
content, agency review, agency approval of the change, pubilc
notice, effeczive date of the modification or permit shields.
(36)
Response: In order to meet minimum federal requirements, I
recommend the Department require written notice of such
change, at the time of the change, for off-permit changes (See
language in Exhibit A, subdivision (r) (~)) and 7 days prlor to
an operational flexibility change. (See language in Exhibit A,
subparagraph (r) (3) (B)) I recommend the Department requlre
the permittee to submit a written notification, rather than an
application, as provided in Exhibit A, subdivision (r) (5), to
meet minimum federa! requirements. It is clear there is no
requirement for Department approva! before a change can be
made under these subsections. There is no requirement of
public notice. The effective date is the day of subminnal
-because this does not require a modification to the permlt.
Limitations of the permit shield, for off-permit and
operational flexibility changes, should be addressed in a
permit shield subsection as provided in Exhibin A, sufodivlsion
(k) (5).
22a-174-33(I) (3) One commentor indicated this subdivision
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appears to be the Department’s attempt to allow for
operational flexibility pursuant to 40 CFR~§70.4(b) (12) . This
commentor pointed out, however, 40 CFR Part 70’s operational
flexibility provisions do ~ al!ow for changes at a source
which increase actua! or poten~ia! emissions abov~ the
"emissions ~ under the permit" (as defined ~n 40 CFR
870.2), to be affected byi<~the simple notice mechanism in
Section 22a-174-33(I) (3) ~."~4!)
Response: I recommend the~epartment clarify that operational
flexibility allowances are not intended to al!ow an increase
of emissions above emissions al!owable under the permit. (See
language in Exhibit A, subparagraph (r) (3))
22a-174-33(I) (3) One commentor sta~ed if the Department
intends to use Section 22a-174-33(!) (3) to convey 40 CFR 40
CFR Part 70’s notion of "off-permit" changes, the language
should be amended to reflect the re.quirements of 40 CFR
§70.4(b) (14) . Off-permit changes can only be made if they are
changes that are "not addressed or prohibited by the permit."
The language used by the Department in Section 22a-17433(1)(3) indicates that changes would be made that exceed
"emissions al!owable under the permit," and that permit terms
and condition may be affected. Thus, this commentor stated,
such changes would no~ meet the off-permi~ conditions of 40
CFR §70.4(b) (14) . This commentor szated, the Deparzmen= must
address the concept of "off-permit" set forth in 40 CFR
§~70.4(b) (14) by specifying the detailed rec~irements of 40 CFR
§Y0.4(b) (14) (i) through (iii) as fc!iows:
"Off-permit changes shal! mee" a!l applicable
any existinc permit
~=~u~r~ments and sha!] not z_~!ate
- ~
cerm Q$ condition, and sourzes must provide
connemporaneous wrincen nonLce to Deparzment and EPA of
such changes. Such notice shal! describe each such
change, inc!udinq ~he dane~ any change in emissions,
~o!!~a~ts emitted, and any a~p!icab!e re_c[uirement that
would apply as a result of the change,"

This commentor stated a permit shield may not apply ~o any
such changes if Connecticut decides to include a permit shield
in this rule. (41)
Response: I recommend the Department clarify the off-permit
concept in this subsectmon. If a parnicular change is
prohibited by the permit, it is expressly "addressed" in the
permit. Therefore, mt is sufficienn to include the word
addressed, as it encompas~’~s those changes prohibited by the
permit. I recommend the Departmenz eliminate the language
which mistakenly provided for emissions to exceed permitallowable levels of such emissions. I also recommend the
Departmenn clarify that the information provided in ~he notice
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must concern intended change. (See language in Exhibit A,
subdivision (r)(4)) I do not recommend the Department provide
coverage of off-permit changes by a permit shield, in order to
ensure compliance with federal requirements. (~@_~ language in
Exhibit A, subdivision (k) (5))
I recommend the Department make these additional changes to
clarify the language and, where necessary, to incorporate
federal program requirements:
l)
This subsection is now letter (r), not letter (I) due to
the addition of 3 new subsections moving this subsection to
follow the record_keeping and reporting subsections. However,
the title remains the same, i.e., ~Permit Modifications"
2)
I recommend the Department revise subdivision (!) (!) so
as to clarify the Department’s intent as to who may request a
permit modification; for what reasons; the amount of time in
which the Commission has to take final action on such permit
modification; and what each paruy, i.e., the perm!ttee and
Commissioner, must do once either one has requested such
modification. (See language in Exhibit A, subdivision (r)(!))

3)
I recommend the Department add a new subparagraph to the
first subdivision, to meet federa! reczuirements, which
provides for incorporation of any change to make a permit term
or condition less stringenu if such term or condition
prevented the Title V source from being subjecu to an
otherwise applicable recuirement. (See Exhibit A, subparagraph
(r) (I) (E))
4)
I recommend the Deoartment add a new subparagraph to the
first subdivislon to ensure compliance with existlng state
requirements set forth in Section 22a-!74c of the General
Statutes or Section 22a-3a-5(d) of the RCSA. with resoecu to
major modifications. (~w_@_~ E~zibit A, subparagraph (r) (1) (G))
5)
I recommend the Deparument provide that modifications
meet the requirements of public notice and opportuniuy for
public hearing and comment pursuanu to subsections (!) and (m)
of this section, and in accordance with Section 40 CFR Part
70.7(a) (I), (4), (5) and (6). (See Exhibit A, subdivision
(r) (I), at the end)

6)
I recommend the sentence in the beginning of the second
subdivision should be revised to provide that a permittee may
submit a written request to the Commissioner for a permit
modification. (See Exhibiu A, subdivision (r) (2) (A))
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7)
I recommendthat subparagraph (i)(2)(C) be revised by
deleting "with the consent of the permittee" to ensure
compliance with federal requirements. (See language in
Exhibit A, subparagraph (r) (2) (A) (iii))
8)
I recommend the Department add a new subparagraph to
subdivision (1) (2) which p;ovides that upon submitting to the
Commissioner a written req~_est for a permit modification under
Subpart (A) of this subdivision, a permittee may take action
as if such a modification had already been made. (See Exhibit
A, subparagraph (r) (2) (B)) This addition will help to clarify
that the implementation date of the change is up to the
applicant once the Commissioner has been notified.
9)
I recommend the Department revise the language in the
subdivision (1)(3), specifying operational flexibility options
and delineating which changes may be made without being
modifications. (See language in Exhibit A, subdivision (r) (3)
and subparagraphs (r) (3) (A) (i) through (iv))
I0) I recommend the Department add a new subdivision to this
subsection which describes the content of the written
notification re_cu/ired by subdivisions (r) (3) and (r) (4) and
the procedures associated with such written notification,
ensure clarificauion of these subdivisions. (S~_9 language
Exhibit A, subdivision (r) (5))
!I) I recommend the Department add a new subdivision to this
subsection which provides for a copy of a request for a oermiu
modification submitted to the Commissioner pursuant ~o this
subsection and to the Administrator at the same uime. This
addition is necessary to meet the minimum federal re_cuiremenu
of providing the Administrator with adequate notice.
Exhibit A, subdivision (r) (7))

12) I recommend the Department add a new subdivision to this
subsection which delineates the circumsuances under which the
Commissioner shall modify a Title V permit to ensure the
Department meets the reopening for cause requirements in 40
CFR Part 70. (See Exhibit A, subdivision (r) (8 and
subparagraphs (r) (8) (A) through (D))
13) I recommend the Department add new subdivisions to this
subsection which set up the procedural requlrements and
timeframes the Commissioner. and Administrator shall fol!ow
with respec~ to subdivision. (r)(8) (reopening for cause)
modifications. (See generally, Exhibit A, subdivisions (r) (9)
through (r) (14))
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Monitoring Reports
The following language was presented at the October 28, 1994
hearing for comment:
(m)

Monitoring Reports

(m) (!) The owner or operator of any Title V source required
to perform monitoring pursuant to the Title V operating permit
shall submit written monitoring reports as specified in the
Title V operating permit. Such monitoring reports shall
include the following:
(A) the date, place, and time of sampling or
measurements;
(B) the date(s) analyses were performed;
(C) the company or entity that performed the analyses;
(D) the analytical techniques or methods used for such
analyses;
(E) the results of such analyses;
(F) the operating conditions existing at the time of
sampling or measurement;.
(G) any violations from Title V operating permit
requirements that have been monitored by the monitoring
systems required under the Title V operating permit; and
(H) any violations of the monitoring, record keeping and
reporting requirements under such permit.

(m) (2) The owner or operator of a Title V source shall retain
records for all required monitoring data and support
information for a period of at least five years from the date
of the monitoring sample, measurement, report, or application.
Unless otherwise specified by the Title V operating permit,
such owner or operator shall maintain and make such records
available for inspection at the Title V source for a period of
two years from the date of the monitoring sample, measurement,
report, or application and or submit such records to the
Commissioner upon request.
Support information shall include
all calibration and maintenance records and all origina!
strip-chart recordings or computer printouts for conninuous
monitoring instrumentation, and copies of all reports required
by the Title V operating permit.
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(m) (3) The owner or operator of the Title V source shall,
contemporaneous with making a change from one method of
operation to another pursuant to a Title V operating permit,
maintain a record at the Title V source of the current method
of operation.
Comments Regarding subsection (m) Monitoring ~eports
22a-174-33 (m) One comment~r stated this subsection is more
inclusive than EPA with regard to reporting requirements. (!)
One commentor said there are not enough monitoring
options. (15)
Response: I recommend the Department make it clear in this
subsection that recordkeeping is an option that may in some
cases fulfill monitoring requirements. Therefore, ~ recommend
the Department include in Title V permits, the monitoring
required by an applicable requirement and such monitoring as
necessary to ensure compliance with an applicable re.quiremenn,
which in some cases will be recordkeeping. (~ language in
Exhibit A, subparagraph (o) (2) (A))
22a-174-33(m)
One commentor suggested we entitle this
section "Recordkeeping and Monitoring Reporzs," because
deals only with recordkeeping and not monitoring. (13)
Response: I do not recommend the Departmenn make a change
based upon this commenn because recordkeeping is a tl~pe of
monitoring and recordkeeping may fulfil! monitorin=
requirements as provided in Exhibit A, subparagrap~

22a-174-33(m) One commentor suggested the monitorin~
requirements in subsection (m) contravene the intend-of the
federal options for monitoring (i.e. not on!v
sampling/analysis as required in (m)) and is inconsisnenn with
the use of the term "monitoring" elsewhere in the regulation.
(15) Another commennor believes (m) should be revised no
include noninstrumental methods of determining compliance.
This commentor suggested enhanced monitoring may include hours
of operation, temperature of exhaust streams and other factors
which are not necessarily monitoring of emissions. (38)
Response: I recommend the Department make it clear that
recordkeeping may be considered as a form of monitoring if
allowed by the applicable requirements. (See language in
Exhibit A, subparagraph (o) (2) (B)) There is nothin~
precluding noninstrumental methods of determining c~mpliance
as provided in Exhibit A, ~subdivision (a) (!i) . I agree with
one commentor with respec~:~o the fact that monitoring may be
of parameters other than emissions.
22a-174-33(m) One commentor noted the Department should
require al! records of all required monitoring da~a and
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suppor~ information be made available for inspection for at
least five years. 40 CFR §70.6(c)(2)(ii) requires all records
be made available during an inspection. (41)
Response:
I recommend the Department make language changes
to meet the on-site record retention requirements of 40 CFR
Par~ 70 in addition to having such records available for
inspection. (See language in Exhibit A, subdivision (o)(2))
22a-174-33(m)
One commentor noted that the Department
should provide in Section 22a-174-33(m) for reporting of
monitoring results at least every six months. There is no
timeframe for submission of such reports in Connecticut’s
regulation. Such reports shall include all instances of
deviations. See 40 CFR §70.6(a) (3) (iii). Prompu reporting of
deviations is also required. The Department should define
"prompt" for purposes of this provision. An acceptable
definition would require ora! notice within 24 hours and
fol!ow-up written notice within one month. Since
Corinecticut’s regulation at 22a-174-33(n) limits instances
requiring notification to i) violations resulting from
emergencies, and 2) those violations that pose an imminent and
substantial danger to the public or the environment, this
commenzor believes the Department should amend the provislon
because it impacts what must reported ,under 22a-174-33(m) .
This section should require reporting of all deviations, not
jus~ those that result from the two options Conneczicut has
specified. See 40 CFR §70.6(a) (3) (iii) (B) . (41)
Response: I recommend the Department comply with the
re_cuirement to report monitoring results at least every six
months. (See language in Exhibit A, subdivision (o) (i)) As
"prompz" is not defined by 40 CER Part 70, I recommend prompt
reporting mean within 90 days as can be seen in Exhibit A,
subparagraph (j) (1) (O)) so that information on deviations, as
described, is received in a manner that is manageable for the
Department and the regulated community. By providing that
such reporting will occur within 90 days, the Department and
citizens are ensured the Department wil! be notified of
deviations in more frequent intervals than every six months.
Reporting of a deviation should be included in the standards
for issuing a permit subsection, as provided in Exhibit A,
subparagraph (j) (I) (O), and addressed in this subsection for
the purposes of having a deviation reported as part of the
monitoring reports submitted. (See Exhibit A, subparagraph
(o) (i) (A))
22a-174-33 (m)(I) One commen~or pointed out the requiremen~ of
(m) (I) to submit ~ with the information in (m)(I) (A)-(H)
is inconsistent with the federal regulation which specifies
the information in paragraphs (A)- (F) only need be ~
and only where applicable. (see §70.6(a) (3) (ii)) (13) One
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commentor suggested subdivision (m) (!) al!ows for sampling
and/or measuring the operating parameters. This commentor
stated there are no requirements to reporZ which measuring
parameters are monitored, or the results cf any parametric
monitoring. (32)
Respomse: I do recommend ~the Department make a change based
on these comments for the reasons presented. I recommend the
Department split this subdivision in order to accommodate the
federal requirement that certain information be submitted
semi-ar~ually or more frequently if necessary and that other
information, more detailed monitoring information, be
maintained at the facility, rather than submitted in the
report, regardless of the type of monitoring. (See generally,
Exhibit A, subdivisions (o) (I) and (o) (2))
22a-174-33(m) (!) (G) and (H) One commentor suggested splitting
subdivision (m)(I) into two sections in order to assign
recordkeeping requirements language to (m) (!) (A)-(F) and
reporting requirements language to (m) (i) (G) and (H) . (13)
Response: I do recommend the Department split this subdivision
in order zo accommodate the federal recuirements more
accurately as I described directly above. (~_~ generally,
-Exhibit A, subdivisions (o) (I) and (o) (2))
22a-174-33(m) (i) (G) and (H) One commennor indicated that it
is unclear whether. Sections 22a-174-33(m) (!) (G) and (H) will
address mcnitorinc system downtime. The Department should
re~aire a source to document monitorinc svszem downtime in a
monlnorinc remorz. This commennor suggested adding the
following language as a section to Section 22a-!74-33 (m)(I) :

See 4O CFR §T0.~(c).
., ~~y nime the monitoring $’~$~~m failed to
obtain reliable data."(41)
Response: I recommend the Department amend this subsection to
include language to address monitoring down-time as federally
required. (See language in Exhibit A, subparagraph (o) (I) (B))
22a-174-33(m) (2) One commentor suggested deleting the word
"continuous", stating it suggests that monizoring
instrumentation must generate continuous records. (13)
Response: I do not recommend the Deparnment make a change
based upon this comment because such supporzlng information
shall be maintained in the event there is continuous
monitoring information reqUeSted by a term or condition of the
subject permit or an applicable requirement.
22a-174-33(m) (3) One commentor stated the Department should
substitute the language "method of operation" with the
language "a!ternane operating scenarios." (13)
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Response: i recommend this language be
operating scenario, in order to provide
type of change requires that a record be
in Exhibit A, subdivision (o)(3) and as

(a) (4))

changed to alternative
a clearer idea of ~ha~
kept. (~u~_~ !an~aage
defined in subdivision

-

In addition, I recommend the Department make the following
changes in order to improve clarity and, where necessary, to
incorporate federal program requirements:
I)
This subsection-is now letter (o), not!etzer (m), but
it’s tiu!e remains the same, i.e., "Monitoring Reporus"
2)
I recommend the Department revise the lan~aage in
subdivision (m)(I) to provide that a permittee recn!ired no
perform monitor±ng pursuant to the subject permit shall submiu
to the Commlssioner written monitoring reporus on the schedule
specified In such permit but in no event less fre~uenu!y than
once each six months. Such a monitoring report shal! provide
the fol!owing. (See Exhibit A, subdivision (o) (I))
3)
I recommend the Deparument de!eue subparagraphs (m) .!)
and (H) and add provisions relating to deviations as can be
seen in Exhibit A, subparagraphs (o) (i (A) and (B) in order
meet minimum federa! requirements.
4)
I recommend the language of (m) (2) be revised as can be
seen in Exhibit A, subdivision (o) (2) I also recommend the
last sentence of subdivision (m) (2)~ be revised placed inzo a
new subparagraph to that subdivision. (See lan~aage in Exhibiu
A, subparagraph (o) (2) (H))

5)
I recommend the Department revise the language of
subparagraphs (m) (i) (B), (C) and (F) and that such revised
language be placed in new subparagraphs to subdivision
in order to meet minimum federal requirements. (See language
in Exhibit A, subparagraphs (o) (2) (C), (D) and (G),
respectively)
6)
I recommend the Department add a new subdivismon to Zhis
subsection, in order to meet minimum federal re~:-uiremen~s,
which provides that any monitoring report submitted to the
Commissioner pursuant to this subsection shal! be ceruified in
accordance with subdivision (b) (4) of this section.
Exhibit A, subdivision (o) (4))

Notifications
The following language was presented at the October 28, 1994
hearing for comment:
(n) (i) The owner or operator of a Title V source shall notify
the Commissioner in writin~ of any violation of an applicable
requirement, or any violation of any term or condition of the
Title V operating permit, -identifyin~ the probable cause of
the violations and all corrective action or preventive
measures taken and the dates of actions as follows:
(A) any violation of an applicable requirement, or of
any term or condition of the Title V operating permit
resulting from an emergency shal! be reported within two
workin~ days of the date on which the owner or opera~or
first becomes aware of such violation; and
(B) any violation of an applicable requiremenz, or of any
term or condition of the Title V operatin~ permit that
poses an imminent and substantial danger to public
health, safety, or the environmen~ shal! be reported
immediately and within twenty-four (24) hours of
commencement of such violation.

.(n) (2) Any such repot: of a violauion of an applicable
requirement, or of any term or condition of the Title V
cperauing permit shal! be certified pursuant to subdivision
(b] (4) of this section.
Comments Regarding subsection (n) Notifications

22a-174-33(n) One commentor stated the Department should
limit this subsection to the federal approach. This commentor
is not clear on what has to be reported and does nou want to
be required to report trivial mistakes. (I) Several
commentors believe the notification requiremenz in subsection
(n) is much more burdensome than that of the federa! rule.
These commentors suggest the entire notification re_muirement
be replaced with notification provisions consistent with the
federal rule. (7, 17, 18, 20, 21, and 36) One commentor
sug.[ested language to effectuate this change. (29)
Response: I recommend the Department make changes to this
subsection to require notification for any violation of an
applicable requirement, an exceedance resulting from an
exceedance of a techno!ogy-based limitation to meet federa!
requirements. In addition, I recommend the Departmenz make
changes to require notification for any violation poslng an
imminent and substantial danger to public health, safe~y or
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the environment, in order to ensure compliance with existing
state statutory requirements. (See language in Exhibit A,
subparagraphs (p) (1) (A) and (B))
22a-174-33(n) One commentor believes that, when read
literally, the regulation requires a source to notify the
Department within 24 hours or two days for any violation of an
applicable requirement. This commentor suggests the
Department revise subsection (n) to clarify that notification
is required for emergencies or an imminent and substantial
danger to the public. (26)
Response: I recommend-the-Department correct this problem by
making it clear that notification is necessary in instances of
an exceedance of a techno!og~ based limitation as well as when
there is imminent and substantial danger to public health,
safety, or the environment. (See language in Exhibit A,
subparagraphs (p) (I) (B) and (A), respectively) However, I
recommend the Department require notice regardless of whether
such exceedance resulted from an emergency or not, although
such emergency may constitute an affirmative defense.
language in Exhibit A, subdivisions (p) (2), (p) (3) and (p) (4))

22a-i74-33(n) One commenuor pointed out the Department
requires sources to notify the Commissioner of any vio!auion,
but sets foruh deadlines for only two types of violations.
This commentor suggested the Deparzment add a subsection (c)
giving the deadline of "at least every slx months" for any
other type of violation (not set cut in (n) (I) (A) or (B) . In
addition, this commentor suggested the Deparumenu impose the
notification recuirement only for violations of terms and
conditions of the Title V permit, not violations of applicable
requirements. (13)
Response: I recommend notificatlon of other violations beyond
those provided in Exhibit A, subparagraphs (p) (i) (A) and
(p) (I) (B), as provided in Exhibit A, subparagraph (p) (!) (C),
be addressed as required in Exhibit A, subsections (o) or (q)
and as required by the subject permit. (See language in
Exhibit A, subparagraphs (j) (i) (O), (o) (!) (A) and (B) and
(q) (2) (C) and (D),respectively)
22a-174-33(n) (!) One commentor stated the Department should
not require written reports of violations that are otherwise
required pursuant to subsection (m), Monitoring Reports. This
commentor suggested requiring verbal notification of any other
(i.e., non-section (m)) incident, with a written reporu to
fol!ow within ten days. (27)
Response:
The information I recommend be contained in a
notification report es in Exhibit A, subsection (p), is not
identical to the language I recommend for notification in
Exhibit A, subsections (o) or (q) . I recommend the scope of
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the notification report be narrowed, and the standards for
issuing a permit subsection be altered, to define promp~
notification of a deviation as being within 90 days in order
to ensure that reporting of such deviations is manageable.
(See language in Exhibit A, subparagraph (j)(!)(0))
22a-174-33(n) (!) One commentor believes the first paragraph
in (n) (I) should be deleted.~. This commentor ~hen suggests
subsections (A) and (B) sh~id be renumbered as (n) (!) and
(n) (2), respectively. Also, according to this commenzor, the
Department should include the federal definition of
"emergency" (see §70.6(g)) (36)
Response: I have recommended reorganizing the ~ ~ ~--’
provision as provided above in subparagraphs (p) (I) (A) through
(C). In addition, I recommend language for emergency
situations described as, events beyond the reasonable control
of the permittee, to be recognized by the Decarcment as long
as certain procedura! requirements are met. [ recommend the
Department define what is an event beyond the reasonable
contro! of the permittee as provided in Exhibit A, subdivision
(p) (4 , rather than the term em ..... nc/, which may convey too
broad of an excuse.
I recommend the Department_
D_~ov~.~=_~_ whac
needs to be proven for a permiccee to uCi!zze an af
defense, as can be seen in Exhibit A, subdivision (p) (3) .
These provisions will provide certainty for the Department,
’t_z~,s cf the sca~_ as to
the regulated community, and other c~
what is expected with respect to the notification subsecclon.
22a-174-33(n) (!) (A) One commencor stated the language ~- this
paragraph suggests that even events resulting from an
emergency situation which are nonthreacening independent from
the emergency will nonetheless be subject co the cwo-da’~reporting requzremenc. (38)
Response~ I recommend this language re~ai~=
ficat~cn 2o~
any violation, as provided in Exhibit A, subdivision (p~ (i),
any health or environmental risk reporced within 24 hours, as
provided in Exhibit A, subparagraph (p) (1) (A), or any
exceedance, as provided in Exhibit A, subparagraph (p) (i) (B),
of a technology-based limitation reported within 2 days.
Other events resulting from an event beyond the reasonable
contro! of the permittee need noc be reported pursuant cc this
section, as provided in Exhibit A, subparagraph (p) (!) (A; .
22a-174-33(n) (I) (B) One commentor staued it is uncertain as
to whether two notifications are required takin~ inzo account
the language in this parag~.~ph: "...shal! be reported
immediately and within twe.z~y-four (24) hours..." (32)
Response: I do no~ recommend the DeuarZmenu recuire two
notifications, i recommend the Department add language zo
this paragraph clarifying that notice must be given
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immediately "but" no later than twenty-four (24) hours,
clarification purposes. (See language in Exhibit A,
subparagraph (p) (l) (A))

for

22a-i74-33(n) (1) (B) and (n) (2) One commentor believes the
intent of this paragraph is frustrated by the signatory
responsibility requirements. (2) Two commentors stated a 24hour timeframe for submission of the report is unreasonable in
light of the signatory responsibility requirements of
subsection (b). (2 and 38)
Response: I do not recommend a change based upon this.
concern, it is especially important that someone responsible
for the Title V source is aware of the activities at such
source and can report to the Department on relevant issues.
In order to enhance the ability of the permituee to meet these
timeframes, I recommend the Department allow sources to assign
one or more duly authorized representatives pursuant to
language as provided in Exhibit A, subsection
In addition, I recommend the Department make the following
change to improve clarity and, where necessary, to incorporate
federal program requirements:

i)
This section is now letter (p), not leuter (n), due to
the addition of new subsections, and the reordering of others.
However, the title of this subsection remains ~he same, ioeol
~Notifications".
2)
I recommend the Department revise subdivision (n) (I) with
the fol!owing language changes: the words "ow~.er or operauor"
should be replaced with the word ~permittee" in order to
capture al! parties who are permitted; The wcrds ~at the
subjecu source" should be added afuer ~appiicab!e
req~iremenu"; The words ~probabie cause" should be replaced
with the words "cause or likely cause"; the words ~with
respect thereto" should be added after "measures taken"; and
the words ~dates of actions" should be replaced wi~h "dates of
such actions and measures," (See language in Exhibit A,
subdivision (p) (1))
3)
I
and (B)
Exhibit
federal

recommend the Department delete subparagraphs (n) (!) (A)
and replace them with the language as can be seen in
A, subparagraphs (p) (I) (A) and (B) to meek minimum
requirements.

4)
I recommend the Department add a new subdivision to this
subsection defining what an exceedance of a tec~hnology-based
emission limitation is, as provided for in Exhibit A,
subdivision (p) (2) - which clarifies the language in Exhibit
A, subparagraph (p) (I) (B) .
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5)
I recommend the Department add a new subdivision to this
subsection, describing what is and what is not an event beyond
the reasonable control of the permittee, to accommodate 40 CFR
Part 70’s emergency provisions. ($9_~ language in Exhibit A,
subdivision (p) (4)) ..... ~
6)
I recommend the Depar.~ment add new subdivisions to this
subsection providing the means by which a permittee can prove
that events beyond the reasonable control of thepermlt._~,’ ~=~
should be allowed as an affirmative defense to accommodate, to
some extent, 40 CFR Part 70’s allowance for an affirmative
defense, and the terms and conditions thereof. (See lan~aage
in Exhibit A, subdivisions (p) (3) and (p) (4))
7)
I recommend the Department revise the language in
subdivision (n) (2) as can be seen in Exhibit A, subdivision
(p) (5) to ensure the use of a certification.
Progress Reports and Compliance Certifications
Thefollowing language was presented at the October 28, 1994
hearing for comment:

(o) Progress Reports-and Compliance Certifications
(o)~I) The owner or operator of a Title V source shall submit
a written progress report to the Commissioner semi-annually or
more frequently if specified in the applicable requiremen~ or
in the Title V operating permit. Such report shall be
consis~en5 with an applicable schedule of comD!iance pursuant
to s-~bparagraph (L) of subdivislon (i) (2) of this section and
shal! include a certification signed in accordance with
subdivision (b) (4) of this section and shall contain the
following:
(A) dates for achieving the activities, milestones, or
compliance required in the schedule of compliance, and
dates when such activities, milestones or compliance were
achieved; and
(B) an explanation of why any dates in the schedule of
compliance were not or will not be met, and any
preventive or correct~ve measures adopted and the future
schedule for such compliance.
(o) (2) The owner or operator of a Title V source shall submit
a written compliance certification to the Commissioner
annually, or more frequently if specified in the applicable
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requirement or in the Title V operating permit. Such
certification shall-identify the terms and conditions
contained in the Title V operating permit for the entire
premise, including emission limitations, and shall contain the
fol!owing:
o.
(A) a means for monitoring the compliance of the source
with emissions limitations,~ standards, and work
practices;
(B) the identification of each term or condition of the
permit that is the basis of the certification;
(C) the Title V source’s, owner and operator’s compliance
status’;
(D) whether compliance was continuous or intermittent;

(E) the method(s) used for determining the compliance
status of the Title V source, currently and throughout
the reporting period in accordance with this section; and
(F) such other facts as the Title V operating permit may
require to determine the compliance status of the Title V
source.
(o)(3) Any report or certification submitted pursuant to this
subsection shall be certified pursuant to subdivision (b) (4)
of this section.

(o) (4) The owner or o~erator shall submit any report or
certification pursuant to this subsection to the
Administrator through Region I of the U. S. Environmental
Protection Agency as wel! as to the Commissioner;
Comments Regarding subsection (o)
Progress Reports and Compliance Certifications
22a-174-33(o) One commentor suggested the Department could use
the pre-inspection questionnaire (PIQ) as a reportlng
mechanism to take advantage of a system already in place. (39)
Response: I recommend, to the extent practicable, the
Department combine current reporting requirements, which
include the PIQ, with the Title V reporting requirements as
provided in Exhibit A, subsections (o) and (q) in order
streamline reporting requirements. Such melding of reporting
requirements should be addressed in the program description,
submitted to the Administrator.
22a-174-33(o) (2) One commentor suggested the first compliance
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plan shall be due on the anniversa~ of the issuance of the
permit. (2)
Response: I do not recommend a change to the language based
upon this comment. The permit engineer needs the flexibility
to determine the appropriate date for submittal of the
compliance certification based upon not only Department policy
and statutory requirement~ but also the circumstances unique
to a particular Title V soturce.
22a-174-33 (o)(2) One commentor stated this paragraph re_quires
sources to submit a compliance certification ar_nually or more
frequently if specified in the Title V permiu cr in uhe
applicable requirement.
This commen~or be!i~=~-es ~he source
should not be subjected, to an enforcement ac-_ion for
unknowingly failing to submit a compliance ceruificauion that
was not provided for in its Title V permit. (!3)
Response: I recommend the Deparumenu make a chan_ce uo require
that the submission period for the compliance certification be
either annually, as provided in Exhibit A, subdivision (q) (2)
or in the permit to provide certainty to the r=-’u~_= _at=d~
community. (See language in Exhibi: A, subdi-;is:cn (q) (2))
22a~i74-33(o) (2) One commenuor staued the zrsvlslon in (o) (2)
for monitoring compliance with szandards and work pracuices
appears
to contravene therequ~_~m~.~
’~= =~- that ~
a~ mcniucring be
.
done by sampling and analys~s. (15)
Response: I recommend the Departmenu make a change al!owing
monitoring to.include "...or any paruicular ~r:cedures
necessary to determine whether the applicable - "’ ........ = are
being met." This will enable for monitoring, us de~erm~ne
compliance with applicable requirements, wluhcuu being unduly
burdensome. (~9_~ language in Exhibit A, subdivLs~z- a) (l!))
22a-!74-33(o) (2) One commenuor succested_, the E=~arumenu=~ allow
a source to submit a certification s~a~ing ..~ changes have
been made since the last compliance certificau~cn, and ~o
report only applicable status changes. (32)
Response: I do not recommend the Department make a change
based upon this comment because it is especially important
that those resoonsible for the com~!iance c=~-~=icat~on do a
conscientious review of procedures au least cn a yearly basis
and attest to such review. Compliance with thLs re~airement
will ensure that a conscientious review ofo_~c=~=s is
undertaken.
22a-!74-33(o) (2) One commentor suggested the Department add
the following language as a. section to Section 22a-i7433(0)(2):
"A statement indicating the scurce’s cc.-..p ~=--e suauus
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with any applicable monitorin~ re_quirement in section

This commentor noted that this would require a source to state
whether it was able to operate its monitoring system in
accordance wi~h Section 22a-!74-33(m). A source carnzot supply
emission data if it does not maintain its monitoring
equipment.
In addition, this commentor suggested the Department should
add the fol!owing !ang~age to Section 22a-174-33(o) (2) :
"~_nv additional ~=cuirements which may be sDecif~=~
pursuant to Sections l!4(a)(3) and 504{b) of the C.~_~_.,,
Response: I recommend the Department rec~ire the compliance
certification include the permittee’s compliance s~atus with
respect to the permit, as provided in Exhibit A, subparagraph
(q) (2) (C), which would include monitoring terms, as well as
whether the monitorinc was functioning properly. (See language
in Exhibit A, subparagraph (q) (2) (G)) I recommend the
Department include language as provided in Exhibit A,
subparagraph (q) (2) (F) to ensure compliance with requirements
specified pursuant to 40 CER Part 70 is determined and
contained in this compllance certification. Requirements
pursuant to Section l!4(a) (3) of the CAA are addressed as
provided in Exhibit A, subparagraphs (q) (2) (A) through (G), in
order to meet minimum federa! re_quirements. Requirements
pursuant to. Section 504(b) of the CAA are addressed as
provided in Exhibit A, subparagraphs (j) (!) (K) (ii) and
(q) (2) (A) through (G) , in order to meet minimum federal
requirements. (See Exhibit A, subdivision (a) (6))
22a-174-33(o) (2) (A) One commentor believes the word "scurce"
in this paragraph is confusing, _questioning whether it means a
point of emissions or the whole premise. (15)
Response: I recommend the Department precede the word source
with the word "subject" to make this paragraph clearer that
such subject source is the particular Title V source and not
just the emissions unit. (See language in Exhibit A,
subparagraph (q) (2))

I recommend the following changes to improve clarity and,
where necessary, to incorporate federal program requirements:
I)
This subsection is now letter (q), not letter (o) due to
the addition of new subsections and the reordering of others.
However, the title remalns the same, i.e., "Progress Reports
and Compliance Certifications".
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2) I recommend ~he Department delete subdivision (o)(3) and
incorporate the content of subdivision into subdivisions
(q) (1) and (q) (2) to meet minimum federal requirements. (See
Exhibit A, subdivisions (q) (1) and (q) (2))
3)
! recommend the Depar.tment delete the language~.in
subdivisions (o) (1) and (o~(2) and replace it with the
language as can be seen in Exhibit A, subdivisions (q) (1) and
(q) (2), respectively to meet minimum federal requirements.
4)
I recommend the Department delete the language in
subparagraphs (o) (i) (A) and (B) and replace it with the
language as can be seen in Exhibit A, subparagraphs (q) (i) (A)
and (B), respectively to meet minimum federal re_~/irements.
5)
I recommend the Department revise the language in
subparagraphs (o) (2) (A) through (F) as can be seen in Exhibit
A, subparagraphs (q) (2) (A) through (F), respectively to meet
minimum federal requirements.
6)
I recommend the Department revise the !angua9e of
subdivision (o) (4) as can be seen in Exhibit A, subdivision
(q) (3) to ensure certification of documents is submitted to
the Department as provided for by federa! requirements.
Transfers
The following language was presented at the October 28, 1994
hearing for comment-

(p) Transfers.
(p) (i) No person shall act under the authority of a Title V
operating permit issued to another person unless such permit
has been transferred in accordance with this sectlon. The
Commissioner may approve a transfer in accordance with this
section if he finds that the proposed transferee is willing
and able to comply with the terms and conditions of the
permit, that any fees for such transfer required by any
provision of the General Statutes or regulations adopted
thereunder have been paid, and that such transfer is not
inconsistent with the Act.
(p) (2) The permittee and t~e proposed transferee shall submit
to the Commissioner a requegu for transfer of such permit on a
form provided by the Commissioner. A request for a permit
transfer shal! be accompanied by any fees required by any
applicable provision of the General Statutes or regulations
adopted thereunder. The Commissioner may require the proposed
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transferee to submit with any such request:
(A) any information required by law to be submitted with
an application for such a permit or an application for
transfer of such permit; and
(B) any other information the Commissioner deems
necessary to process the transfer request in accordance
with this section, including any information required by
law.
(p) (3) Upon approving a reques~ for transfer, the
Commissioner shall modify the
~" V operating permit
T!~_e
accordingly, in accordance with s"~bsection (i) of this
section. After the Commissioner transfers a permit in
accordance with this section, the transferee shal! be
responsible for complying with a!" applicable regulations and
with all the terms and conditions of the transferred permit.
Comments Regarding subsection (p) Transfers

22a-!74-33(p) (3)
One commentcr believes the phrase, "wm:h
al! applicable regulations and" should be deleted from this
paragraph . This ccmmentor sta~es " ~ ~h_s phrase imposes a
"catch-al!" requiremenz for which the transferee should not be
responsible. (13)
Resmonse:. I do not recommend the Department make a
based upon this comment. It is especially important that the
transferee understand the level cf responsibility for
environmenta! compliance that is re~ired to operate the
subject facility. This type of !angaage will put such
transferee on notice and fuzure vLo!ations may thereby be
avoided.
In addition, I recommend the foilcwing changes to immrove
clarity and, where necessary, zo incorporate federal
requirements:
i)
This subsection is now letzer (s), not letter (p) due to
the addition of new subsections and the reordering of others.
However, the title remains the same, i.e., "Transfers"
2)
I recommend the Department revise the language of
subdivision (p)(I) as can be seen in Exhibit A, subdivision
(s) (i) in order to provide clear req~airemenzs for transfers.
3)
I recommend the Department revise the language of
subdivision (p) (2) and subparagraphs (p) (2) (A) and (B) as can
be seen in Exhibit A, subdivision (s) (2) and subparagraphs
(s) (2) (A) and (B), respectively in order to provide clear
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requirements for transfers.
4)
I recommend the Deparument revise the language of
s’~bdivision (p) (3) as can be seen in Exhibit A, s’~bdivision
(s) (3) to provide certainty for the regulated community.

R~vocations
The fol!owing language was presented at the October 28, 1994
hearing for comment:

(q)

Revocations.

(q) (i) The Commissioner may revoke a Title V operating permit
on his own initiative or on re~aesz of the permittee or any
other person for the reasons specified in this subsection.
Any such request shall be in writing and contain facts and
reasons supporting the re_cuest. A permittee requesting
revocation of a Title V operating permit shall state the
re_cuested date of revocation and shall, prior to revocation,
provide the Commissioner with satisfactory evidence than the
emissions have been permanently eliminated.
(q)~(2) The Commissioner may revoke a Title V operating permit
during .its termoin accordance with section 4-!82(c) of the
Connecticut Genera! Statu~es as amended, and 22a-3a-6 of the
Regulations of Connecticun S~aze Agencies, the Department’s
Rules of Practice, for any reason specified as follows:

(A) the permittee has violated a statute, regulation,
permlz or order administered or issued by the
Commissioner, or has committed any other violation of law
re!evann to the permitted activity;
(B) the permittee or a person on his behalf failed to
disclose el! relevant and materia! facts in the
application for the Title V operating permit or during
any Department proceeding associated with the
application;

(C) the permittee or a person on his behalf
misrepresented a relevann and material fact at any time,
including, without limitation, in the application for the
Title V operating permit or in a report or laboratory
analysis submitted to~;he Department;
(D) the permit~ee failed to comply with a reasonable
re_cuest by the Commissioner for any information related
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to the Title V operating permit, activity, or Title V
source which is the subject of the Title V operating
permit, or to the permittee’s compliance with the Title V
operating permit, or any statute, regulation, cr order
administered or issued by the Commissioner;
(E) the activity authorized by the Title V operating
permit is causing or is reasonably likely to cause air
pollution or to endanger human health, safety, or welfare
or the environment; or
(F) a change in pertinent law or technology.
CommentsRegarding subsection (q) Revocations
22a-!74-33(q) One commentor is concerned that its efforts to
reduce emissions below threshold levels post-1990base~,n.
emisslons will not be recognized. This commentor szazed
revocation provision does not allow a facility the opportunity
to relieve itself of Title V requ!rements for extinc:
processes or emissions (unless such extinction is faci!itvwide thus relinquishing its ennire Title V permit). (!5;
Response: This sectlon does non ~revenn posn-1990
in emxssions from being recognize~. This subsection does non
preclude an owner or operator of a Title V source from
requesting a mcdificanion. I do non recommend a change based
on this comment.
22a-174-33(q) One commentor recommended the Deparnmenn should
snane in Section 22a-174-33(I) or (q) of its rule a
requ~remenn implementing-40 CFR §70.7(g) , which re!azes to
EPA’s ability to reopen a permit for cause. (41)
Response: I recommend the Department include the federally
required reopening for cause subsection as provided in Exhibit
A, subsection (r), modifications, subdivisions (r) (8) nhrough
(r) (!4). (See language in Exhibit A, subdivislon (r) (8) and
subparagraphs (r) (8) (A) through (D))
22a-174-33(q) One commentor stated the Department has non
addressed 40 CFR Part 70’s "reopening for cause" concepn, sez
forth in 40 CFR ~70.7(f) . This commentor questions whether it
is the Department’s intent that Section 22a-174-33(q) provide
the necessary requirements for "reopening for cause"? This
provision on its face only applies to revocations, and does
not include an instance in which Department would reopen a
permit to modify it for "cause." For example, as with Secnion
22a-!7%-33(I) (I), Section 22a-174-33(q) does not provide that
permits may be reopened to correcn material mistakes or
inaccurane statements (~_@_~ 40 CFR §70.7(f) (1) (iii)) . In
addition, this commentor pointed out, when the Deparzmenn
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reopens a permit for cause, and then ~ such permit
after the problem has been corrected, the same procedural
requirements tha~ apply to initial permit issuance must apply
to the reissuance of the permit afZer reopening for cause.
Such commentor further pointed out that for those instances,
however, in which DepartmenE terminates or revokes a permit
and does not reissue such Permit, such procedural re_~u~irements
are not required to be paz~.of Connecticut’s program. (41)
Response: I recommend the Department include reopening for
cause justifications as provided in Exhibit A, subparagraphs
(r) (8) (A) through (D) and that the notice of intent uo reopen
the sub3ecu permit be supplied uo the subjecu source thirty
(30) days in advance of the modification, as provided in
Exhibit A, subdivision (r) (9) .
22a-174-33(q) (2) One commentor believes this subdivision is
entirely too broad. (38)
Response: The language in this subdivision is an already
existing part of the Department’s authority to revoke permits
as provided in the Rules of Practice, Section 22a-3a-5(d) of
the RCSA. I recommend the DeparZment alter the language to
refer to the exisuing authority rather than s~el-! ouu the
requiremenus in this section, in the interest of breviuy.
22a-174-33 (q)(2) One commentor suggested, to be consistent
with §70.6(a) (6) and §70.7(f) , the Department add uhe words
"or reopen" to the first sentence of this paragraph° (13)
Response: I recommend the DeoarZment deve!om a reopenmng for
cause subsection without utilizing 5he term reopening, because
the procedures which will be utilized to perform such
reopening are actually modification procedures. (~_~ language
in Exhibit A, s~bdivisions (r) (8) through (r) (14) .
22a-174-33(q) (2) (A) One commentor believes the Deoarument
should not revoke a permit where the source has made a good
faith effort to remain in compliance. This commenucr suggesus
adding language such as "willfully or repeatedly" to this
paragraph. This commentor made the same remarks with regard to
subparagraph (q) (2) (B) . (36) One commenuor recommended
changes to Section 22a-174-33(q) (2) of the RCSA to eliminate
"or any statute, regulation, or order adminisuered cr issued
by the Commissioner" from paragraph (D) . (13)
Response: I do nou recommend the Department lessen uhe
Commissioner’s authority wi~h respect to revocations as the
Department’s existing authority regarding revocation pursuant
to Section 22a-3a-5(d) of the RCSA. In the interesu of
brevity, I recommend the Department delete the language
subdivision (q) (2), in its entirety, and add the citauion of
Section 22a-3a-5(d) of the RCSA as can be seen in Exhibit A,
subdivision (t) (I) .
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22a-!74-33(q) (2) (E) and (F) Several commentors believe the
words "...cause air pollution or..." should be deleted from
this paragraph. (36, 13 and 38) Two commentors believe this
section should be deleted. (36 and 38) Another commentor
suggests the words "or technology" should be deleted from this
paragraph. (13)
Response: In the interest of brevity, I recommend the
Department make a change referring directly to the Rules of
Practice as provided in Section 22a-3a-5(d) of the RCSA.
However, eliminating this language does not diminish the
Commissioner’s authority because such authority continues to
exist in the Rules of Practice. " .....
In addition, I recommend the Department make the following
changes to improve clarity and, where necessary, to
incorporate federal program requirements:
i)
This subsection is now letter (t), not letter (q) due to
the addition of new subsections and the reordering of others.
However, the title remains the same, i.e., "Revocations".
2)
For the purposes of complying with the Title V Program
elements, I recommend the Department add a new subdivision in
which the Administrator’s authority to revoke and reissue a
Title V permit, is acknowledged. (See Exhibit A, subdivision
(t)(2))

GENERAL COMMENTS

In general, the following comments all raised the question of:
how does Connecticut respond to the various sections of Title
40 Code of Federa! Regulations ("CFR") Part 70, in producing
the regulation? For details specific to this issue, please
consult the section at the end of these genera! comments,
titled, "General Response"
One commentor wrote that, as a general matter, the Department
must ensure that all of the Title 40 CFR Part 70 provisions
req~airing the permitting authority to perform certain tasks
are addressed in the state’s program as regulations. (5)
Response: I do not recommend the Department implement al! the
provisions, requiring the Commissioner to perform certain
tasks, in the regulation itself. The federal regulations In
part do impose certain obligations on the state as opposed to
the regulated community. Therefore, it Is not necessary to
include such provisions in these regulations. However, I do
recommend the Commissioner implement the MACT and acid rain
requirements as well as to implement time frame and procedural
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requirements because these are necessary for administration of
the program and directly impact the regulated community.
Exhibit A, subdivisions and subsections (b), (d), (e), (f),
(g) (2), (g)(3), (h), (j), (k), (I), (m)(2), (m) (3), (n), (r),
(s), and (t) contain the language relative to the
Commissioner’s responsibilities concerning: signatory
responsibilities; limitat.i~ns on potential emissions; MACT and
acid rain requirements; t~.~e frames; applications; application
processing; permit standards; public notice; administrator’s
review~of tentative determinations; permit modifications;
transfers; and revocations.
For those requirements not incorporated into the
suggested language in Exhibit A, I recommend the Department
handle them in the program description. For more detai! I
will respond to each section of 40 CFR Part 70 below in the
General Response.
One commentor indicated the Title V Program is no5 intended as
a vehicle for states to impose new substantive requirements
into their air pollution contro! regulations. (7) One
commentor indicated the Department’s proposed regu!aticn
contains several paragraphs which impose a separaterequirement on sources to comply with applicable regulations
over and above the re_quiremen~ to comply with the Title V
permit. (13)
Response: I recommend the Deparzmen~ use the Title V
regulation to consolidate the re_cuirements of the various
re~u!ations promulgated under the CAA in one permit, as they
pertain to an individual source. Therefore, i do recommend
new subszan~ive requirements be included to the extent they
are re_cuired by 40 CFR Part 70 so that the Department_ ° ~’~w___
have a federally enforceable Title V program. In addi~acn, I
recommend existing state permitting requirements and federal
requirements as provided in the State Implementation and
Federa! Implementation Plans, where applicable to a particular
source, should be included in such source’s permit because
including such requirements will allow permits to be
comprehensive and result ~n a more concise review by the
Department and better customer service for the applicants.
Two commentors indicated in their testimony that, as of June
7, 1994, many months of effort had resulted in a drafn
proposa! which largely met the concerns of the vast majorlty
of State Implementation Plan Regulation Advisory Committee
(SIPRAC) members as wel! a~ the federal requirements as
defined by the United States Environmental Protection Agency
("EPA") . These commentors~.stated that the September 27th
draft which wen~ to hearing on October 28, 1994 was
unrecognizable compared with the previous draft of June 7 and
earlier drafts thereto. Many, who for years had been
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intimately associated with the SIPRAC effort, were now
struggling and scramb!in9 to understand a document that would
serve as the basis for a final proposed regulation for public
hearing and comment less than three weeks later. (7 and 29)
One commentor urged the Department to withdraw the current
proposed rulemaking and to substitute the federal rules
verbatim. (16) Two commentors stated they are opposed to
adoption of the regulation as presented in the September, 1994
draft. Such commentors recommend the Department re-notice the
public hearing and commen~ period and begin by submitting the
June 7, 1994 draft of the 40 CFR Part 70 regulation as a basis
for public comment. (44 and 45)
Response: I recognize the difficulty in being involved in the
development of regulations. Although SIPRAC may provide a
forum for discussion of various technical decisions the
Department must make, it is ultimately the Department’s charge
to determine the best way to regulate and enforce
environmental requirements. The federa! rules were designed
to tel! the states how to design a Title V program, rather
than to actually be the Title V program regulation itself.
Therefore, I do not recommend adopting the federa! regulations
verbatim. For details specific to how I recommend handling 40
CFR Part 70, please consult the Genera! Response.

One commentor stated the Title V Progra~ was intended to
provide a mechanism for recording the alr pollution prevention
and contro! requirements that apply to a particular source.
In addition, such commenzor pointed out, it was intended to
provide the public with a meaningful opporzunlzy to
participate in the permitting process and access to
information regarding the source’s requirements. Congress did
not intend for the program to be a vehicle to create or
revise, on an ad hoc basis, the substantive requirements of
the state’s air pollution control regulations. (8)
Response: I agree that this regulation is intended to provide
a mechanism for imposing requirements that apply to a
particular source and to provide the public with a meaningful
opportunity to participate in the permitting process.
In
addition, the public has access to requirements imposed upon a
particular source, in accordance with the Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA). I do not recommend the Department use
this regulation as an opportunity to, on an ad hoc basis,
create or revise the substantive requirements of the state’s
air pollution control regulations. Rather, I recommend the
Department use this as an opportunity to consolidate
requirements into one concise document.
For details specific
to how I recommend handling 40 CFR Part 70, please consult the
General Response.
One commentor stated any effort by the State of Connecticut to
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establish a more restrictive permitting program than exists in
other states potentially jeopardizes the ability of
Cor~ecticut businesses and industry to operate in a
competitive market, or may discourage new businesses from
locating in Connecticut. (44)
Response: The state must ~ave the ability to extrapolate from
the language provided in 4a~ CFR Part 70 in order to imD!ement
the above mentioned requirements and administer the Dr’=ram in
Connect!cut. For deta~Is specific to my recommendations
regarding where, how and why the Department should be more
stringent than 40 CER Part 70, please consult the General
Response.
One commentor indicated that they um.derstand that it is
difficult for the Department to cite the CAA in its regulation
because Connecticut cannot reference or allude to regulations
that have not yet been promu!ga~ed. Therefore, ~he Department
mus~ rely on referring to the existing sections of the CFR.
This reliance on the CER will result in Department having to
amend Section 22a-174-33 every time EPA promulgates a new rule
oursuan~ to an aooiicable section of the CA~. This co,mentor
is concerned the Depar~men~ will have to amend Section. 22a!74-33 on a fre~uent basis, to include newly promulgated
requirements that affect Connecticut’s Title V program. This
commenzor believes Connecticut wil! have to include a
commitment in its program submitta! tha~ the State is aware of
this issue and intends to reopen i~s Title V regulations to
incorporate any newly promulgated applicable requirements ~n a
timely fashion. Such chan~es to Co~nec~icut’s regulations
mus~ occur quickly enough to enable the Deparzmen5 to issue
Title V permits, which include al! exiszinq applicable
,equ~_em .... s, on a timely basis. Moreover, some provisions of
the C.~ are directly enforceable withouz implementing
regulations. (41)
Response: I agree that the Departmen~ canno~ reference or
allude to re~[ulations that have not ye~ been promulgated.
Therefore, the Department must rely on referring to the
existing sections of the CFR. This reliance on the CFR will
result in Department having to amend Section 22a-174-33 every
time EPA promulgates a new rule pursuan5 to an applicable
section of the CAA. (See Exhibit A, subdivision (a) (6)) With
respecz to those provisions which are directly enforceable, I
recommend the language in Exhibit A, subsection (e), ~ACT and
Acid Rain Provisions, be included in the regulation, in order
to ensure incorporation of~hese new programs for the purpose
of including any applicabi~ requirements in the Title V
permits. I recommend referencing the CAA as provided in
Exhibit A subparagraph (a) (15) (D) and subdivision (e) (i) o
One speaker noted that May 15, 1994 is ~he submiztal deadline
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for the program and stated that provisions of 40 CFR Part 70.6
are missing such as references to authority for each term or
condition, accountability to citizens and regulated community
and the public remedy. Requirements of 40 CER Parts 7’0.7 and
70.8 should be incorporated into subsections (i) and (j) of
the RCSA to al!ow EPA review and procedures. (5)
Response: See General Response specifically regarding 40 CFR
Parts 70.6 through 70.8.
One commentor stated that lack of a permit shield may result
in the forced cessation of operation; a "taking" without
compensation by the State of Connecticut. (15)
Response: I do recommend the Department add provisions as
specified in Exhibit A, subsection (k) . This language would
protect the owners and operators from certain enforcement
actions in a limited context by having the permit contain
language that compliance with the permit is compliance with
the subject applicable requirements, if the Commissioner deems
it appropriate to use such language in the subject permit.
(See Exhibit A, subsection (k))
One commensor criticized the Department for no~ incorDoratinc
the federal protections for source owners who apply for a
permit in good faith and operate in compliance with their
permit conditions. Without such protections, this ccmmentor
stated, sources may be subject to immediate punitive
enforcement actlon simply because the Department erred by
issuing a permit with inadequate conditions. The permits can
be reopened to address legitimate shortcomings, this commensor
stated, but there should be no punitive iction taken against a
source that is operating in compliance with its permit. (27)
Response: This commentor begins by describing the concept of
an application shield but ends by discussing the concep~ of a
permit shield. The application shield Is remuired by 40 CER
Part 70 and I therefore recommend the Department add language
as provided in Exhibit A, subsection (h) . While I am
recommending the concept of the application shield be included
in the Department’s regulation, I am not recommending the use
of the term "application shield" be used. This term is not
necessary to convey the concept that if a source has a
complete application in-house, the Department will not take
enforcement action for failure to have a Title V permit as
provided in Exhibit A, subdivision (h) (4) .
With respect to a permit shield, this concept is optional
under 40 CFR Part 70. I do recommend the Department adopt the
permit shield concept as provided for in Exhibit A, subsection
(k) . In addition, I recommend the Department address permit
shortcomings and provide flexibility within the context of the
modification subsection as provided for in Exhibit A,
subsection (r).

Two commentors made four main points described as follows:
First, the regulations either do not include, or are
inconsistent with, several federal program elements necessary
for EPA’s approva! of the Deparzment’s Title V program.
Second, the regulation~ impose significant new
requirements which are contrary to the requirements ~f Title V
of the CAA.
Third, the regulations need to clearly exclude minor
sources and insignificant activities in order to allow the
Department to focus its resources on significant sources of
emissions, and thereby avoid impeding the completion of the
permitting process for sources re~aired to be covered under
Title V.
Lastly, to provide sources with a degree of certainty
regarding their obligations under the Title V program, the
regulations should be revised ~c ensure that enforcement
actions wil! not be brought based upon incorrect permitting
decisions made at the time the Title V permit is issued. (!3
and 42)
Response: First, I recommend as specified the General
Response, the Department include the federa! program elements
in specific subsections of the regulations where they impose
requirements of genera! applicability to the regulated
community and, to the extent they otherwise relate to
char~acteristics of the program, the Department will include
the~ in the program description.
Second, I recommend the Department impose requirements,
additional to those contempiat=d by the federal Title V
Program, which exist in the New Source Review regulation, and
other federal requirements-under the Federal Implementation
Plan and the State Implementation Plan. In an attempt to
implement the CAA requirements, i recommend the Department
adopt Title V requirements in subszance, and not necessarily
verbatim. I do recommend the Department, to the extent
al!owed by the CGS and where appropriate, accommodate the
intent of 40 CFR Part 70 as specified in the General Response.
Third, I recommend the Department not require
applications from sources which have been exempted by a
federal standard or requirement or where a federa! standard or
requirement has not been promulgated, where such standard or
requirement is the only reason applicability of this
regulations would be triggered. The Department does not have
the authority to otherwise ekc!ude emissions units when
determining applicability of-this regulation. I do not
recommend the Department use~ the term insignificant
activities. It is not necessary to use such. termino!ogy and
may mislead an applicant to believe that certain activities or
items are insignificant despite being regulated by an
applicable requirement. I do recommend the Department come up
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with categories of activities which can be grouped for the
purposes of submitting an application and which can be useful
in limiting further recordkeepin~ and reportin~ requirements
in the context of permi’.ting which is not precluded by 40 CFR
Part 70. (S~_~ language in Exhibit A, subparagraph (j)(!)(K)
combined with language in subdivision (~)(3)) I also
recommend the Department have threshold levels of pollutants,
as in Exhibit A, subparagraph (j)(i)(E) for which the owner or
operator of such source would not have to report such
emissions. For more detail, please consult the General
Response regarding 40 CFR Park 70.3 (d)
Lastly~ I recommend the Depar~men~ preclude enforcement
actions agains~ a source based upon a mistake in the permi~z,
but only as provided for in Exhibi~ A, subsection (k). This
wil! enable the Department to provide sources with a shield.
For more detail, please consult my Genera! Response to 40 CFR
Part 70.6(f) .
One commentor argued, with respect to the utilization of onsite ambient temperature asphalt emulsion stabilization
recycling of contaminated soils, the Department has fai’=d tc
creaze a streamlined permltting process for temporary scurzes,
such as theirs., as it has been permitted to do by Zhe E~A.
(34) In similar testimony, another commentor indicated
Connecticut, alone among New England s<ates, has reszriczed
access to the class of technologies often referred to as "onsite soi! treatment," due to a regalatory gap in Conr.eczicuz’s
air perm~tting program. This commentor pointed out <hat such
technologies not only offer economic advantages, they also
encourage responsible parties to perform remediation sooner
rather than later. This commentor further stated the use of
temporary source permizs and genera! permits is important zo
being able to perform this on-site soi! treatment.(19) One
commenzor noted the September, 1994 draft deviates from ~he
federal part 70 rule with respecz ~o temporary permazs. (44)
Response:
The language provided for temporary sources in 40
CFR Part 70 is not stringent enough for the Department to
adop~ because the Department does not currently have
procedural requirements providing public review and comment
regarding temporary sources. Since 40 CFR Part 70 provides
the minimum, and no~ the maximum elements of a permitzing
program, the state can be more stringent. Therefore, I
recommend the Department adopz language as provided for in
Exhibit A, subdivision (r) (3), which al!ows for the use of
relocated units to the extent allowed by Section 22a-!74-!(52)
of the RCSA. The Title V program cannot override other, more
stringenz, regulations to which such sources are subject.
One commentor stated that operatin~ permits issued ur~der Title
V of the CAA should provide a snra~ghtforward, federailv

enforceable mechanism for completing emission trades and
should therefore be able to replace the individua!
revisions that are now necessary.(25)
Response: The Department has not, as of this daue, adopted a
regulation to implement emissions trading among premises.
However, I recommend the Department allow for intr~premise
trading, and for the creation and use of credits for emissions
trading among premises in accordance with federal
requirements, as provided in Exhibit A, subparagraphs
(g) (I) (F), (j) (!) (I) and (j) (I) (P), to enhance flexibility
where allowed by applicable re_quirements.
One commen~or requested the Department include a provision
al!owing for general permits. Under the terms and conditions
of a general permit, individual sources within a covered
category are al!owed to apply for coverage andre__!v_~=’ =
approval to operate under a general permit. This commenzor
stated that this program has worked successfully for years
under the CAA. (24) One commentor noted that the September
draft deviates from the federal part 70 rule with respect to
genera! permits. (44)
Response: The Department has existing authority 5o issue
genera! permits under the CGS. I recommend the Department
adopt specific language as provided in Exhibit A, subparagraph
(d) (3) (B) and subdivision (i) (!), to al!ow for the issuance of
general permits, thereby improving customer service by the
Department and the expediency with which decisions can be made
by the Commissioner.
one commen~or recuests the Department defer applicability cf
these rules for non-major sources and extend a five year
deferra! if EPA later determines that permitting some cf these
non-major sources is not required or necessary in light of
regulation of major sources. (24)
Response: I recommend the Department add language which wil!
allow for deferrals of Title V applicabi!i~y when EPA had not
yet regulated a source, as provided in Exhibit A, subdivisions
(f) (2) and (f) (3), or allow for an exemption when the
regulation EPA promulgates specifically exempts such category
of sources as provided in Exhibit A, subparagraph (c) (2) (E) .
One speaker said the lack of procedures in the proposed
regulation amounts to a taking. This speaker had a specific
example of a baghouse for cadmium that wil! need a Title V
permi~ because ’it does not~otherwise receive a federa!!v
enforceable permit.(!5)
Response: I do not agree that requiring a source to obtain a
Title V permit, which would be federally enforceable, is
tantamount to a taking, as such permitting requirement does
nou destroy, or render valueless, such source. There are

mechanisms available to obtain federally enforceable
recognition of control equipment or emission limitations such
as using consent orders or including such equipment or
limitations in a federally enforceable new source rev±ew
construction permit. However, such federally enforceable
documentation may or may not preclude a source fromneeding a
Title V permit if such document provides the source a
federally enforceable limitation on emissions. I recommend
the Department adopt langua£e in this regulation, as provided
in Exhibit A, subsection (d), to al!ow sources to obtain
synthetic minor permits.
One commentor recommended insi£nifican~ activities and items
=
~~ ~o~.=_ reason
should be insi~nificant irrespective
of the ~ur.c
.
of the emission (profit/nonprofit) (45)
Response: I recommend the Department al!ow activities or
items to not be included on the application__ unless c~=~. .... w~se’
re.~u~=d~ __~ to determine apmlicabi!ity, of this section,
ccmp!iance with an applicable requirement or dez~_mine what
the applicable requirements are, as provided in Exhibit A,
subdivisions (g) (3) and (9) (4) . I recommend the activities or
items, as provided in Exhibit A, subparagraph (g) (3) ~B),
~=_ lab hoods,
c,D=ifunction of the business, and -~-be the D.~
....4.as provided in Exhibit A, subparagraph (£) (3) (A), be limited
only wi~h respec~ no experimenta! snudv cr teachin~ cf any
science or testing or analysis ¯ T~_s
~ wl~! sni!! enable the
application to mee~ minimum federa! requirements because the
activi~=s__ or items, and the emissions
lis~ed cn the application, in the event ~z is necessary no
determine the applicability ~f this section, to de,ermine
whether a re_cuirement is applicable, cr zo determine
ccmmiiance with an aDm!icable recu ....... nu, as DrovL~ez
Exhibit A,
su~_z_sion
" ~;~ ~
(~) (4) .
One commentor su~[ested a guidance manual should be prepared.
Such manual shcu!d explain how existing permits and
registranions wil! be handled. In addi<icn, ~his commenzor
su££ested a hotline or bulletin board should be implemenned to
check the status of a permit. Another guidance dQcumenz
should be created for compliance plans, as well as forms and a
checklist. This commentor suggested the Department shcu!d
withdraw this draft of the re£ulation and repropose w~zhout
the modifications secnion.
(2)
Response: I recommend the Department prepare a guidance
document upon federal approva! of Cor~r.ecticut’s program. I do
not recommend the Department repropose and s’~bmit without the
modifications subsecnion as the modifications subsection is
impornant in prowidin[ flexibility in this regulation as
provided in E~nibit A, subsection (r) .
One commentor su£gested the Department conduct compliance

workshops for sources, especially small sources. (24)
Response: This hearing concerned only the Title V regulation
and no~ all other indirectly related program elements. The
Department’s Small Business Ombudsman has been, and continues
to be, a resource for al! businesses in the State of
Connecticut and may be providing workshops regarding this
Program.
One commentor expressed concern with the Department’s ability
to properly staff and administer the Title V Program. (45)
Response: This issue should be addressed within the
Department’s Adequate Personr.e! and Funding documentation
which wil! be submiu~ed to the EPA as paru of the Title V
Program package. The program is funded by fees paid pursuanu
to Section 22a-174-26 of the RCSA.
GENE~W_AL RESPONSE

In addition to my responses to specific comments made
throughout this report, I am providing the following Genera!
Resmonse--ection with recommendations on how ~=.~_ Derarumen:
shcu!d respond ~o many cf the comments throughcu~ zh~s repcrz.
40 CFR Part 70.1 Program Overview, in general, describes the
conuexu in which the Depar~menu shall develop a ~;-~= V
Operating Permit Program Regulation, name!~! in the conuexu of
42 U~-S.C. 7401 ec seq., the Clean Air Act ("Act") as amended
in 1990. i recommend the Deve!opmenu of Deparumenu regu!auions
in the context of the Act and the federal regu!aticns
promulgated there~nder, so that such Deoarzmen~ regulations
are the vehicle for a program which assures compliance wiuh
applicable requirements through permizting. In addizion, the
Department and the regulated community wil! glean ~he added
benefit that permits issued under such regulations wil! be
federally enforceable.
40 CFR 70.2 Definitions, define the terms utilized throughou~
40 CFR Part 70. I do recommend the Department incorporate a
definition of "act", "affected states" "aoolicab~=
requirement", "emissions unit", "Administrator" and "regulated
air pollutant", because these definitions are nou provided in
the Department’s genera! definition section 22a-i74-! of the
RCSA. I recommend the Department craft language as given in
Exhibit A subdivisions (a) (!!), (2), (3), (5), and (12) for the
reasons provided in the responses concerning definitions,
i
do not recommend the Department incoroorate definitions for
"affected sources", "affected unit" and "designated
representative" as they only apply to sources subjecu to 40
CFR Parus 72 through 78, inclusive and those subjecz to such

provisions will be able to use. such definitions as provided
for in the referenced material, 40 CFR Part 72 through 78,
inclusive. I do not recommend the Department include a
definition of ~Emission al!owable under the permit" as it is a
substantive phrase which only needs to be dealt with, in
concept, in one place, in the context of operational
flexibility as it is provided in Exhibit A subdivision (r) (3).
i do no~ recommend the Department include a definition of
~EPA" as I do not recommend the Department utilize this term
in the regulation. The term Administrator wil! adequately
serve the need t.o reference the federal decision maker with
respect ~o this program. I do not recommend the Department
include the term "final permit" as the Uniform AdministraTive
Procedure Act and the Genera! Statutes use the term "fina!
action", "final agency action" or "agency action". !
recommend the Department use the term "final action" to refer
to the Commissioner’s decision either to issue or not issue a
permit, in addition, the term "TiZ!e V permit", "permit" and
"subject permit" should be used throughout the regulation. A
permit can only be a final permit, otherwise it does not
constitute a license (permit) to cperaze issued by the
Commissioner.
I do not recommend the DeDartmen~ define the term
"fugitive emissions" in this seczicn, as it is defined in
Section 22a-174-! of the RCSA and such definition is
ec~ivalent to the definition provided in 40 CER Parz 70.2.
I do not recommend the Department define the term
"genera!
permit" in this section, as it described in SecTion 22a-174(i)
of _the Genera! Statutes. To the exzenz the genera! statutes
do not include all of the requirements of 40 CFR Parz 70.6(d)
I recommend the Department include language to meet such
requirements as stated in Exhibit A subsections (d), (I) and
(m).
I do not recommend the Deparzmen~ define the term "major
source" in this section. Major source implies that only
sources with emissions over a certain threshold must obtain a
Title V permit, and that is not the case with respecz to this
section. In fact, the 40 CFR Part 70 requires other sources,
in addition to major sources, to oc~a~ Title V permits as
described in 40 CFR Part 70.3. Therefore, I recommend the
Department define the term Title V source instead of major
source as defined in Exhibit A subdivision (a) (15) of this
Section. I also recommend the Department utilize the content
of the definition of major source in deve!oping the definition
of Title V source.
I do not recommend the Department define "Part 70 permit"
as provided in 40 CFR Part 70.2. The terminology "Title V
permit" wil! be more recognizable to the regulated community
and does no~ infer that o~her Parts of Title 40 CFR would not
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be covered, as the terminology "Part 70 permit" may mistakenly
do.
Therefore, it follows, i do not recommend the Department
use the definitions ~Par~ 70 program~ or ~Par~ 70 source".
Although the terminology "Part 70 program~ may have been
necessary for the federal re~u!ations to explain the context
in which the regulations needed to be written by the states, I
do not think these definitions play a usefu! role on the state
leve!. Also, the content of the terminology ~Part 70 source"
has been covered by the Department’s definition of Title V
source, as seen in Exhibit A, subdivision (a) (15) .
I do not recommend the Department incorporate the
definitions of permit modification or permi~ revision as this
concept is mu!ti-faceted and covers concepts such as
"significant modification", "permit amendments", ~operationa!
flexibility", "502(b) (I0) changes", "off-permit changes" and
"reopening for cause", as described in Exhibit A subsection
(r) . Although these terms are no: necessarily used within
subsection (r) of recommended language, the concepts provided
for in 40 CFR Part 70 were used in developing the language in
Exhibit A subseczicn (r) .
I do not recommend the De~arumenu incorporate the
de .....~-’
definition of -permi~ program coszs", as this
~
~
which relates tc funds
_
appears
to be more of a ~__e~t_ve
"~
needed to imp~=~_men~ the program. The fees to summoru., this
program are collected pursuant to seczion 22a-174-26 of the
RCSA, which section was no~ the subjec~ of this hearing.
I do not recommend the Deparumenu adopt a d___n___on of
,, in tha~ such- =nerm isde__~e_
"po:en~ial to emit
~ ~ very
similarly and no less stringenuiy in Seczion 22a-i74-i of the
RCSA.
I do not recommend the Department incorporate a
definition of "proposed permi~." To remain ~onsistent with
other Department regulations the uerm ten:ative determination
wil! serve the purpose of describing a draft and proposed
permit. Use of the term tentative deuermination will only
meet 40 CFR Part 70 procedural re~airements if the language
provided in Ex~hibit A subsections (i), (m), and (n) is
uui!ized to adequately describe the order of evenus in which
such tentative determination is processed.
i do not recommend defining cr using the term ~regulated
air po~_utant for presump:ive fee calculation" as the fee
regulations, section 22a-!74-26 of the RCSA, were nou the
subject of this hearing.
! do not recommend the£.Depar:ment incorporate the term
~res~onsible official" into~.the definition section because it
contains substantive requiremen:s and is therefore not merely
a definition. However, I do recommend the Depar:men:
incorporate the concept of responsible official into the
subseczion regarding signatory responsibility as sho~n in

Exhibit A subsection (b).
I do not recommend the Department incorporate the term
~section 502(b) (1) changes~ into the definition section
because it contains substantive requirements and is therefore
not merely a definition. However, I recommend the Department
include this concept as shown in Exhibit A subdivision (r) (3)
in order to provide flexibility to the regulated community to
extent allowed by the applicable requirements.
! do not recommend the Department incorporate the term
"stationary source= into the definition section because a
definition for such term, which is as s~ringen~ as the
definition provided in 40 CFR Par~ 70.2, is provided in
Section 22a-!74-i of the RCSA.
I do not recommend the Department incorporate a
definition for the term "whole program". Although a
definition for "whole program" may have been necessary for the
federal regulations to explain the context in which the
regulations needed to be deve!oped and implemented by the
states, I do not think these definitions play a useful role on
the state level.
40 CFR Part 70.3 Applicability, in general, describes which
sources must obtain Title V ©Derazin~
_=~ ~ and which
_
. ~.m_ts
sources are exempt from such requirement.
I recommend the Department adopt a definition of Title V
source (see language in Exhibit A, subdivision (a) (15)), and
describe applicability (s~_~ language in Exhibi~ A, subsection
(c)), in order to meet the intent o= provisions provided in 40
CFR Par~ 70.3 (a) and (b). Language shown in Exhibit A
subdivision (f) (2) also responds ~o 40 CFR Part 70.3(b) (I) and
allows deferrals for sources.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.3(c) emission units and
Part 70 sources, I recommend the Department adept the language
provided in Exhibit A, subsection (j). To provide uniform
treatment of Title V sources and ~o provide cerzain~y for the
permit engineers and industry, I recommend language which
allows the Department to include all applicable requirements
for all relevant emission units at a Title V source.
To only include the applicable requirement for the units
that cause the source to be subject to the 40 CFR Part 70
program, may cause sources to need several permits and
multiple interactions with the Department. To the extent
there are federally enforceable F!P/SIPs, federa! regulations
and state permitting requirements, I recommend such
requirements be incorporated into one document to keep sources
and field engineers from having to recreate the regulatory
paper trail for each meeting or exchange.
I recognize that some commen~ors, in their general
commen~s, considered this decision as one that goes beyond the
intent of 40 CFR Part 70. However, there is no reason to
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require limitations in the permit for units or emissions for
which there are no applicable requirements, unless such
limitations are requested by the source.
With respect to 40 C~ Part 70.3(d), f~gi~ive
emissioms, i recommend the Department use language as
provided in Exhibit A, sui~division (a) (15) and subsection
In the federal interpretation of 40 CFR Part 70 as provided in
the preamble it states that ~ ..... a major source must submit
a permit application including all emissions of all regulated
air pollutants from all emission units located at the plant,
except that only a generalized list needs to be included for
insignificant events or emission levels" FR Vol. 57 No. 140
Tuesday, July 21, 1992. Therefore, if an app!ican~ has
already determined this regulation applies to their source it
is logica!, and allowed by 40 CFR Part 70, to only require the
inclusion of emissions to the extent necessary to determine
applicable requirements and compliance with such applicable
requirements. However, the Department shal! not be precluded
by these regulations from taking an enforcement action against
a Title V source who is without a Title V permit in the evenn
the owner or operator failed to calculate emissLcns
fugitives to determine that the regulation applies no such
source.
With respect to 40 C~ Part 70.4(a) state
suTmmittal a~d trmnsition, the Department has already submitted
a proposed regulation to the EPA for review.
I recommend the
Department submit the fina! program package formally to EPA,
including these proposed fina! regulations as given in Exhibit
A, after approva!, if granted, by the Legislative Regu!a~ion
~
Review Comm_tu~_.
With respect to 40 CE~ Part 70.~(~) ele~me~ts of the
i~itial progrmm submissio=, I recommend the Department.
su,~’
the fol!owing: a program description, the regu!a~icns, the
Attorney General’s legal opinion, relevant permitting program
documentation not contained in the regulation, a description
of the state’s compliance tracking and enforcemenn program, a
showing of adequate authority and procedures to determine
application sufficiency as shown in Exhibit A subsections
(h) and (i) and section 22a-3a-5 of the RCSA, and to take
final action on applications with specified time frames as
shown in Exhibit A subdivisions (h) (I) and (j) (!), a fee
demonstration, a statement of adequate personne! and funding,
a plan to submit enforcement sta~isnics on an annua! basis, a
renewal shield as shown in Exhibit A subdivision (h) (4),
operational flexibility provisions as shown in Exhibit A
subdivision (r) (3), a plan to expeditiously review
modification applications, off-permit provisions as shown in
Exhibit A subdivision (r) (4), provisions conce.~ning permit
conten~ and procedural requirements as shown in Exhibit A
subsections (j), (k), (i), (m), and (n). I recommend
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submission of the above-described documents and information
because these documents and information are the core
re.qairements in order to secure federal approval of a Title V
program to be implemented by the Department. These documents
are not, however, required as state ~ requirements in
and of themselves, and should not be embodied within this
regulation.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.4(c) partial programs, I
do not recommend the Department take any particular action
because the State of Connecticut does not have local or
regional agencies, within a limited geographic area of
Cor~necticut, to whom this program will be delegated.
Therefore, this partial approval provision, as provided in 40
CFR Part 70.4(c) does not apply to Connecticut.
With respecu to 40 CFR Part 70.4(d) interim approval, I
recommend the Department, through the documents and
!_._orm=._on listed in 40 CFR Part 70.4 (b), comply witrec-airements of 40 CFR Part 70.4(d) to ensure that full
approval is granted, or at least that interim approval can be
granted. Specifically, I recommend the Department verify
inclusion of documents which demonstrate: adecuate fees,
aDd!doable recuirements as shown in Exhibit A, subdiv
(a) (5)~ fixed term as shown in Exhibit A, subparagraph
(j) (I) (A), public participation as shown in Exhibit A,
subsections (I) and (m), EPA and affected State revie.’..; as
shown in Exhibit A, subsections (!), (m), and (n), petalissuance, enforcement, operationa! flexibility as show. in
Exhibiu A, s’~bdivision (r)(3), streamlined procedures, permit
app!icaticns and forms, alternative operating scenarLcs as
shown in Exhibit A, subdivision (a)(-4), and subparagraphs
(g) (1) (E) and (j) (!) (J). It is important that the Dezarument
ac~=~z~=, a-.
a
minimum, interim amorova!__ of this r
related programs to ensure that EPA is not recuired
imm!ement a federa! permitting program for industry_._
Staue cf Corunecticut.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.4(e) EPA review of permit
program submittals, I do not recommend the Department take any
action. This section is purely informationa! and does ncu
require the Department to take a paruicu!ar action.
With respect to sections 40 CFR Part 70.4(f) state
response to EPA review of program, 40 CFR Part 70.4(g)
effective date, 40 CFR Part 70.4(h) individual permit
transition, 40 C~R Part 70.4(i) program revisions, 40
Part 70.4 (k) administration and enforcement, I do not
recommend the Department make any changes to this regu!a~ion
based upon this section. Although, these sections establish
the ground rules in the event that the Administrator takes
various actions, such rules do not dictate to the Depar-_ment
whaz language shal! be included in the regulation. Rather,
such rules simply offer guidance in the way of what federa!
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actions wil! or may be taken.
With respect co 40 CFR Part 70.4(j) sharing information,
i recommend that in the Department’s program description the
Department plan to share information with EPA utilizing the
latest computer technology accessible to both agencies on a
regular and reliable basis. In addition, i suggest~the
Department include the language provided in Exhibit A,
subdivisions and subsections (d) (3), (d) (6), (h) (5), (I),
(n) (3), (q) (3), and (r), in the regulation, Co ensure
information is transmitted to the Administrator.
With
respect to confidentiality, within the program description, I
recommend the Department plan to comply with 40 CFR Part
70.4(j) to the extent allowed by f=~=~-~~_~_=_ and s~a~e freedom of
information requirements.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.5(a) (1), timely
application, I recommend the Department use language as in
Exhibit A, subsection (f) . I do not recommend additiona!
language, as Section 4-!82 of the Genera! Statu~es provides
adequate authority concerning the continuance of the existing
permit in the event of a timely filing renewal application by
the permittee.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.5(a) (1) (i) regarding
initial Title V application, Z recommend the Department
include in the regulation the language provided in Exhibit A
subdivision (f) (1). This lan~aage al!cws the DeDartmen5
through the use of an implementation da~e as defined in
Exhibi~ A subdivision (a) (9) to re_cuire an application for a
permit no later than 9 months after apErovai of the program by
the Administrator or June I, 1997,. whizhever is earlier. This
wil! provide the re~uiated commu~ity with some cerzain~y while
allowing applicants to have as much time as possible prior to
having to apply so that applicants may avoid the possibility
of having to submit updated applications for which initial
applications might have been premature.
With respect to 40 CER Part 70.5(a) (!) (ii) regarding
preconstruc~ion review, I recommend the DeDar~menu include in
the regulation the language provided in Exhibit A subdivisions
(f) (2) and (f) (4) in order to ensure sources comply with
preconstrucCion review requirements.
With respect to 40 C~R Part 70.5(a) (!) (iii) regarding
renewal I recommend the Department include in the regulazion
the language provided in E~hibit A subdivisions (f) (5) in
order ~o provide the regulated commu~.izy with certainty with
respect to application procedures after an initial permiu has
been issued.
Wi~h respect ~o 40 C~ Part 70.5(a) (I) (iv) regarding phase
II acid rain permits I recommend the Deparumen~ include in the
regulation the language provided in E~nibi~ A subdivision
(f) (6) in order to clarify ~hat 40 CFR~Parzs 72 through 78,
inclusive, require special application periods.
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With respect to 40 CFE Part 70.S(a) (2), complete
application, I recommend the Department include the language
provided in Exhibit A subsection (h). ! recommend the
DeparZment use the term sufficient rather than complete as the
term complete is not clearly defined in 40 CER Part 70.
Sufficient as used in the Department’s Rules of Practice,
section 22a-3a-5(a) (3) (A) and (a) (!) of the RCSA, properly
conveys the intent of the term complete as it is used in 40
CFR Part 70.
Such section provides that a sufficient
application, ~In addition to any other information required by
an application form or applicable statute or re.culation, an
application shall indicate: (A) the name, address and
telephone number of the applicant and of his attorney or other
representative, if any, (B) the license or licenses sought,
(C) the statutes and regulations applicable to the
application, (D) the applicant’s proposal and the facilities,
acsivities, and sites which are the subjec~ of or are af
by the application, (E) any other information which the
Commissioner may require for the purposes of reviewin£ the
application in accordance with applicable statutory and
regulator’s" criteria as provided in Exhibit A, s’~bsection
(E) any additional information which the aDD!icant considers
relevant, and (G) an executive summary.
" This wil! ~ive
the applicant and the permit engineer a checklis~ of necessary
items in order to determine application sufficiency or
completeness. In addition, I recommend the Department include
in the regulation the language provided in Exhibit A
subdivision (h) (I) which provides tha~ the DeparZment shall
determine whether or not an application is sufficient within
60 days of receipt of such application.
With respec~ to 40 CFR Part 70.5(a) (3) confidential
information, I do not recommend the Department rec~ire the
submission of confidential information di~ecziy to the
Administrator, and, as a result, bypass the Department. The
Department wil! need the opportunity to review all re!evanz
information. The Department, however, is non precluded from
determinin~ information submitted as confidential is
exempt from freedom of information requests as provided in
s~a~e and federal statutes. In any even~, the !an~uage as
provided in Exhibit A subdivision (h) (5) which requires the
applicant to send a copy of his application and attachmenns
the Administrator, which would include confidentia!
information.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.5(b) duty to supplement or
correct application, I recommend the Department include the
!an~ua~e provided in Exhibit A subdivisions (h) (I) and (h) (2)
which al!ows for applications to be corrected by the
applicant. This is reasonable especially in light of the fact
that circumstances at facilities may chan~e after an
application has been submitted to the Department.

With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.5(c) standard application
form and required information, I recommend the Department
submit forms to the Administrator for review and approva! as
part of the Department’s Title V program package. I recommend
the forms, re.quire the information described in 40 CFR Park
70.5(c) or comply with the requirements of 40 CFR Park
70.5(c) as interpreted in Exhibit A subsections (g), (h) and
(i), and that such !angula~e be included in the regulation.
The language in the Exhibi~ does not mimic 40 CFR Part 70.5(c)
as that section was the federal regulation delineating how
design the Title V program. The program itself mush be
tailored to dovetail wi~h exisuing suaue re_quiremenus and
terminology as wel! as re_cuire the application to contain
information the engineers can really use to determine
applicable requirements for each alternative opera~ing
scenario and to determine a compliance schedule to incorporaue
into the permit. For these reasons the language is not
identica! to 40 CFR Par~ 70.5(c) . In addition, I recommend
the Department include in the regulation the language provided
in Exhibit A, subdivisions (9) (3) and (9) (4) as these sections
allow an applicant to avoid !isuing activities or items o~uen
referred to as "insignificant" unless needed
applicability of, or to impose, an’; applicable re~airemenuo I
do not recommend deve!oping a list of insi~lficant activities
based upon size or production rate because such activities or
items muse be listed on the application, so such a lisu would
not reduce the aoo!icant’s work!cad.
With respecu to 40 CFE Part 70.5(c) (I) and (2) regarding
identifying information and description of the source’s
processes I recommend the Deparumenu include in the regulation
the !an~uage provided inExhibit A, s’~bparagraphs
and (g) (2) (A) to enable the permit engineer to glean basin
information about the typ. e of source and identify ~he contacts
an the facility.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.5(c) (3) (i) regarding
emissions related information I recommend the Department
include in the regulation the langaage provided in Exhibit A,
subparagraph (g) (2) (E) and subdivision (9) (4) to allow for a
description of emissions of regulated air pollutants for the
purposes of determining what requirements are applicable ~o a
source.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.5(c) (3) (ii) regarding
emission points I recommend the DeparZmenn include in the
regulation the language provided in Ex~hibit A, subparagraph
(g) (2) (A) to al!ow for a description of emission points for
the purposes of determinin~ what requirements are applicable
to a source.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.5(c) (3) (iii) regarding
emission rates I recommend the Department include in the
regulation the language provided in Exhibit A, subparagraph
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(g) (2) (B) to allow for a description of emission rates for the
purposes of determining what requirements are applicable to a
source.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.5(c) (3) (iv) regarding
materials and production rates I recommend the Department
include in the regulation the language provided in Exhibit A,
subparagraph (g) (i) (E) to the extent necessary to clarify
operating schedules, Exhibit A, subparagraph (g) (2) (A) in
order to address throughput, hours of operation and capacity
of each unit involved, and Exhibit A, subdivision (a) (!3)
which provides a definition of throughput specifically
addressing materials used, which includes fuels and the
production rakes utilizing such maneria!s.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.5(c) (3) (v) regarding
identifying c~ntrol equipment and monitoring devices !
recommend the Department include in the regu!auion the
language provide~ in Exhibit A, subparagraph (g) (2) (E) tc
allow for a description of such e~aipment or monitoring for
the purposes of determining what recuirements are applicable
to a source.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.5(c) (3) (vi) regarding
limitations on operations and work practice standards [
recommend the Department include in the regu!a~icn ~he
language provided in Exhibit A, subparagraph (g) (2) (F) to
allow for a description of such !imitations and practices for
the purposes of determining what requirements are applicable
to & source.

With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.S(c) (3) (vii) regarding
other infor~ation required including information related to
stack height limitations developed, i recommend the Deparzmen~
include in the regulation the languagep_ovl~_~
~ ’ "=m in Exhibit A,
subparagraph (g) (2) (I) to allow for a description of such
other informasion for the purposes of determining what
re_cuirements are applicable to a source.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.5(c) (3) (viii) regarding
calculations upon which ~he above listed information is based,
I recommend the Department include in the regulation the
language provided in Exhibit A, subparagraphs (g) (2) (C) and
(g) (2) (D) to allow for a description of such calculations for
the purposes of determining what re_cuirements are applicable
to a source.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.5(c) (4) (i) regarding
citation and description of applicable requirements Z
recommend the Department include in the regulation the
language provided in Exhibit A subparagraph (g) (2) (G) to
allow for a description of any re!evan~ citation and
description for the purposes of determining wha~ re.cuirements
are applicable
to to
a source.
With respect
40 C~R Part 70.5(c) (4) (ii) regarding any
applicable test method I recommend the Deparzmen~ include in
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the regulation the language provided in Exhibit A,
subparagraph (g) (2) (H) to allow for a description of any
applicable test method for the pu-~poses of desermining what
requirements are applicable to a source.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.S(c) (5) regarding any
information necessary I recommend the Department include in
the regulation the language provided in Exhibit A subparagraph
(g) (2) (i) and subdivision (h) (i) to allow for any information
necessary for the purposes of determining what requirements
are applicable to a source.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.5(c) (6) regarding
explanation of any proposed exemption from otherwise
applicable requirements, ! do no5 recommend the Department
include in the regulation any language which would provide a
perceived !oophole to avoid an applicable requirement. The
applicant shal! have the burden of making the initia!
de£ermination regarding what requirements are applicable and
the Department wil! ultimately make such determination as a
part of a fina! action on the .application. The only area
where I recommend a similar concept is with respect to Exn_blt
A su_bparagraph (g) ~I) (F) to allow sources to explain an
alternative means.of compliance pursuant to Section 22a-!74-22
or 22a-174-32 of the RCSA.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.5 (c) (7) regarding
alternative operating scenarios, ~ recommend the Department
include in the regulation the language provided in E:~hibi~ A
subdivision (a) (4) and subparagraph (g) (1) (E) to allow for a
description cf alternative operatang scenarios for the
r_cu__~me..~s
purposes of de=ermining what
=_~= ~" are applicable -~o a
source depending on the scenario and to allow for flexibility.
Wi~h respect ~o 40 CFX Part 70.5(c) (8) regarding a
compliance plan for all part 70 sources, I recommend the
Depar~men~ include in the reguianion ~he language provided in
Exhibit A subparagraph (g) (i) (D) and subsection (i) to allow
the Departmenu to understand the source’s complianc= plans are
for the facility for the purposes of determining .the future
plans for the facility.
With respect to 40 C~R Part 70.5(c) (8) (i) regarding
compliance status I recommend the Department include in the
regulation the language provided in Exhibit A subdivisions
(i) (2) and (i) (4) to allow for a description of the compliance
status of the facility to enable the Departmen~ ~o determine
whether the source is currently complying with applicable
requirements.
With respect to 40 CFR~.Part 70.5(c) (8) (ii) and (iii)
regarding a description of applicable requirements presently
applicable and future applicable requirements, I recommend the
Departmen~ include in the regulation ~he language provided in
Exhibit A subdivisions (i) (2) ~hrough (i) (4) ~o allow for a
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description of such requirements for the purposes of
determining what requirements are applicable to a source at
various points in time.
with respect to 40 C~R Part 70.S(c) (8) (iv) regarding a
schedule for submission of certified progress reports, I
recommend the Department include in the re~u!ation the
language provided in Exhibit A subdivision (i) (6) to allow
for a submission of such reports every 6 months for the
purposes of determining status with.respect to milestones and
activities planned for the facility.
With.respect to 40 CFR Part 70.5(c) (8) (v) regarding acid
rain requirements, I recommend the Department include in the
regulation the language provl~ec In Exhibit A subdivision
(i) (5) to al!ow for a description of acid rain compliance
plan requirements for the purposes of determining what
requirements are specifically applicable to an acid rain
source with respec~ to compliance plans.
With respect to 40 C~R Part 70.5(c) (9) (i) regarding a
certification of compliance, I recommend the Department
include in the regulation the language provided in E~hibi~ A
subdivision (i) (!) to al!ow for cerzification of comD!iance
= s~atemen~ and ’~=
that th--~ --’: ~ ~__ "the ~ocumen~ are true,
I~.~O~=~I~..
accurate and complete.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.5(c)(9)(ii) regarding a
statement of methods used, I recommend the Deparzment !nc~ud~
in the regulation the language provided in Exhibit A
subdivision (i) (1) which refers te subparagraph (q) (2) (A) to
illustrate to the Department how compliance is being
determined by the source.
With respecz to 40 CFR Part 70.5(c) (9) (iii) regarding a
schedule for submission of certifications of compliance,
recommend the Department include in zhe re~iaticn the
language provided in Exhibi~ A subdivision (i) (7) to allow
for a submisslon of such certification every 6 mcnuhs for the
for the purposes of de.~_m_n~.~ compliance status.
With respec~ to 40 C~R Part 70.5(c) (9) (iv) regarding a
compliance status with any applicable enhanced monitoring and
other requirements of the Act, I recommend the Department
include in the regulation the ian~-uage provided in Exhibiz A
subdivision (i) (!) which refers to subparagraph (q) (2) (C) to
allow for certification of compliance with respect to the
requirements of the Title V permiz to ensure comDiiance.
With respec~ to 4.0 CFR Part 70.5(c)10 regarding a
nationally-standardized forms for acid rain, i do not
recommend the Department include In the regulation any
language regarding these forms as the DeparZment’s proposed
regu!a~ion does include that all substantive requirements be
on the application. (sg_~ generally, Exhibit A, subsection
40 CFR ParZ 70.5 al!ows the permiz~ing authority discretion in
developing application forms which best mee~ program needs and

administrative efficiency.. I recommend the Department provide
its own cover sheet to the prospective applica~-.z, along with
the federal application. The avai!abili~y of federal forms
does not negate the need to transmi~ s~ate it.formation as well
to the applicants. However, ! do recommend the Department
include in the program description a description of how the
Department plans to utilize the na~iona!!y-standardized forms
for acid rain applications.
With respect to 40 C~R Part 70.5(d) regarding a
certification for doc%unents submitted, ! recommend the
Department include in the regulation ~he language provided in
Exhibit A subsection (b), subparagraph (g)(!)(G}, and
subdivisions. (h) (2), (i) (I), (o) (4), (p) (5), (q) (i) and (q) (2)
in order to ensure that the person responsible for the
information in the documentation being submi-_zed is true
accurate and complete.
With respect to 40 C~R Part 70.6(a) standard permit
requirements, I recommend the DeDarzment issue mermits which
comply substantively as provided in Exhibit A s’~bsection (j).
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.6(a)(1) regarding emission
limitations and standards, I recom~..end the Demarzmenz include
in the regulation the language ~ .... "=~ _..
subparagraphs (j) (!) (E) and (j) (i) (H) (i) in order to provide
such limitations and standards when necessar-_/- in the subject
permi~_.
With respect to 40 C~R Part 70.6(a)(!)(i) regarding
authority for each tez-m or condition and differences, I
= u"-recommend the Department include in the r_g
_=_ion the
language .provided in Exhibit A sub_~aragraph/ ,,~~’ ’ !) (D) in order
to provide guidance_ with respect to the sourze and or
authority for such terms or condi.zions.
With respect to 40 C~R Part 70.6(a)(!)(iii) regarding the
determination of an alternative emission limit, r recommend
the Depar.~ment include in the regulation the language provided
in Exhibi~ A subparagraphs (j)(I)(D) and (j)(’’,, ~i) in order to
provide such alternative emission limit when necessary in the
subj ecu permit.
With respect to 40 C~R Part 70.6(a)(2) regarding permit
duration, ! recommend the Department include in the regulation
the language provided in Exhibit A subparagraph (j)(I)(A) in
order to provide that the subject permmts w~_!! expire no later
than 5 years after issuance.
Wi~h respect to 40 CFR Part 70.6(a)(3) regarding
monitoring and related record keeping and reporting
requirements, I recommend the Deparnment include in the
regulation the language provided in Exhibit A, subparagraphs
(j) (1) (K) and (j) (1) (Q) in order to provide than the subject
permits will contain monitoring, record keeping and reporting
requirements.
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With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.6(a) (3) (i) (A) regarding
monitoring and analysis procedures, ! recommend the Department
include in the regulation the language provided in Exhibit A,
subparagraph (j) (i) (K) (i) in order to provide that in_ subject
permits will describe the monitoring and analysis procedures
¯necessary for determining compliance with applicable
requirements.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.6(a) (3) (i) (B) regarding
periodic monitoring or record keeping, ! recommend the
Department include in the regulation the language provided in
Exhibi~ A, subparagraphs (j) (I) (K) (ii) and (j) (I) (L) in order
to provide thaisuch monitoring, which may include record
keeping, need only be sufficient to yield reliable data from
the relevant time period.
With respect to 40 C~R Part 70.~(a) (3) (i) (C) regarding
the use, maintenance and installation of monitoring equipment,
I recommend the Department include in the regulation the
language provided in Exhibit A subparagraph (j) (!) (L) in order
to provide that such monitoring which may include record
keeping need only be sufficient to yield reliable data from
the relevant time period.
Wizh resDecz to 40 CER Part 70.6(a) (3) (ii) regarding
record keeping, i recommend the DeDarzmenz include in the
regulation the language provided in Exhibit A subparagraph
(j) (I) (N) in order to provide that such record keeping
requirements be incorporated into the permit.
With respecu ~o 40 C~R Part 70.6(a) (3) (ii) (A) and (B)
regarding records of monitoring information, I recommend the
Department include in the regulation the language provided in
Exhibit A, subdivision (o) (2) in order to provide that such
record keeping re_cuirements wil! be incorporated into the
subject permit and tha~ such records will be mainzained for a
leas~ 5 years from the date of the sample, measurement, reporz
or application.
With respecz to 40 C~R Part 70.6(a) (3) (iii) regarding
reporting, I recommend the Department include in the
regulation the language provided in Exhibit A, subparagraph
(j) (!) (N) and (j) (!)(Q) in order to provide that such
reporting requirements will be incorporated into the subject
permit.
With respect to 40 C~R Part 70.6(a) (3) (iii) (A) and (B)
regarding reporting, I recommend the Departmen~ include in the
regu!a~ion the !~nguage provided in E~hibit A subparagraph
(j) (i) (O), subdivision (o) (1) and subparagraph (o) (!) (A) in
order to provide that such reporting wil! be required by the
permit every 6 months and that prompt reporzing of deviations
wil! occur.
With respec~ to 40 CFR Part 70.6(a) (4) regarding
allowances under Title IV, I recommend the Departmenz include
in the regulation the language provided in Exhibi~ A,
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subparagraph (j)(!)(C) in order to provide that all emissions
must mee~. applicable requirements and requirements under Title
IV would be considered applicable re.cuirements.
With respect to 40 CFR Park 70 . 6 (a) (4) (±) regardin9
increases in emissions, ! recommend the Department include in
~he regulation the language provided in Exhibit A subparagraph
(j) (I)(G)(ii) in order to provide that the permit does not
authorize emissions of an air poiluta~t so as to exceed levels
that mi£ht otherwise be prohibited tinder 40 CFR Part 72.
Although not explicit in al!owing increases authorized by
allowance under the acid rain program, such sta~emen~ allows
for these increases.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.6(a)(4)(ii) regarding
al!owances, I recommend the Department include in ~he
regulation the language provided in Exhibit A subparagraph
(j) (!) (G) (iii) in order to provide that allowances may not be
used as a defense to noncompliance with any otne_ aDD!icab!e
requiremen.-_.
With respect to 40 C~R Part 70.6(a)(4)(iii) regarding
accounting of allowances, I recommend the Depar~men~ include
in the regulation the language provided in Exhibit A,
subparagraphs (j) (!)(C) and .(j) (I) (H) (ii) in order ~c ensure
compliance with applicable requirements.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.~(a)(5) regarding a
severability clause, I recommend the Departmen~ include in the
regulation the language provided in Exb.ibit A, subparagraph
(j) (!) (R) in order to ensure the "continued va!idicy of permics
= ~ rein .~_
e~ sin the even~ of a cha!!en~e to any ocher pcrzions
r_cu.
of the permit.
With respecz to 40 C.~.~ Part 70. ~ (a) (6) (i) regarding
provisions in the per~nit stating the per:nittee ~ust comply, !
recommend ~he Department include in t"-= regu!a~icn the
language provide~ in Exhibit A subpara£raph (j)(’) (C) in order
to r=uui~= such a provision
With resDecz to 40 C~ Part 70.6(a)(6)(ii) regarding
provisions in-the permit stating that need to halt or reduce
activity is not a defense, I recommend the Deparzmen~ include
in the regulation the language provided in Exhibit A
subparagraph (j)(i)(T) in order to prevent circumvention of
the permit requirements.
With respec~ to 40 CFR Part 70.~(a)(6)(iii) regarding the
fact that the permit may b% modified, or revoked, I recommend
the Department include in the regulation the lan_~aage provided
in Exhibit A subparagraphs~ (j) (!) (U) and (j) (I)(V) in order
to allow for flexibility in the even~ of change.
With respect to 40 C~R Part 70.6(a)(6)(iv) regarding
provisions in the permit stating the permit does not convey
any property rights, I recommend the Departmenu include in the
regulation the language provided in Exhibit A, s’~bparagraph
(j) (1)(W) in order to convey that a permit is merely a
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license.

~With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.6(a)(6)(v) regarding
provisions in the permit stating the permittee shall furnish
information, I recommend the Department include in the
regulation the language provided in Exhibit A subparagraph
(j) (1)(X) in order to ensure the exchange of information.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.6 (a) (7) regarding
provisions in the permit stating the pe~ittee must pay fees,
! recommend the Department include in the regulation the
language provided in Ex~hibit A subdivision (j)(2) in order
ensure funding of the program.
With respect to 40 .CFR Part 70.6(a)(8) regarding
provisions in the permit regarding e_missions trading,
recommend the Department include in the regulation the
language provided in Exhibit A, subparagraphs (j) (1)(G),
(j) (i) (I) and (j) (i) (P) in order to provide flexibility.
With respec~ to 40 CER Part 70.6(a)(9) regarding
provisions in the permit regarding reasonably anticipated
operating scenarios, I recommend the Department include in the
regulation the language provided in Exhibit A subparagraph
(j) (!)(J) in order to accommodate such scenarios where allowed
by applicable requirements.
With respecn to 40 C~R Part 70.6(a)(9)(i) regarding
change from one sce°nario to another, I recommend the
Department include in the regu!a~ion the language provided in
Exhibit A subparagraph (j) (1) (N) and subdivision (o) (3) in
order to require recording of such change at the facility.
With respect to 40 C~R Part 70.6(a) (9) (ii) regarding
extending the shield to cover each scenario, I recommend ~_he
Department include in the. regulation the language provided
Exhibit A subdivision (k)(i) in order to allow the Deparzmen~
to do so if the Commissioner so chooses.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.6(a)(9)(iii) regarding
ensuring the scenarios meet applicable requirements, I
recommend the Department include in the regulation the
language provided in Exhibit A, subparagraph (j)(I)(J) in
order to ensure compliance and at the same time allow
flexibility.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.6(a)(I0) regarding
provisions in the permit regarding trading of emissions, I
recommend the Department include in the regulation the
language provided in Exhibit A, subparagraphs (j)(I)(G),
(j) (I) (i) and (j) (I) (P) in order to require such provisions in
the event the applicant requests them.
With respec~ to 40 CFR Part 70.6(a)(10)(ii) rega.rding
extending the shield to cover each emissions trading or use of
credits, I recommend the DeparZment include in the regulation
the language provided in Exhibit A, subdivision (k)(I) in
order to allow the Department to do so if the Commissioner so
chooses.
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With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.6(a)(I0)(iii) regarding
emissions trading, I recommend the Department include in the
regulation the language provided in Exhibit A, subparagraph
(j) (!) (C) in order to require that emissions trading and use
of credits meets all applicable requirements.
With respect to 40 C~R Part 70.6(b) federally-enforceable
requir~nents, i recommend the Department include the language,
provided in Exhibit A, subparagraph (j)(1)(E), in the
regulation. This is important in that one of the fundamenta!
re.cuirements of the Title V permit is that it be federally
enforceable.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.6(c)(I) compliance
requirements, I recommend the Depar~men5 re.o~ire
ceruification, testing, monitoring, reporting and record
keeping sufficient to ensure compliance with the permit terms
and conditions. The Department should include the language
provided in Exhibit A, subparagraphs (j) (i) (K) , (L), (N), (O),
and (Q), and Exhibit A, subsections (o), (p) and (q), to
respond to the requirements of 40 CFR Part 70.6(1) in order to
ensure compliance with the permits being issued.
With respect to 40 C~R Part. 70.6(c)(2) inspection, entry,
and sampling requirements, as well as access to doctunents,
recommend the Deparument to issue a permit so as to require
each source to allow such activities as descr±bed in Exhibit
A, subparagraph (j)(I)(M) .
This will al!ow the Deparumen~
r_qu_= r~~me.~
to v~rify compliance with permit
~ ~s ¯
~With respecu to 40 C~R Part 70.6(c)(~),
recommend the DeparzmenTM- require the compliance schedule to be
consistent with the compliance plan because the compliance
provide for compliance
with
_
D!an submitCed may not adequately_
, I do r_=~_ omme..~
~II applicable re.-~u~rements. However
~" that the
Deparument make reference to the compliance plan in the
section on granting a permiu where the Department should
describe the compliance schedule, as provided in Exhibit
subparagraph (j)(I)(Q). This will make it clear ~ha~ the
schedule may be based upon the plan suggested by the
applicant.
With respect to 40 C~R Part 70.6(c)(4) regarding progress
reports, I re-commend the Depar~menu include in the regulation
the language provided for in Exhibit A, subdivision (i)(6),
subparagraph (j) (I) (N), and subdivision (q) (2). Such progress
reports, every six months, shal! give the Department an idea
of the compliance steps achieved, or no~ achieved.
With respect to 40 C~R Part 70.6(c)(5) regarding
compliance certifications, i recommend the Department include
in the regulation the language provided for in Exhibit A,
subdivision (i) (7), subparagraph (j~) (I) (N), and subdivision
(q) (I). Such annual compliance certification shall give the
Department a means of monitoring compliance with permit terms
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and conditions and whether such status was continuous or
intermittent.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.6(d) regarding general
permits, the DeparZment should provide for the issuance of
general permits both Title V and non-Title V pe_~u, its. The
Department has authority and procedures to issue genera!
permits as provided in Title 22a-174(I) of the General
Statutes. I recommend additional language be provided in the
regulations to ensure compliance with federa! procedural
requirements. By including the language provided in Exhibit
A, subparagraph. (d) (3) (B), and subdivisions (d) (8), (!) (1),
and (1) (6) specifically addressing genera! permiu procedural
limitations and requirements the Department wil! have the
ability to issue permits more efficiently and as a result
provide better service to the public. In addition, orocedura!
requirement language provided in Exf~ibit A, s’~bsections (d),
(I) and (m) must be complied with in the evenu a general
permit is to be issued in order to have such=~..,_~=~=~=7-_ permit be
federally enforceable. I do nou recommend thau the Department
have a separate regulation for general permits as the
substantive recn~irements wil! have to be in aczordance with
Title V as provided in Exhibit A subsection (~), or federally
enforceable limitations on emissions as provided in Exhibit A,
subsection (d).
with respect to 40 CFR Part 70.6(e) temporary sources, I
do not recommend the Department allow for the language
provided in that section. Rather I recommend zhe Departmenu
al!ow sources to re!ocate a ~ni~ as provided in Exhibit A
subparagraph (r) (3) (A) (iii). The temporary source !an~uage.
provided by 40 CFR Rart 70 was too broad and ~ou!d not take
into account the variation in ti~pes emissions as does the
provision in Exhibit A, subparagraph (r) (3) (A) (iii) .
With respec~ to 40 CFR Part 70.~(f) regarding permit
shield, I recommend the Department adopt a shield as described
in Exhibit A, subsection (k). The shield provided explicitly
spells out which kinds of modifications may be shielded and
which may not be shielded by the language provided in Exhibit
A, subsection (k). The shield gives the regulated community
assurance that they will no~ be punished for the misuakes of
the Department as long as the provision of the permiz,
containing the mistake, is in effect.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.~(g) regarding emergency
provisions, I do not recommend the Department provide a
definition of emergency. Rather I recommend within the
context of notifications to the Department, as provided in
Exhibit A, subparagraph (p) (i) (b), I recommend the Department
provide for a description of events beyond the reascnab!e
control of the permittee and provide for a defense cf a
wio!ation, in the even~ of such event, as provided in Exhibit
A, subdivisions (p) (2) and (3). Such affirmauive defense
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shall have limitations as provided in Exhibit A, subdivisions
(p) (2) and (3~.
With respect 40 CFR Part 70.7 (a) (1) regarding
action on application, I recommend that the language provided
in Exhibit A, subdivision (j) (I), subparagraph (j) (!) (B),
subdivision (j)(3), and subsection (I), including (I)(5),
(j) (I) (C), (I) (3), and (n)
Such language wil! satisfy EPA
requirements and will, therefore, allow the Department to
issue federally enforceable permits.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.7(a) (2), I recommend the
Department take fina! action on a permit action within 18
months of receiving a sufficient application as provided in
Exhibit A, subdivisions (j) (i) and (n) (4). This wil! give the
regulated community certainty with respect to processing and
will require the Department to notify the sources if an
application is insufficient or the Department will risk going
beyond the 18 month time frame al!otted for final action.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.7(a) (3), I do not
recommend the Department include language in the regulation
which prioritizes review of applications rather I recommend
the Department handle this issue in the program description to
be provided to EPA as part of the program package. The
Department cannot commit to a particular order of
prioritization with respect to taking action on applications
within the regulations because resources and needs change with
specific circumstances. However, I recommend the Department
comply with the intent of this provision in the program
description.
With respect to 40 C~R Part 70.7(a) (4), I do recommend
the Department provide notice to a source if such sources’
application is insufficient as provided in Exhibit A,
subdivisions (h) (i) and (h) (2). The language in Exhibit A
will provide certainty with respect to the status of an
application. This is important since final action on such
application may not be taken for up to 18 months after such
application was submitted to the Department.
With respect to 40 C~R Part 70.7(a) (5), I do not
recommend the Department include language in the regulation
requiring the Department to provide a document, beyond the
permit, which sets forth the legal and factual~ basis for the
tentative determination (draft permit). Conditions should be
clear in the tentative determination and the extra document
may be misconstrued and cause confusion. It is imperative
that enforcement actions which must be taken to ensure
compliance with Title V permits not be compromised by
potentially conflicting documents. The ability of the
Department to take enforcement actions unimpeded is necessary
for proper implementation of the Title V program as intended
by 40 CFR Part 70. Furthermore, requiring in the regulation,
the preparation of such an essentially redundant documen~
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would double the work!oad and impede the Department’s ability
to take final action within the time frames required.
However, I do recommend the Department commit in the program
description to endeavor to create such a document only in the
event the Commissioner deems it absolutely necessary.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.7(a) (6) regarding
noninterference with a preconstruction permit, I recommend the
Department not include any language in this regulation which
would interfere with the requirement to have a preconstruction
permit. It is imperative to maintain the integrity of other
federal program while implementing the Title V program to
ensure continued compliance with existing requirements.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.7(b) the renewal shield
language, I recommend the Department clarify the renewal
procedures to the extent not covered otherwise by statute or
by application processing requirements. I recommend the
Department include the language provided in Exhibit A,
subdivisions (f) (5), (h) (3) and (h) (4) . In addition, the
renewal applicant shall comply with Title 4-182 of the General
Statutes. This will give the applicant and the Department a
clear of idea of when exactly the old permit expires and the
new permit or final action takes effect.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.7(c) (I) (i) regarding
permit renewal and expiration, I recommend the Department
apply the same procedural requirements to renewal applications
as apply to initia! permit issuance. I do not recommend the
Department craft specific language for renewa! processing in
that the work application covers both initial applications and
reapplications. Both initial applicants and reapplicants must
comply with language provided in Exhibit A, subsections (g),
(h), and (i).
In addition, public notice and opportunity for
comment through informational or adjudicatory hearings must be
provided as provided in Exhibit A, subsections (I) and (m).
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.7(c) (i) (ii) regarding
termination of the source’s right to operate unless a timely
and sufficient application has been submitted, I recommend the
Department include the language provided in Exhibit A
subdivision (h) (4), in order to explicitly provide that the
Department may take enforcement action against such source in
the event such source fails to submit a timely and sufficient
renewal application. I recommend the Department state in the
regulation that the failure to make timely and sufficient
application terminates the source’s right to operate by
providing language from Exhibit A, subparagraph (j) (i) (B) to
clarify the Department’s existing enforcement authority.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.7(c) (2), I recommend the
Department include such a provision, as provided in Exhibit A
subdivision (t) (2), in the regulation. This will make clear
the Administrator’s authority to terminate or revoke and
reissue the permit. It must be noted that the Department
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through the implementation of this regulation cannot regulate
the Administrator and that this type of language is simply ~o
clarify an existing federal provision.
With r=-spect to 40 CF~ Part 70.7(d)(1) Aduninistrative
pez~nit ~mendments, i recommend the Department provide language
as is in Exhibit A subparagraph (r)(2)(A) to al!ow for the
typ. es of pe-~mit modifications which do no~ require public
notice and opportunity for. comment. Generally, these changes
should not have a major impact on the public’s concerns nor
result in an increase in emissions and for those reasons the
Depar-_ment should not be required to spend an inordinate
amoun~ of resources processin~ such amendments.
With respect to 40 CFK Part 70.7(d)(2), I recommend the
Department include the language provided in Exhibit A,
subdivision (r)(6) in the regu!a~ion in order ~o ensure
compliance with the acid rain program requirements as required
by 40 CFR Part 70.
With respect to 40 CFK Part 70.7(d)(3), I recommend the
Department include the language provided in Exhibit A,
subdivision (r)(2) in order to ensure consistent and timely
modific.~tion procedures are followed for these amendments.
With respect ~o 40 C~K Part 70.7(4)(4.), I recommend the
permit shield language provide the Commissioner with ~he
option of providing the shield in the regulation, as described
i~ Ex~ibit A, subdivision (k) (4), which will in turn provide
the regulated community wi~h some certainty.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.7(e) regarding permit
modification provisions, I recommend the Department include
the language provided in Eyi%ibiu A subdivision (r)(6).
Othe_~_.¢ise 40 CFR Part 70.7(e) reqardi~-g minor permit
modification is e~lanatory in nature and may be used as an
infor.~.a~ional aid in dr~f~ing this regulation. I recommend
~he Department include language _Drovided in Exhibi~ A,
s-~bdiv~_sicn (r)(1) such that the language is turned around and
is describes what requires a significant modification ra~her
than saying whatever is no~ minor is a significan~
modification. The approach taken in 40 CFR Part 70 is
~roub!esome in that the regulated community and the Department
would be forever producing guidance interpreting what is no~
cons’~=~ minor in nature
Rather the onus shall be on ~he
Department to determine what requires a significan~
modification prior to implementation of this regulation. In
addition, 40 CFR Part 70.7{e)(2) was troublesome in that i~
conflicts with operationa!~flexibility and off-permit
provisions provided by 40 CFR Part 70. Flexibility is a
fum, damenta! part of the Title V program and without i~ the
program may be unworkable.
With respect to 40 CFK Part 70.7(e)(3) I do not recommend
the Department discuss group processing of applications other
than t~ allow for a public informational hearing to be held

regarding more than one application as provided in Exhibit A,
subdivision (m) (2). !t is not necessary to discuss group
processing in the regulation. Certainly there is nothing
precluding the Department from processing applications
together as long as all procedura! requirements are met for
each application and tentative determination.
-With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.7(e) (4) regarding
significant modification procedures I recommend the Department
provide a well developed significant modification secuion as
provided in Exhibit A, subdivision (r) (i). Such significant
modifications shall be only be undertaken in conjuncuion with
procedural re_quirements as provided in Exhibit A, subdivision
(r) (i) which refers to Exhibit A s’~bsections (!) and (m) and
40 CFR Part 70.7(a) (i), (4), (5) and (6). The reason the
modifications must be processed in such a manner is to ensure
adequate public and Administrator review.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.7(f) regarding reopening
for cause, I do not recommend the Department include such a
term because reopening for cause is a type of modification and
modifications shal! be provided for in the modification
subsection as provided in Exhibit A subsection (r), or as
revocation in accordance with the Deparumenu’s Rules of
Practice, Section 22a-3a-5(d) of the RCSA.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.7(f) (1), I recommend the
permit state that such permit may be modified as provided in
Exhibit A, subparagraph (j) (i) (U), and the permit may be
modified as provided in Exhibit A, subsections (r) (8) through
(r) (!4) . This allows the Department to provide reopening for
cause concepts as required by Title V.
W_~n respect to 40 CFR Part 70.7(f)(2) I recommend the
Deoartment include the language provided in Eyd.uibit A,
subdivision (r) (14), in order to limit the scope of the
reopening to the issue au hand.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.7(f) (3), I recommend the
Department include the language provided in Exhibit A,
subdivision (r) (9) so as to allow sources adequate nouice of
pending modifications based on 40 CFR Park 70 reopening for
cause provisions.
With respec~ to 40 CF~ Part 70.7(g) regarding
reopenings for cause by EPA, I recommend the Deparumenu
include language in the modifications section as provided in
Exhibit A, subdivisions (r) (8) through (r) (14). Such language
is substantially similar to the reopening for cause language
in.40 CFR Part 70.7(g) but does not refer to the term
reopening for cause.
The Department does not currently use
the term reopening for cause and therefore this would be
adding and defining another term which can easily be handled
in the modification subsection.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.7(h) public participation,
I recommend the Department provide public notice as described
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in Exhibit A, subsection (I). Where statutory provisions
Sections 22a-174(I) (2), 22a-6g, 22a-6h fai! to comply with the
intent of 40 CFR Part 70.7(h) I recommend additional language
as provided in Exhibit A, subsecuion (1). Public notice shal!
be given for initial permit issuance, significant ...
modifications, renewals and opportunity for public comment and
hearing shal! be provided as described in Exhibit A,
subsections (I) and (m) and as referenced in subparagraph
(g) (1) (d), subdivisions (h) (4), (j) (3), (n) (1), (n) (2),
(r) (1), subparagraph (r) (13) (B) , and subdivision (r) (14) .
Specifically, with respect to 40 CFR Part 70.7(h)(4), the
Department shal! provide 30 days for comment and shall give
notice of any public hearing at least 30 days in advance of
the hearing as provided in Exhibit A, subsection (m).
With respect to 40 CFE Part 70.7(h)(5), the Department
shal! keep a record as provided for informational hearings in
Exhibit A, subdivision (m) (2) and at adjudicatory hearings as
provided in Exhibit A, subdivision (m) (3) which references the
Department’s Rules of Practice, Section 22a-3a-6.
Such
public notice and opportunity to comment or attend a public
informationa! hearing or a public adjudicatory hearing is
critical to federa! enforceability of these permits and
approval of the Title V program by the Administrator.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.8(a) (i) transmission of
information to the Administrator, I recommend the Department
include the language, provided in Exhibit A, subdivision
(d) (3), (d) (6), (h) (5), (i), (n) (3), (q) (3) and subsection
(r), in the regulation. I recommend the Department, through
the program description, commit to sharing information with
EPA utilizing the latest computer technology accessible to
both agencies on a regular and reliable basis.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.8(a) (2), I do not
recommend such provisions be included in the regulations.
Rather such provisions provide guidance and should be
addressed in the program description.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.8(b) regarding review by
affected states, I recommend the Department include the
language provided in Exhibit A, subparagraphs (d) (3) (D) (v),
(I) (3) (E), subdivision (I) (5), and subparagraphs (n) (I) (C) and
(n) (I)(D) . Such affected state review is an important part of
the public notice and opportunity comment provisions which
enable this regulation to be made federally gnforceab!e.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.8(c) (i) and (2) regarding
EPA objection, I recommend the Department adopt the language
provided in Exhibit A, subdivision (n) (I) in order to al!ow
the Administrator opportunity to prevent improper permits from
being issued. Note that mention of the Administrator is only
to clarify the procedural requirements for the regulated
community. The Department cannot actually regulate the
Administrator through the use of these regulations.
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With respect to 40 C~R Par~ 70.8(c)(3), ! recommend ~he
DeparTment include the language provided in Exhibit A,
subparagraphs (n) (!) (C), (D), and (E) such that if the
DeparTment fails to follow administrative procedures this
constitutes a substantive reason to object to issuance of a
permit. This is necessary because public notice and
opportunity to comment necessary to enable permits issued
under such program to be deemed federally enforceable.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.8(c) (4), I recommend the
Department al!ow the Administrator to take final action on the
permit application in the event the Department fails to do so
within 90 days of an objection as provided in Exhibi~ A,
subdivision (n)(3).
This will al!ow the regulated community
to have certainty at least from the stand point of procedura!
events which will take place with replace to an application
objected to for which the Department cannot or will not take
any action.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.8(d), I recommend the
Department accommodate the public’s objections by wa~I of
language provided in Exhibit A, subparagraphs(n) (2) (A), (B)
and (C) .
This is necessary because public opport~.ity to
comment necessary to enable permits issued under such program
to be deemed federally enforceable.
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.8(e), I do not recommend
that language be drafted to ex!~.iicitly prohibit default
issuance as it cannot be assumed to exisz um.!ess provided for
in the regulation or authorizing sua~u~es. There is no need
for such prohibition and these regulations and uhe auzhorizing
statutory provisions do not provide for default issuance.
With respect to 40 C~R Part 70.9 regarding fee
determination and certification, I recommend the Department
make reference to fees to be paid as show~ in Exhibi- A
subdivision (j) (2) in order to ensure that payment of fees is
a condition prior to obtaining a permit. This is necessary
because pa.vment of annual fees will fund this program.
However, the fee regulations, Section 22a-174-26 of the KCSA
were not the subject of this hearing and such regu!a~ions are
already in place, i do recommend the DeDarzmens_ demonstrate
the fee schedule’s adequacy and that the presumption minimum
is being collected as wel! as providing a de~ailed accounting
if the Administrator after reviewing the complete package
requires such accounting.
Wi~h respect to 40 CFR Part 70.I0 regarding federal
oversight and sanctions, I recommend the Deparumen~ submi~ a
program which wil! receive full approva!, or at the !eas~,
interim approval, in order to avoid the need for the
Administrator to promulgate, administer, and enforce a whole
or partial program for the° State of Connecticut. This section
provides the Department with guidance regarding what will be

forthcoming in the event~the Department fails to: submit an
approvabie program;
adequately administer and enforce an
approved program; or have the legal authority necessary to
meet the requirements of 40 CFR Part 70.
This section, in
and of itself, does not impose a requirement on the regulated
public.
~
With respect to 40 CFR Part 70.11 regarding requirements
for enforcement authority, I recommend that the Department in
the program description demonstrate where in the General
Statutory authority exists to meet these enforcement
requirements. I do not recommend a change to the regulation
based upon this section. The provisions the General Statutes
allowing for enforcement actions to be taken will ensure the
integrity of this regulation is not diminished and that the
program can be adequately administered and enforced as
required by 40 CFR Part 70.
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FINAL RECOMMENDATION
Based upon the considerations in this Hearing ReporU, i
recommend that the proposed final regulations, as contained in
Exhibit A, be adopted by the Commissioner of Environmentg!
Protection and submitted for approva! by the Attorney General
and the Legislative Regulations Review Committee.

Date

Patrick Bowe
Hearing Officer

EXHIBIT A
Pagel

I recommend the Department add a new section 22a-174-33 to the Regulations of Connecticut
State Agencies as follows:

Sec. 22a-174-33. Title V Sources.
(a) Definitions. For the purposes of this section:
(1) "Act" means the Clean Air Act, as amended in 1990, 42 U.S.C. 7401 et
(2) "Administrator" means the Administrator of the United States Environmental Protection
Agency or his designee.
(3) "Affected states" means the States of Massachusetts. New York. and Rhode Island and any
other State located within fifty (50) miles of a Title V source.
(4) "Alternative operating scenario" means a condition, including equipment configurations,
process parameters, or materials used in a process under xvhich the owner or operator of a Title V
source may be allowed to operate.
(5) "Applicable requirements" means:
(A)

any standard or other requirement in the State implementation plan or in a federal
implementation plan for the State of Connecticut promulgated by the
Administrator pursuant to the Act;

(B)

any term or condition of a permit to construct issued pursuant to section 22a-1743 of the Regulations of Connecticut State Agencies;

(C)

any standard or other requirement of the acid rain program pursuant to 40 CFR
Parts 72 through 78, inclusive; and

(D) any standard or other requirement pursuant to 40 CFR Part 60.6 I. 63, 68. or 70.
(6) "Code of Federal Regulations" or "CFR" means the Code of Federal Regulations revised as
of September 16, 1994, unless otherwise specified.
(7) "Emissions unit" means any part or activity of a stationary source which part or activity emits
or has the potential to emit any regulated air pollutant or any hazardous air pollutant.
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(8) "Hazardous air pollutant" means, notwithstanding the definition in Section 22a-174-1 of the
Regulations of Connecticut State Agencies, any air pollutant listed in section 112(b) of the Act
except hydrogen sulfide.
(9) "Implementation date of this section" means the earlier of:

(A)

June 1, !997; or

(B)

the date of interim or final approval of this section by the Administrator pursuant
to 40 CFR Part 70.4.

(10) "Maximum achievable control technology" or "MACT" means a method of achieving an
emission limitation or reduction in emissions of hazardous air pollutants determined by the
Commissioner pursuant to subsection (e) of this section or by the Administrator pursuant to 40
CFR Part 63.
(11) "Monitoring" means any particular procedures required to determine emissions or
compliance ;vith parameters in accordance with applicable requirements or any particular
procedures necessary to determine whether applicable requirements are being met.
(12) "Regulated air pollutant" means any of the following:
(A)

nitrogen oxides or any volatile organic compound;

(B)

any pollutant which is a criteria air pollutant;

(C)

any pollutant from a stationary source which is subject to any standard of
performance for new stationary sources pursuant to 40 CFR Part 60;

(D)

any pollutant from a substance subject to a stratospheric ozone protection
requirement pursuant to 40 CFR Part 82, Subpart A, Appendix A or B;

(E)

any pollutant subject to a national emission standard or other requirement under
40 CFR Part 63 and emitted by a source in a category listed in Federal Register
Vol. 58 No. 231, December 3, 1993;

(F)

any pollutant from a stationary source which is subject to any standard or other
requirement pursuant to 40 CFR 61: or

(G) any pollutant listed in 40 CFR Part 68.
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(I3) "Throughput" means the rate of production by volume or weight, in a manufacturing
process, for which the combined quantities of all materials introduced, excluding air and water,
are used to determine such rate.
(14) "Title V permit" means any permit issued, renewed, or modified by the Commissioner
pursuant to this section.
(15) "Title V source" means any premise which includes any of the foI1owing:
(A)

any stationary, source subject to 40 CFR Part 60 or 61;

(B)

any stationary source subJect to 40 CFR Part 68;

(C)

any stationary source subJect to 40 CFR Parts 72 through 78, inclusive:

(D)

any stationary, source subject to Section 129(e) of the Act;
any one or more stationary sources, which are located on one or more contiguous
or adJacent properties under common control of the same person or persons and
which emit, or have the potential to emit, including fugitive emissions to the
extent quantifiable, in the aggregate, ten (10) tons or more per year of any
hazardous air pollutant, twenty-five (25) tons or more per year of any
combination of hazardous air pollutants, or the quantity, established by the
Administrator pursuant to 40 CFR Part 63; or

(F)

any one or more stationary, sources, which are located on one or more contiguous
or adjacent properties under common.control of the same person or persons and
which belong to the same two-digit Standard Industrial Classification code. as
published by the United States Office of Management and Budget in the Standard
Industrial Classification ManuaI of 1987, and which emit. or have the potential to
emit, including fugitive emissions from those categories of sources listed in 40
CFR Part 70.2 (i) through (xxvii), inclusive:
(i)

one hundred (100) tons or more per year of any regulated air pollutant;

(ii)

fifty (50) tons or more per year ofvolatile organic compounds or nitrogen
oxides in a serious ozone nonattainment area; or

(iii)

twenty-five (25) tons or more per year of volatile organic compounds or
nitrogen oxides in a severe ozone nonattainment area.
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(b) Signatory Responsibilities.
(1) An application for a Title V permit, any form, report, compliance certificate or other
document required by a Title V permit, and any other information submitted by an applicant or a
permittee pursuant to this section shall be signed by the following individual:
(A)

For a corporation: A president, secretary, treasurer, or vice-president of the
corporation in charge of a principal business function, or any other person who
performs similar policy or decision-making functions for the corporation, or the
duly authorized representative responsible for overall operation of one or more
manufacturing, production, or operating facilities subject to this section and
either;
(i) the operating facilities subject to this section employ more than 250
persons or have ~oss annual saIes or expenditures exceeding twentv-five
million dollars (in second quarter 1980 dollars); or
(ii) if authority to sign documents has been assigned or delegated to such
representative in accordance with corporate procedures;

(B)

For a parmership or sole proprietorship: a general partner or the proprietor,
respectively; or

(c)

For a municipality., State. Federal, or other public agency: either a principal
executive officer or ranking elected official. For purposes of this section, a
principal executive officer of a Federal agency includes the chief executive officer
having responsibility for the overalI operations of a principal geo~aphic unit of
the agency.

(2) A duly authorized representative under subpara~aph (A)(i) or (ii) of subdivision (1) of this
subsection may be either a named individual or any individual occupying a named position. Such
named individual or individual occupying a named position is a duly authorized representative
only if:
(A)

his or her authorization has been given in writing by an individual as
prescribed in subparagraph (A)(ii) of subdivision (1) of this subsection;

(B)

such authorization specifically authorizes either;

(i) an individual or a position having responsibility for the overall
operation of the premise or activity, such as the position of plant manager,
superintendent, or position of equivalent responsibility, or
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(ii) an individual or position having overall responsibility for
environmental matters for the company; and
"

(c)

such written authorization is submitted to the Commissioner and has been
approved in writing by the Commissioner in advance of such delegation.
Such approval does not constitute approval of corporate procedures.

(3) If an authorization under subdivision (2) of this subsection is no longer effecrive~because a
different individual or position has assumed the applicable responsibility, a new authorization
satisfying the requirements of such subdivision shall be submitted to the Commissioner prior to
or together with the submission of any applications, reports, forms, compliance certifications,
documents or other information which is, pursuant to subdivision (1) of this subsection, signed
by an individual or a duly authorized representative of such individual.

(4) Any ;ndividual signing any document pursuant to subdivision (1) of this subsection shall
also si,wn the certification provided in Section 22a-3a-5(a)(2) of the Regulations of Connecticut
State Agencies.
(5) The owner or operator of a Title V source shall comply with the applicable provisions of 40
CFR Parts 72 through 78, inclusive. If such provisions conflict with this subsection of this
section, the provisions and requirements of 40 CFR Part 72 through 78, inclusive, shall apply.
(c) Applicability.
(1) The provisions of this section shall apply to every Title V source.
(2) Notwithstanding subdivision (1) oft.his subsection, this section shall not apply to any premise
which is defined as a Title V source solely because a stationary source on such premise is subject
to one or more of the following:

(A)

standard of performance for new residential wood heaters pursuant ro 40
CFR Part 60, Subpart AAA;

(B)

40 CFR Part 61, Subpart M, Section 61.145;

(C)

accidental release requirements pursuant to 40 CFR Part 68;

(D)

40 CFR Part 61 Subpart I; or

(E)

40 CFR Part 60, 61, 63, 68 or 72. if such source is exempt by the terms of such
part or is exempted by the Administrator from the requirement of obtaining a Title
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V permit.
(3) If a premise is subject to this section, any stationary source subject to 40 CFR Part 61 Subpart
I located at such premise shall, notwithstanding subparagraph (2)(D) of this subsection, also be
subject to this section.
(4) Notwithstanding the definition of a Title V source, for the purpose of determining whether
this section applies to a premise at which research and deveIopment operations are located, the
owner or operator of such premise may calculate the emissions from such premise by subtracting
the emissions from such research and development operations from the total emissions from such
premise. Such premise and research and development operations shall be separately evaluated
for purposes of determining whether a Title V permit is required. For the purposes of this
subsection, a research and development operation means any activity which:
(A)

occurs in a laboratory;

(B)

involves (i) the discovery of scientific facts, principles, reactions or substances, or
(ii) the structuring or establishment of methods of manufacture or of specific
desi.mas of saleable substances, devices or procedures, based upon previously
discovered scientific facts, principles, reaction or substances; and

(c)

does not include (i) production for sale of established products through
established processes, or (ii) production of a product for distribution through
market testing channels.

(d) Limitations on Potential to Emit
(1) In lieu of requiring an owner or operator of a premise solely described in subparagraphs (E)
and (F) of subdivision (a)(15) of this section to obtain a Title V permit, the Commissioner may,
by permit or by order, limit potential emissions from such premise to less than the following
alnounts:

(A)

one hundred (100) tons per year of any regulated air pollutant;

(B)

fifty (50) tons per year of volatile organic compounds or nitrogen oxides in a
serious ozone nonattainment area;

(c)

twenty-five (25) tons per year of volatile organic compounds or nitrogen oxides
in a severe ozone nonattainment area: and

(D)

in the aggregate, ten (1 O) tons per year of any hazardous air pollutant, twenty-five
(25) tons per year of any combination of hazardous air pollutants, or the quantity
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established by the Administrator under 40 CFR Part 63.
(2) The permit or order shall require the owner or operator of a subject premise to:

(A)

limit potential emissions at such premise to less than the amounts specified in the
subparagraphs (A) through (D), inclusive, of subdivision (d)(1) of this subsection;

(B)

conduct monitoring, recordkeeping, or a combination of monitoring and
recordkeeping sufficient to ensure compliance with this subsection;

(c) for each emission unit at such premise, maintain records indicating, for every.
month, throughput, hours of operation, and capacity;

(D)

maintain any record required by such permit or order at the premise for five (5)
years after the creation of such record and make such record available, upon
request, to the Commissioner;
submit compliance certifications to the Commissioner pursuant to subdivision
(q)(2) of this section;
comply with every term, emission limitation, condition, or other requirement of
such permit or order, including the requirements that the terms, limitations and
conditions of such permit or order are binding, and legally enforceable, and
emissions to be allowed are quantified;

(3) The Commissioner shall not issue a permit or order pursuant to this subsection, and any such
permit or order shal! not be federally enforceable, unless the Commissioner:

(A)

requires the owner or operator of a subject premise to comply with each provision
of subdivision (2) of this subsection;

(B)

for a ~eneral permit, complies with the requirements for notice and opportunity
for public comment pursuant to Section 22a-174(1)(2) of the General Statutes;

(c)

for an individual order, sends a copy of a notice to those listed in subparagraph
(D)(i) through (vi), inclusive, of this subdivision, and. at least thirty days before
approving or denying a draft order under this subsection, publishes or causes to be
published, at the respondent’s expense, once in a newspaper having substantial
circulation in the affected area, such notice of his draft order regarding the subject
premise. Such notice shall contain the following:
(i)

the name and mailing address of the owner or operator of the subject
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premise and the address of the location of the proposed activity;

(ii)

the draft order number;

(iii)

the summary of the draft order provisions regarding the proposed activity;

(iv)

the type of authorization sought, including a reference to the applicable
statute or regulation;

(v)

a description of the location of the proposed activity and any natural
resources affected thereby;

(vi)

the name, address and telephone number of any agem of the respondent
from whom interested persons may obtain copies of the draft order;

(vii)

a brief description of all opportunities for public participation provided by
statute or regulation, including the length of time available for submission
of public comments to the commissioner on the draft order; and

(viii) such additional information as the commissioner deems necessary to
comply with any provision of the Regulations of Connecticut State
Agencies or with the Act.
(D)

for an individual permit, sends a copy of the notice required by section 22a-6h of
the General Statutes to:

(i)

the Administrator;

(ii)

the Chief Executive Officer of the municipality where the premise is or
will be located;

(iii) the appropriate Connecticut Regional Planning Agency;

(iv)

any federally-recognized Indian governing body whose lands mav be
affected by emissions from the premise which is the subject of such
permit;

(v)

the Director of the air pollution control program in any affected state; and

(vi)

any individual who makes a request to the Commissioner. in wxiting, to
receive such a notice.
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(E)

In addition to any notice in accordance with subparagraph (B), (C) or (D) of this
subdivision, the Commissioner shall contemporaneously send a copy of the
tentative determination, or draft order, to the Administrator and the Director of the
air pollution control program in any affected state.

(4) Following receipt of a request for a public hearing pursuant to subdivision (d)(3) of this
subsection, a notice of such public hearing shall be published in a newspaper of general
circulation in the affected area at least thirty days prior to such hearing.
(5) The Commissioner shall not issue any permit or order pursuant to this subsection which
waives or makes less stringent any limitation, standard or requirement contained in or issued
pursuant to the State implementation plan or that is otherwise federally enforceable, including
any standard established in 40 CFR Part 63.
(6) The Corrmnissioner shall provide the Administrator with a copy of any general permit issued
pursuant to this subsection.
(7) Notwithstanding a permit or order issued pursuant to subdivision (d)(1) of this subsection,
the owner or operator of any premise subject to this section shall pay the Department all fees
required by Section 22a-174-26 of the Regulations of Connecticut State Agencies.

(8) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 22a-174(1) of the General Statutes, the
Commissioner shall not issue a general permit covering a stationary source subject to any
standard or other requirement pursuant to 40 CFR Parts 72 through 78, inclusive.
(e) MACT and Acid Rain Requirements.
(1) If the Administrator does not promulgate a MACT standard for a category of sources within
eighteen (18) months of the federal deadline for promulgating a MACT for such category of
sources, the Commissioner shall determine a MACT standard for such category, of so urces. The
federal deadline for promulgating a MACT standard is as published in the Federal Register,
Voi.58, No.231, December 3, 1993. The Commissioner shall determine such MACT standard in
the same manner as required of the Administrator under Section 112(d)(3)ofthe Act. In no event
shall such a standard allow emissions of any hazardous air pollutant which emissions would
exceed those allowed by an applicable standard under 40 CFR Part 63.
(2) Within three (3) years of the Commissioner’s determination of such MACT standard or upon
notice from the Commissioner, whichever is earlier, the owner or operator of a source with
respect to which the Commissioner has determined a MACT standard shall assure that such
source is in compliance with such MACT standard.
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(3) The owner or operator of a Title V source shall comply with the applicable provisions of 40
CFR Parts 72 through 78, inclusive. If such provision conflicts with or is not made a term or
condition of an applicable permit issued pursuant to this section, such provisions shall
nonetheless apply to such source.
(f) Timetable For Submitting An Application For A Title V Permit.
(1) The owner or operator of a Title V source which is subject to this section shall not be
required to apply for a Title V permit before the implementation date of this section. After such
date, the owner or operator of such a source shall apply for a Title V permit within ninety (90)
days of receipt of notice from the Commissioner that such application is required or by the date
specified by such notice, whichever is earlier. If such owner or operator does not receive such
notice, such owner or operator shall apply for such permit within nine (9) months of the
implementation date of this section.

(2) The owner or operator of a Title V source which becomes subject to this section after its
implementation date shall apply for a Title V permit within ninety. (90) days of receipt of notice
from the Commissioner that such application is required or twelve (12) months after becoming
subject to this section, whichever is earlier.
(3) The owner or operator of a Title V source which is subject to this section solely pursuant to a
standard in subpara~aph (A) of subdivision (a)(15) of this section, if such standard became
effective prior to July 21, 1992, shall apply for a Title V permit within nineV (90) days of receipt
of notice from the Commissioner that such application is required or five (5) years after the
implementation date of this section, whichever is earlier.
(4) The owner or operator of a Title V source to whom a Title V permit has not been issued and
who is required to obtain a permit to construct pursuant to subparagraph (B) or (D) of Section
22a-174-3 (b)(1) of the Regulations of Connecticut State Agencies shall apply for a Title V
permit upon notice from the Commissioner that such Title V permit is required or within twelve
(12) months of applying for such permit to construct, whichever is earlier.
(5) The owner or operator of a Title V source who wishes to apply for renewal of a Title V
permit shall apply therefor no later than six (6) months prior to the date of expiration of such
permit.
(6) Notwithstanding subdivisions (1) through (5) of this subsection, the owner or operator of a
Title V source subject to 40 CFR Parts 72 through 78, inclusive, shall submit an application to
the Commissioner by January 1, 1996 pertaining to the emission of sulfur dioxide and by January
1, 1998 pertaining to the emission of nitrogen oxides.
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(g) Applications.
(1) (A)

An application for a Title V permit shall be made on forms provided by the
Department. The application shall comply with subparagraphs (B) through (G) of this
subdivision and with subdivisions (2), (3) and (4) of this subsection.

(B)

The application shall identify the applicant’s legal name and address, the name and
agent for service of the owner of the subject source, if the applicant is not the owner,
and names and telephone numbers of ptant site manager and other individuals
designated by the applicant to answer questions pertaining to such application.

(c)

The application shall contain all information required by Section 22a-3a-5 of the
Regulations of Connecticut State Agencies, including an executive summary clearly
and concisely summarizing the information contained in the application.

(D)

The application shall contain a compliance plan pursuant to subsection (i) of this
section, and a statement certifying notification pursuant to subsection (1) of this
section.

(E)

The applicant may apply for more than one alternative operating scenario for such
source. For each alternative operating scenario, the applicant shall submit the
information required by this subsection.

If the applicant has complied with section 22a- 174-22 or 22a- 174-32 of the
Regulations of Connecticut State Agencies, bv an alternative means of compliance for
nitroge.n oxides or volatile organic compounds by order or permit or a certification,
the application shall identify and describe each such alternative means of compliance.
In addition, a copy of such order, permit or certification shall be submitted with the
application.

(G)

The application shall contain a certification pursuant to subdivision (b)(4) of this
section.

(2) An application for a Title V permit, for the purpose of determining the applicability, o f this
section pursuant to subsection (c) of this section, to impose any applicable requirement, or to
determine compliance with any applicable requirement, shall provide the following information
about the subject source:

(A)

for each alternative operating scenario proposed, a description of the processes
utilized, the standard industrial classification code, identify each emission unit
involved, as well as its throughput, hours of operation and capacity of each such
emission unit, tbr any calendar year prior to the application or such other time period
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as the Commissioner deems appropriate;

(B)

for each regulated air pollutant emitted or proposed to be emit-ted by the subject
source, the amount of potential and actual emissions from such source during the
calendar year preceding the date of the application or during such other time period as
the Commissioner deems appropriate; such emissions shall include fugitive emissions
to the extent quantifiable, and shall be expressed in tons per year and in such terms as
are necessary to demonstrate compliance with the applicable standard reference test
method, if any;

(c) the methodology used by the applicant to quantify, in such terms as are necessao’ to
determine compliance with the applicable standard reference test method, if an.,,’, the
potential and actual emissions referred to in subparagraph (B) of this subdivision and
the emission rates in tons per year Of each regulated air pollutants emit-ted or proposed
to be emitted by the subject source;
(D)

the calculations used by the applicant to determine whether such source is a Title V
source to which this section applies;

(E)

a description of all air pollution control equipment in use at the subject source and a
description of all monitoring equipment in use at the subject source to quantify such
emissions or to determine compliance;

(F)

for each regulated air pollutant emitted or proposed to be emitted bv the subject
source, a description of any applicable operational limitations or work practice
standards in effect at such source which affect emissions at the time the application is
submitted or work practice standards to be implemented which will affect emissions
proposed to be emitted at a specified later date;
identification of all applicable requirements for each emission unit. including any
applicable MACT source category as published in the Federal Register, Vol. 57. No.
137, July 16, 1992, and including those which are subject to compliance dates
occurring after the effective date of this section;

(~

any applicable test method to be used by the applicant for determining compliance
with each applicable requirement listed pursuant to subparagraph (O) of this
subdivision; and

(I)

any other information required by each applicable requirement listed pursuant to
subparagraph ((3) of this subdivision, including good engineering practices used to
determine stack height.
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(3) Notwithstanding subdivisions (1) and (2) of this subsection, an applicant need not provide the
inf(;rmation on those items or activities specified in subparagraphs (A) and (B) of this
subdivision.

(A)

A laboratory hood used solely for the purpose of experimental study or teaching of
any science or testing or analysis of drugs, chemicals, chemical compounds, or other
substances, provided that the containers used for reactions, transfers, and other
hand!ing of substances under such laboratory, hood are designed to be easily and
safely manually manipulated by one person.

(B)

Any of the following items or activities which are not the principal function of such
Tide V source:

(i)

office equipment, including but not limited to copiers, facsimile and
communication equipment, and computer equipment;

(ii)

grills, ovens, stoves, refrigerators, vending machines and other restaurant-style
food preparation or storage equipment;

(iii)

lavatory vents, hand dryers, and noncommercial clothes dryers, not including drv
cleaning machinery;

,(iv)

garbage compactors and waste barrels:

(v)

aerosol spray cans;

(vi)

heating, air conditioning, and ventilation systems which do not remove air
contaminants generated by or released from process or fuel burning equipment
and which are separate from such equipment;

(vii)

routine housekeeping activities such as painting buildings, roofing, and paving
parking lots:

(viii)

all clerical and janitorial activities;

(ix)

maintenance activities such as vehicle repair, brazing, soldering and welding
equipment, carpentry shops, electrical charging stations, grinding and polishing
operations maintenance shop vents, miscellaneous non-production surface
cleaning, preparation and painting operations; and

(x)

space heaters which can reasonably be carried by one person by hand.
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(4) Notwithstanding subdivision (3) of this subsection, an applicant shall include the emissions
from each activity or item, set forth in paragraph (B) of subdivision (3) of this subsection, if
necessary to determine whether a source is a Title V source to which this section is applicable.
If the Commissioner determines the emissions from any activity or items are needed to determine
the applicability of this section or to impose any applicable requirement, the applicant shall list
on the application such activities or items listed in subparagraphs (A) and (B) of subdivision (3)
of this subsection.
(h) Application Processing

(1) Unless the Commissioner notifies the applicant that an application is not sufficient, in
accordance with subsection (g) of this section and Section 22a-3a-5(a)(1) of the Regulations of
Connecticut State Agencies, within sixty (60) days of receipt of the application, such application
shall be deemed sufficient. If, subsequent to such 60 days, while processing an application for a
Title V permit that has been determined or deemed sufficient, the Commissioner determines that
additional information is necessary to take final action regarding such application, the
Commissioner may notify the applicant in writing that particular information is necessary. The
applicant shall submit such information in writing within forty-five (45) days of such
notification.
(2) An applicant for a Title V permit shall submit, during the pendency of the application,
information to address any requirements that become applicable to the subject source or upon
becoming aware of any incorrect or insufficient submittal, with an explanation for such
deficiency and a certification pursuant to subdivision (b)(4) of this section.
(3) An application to renew or, pursuant to subsection (r) of this section, to modi~’ a Title V
permit, shall include a!! of the information required pursuant to subsection (g) of this section and
shall indicate how, if at all, such application differs from the application for the permit sought to
be renewed or modified.
(4) If the owner or operator of a Title V source makes a timely and sufficient application for a
new Title V permit pursuant to this subsection, such owner or operator shall not be liable for
failure to previously have obtained such a permit, provided such owner or operator shall be liable
for such failure if he does not timely provide information requested pursuant to a notice of the
Commissioner issued pursuant to subdivision (1) of this subsection.
(5) The owner or operator of a Title V source shall submit a copy of his application for a Title V
permit, or for renewal or modification thereof, and of any compliance plan prepared under
subsection (i) of this section, to the Administrator at the same time such owner or operator
submits such documents to the Commissioner.
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(i) Compliance Plans.

(I) Together with his application for a Title V permit, the applicant shall submit to the
Commissioner in writing a compliance plan which, describes the compliance status of the subject
source with respect to all environmental laws and regulations including, al! applicable
. requirements, in accordance with this subdivision, and which plan meets the other requirements
of this subsection. For the purposes of this section, compliance status means the degree to which
the applicant is in compliance with all applicable requirements, and environmental laws and
regulations. The information in the compliance plan shall be consistent with the requirements
of any judgement or administrative order against the applicant concerning such source. The
compliance plan shall contain a certification pursuant to subdivision (b)(4) of this section and a
compliance certification pursuant to subdivision (q)(2) of this section. The compliance plan shall
provide information on each of the following proceedings involving the owner or operator:
(A)

Any criminal conviction involving a violation of any environmentaI protection la~v if
such violation occurred within the five (5) years immediately preceding the date the
application is submitted;

(B)

any civil penalty imposed in any state or federal judicial proceeding, or any civil
penalty exceeding five thousand (5,000) dollars imposed in any administrative
proceeding, for a violation of any environmental protection law if such violation
occurred within five (5) years immediately preceding the date the application is
submitted; and

(c)

any judicial or administrative orders issued to the applicant regarding any such
violation.

With respect to any such proceeding initiated by the Commissioner or the Connecticut Attorney
General, the applicant shall provide the docket, case, or order number or, if there is no such
number, other identifying information; the date such proceeding commenced: and. if such
proceeding has terminated, the date it terminated. With respect to any such proceeding by
another state or by an agency thereof or by the federal government, the applicant shall provide a
copy of the complaint, order, or other official document which initiated such proceeding and, if
such proceeding has terminated, a copy of the final judgement, decree, order, decision, or other
official document which terminated such proceeding.
(2) With respect to applicable requirements with which the subject source is in compliance at the
time the application is submitted, the applicant shall submit with his application a statement that
the owner and operator of such source will continue to comply with such requirements.
(3) The compliance plan required by this subsection shall include a schedule tbr bringing the
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subject source into compliance with each applicable requirement. Such schedule shall include a
schedule of remedial measures to be taken, assuring compliance by specified dates, with such
applicable requirements for which the Title V source will be in noncompliance at the time of
Title V permit issuance. Such submittal of a compliance schedule shall not preclude the
Commissioner from taking enforcement action.
(4) With respect to applicable requirements with which the subject source is not in compliance at
the time the application is submitted and which will not take effect until after the reasonably
anticipated issuance date of the Title V permit sought by the applicant, the applicant shall submit
a statement that the such source will comply with such requirements by such dates.
(5) Notwithstanding subdivisions (1) through (4) of this subsection, for any Title V source that
comprises one or more emission units subject to any provision of 40 CFR Parts 72 through 78,
inclusive, the applicable requirements with regard to such schedule and compliance methods,
shall be identified as required bv this subsection, except as specifically superseded bv 40 CFR
Parts 72 through 78, inclusive.

(6) Such schedule shall require the submission of certified progress reports in accordance with
subdivision (q)(1) of this section, no less frequently than once every six (6) months.
(7) Such schedule shall require the submission of compliance certifications in accordance with
subdivision (q)(2) of this section, no less frequently than one every twelve (12) months.
(j) Standards for Issuing and Renewing Title V permks.
(I) The Commissioner shall take final action with respect to a sufficient application within
eighteen (18) months of receiving a such application, and shall submit a copy of such final action
to the Administrator. Failure of the Commissioner to act within such period shall not entitle the
applicant to issuance, modification or renewal of any Title V permit. The Commissioner shall not
issue a Title V permit to the owner or operator of a Title V source unless the Commissioner
determines that such owner or operator is likely to be able to comply with all relevant and
applicable requirements and such permit provides as follows:
The permit expires on a date no later than five (5) years after the date the
Commissioner issues such permit.
(B)

The permit contains a statement that upon expiration of the permit the permittee shall
not continue to operate the subject source unless he has filed a timely and sufficient
renewal application in accordance with subsections (g), (h) and (i) of this section and
any other applicable provisions of law.

(C) The permit contains a statement that the permittee shall operate the subject source in
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compliance with the terms of all applicable administrative regulations, the terms of
such permit, and any other applicable provisions of law. In addition, the permit states
any noncompliance with such permit constitutes a violation of the Act and is grounds
for enforcement action; for permit termination, revocation, or modification; or for
denial of a permit renewal application.
(D)

The permit identifies the legal authority for each term or condition thereof, including
any difference in form from the applicable requirement upon which the term or
condition is based.
The permit identifies which terms or conditions thereof are federally enforceable and
which terms or conditions thereof are enforceable only by the Commissioner, and the
permit states that the federally enforceable provisions are enforceable by the
Administrator and the citizens under the Act.

(F)

(O)

If the subject source is required by an applicable requirement to limit emissions of a
regulated air pollutant, the permit imposes such limits, provided that. where allowed
by such applicable requirement:
(i)

such limits shall be no less than one (1) ton per year for each emission
unit, for total suspended particulates, sulfur oxides, nitrogen oxides.
volatile organic compounds, carbon monoxide, and PM 10; and

(ii)

such limits shall be no less than 1,000 pounds per year or any quantity
prescribed by 40 CFR Part 63, for each emission unit. for an’," hazardous
air pollutant.

The permit states that it shall not be deemed to:

(i)

preclude the creation or use of emission reduction credits or the trading of
such credits in accordance with subparagraphs (I) and (P) of this
subdivision;

(ii)

authorize emissions of an air pollutant so as to exceed levels that might
otherwise be prohibited under 40 CFR Part 72;

(iii)

authorize the use of allowances pursuant to 40 CFR Parts 72 through 78,
inclusive, as a defense to noncompliance with any other applicable
requirement; or

(iv)

impose limits on emissions from items or activities specified in
subparagraphs (A) and (B) of subdivision (g)(3) of this section unless
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imposition of such limits is required by an applicable requirement.
For each emissions unit covered by such permit, the permit contains a!l limitations,
requirements, and standards that apply to the subject source, including without
limitation:
(i) those operational limitations, requirements and standards necessary to assure
compliance with all applicable requirements, including 40 CFR Part 63; and
(ii) any applicable requirement of 40 CFR Part 72 through 78, inclusive.

(I)

The permit contains all allowable alternative emission limits or means of compliance.
Such alternative emission limits shall be quantified, legally enforceable and the
method for achieving such limits shal! based upon replicable procedures. The permit
may contain an emissions limitation facilitating intra-premise trades allowed bv
subparagraph (A) of subdivision (r)(3) of this section and any other applicable
requirements.
The permit contains all terms and conditions applicable to any legally permissible
alternative operating scenario. The permit must provide each such alternative
operating scenario shall meet all applicable requirements.

The permit requires the permit-tee to monitor regulated air pollutants emitted by the
subject source to determine compliance with applicable emission limitations and
standard. Unless other,vise required by an applicable requirement, such monitoring
shall cover items and activities other than those listed in subdivision (g)(3) of this
section and other than emissions below the levels of emissions prescribed in
subparagraph (F) of subdivision (I) of this subsection. Such monitoring shall consist
of one or more of the following:

(i)

all emissions monitoring and analysis procedures or test methods required
under the applicable requirements, including any procedures and methods
required pursuant to 40 CFR Part 70; and

(ii)

where an applicable requirement does not require periodic testing or
instrumental or noninstrumental monitoring, the permittee may be required by
the permit to conduct periodic monitoring or recordkeeping sufficient to yield
reliable data from the relevant time period that is representative of the
emissions or parameters required bv the permit to be monitored.
Recordkeeping may be sufficient to meet the requirements of this subsection.

(L) The permit contains all permit requirements for emissions monitoring analysis
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procedures and test methods shall, as appropriate, specify the use, maintenance, and
installation of monitoring equipment or methods, monitoring requirements, terms,
units of measurement, averaging periods, and other statistical conventions consistent
with the applicable requirement and good engineering practices.

(M)

The permit provides that the Commissioner may, for the purpose of determining
compliance with the permit and other applicable requirements, enter the subject
source at reasonable times to inspect any facilities, equipment, practices, or operations
regulated or required under the permit; to sample or monitor substances or
parameters; and to have access to review and copy relevant records, at reasonable
times, lawfully required to be maintained at such source in accordance with the
permit.

The permit contains all applicable recordkeeping requirements and all reporting
requirements pursuant to subsections (o),.(p) and (q) of this section.

(0)

The permit contains a requirement that the permit-tee shall report in writing to the
Commissioner any deviation caused by upset or control equipment deficiencies, any
deviation from a permit requirement, the likety cause of such deviation, and any
corrective actions to address such deviation: such report shall be made within ninev
(90) days of such deviation.

(P)

The permit contains any terms and conditions necessary to enable the permittee to
create, use, and trade emissions reduction credits in accordance with Sections 22a174f and 22a-174i of the General Statutes and with the provisions of the EPA’s
"Economic Incentive Program Rules", published April 7, 1994 (Federal Register,
Volume 59, Number 67). Such terms and conditions, to the extent that the applicable
requirements provide for trading without the Commissioner’s or Administrator’s
case-by-case approval of each emission trade, shall meet all the applicable
requirements.

(Q)

The permit contains a schedule that identifies the methods the permittee shall use for
achieving compliance with applicable requirements and the dates by which
compliance shall be reached, in addition to dates for monitoring, recordkeeping, and
reporting with respect to such actions. Such schedule may be based on information
provided in the compliance plan submitted in accordance with subsection (i) o f this
section.

(R)

The permit contains a severability clause to ensure the continued validity of
provisions remaining in such permit after other provisions have been legally
invalidated.
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(s)

The permit may contain any term or condition of any other permit to construct or
operate issued to the permittee pursuant to Section 22a-174 of the General Statutes.

(T)

The permit states that the permittee’s need to halt or reduce operations at the subject
source shall not be a defense in an enforcement action concerning a violation of the
permit.

(u)

The permit states that it may be modified, revoked, reopened, reissued, or suspended
by the Commissioner, or the Administrator in accordance ~vith this section, Section
22a- 174c of the General Statutes, or Section 22a-3a-5(d) of the Regulations of
Connecticut State Agencies.

(v)

The permit states that the filing of an application by a permit-tee for a permit
modification, reissuance, or termination, or of a notification of planned changes or
anticipated noncompliance does not stay any condition of such permk.

(w)

The permk states that the permit does not convey any property fights or an?’ exclusive
privileges.
The permit requires the permit-tee to submit additional information, at the
Commissioner’s request, within a reasonable time, including any information that the
Commissioner may request in writing to determine whether cause exists for
modifying, revoking and reissuing, or terminating the permit or to determine
compliance with the permit.

(Y)

The permit specifies the conditions under which the permit will be modified prior to
the expiration of the permit.

(2) The Commissioner shall not issue a Title V permit unless the owner or operator of the subject
source has paid to the Department all fees required by Section 22a-174-26 of the Regulations of
Connecticut State Agencies.
(3) The Commissioner shall not issue a Title V permit unless all the requirements of subsections
(1) and (m) of this section have been complied with.

(k) Permit Shield
(1) The Commissioner may include a condition in a new or modified Title V permit stating that
compliance with the conditions of such permit shall be deemed compliance with any applicable
requirement, provided that:
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such applicable requirement.is stated in such permit and the legal authority for such
requirement is specifically identified in the permit; or
(B)

such requirement is specifically identified in the permit and determined by the
Commissioner not to be applicable to such Title V source, and the permit includes
such determination or a concise summary thereof.

(2) Any Title V permit that does not expressly state that compliance with the conditions of such
permit shall be deemed compliance with any applicable requirement shall be presumed not to
provide such a condition as provided for by subdivision (1) of this subsection.

(3) Notwithstanding subdivision (1) of this subsection, no such provision of a Title V permit
shal! alter or affect the following:

(A)

the provisions of section 303 of the Act, including the authority ef the Administrator
under the Act;

(B)

the liability of an owner or operator of a Title V source for any violation of applicable
requirements prior to or at the time of issuance of a Title V permit:

(C)

the applicable requirements of the acid rain program under 40 CFR Part 72; and

(D)

the ability of the Administrator to obtain information from the oxvaer or operator of a
Title V source.

(4) The Commissioner may, upon granting a request for a permit modification pursuant to
subdivision (1) or (2) of subsection (r) of this section, include a provision in the modified permit
stating that compliance with the conditions of such modified permit, including the modification,
shall be deemed compliance with any applicable requirement in accordance with subdivision
(k)(1) of this section.
(5) The permit shield in subdivision (1) of this subsection shall not apply to modification of the
Title V permit pursuant to subdivision (3) or (4) of subsection (r) of this section.

(I) Public Notice.
(1) For any general permit, the Commissioner shall comply with the notification requirements tbr
notice and opportunity for public comment pursuant to Section 22a-174(1)(2) of the General
Statutes;
(2) For any individual permit, the applicant shall comply with the requirements of Section 22a-6g
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o f the General Statutes:
(3) The Commissioner shall publish in the area where the source is located, a notice of tentative
determination pursuant to Section 22a-6h of the General Statutes and send a copy of such notice
to:

(A) the Administrator;
(B)

the Chief Executive Officer of the municipality where the subject source is or is
proposed to be located;

(C)

the appropriate Connecticut Regional Planning Agency;

(D)

any federally recognized Indian governing body whose lands may be affected by
emissions from the subject source;

(E)

the Director of the airpollution control program in any affected state; and

(F)

the individuals who request such notices in writing.

In addition to such notice, the Commissioner shall contemporaneously send a copy of the
tentative determination to the Administrator and to the Director of the air pollution control
program in any affected state.

(4) In addition to the provisions set forth in subdivision (3) of this subsection said notice shall
include the name and address of the Department, the activities involved in the permit action, the
emission changes involved; any permit modification involved; the name and address and
telephone number of a person from whom interested persons may obtain additional information.
(5) If the Commissioner does not accept the recommendations of any such Director the
Commissioner shall inform such Director, and the Administrator, of the reasons therefor.
(6) The Commissioner ~vill not issue a general permit under Section 22a-174(I) of the General
Statutes with respect to a stationary source which is subject to any provision pursuant to 40 CFR
Parts 72 through 78, inclusive.
(m) Public Hearings.
(1) Any person may file, within thirty (30) days following the publication of a notice of a
tentative determination under subsection (I) of this section, written comments on such
determination. Any such comments opposing the issuance of the subject permit shall describe, in
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detail, the basis for such opposition and may be accompanied by a request for a public
informational or adjudicatory hearing, or for both.
(2) Following receipt of a request for a public informational hearing, or upon the
Commissioner’s own initiative, the Commissioner shall, prior to the issuance of a Title V permit,
hold such hearing. The Commissioner shall publish a notice of such public informational
hearing in a newspaper of general circulation in the affected area at Ieast thirty, (30) days prior to
such hearing. Such notice shall provide the date, time and location of the public informational
hearing. The Commissioner shall maintain a record of all comments made at a public
informational hearing. The Commissioner may consider more than one Title V permit
application or renewal application at any such hearing, provided the notice requirements o f this
subdivision have been satisfied.
(3) Following receipt of a request for a public adjudicatory, hearing or upon the Commissioner’s
own initiative, the Commissioner may, prior to the issuance of a Title V permit, hold such
hearing pursuant to Section 22a-3a-6 of the Regulations of Connecticut State Agencies. The
Commissioner shall publish a notice of such public adj udicatory hearing in a newspaper of
general circulation in the affected area at least thirty (30) days prior to such hearing. Such notice
shall provide the date, time and location of such hearing. Following the close of the public
hearing, the Commissioner shall make a decision based on the public hearing and
recommendation of the hearing examiner, if any, as to ~vhether to approve, deny or conditionally
approve the issuance of the Title V permit sought.

(n) Administrator’s Review of Tentative Determinations.
(1) The Commissioner shall not issue, renew or modi~" a Title V permit if the Administrator
objects, in writing, within forty-five (45) days of receipt of the tentative determination issued
pursuant to subdivision (I)(3) of this section. Pursuant to the Act, the Commissioner shall
provide the Administrator with an additional forty-five (45) day review period prior to the
issuance, renewal or modification of the Title V permit if, within the previous forty-five (45) day
period, the Commissioner either (i) made anv substantive changes to the tentative determination.
or (ii) received any written objection from any affected state or the Administrator recommending
changes to the tentative determination which the Commissioner does not accept. Pursuant to the
Act. the Administrator has the power to submit any such written objection to the Commissioner
and the owner or operator of the subject source. Such objection will state the reasons tbr the
objection and describe the terms and conditions that the permit must include to resolve such
objections. The reasons for such objection may be based on one or more of the following:
(A)

the Title V permit does not comply with applicable requirements or requirements of
40 CFR Part 70:
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(B)

the applicant did not submit copies of the application and compliance plan to the
Administrator pursuant to subdivision (h)(5) of this section;

(c)

the Commissioner did not send a copy of the tentative determination to the
Administrator or each affected state pursuant to subdivision (1)(3) of this section;

(D)

the Commissioner did not notify in accordance with subdivision (!)(5) of this section
each affected state of the Commissioner’s reasons for not accepting any
recommendation submitted by such state; or

(E) failure to comply with a requirement of subsection (I) or (m) of this section.

(2) Pursuant ro the Act, if the Administrator does not object in writing under subdivision (1) of
this subsection, any person may petition the Administrator within sixty (60) days after the
expiration of the Administrator’s time for making objections. The Commissioner shall not issue
a Title V permit to the owner or operator of such Title V source if the Administrator objects to
the issuance of such permit, in writing, within forty-five (45) days of receipt of such a petition.
Such objection shall include the reasons for the objection, and a description of the terms and
conditions the permit must include to respond to the objections. Pursuant to the Act, any of the
following constitutes grounds for objection by the Administrator:

(a)

an objection to the permit that was raised with reasonable specificity during the public
comment period under subsection (m) of this section; or

(B)

an objection not raised by the petitioner within the Administrator’s initial fort-,’-five
(45) day review period but which has been demonstrated by the petitioner to have
been impractical to raise within that period; or

(c)

the grounds for an objection arose after the Administrator’s initial forty-five (45) dav
review period.

(3) If the Commissioner does not, within nineD’ (90) days after receipt of an objection by the
Administrator under subdivision (I) or (2) of this subsection, submit to the Administrator a
revised tentative determination addressing such objection, under the Act, the Administrator has
the power to issue or deny the subject permit in accordance with the requirements of the Act.
(4) Except with respect to an application for a Title V permit for a source subject to a deadline
pursuant to 40 CFR Parts 72 through 78, inclusive, the Commissioner shall issue or deny a Title
V permit within eighteen (18) months of the date of submittal of an application conforming with
subsections (g), (h) and (i) of this section.
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(o) Monitoring Reports
(1) A permittee required to perform monitoring pursuant to the subject permit shall submit to the
Commissioner written monitoring reports on the schedule specified in such permit but in no
event less frequently than once each six months. Such a monitoring report shall provide the
following:

(a)

the date and description of each deviation caused by upset or control equipment
deficiencies, each deviation from a permit requirement, and each violation of a Title
V permit requirement that has been monitored bv the monitoring systems required
under the Title V permit, which has occurred since the date of last monitoring report;
and

(B)

the date and description of each occurrence of a failure of the monitoring system to
provide reliable data.

(2) Unless otherwise required by the subject permit, the permit-tee sha!l maintain records of all
required monitoring data and supporting information, and shall make such records available for
inspection by the Department at the site of the subject source, for at least five years from the date
such data and information were obtained, and submit such records to the Commissioner upon
requesy: Supporting information shall include:
the type of monitoring, which may include recordkeeping, by which such data was
obtained;

(B)

the date, place, and time of sampling or measurements:

(C)

the date(s) analyses of such samples or measurements xvere performed:

(D)

the entity that performed the analyses;

(g)

the analytical techniques or methods used for such analvses:

(F)

the results of such analyses;

(G)

the operating conditions at the subject source at the time of such sampling or
measurement: and

(H)-

all calibration and maintenance records relating to the instrumentation used in such
sampling or measurements, all original strip-chart recordings or computer printouts
generated by continuous monitoring instrumentation, and copies of all reports
required by the subject permit.
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(3) A permit-tee shall, contemporaneously with making a change from one alternative operating
scenario to another pursuant to a Title V permit, maintain a record at the site of s~bject source of
the current alternative operating scenario.
(4) Any monitoring report submitted to the Commissioner pursuant to this subsection shall be
certified in accordance with subdivision (b)(4) of this section.
(p) Notifications
(1) A permittee shall notify the Commissioner in writing of any violation at the subject source of
an applicable requirement, including any term or condition of the subject permit, and shall
identify the cause or likely cause of such violation and all corrective actions and preventive
measures taken with respect thereto, and the dates of such actions and measures, as follows:

(A)

any such violation, including an exceedance of a technology-based emission
limitation, that poses an imminent and substantial danger to public health, safety, or
the environment shall be reported immediately but no later than twenty-four (24)
hours after the permittee learns, or in the exercise of reasonable care should have
learned, of such violation;

(B)

any exceedance of a technology-based emission limitation imposed by the subject
permit, which does not pose an imminent and substantial danger to public health,
safety, or the environment, shall be reported within two working days after the
permit-tee learns of such exceedence; and

(c)

any other such violation shall be reported in accordance with subsections (o) and (q)
of this section.

(2) For the purposes of this section an exceedance of a technology-based emission limitation
means emission of pollutants beyond the level of emissions allowed by a term or condition of the
subject permit.
(3) As an affirmative defense to an administrative or civil action by the state with respect to a
violation, a permit-tee may prove that compliance with an applicable requirement at issue was
impossible due to the occurrence of an event beyond the reasonable control of the permit-tee. In
order to prevail upon such affirmative defense:

(A)

the permittee shall have the burden of going forward and of persuasion both, with
respect to establishing that a violation was caused by an alleged event including
the facts relevant to such alleged event;
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(B)

the permittee shall have submit all information required by subdivision (1) of this
subsection; and
"

(C)

the permittee shall prove that:
(i)

the subject source was being properly operated at the time that such
event allegedly occurred; and

(iii)

during such event the permi~ee took all reasonable steps to prevent
emissions in excess of those authorized by law.

(4) For the purposes of subdivision (3) of this subsection, an event beyond the reasonable control
of the permit-tee means an event which was reasonably unforeseeable and the results of which
could not have been avoided or repaired by the permit-tee in order to prevent the subject
violation. Increased cost shall not constitute an event beyond the reasonable control of the
permi.!zee. A violation to the extent it is caused by improperly designed equipment, lack of
preventive maintenance, careless or improper operation, or operator error, shall not constitute an
event beyond the reasonable control of the permittee.

(5) Any written notification submitted pursuant to subdivision (i) of this subsection shall be
certified in accordance with subdivision (b)(4) of this section.
(q) Progress Reports and Compliance Certifications
(1) A permit-tee shall, on the schedule specified in the subject permit or every six months.
whichever is more frequent, submit to the Commissioner progress reports which are certified in
accordance with subdivision (b)(4) of this section and which repor~ the permittee’s progress in
achieving compliance under the compliance schedule in such permit. Such progress report shall:

(A)

identify those obligations under the compliance schedule which the permit-tee has
met, and the dates by which they were met; and

(B)

identify those obligations under the compliance schedule which the permittee has not
timely met, explain why they were not timely met. describe all measures taken or to
be taken to meet such obligations and identify, the date by which the permittee expects
to meet such obligations.

(2) A permittee shall, on the schedule specified in the subject permit or every tnvelve months,
whichever is more frequent, submit to the Commissioner, written compliance certifications
which are certified in accordance with subdivision (b)(4) of this section and which identify, the
terms and conditions contained in the subject pem~it for the subject source, including emission
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limitations. In addition, a compliance certification shall contain the following:

a means for monitoring the compliance of the subject source with emissions
limitations, standards, and work practices;

03)

the identification of each permit term or condition with respect to which the
certification is being made;

(C)

the permittee’s compliance status with respect to the subject permit;

(D)

whether compliance, with respect to the subject permit, was continuous or
intermittent since the date of the next prior compliance certification;

(E)

the method(s) the permit-tee used for determining the compliance status of such
source, currently and since the date of the next prior compliance certification;

such other information as the subject permit may require to facilitate the
Commissioner’s determination of the compliance status of such source, and additional
requirements specified pursuant to 40 CFR Part 70; and
whether the monitoring system, which may include recordkeeping, was functioning in
accordance with the subject permit and this section.
(3) Any progress report pursuant to subdivision (1) of this subsection, or certification submitted
pursuant to subdivision (2) of this subsection to the Commissioner shall be simultaneously
submitted to the Administrator.

(r) Permit Modifications
(1) Following receipt from a permittee of a request to modify his Title V permit, or upon the
Commissioner’s own initiative, the Commissioner may modify such permit for any of the reasons
specified in subparagraphs (A) through (G), inclusive, of this subdivision. The Commissioner
wiI1 take no more than eighteen (18) months from receipt of a written request from the permit-tee
for a permit modification to take final action on such request. If the Commissioner modifies a
permit, whether on request of the permittee or his own initiative he will submit a copy of the
modified permit to the Administrator. If the permit-tee has requested the modification he shall
not deviate from the terms and conditions of the permit unless and until the Commissioner has
modified such permit in accordance with this subsection. If the Commissioner on his own
initiates a proceeding to modify a Title V permit, the Commissioner shall comply with the
procedural requirements of Section 22a-3a-5 of the Regulations of Connecticut State Agencies
and Section 4-182 of the General Statutes as may be applicable. The Commissioner may modify
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a Title V permit under this subsection for any of the following reasons:

(A)

to incorporate any applicable requirement adopted by the Commissioner or the
Administrator;

(B)

to incorporate any change in the frequency, form or type of any monitoring, reporting
or record keeping required by the permit;

(c)

to incorporate an applicable MACT standard or determination under subdivision
(e)(1) of this section, if there are more than three (3) years before such permit expires;

(D)

to incorporate the requirements of any permit to construct or operate, or modification
thereof, issued to the permittee pursuant to subsection (k) or (1) of Section 22a-174-3
of the Regulations of Connecticut State Agencies;

(E)

to incorporate any change to make a permit term or condition less stringent if such
term or condition prevented the Title V source from being subject to an otherwise
applicable requirement;

(F)

to incorporate any change necessary to ensure compliance with any applicable
requirement; and

for any reason set forth in Section 22a-174c of the Genera! Statutes or Section 22a-3a5(d) of the Regulations of Connecticut State Agencies.
Following public notice and oppommity for public hearing and comment pursuant to subsections
(I) and (m) of this section, the Commissioner may modify such permit in accordance vdth
Section 40 CFR Part 70.7(a)(1), (4), (5) and (6).
(2) (A)

A permittee may submit a written request to the Commissioner for a permit
modification to:
(i) to correct a clerical error;
(ii) to revise the name, address, or phone number of any person identified in such
permit or to make another revision reflecting a similarly minor administrative
change at or concerning the subject source:
(iii) to require more frequent monitoring or reporting;
(iv) to reflect a transfer in ownership or operational control of the subject source
provided no other modification of the subject permit is required as a result of such
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transfer and provided that if a transfer of the permit will be sought,, a request
therefor has been submitte.d to tile Commissioner in accordance with this section;
or

(v) to incorporate the requirements of any permit to construct, or modification
thereof, pursuan~ to Section 22a-I74-3 of the Regulations of Connecticut State
Agencies except for such requirements pursuant to subsection (k) or (1) of
Sections 22a-174-3 of the Regulations of Connecticut State Agencies;
Upon submitting to the Commissioner a written request for a permk modification
under Subpan (A) of this subdivision, a permittee may take action as if such a
modification had already been made.

(c) The Commissioner will take no more than sixty (60) days from the receipt of a
written request under subpara~aph (A) of this subdivision to take final action on such
reques~ and, if the Commissioner modifies the subject permit, he will submit a copy
of the modified permit, to the Administrator. The Commissioner may modify a permit
under this subdivision without published notice or atlow-ing oppommity for comment
and hearing.
A permit’tee may engage in any of the following actions, without a permit
(3) (A)
modification and v,-ithout requesting a permi: modification;
(i) change his practices concerning monitoring, testing, recordkeeping,, reporting,
or compliance ce~ificadon, provided such changes do not violate applicable
requirements, including the terms and conditions of the applicable Tide V permit;

(ii) engage in an intra-premise trade in emissions under an emissions cap
established pursuant to subparagraph (I) of subdivision (j)(I) of this section;
(iii) relocate an emissions unit provided such relocation does not require a permk
modification under Section 22a-174-1(52) of the Regulations of Connecticut State
Agencies and does not result in an increase in emissions violating any applicable
requirements including the terms and conditions of the applicable Title V permit;
(iv) to incorporate any requirements authorizing use of emission reduction credits
in accordance with section 22a-174for 22a-174i of the Genera[ Statutes and
EPA’s "Economic Incentive Program Rules", punished April 7, 1994 (Federal
Register, Volume 59, No. 67); and
(v) to engage in any other action, for which the permit-tee is not otherwise required.
to obtain a permit modification pursuant to this subsection.
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(B)

A permit-tee may engage in an action provided in subpara~aphs (A)(ij through (v), of
this subdivision, provided such action does not:
(i) constitute a modification under 40 CFR Part 60 or 61; and
(ii) exceed emissions allowable under the subject permit.

(c)

At least seven (7) days before initiating an action specified in subparagraph (A) of
this subdivision, the permktee shall notify the Commissioner in writing of such
intended action.

(4) At the time a permirtee changes any practice at ttie subject source, which practice is not
addressed by the subject permit, and which change would be consistent with all applicable
requirements, including the terms and conditions of such permit, the permit-tee shall provide
written notice of the intended change to the Commissioner and the Administrator, provided this
subdivision shall not apply to a source subject to any standard or other requirement pursuant to
40 CFR Parts 72 through 78. inclusive.
(5) Written notification pursuant to subdivisions (3) and (4) of this section shall include a brief
description of each change to be made. the date on which such change will occur, any change in
emissions that may occur as a result of such change, any Title V permit terms and conditions that
may be affected by such change, and any applicable requirement that-would apply as a result of
such change. The owner or operator of subject source shall thereafter maintain a copy of such
notice with the Title V permit for subject source. The Commissioner and the permit-tee shall
each attach a copy of such notice to his copy of the subject permit.

(6) A permit modification pursuant to subdivisions (1), (2) or (3) of this section, shall be
governed by 40 CFR Parts 72 through 78, inclusive.
(7) A copy of a request for a permit modification submitted to the Commissioner pursuant to this
subsection shall be submitted to the Administrator at the same time.

(8) The Commissioner shall modify a Title V permit in accordance with subdivision (1) of this
subsection if:

(A)

a new or additional applicable requirement under the Act become applicable to a Title
V source with a remaining permit term of three (3) or more years. Such a
modification shall be completed not later than 18 months after promulgation of the
new or additional applicable requirement. No modification is required if the effective
date of such new or additional requirement is later than the date on which the permit
is due to expire:
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(B)

an additional requirement, including an excess emission requirement,becomes
applicable to subject source if such source is subject to any standard or other
requirement pursuant to 40 CFR Parts 72 through 78, inclusive;

(c)

the Commissioner or the Administrator determines that the permit contains a material
mistake or that inaccurate statements were made during establishment of the
emissions standards of the permit, or other terms or conditions of the permit; or

(D)

the Commissioner or the Administrator determines that the permit must be revised or
revoked to assure compliance with the applicable requirements.

(9) The Commissioner shall notify the permittee thirty (30) days prior to initiating a
modification of such permit pursuant to subdivision (8) of this subsection.
(10) The Commissioner shall, within ninety (90) days after receipt of notification from the
Administrator to modify the subject permit, forward to the Administrator a tentative
determination regarding termination, modification, or revocation of the subject permit. In the
event that the Commissioner requires the permittee to submit additional information, the
Administrator, pursuant to the Act, has the power to extend such ninety (90) day period by an
additional ninety (90) days.

(11) Pursuant to the Act the Administrator has the power to review the tentative determination
from the Commissioner within ninety (90) days of receipt.
(12) The Commissioner shall have ninety (90) days from receipt of an objection from the
Administrator to resolve any objection that the Administrator makes and to terminate, modify, or
revoke the permit in accordance with the Administrator’s objection.
(13) If the Commissioner fails to submit a tentative determination to the Administrator pursuant
to subdivision (10) of this subsection or fails to resolve any objection pursuant to subdivision
(12) of this subsection, pursuant to the Act the Administrator has the power to terminate, modify.,
or revoke the permit after taking the following actions:
(A)

providing at least thirty. (30) days’ notice to the permittee in writing of the reasons for
any such action; and

(B)

providing the permittee an opportunity for comment on the proposed action by the
Administrator, and an opportunity for a hearing pursuant to subsection (m) of this
section.

(14) Proceedings to modify a permit shall follow the same procedures as apply to initial
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permit issuance pursuant to subsections (I) and (m) of this section and shall affect only those
parts of the permit for which cause to modify exists.
"

(s) Transfers.
(I) No person shall act or refrain from acting under the authority, of a Title V permit issued to
another person unless such permit has been transferred in accordance with this subsection. The
Commissioner may approve a transfer of a permit if he finds that the proposed transferee is
willing and able to comply with the terms and conditions of such permit, that any fees for such
transfer required by any provision of the General Statutes or regulations adopted thereunder have
been paid, and that such transfer is not inconsistent with the Act.
(2) The proposed transferor and transferee shall submit to the Commissioner a request for permit
transfer on a form provided by the Commissioner. A request for a permit transfer shall be
accompanied by any fees required by any applicable provision of the General Statutes or
regulations adopted thereunder. The Commissioner may also require the proposed transferee to
submit-with any such request:

(A)

any information required by law to be submitted with an application for a Title V
permit or an application for transfer of such permit; and

(B)

any other information the Commissioner deems necessary to process the transferrequest in accordance with this subsection.

(3) Upon approving a request for transfer, the Commissioner shall modify, the subject permit to
reflect such transfer, in accordance with subdivision (r)(2) of this section. After the
Commissioner transfers a permit in accordance with this subsection, the transferee shall be
responsible for complying with all applicable law, and all applicable requirements, including the
terms and conditions of the transferred permit.
(t) Revocations.
(1) The Commissioner may revoke a Title V permit on his own initiative or on request of the
permittee or any other person, in accordance with section 4-182(c) of the General Statutes,
section 22a-3a-5(d) of the Regulations of Connecticut State Agencies, and any other applicable
law. Any such request shall be in writing and contain facts and reasons supporting the request.
A permit-tee requesting revocation of a Title V permit shall state the requested date of revocation
and provide the Commissioner with satisfactory evidence that the emissions authorized by such
permit have been permanently eliminated.
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(2) The Administrator pursuant to the Act, has the power to revoke and reissue a Title V permit
if the Administrator has determined that the Commissioner failed to act in a time~ manner on a
permit renewal application.

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE: To adopt regulations implementing the provisions of Title V of
the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 concerning operating permits including provisions to
enforce necessary requirements of the Clear; Air Act Amendments of 1990.
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ATTACHMENT 2
The Regulations of Connecticut State Agencies are amended by addin~
a new seczion 22a-174-33 as follows:

(NEW)
Seco 22a-!74-33.

Title V Sources.

(a) Definitions For the purposes of this seczicn the
definitions shall be used:
(1)

"Act" means the Clean A4~ Ac-_ as amended, 42 U S C 7401

S~.

(2) "Applicable re_cuirements" means:
(A)

C~ac~=~ 446c of the Corn ..... cut General S~a~u~es or any
re_cu!ation adopted thereunder;
any sZandard cr o~her ~=~d~eme~t adopted in the s~aze
implementation plan;

(c)

any -erm. or condizicn of an~y permits issued pursuan~ tc
seczion 22a-!74-3 or section 22a-!74-33 cf zi~e
Regulations of ConnecZicut State Agencies;

(D)

any standard or other re_~airemen= of the acid rain
program Ltnder 40 CFK Parzs 72 through 78, inclusive;

(E)

any hazardous air =c!lutan~ s=andari
or ocher
re.cuiremen= under 40 C~R Parns 60, 6i, ~3 and 68; and

(F)

r_cul__me.._=
any monitorin~ and ana!vsis
=_ ’~= ~-- pursuant
_
~-z
.
subparagraph (G) of subdivision (i) (2) of this seczion.

(3) "E~-uissions unit" means any s=ationa~y source or parz thereof
~hat emi=s or has the potential to emit any re~a!ated air
pollu=ant.
(4)
"Hazardous air pollutant" means, no=withstanding the
definition in Section 22a-174-i of =he Regulations of Connecticun
S~ate Agencies, any air pol!utan~ listed in 40 CFR Parz 63,
subpar= C or listed pursuant to 40 CFR Part 68.
(5) "Maximum achievable control tec.hnologl~" or "M_~CT" means an
emission limitation or reduc=ion in emissions of hazardous air
pollutants, determined in accordance with subsection (e) of this
sec=ion.
(6) "Re~iated air pollutant-" means the following:
(A) nitro£en oxides or any volatile organic compound;
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(B)

any pollutant which is a criteria air pollu~ant;
any pollutant from a s~ationa~/ source which is subject
to any s~andards of performance for new
sources pursuant to 40 CFR Part

(D)

any substance subjecz to stratospheric ozone protection
re.cuirements pursuant to 40 CFR Parz 82, Subparz A,
Appendices A and B; or

any pol!utann subjecz to a national emission szandards
for hazardous air pollutants.
(7)
"Title V operazin~ permin" means any permin cr £roup cf
permits issued....... ~_~, or modified pursuant to this seczion.
(8) "Title V source" means any premise and all emissions units
contained therein suhjecn to the re.quirements of this section.
(b) Signatory Responsibilities.
(b) (!) 9=nv
=~_.~=~..~.
---~--’~- fora m~-~
~ = V operatin£ permin s’mhmitt=~
__ to
~=
by
a
res~cns~b
cfficia!
as
the Comm_s=
~ -~--=~
...... shal! be simned
_
.
.
_ __
follows:

(A) For a corporation: A president, secreta~¢, treasurer, or
vice-president of the corp. oration in char£e of a
principal business function, or anl, other person who
performs similar policy-or decision-makin£ funczions for
the corpcrazicn, or the manager of one or more
manufaczurin£, produczion, or cperatin£ facilities
e.m_mioyin~ more than 250 persons or havin£ [r~ss a~ua!
sales or expenditures exceedin~ twenty-five million
dollars (in second q uarzer !980 dollars), if auzhcrity to
sign documenzs has been assigned or de!e[aned ~o the
mana[er in accordance with corporate procedures;
(~)

For the parznership or sole proprietorship: a [eneral
parzner or the proprietor, respective!y; or

(c)

For a municipality, State, Federa!, or other public
a[ency: eizher a principa! executive officer cr ra~kin£
elected official.
For purposes of this seczion, a
principal executive officer of a Federa! A[ency includes
(!)
the chief executive officer, or (2) a senior
executive officer havin~ responsibi!itv for ~he overall
operations of a principa! 9eo~raphic unit of the a~ency.

(b) (2)
Any report or other document required by a Title V
operatin~ permit and any other information submitted to the
Commissioner shal! be si£naed by a person described in subdivision
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SUCh person. A duly~au~h~rized represenzazave re’/ ~e =~-~=~ a
named ±ndividual or any individual occupying a named posi:ion.
Such named person cr person oczup-/ing a named pcsi-i
~ z-.. is aduly
authorized r~pr~sen~a~ive on!y if:
~he authorization is made_..~ wri-_inq h-.~ a
described in subdivision

_~=~=c--" n

~he authorization specifies either an
a position havinc = ~
- z..e ~
~v~_a__
.
c~era=ion
of ~he p._m_se
~= ~
cr aczivi=y, such as
_
=osizion of plan= manacer, su~er~--=~=,
of =~v~=~ res~onsibi!iz’i, or an ~-~ .......
pcsizlsn having overall
res~onsihiliz’y for
environmen~a! me=zero for =he ccmpan’/; and
(c)

~he -wr_~_..~--=~ au=horiza=icn is
Co~issicner.

(b) (3)
if an au=horiza~ion under =his section is nc !cn~er
~accura=e because a dif~=~=~ individual or posi=ion has assumed ~he
y,
a new
re~airemenzs, cf ~his seczicn shall h
prior ~o cr ~ocesher wi~h any remoras cr o~her inf~_-r.~azion -~ be
si.cned by an auzhorizedr ....
=y-=
Se.o~

,,r cerzifv under mona!or of .... "
a7__~ a.z~achmenzs were prepared ,~-~=~_.____ my
-dlre_:i~
~n or
supe~;tsicn in accordance wizh a s~/s~em desired
of ~he person or persons who manage the syszem, or ~hese
persons direc~!y responsible for
infc~a~icn, ~he infc~azion is, to ~he bes~ of my
hncw!edge and belief, ~e, accurate and czmp!e~e, z am
aware ~.=
~-,......
~=~= are si~ifican~ mena!~ies for s’~mi~zin~
false info:a~icn, inc!udin~ ~he pcssibi!iz’; cf =~-=~ and
_m~r_scnm .... for ~.owinc ~:~ ~] = ~ ~ ~. "
(c)

Applicabi!i.’.y.

(c) (!) The following are Ti~!e V sources. Th~s seczicn shall
a~lv ~o ~he own=~
of any. premise ""
~- ~" =- any
.__ or opera,or
.on~-~
.......c_~d_~
.
o~’~e fo!!cwing:
(A) any s~a~iona.~¢ sourze, sub~ecz ~o a Ne~.¢ Source
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Performance SCandard zursuanz -c
40 C--= ==-- 60;
~
any stationary source,
suhjecz ~o a national
emission standard for hazardous air pol!u~anzs,
pursuanz ~o 40 CFE Parz 61 and Parz 63;
any sUationarI source, suhjecz to AcSd Rain
~rovisions or sulfur oxides emission reduction
requirements or limitations um.der 40 CFK Parz 72;
any smationa_~7 source subjec-_ ~o Solid Waste Comhuszion
r_cu___me..zs under Seczion !29(e) cf ~ne Ac-_; and
any s~aciona~y source, cr any 9roup of sna~icna~z
sources, located on one or more cozzi.~uous or adjacent
properuies, ~hat are under common csnzro! of ~he same
person, or persons under ccm~cn ccnzroi, and such source
or sources be!on9 to ~he same ~wc-digiz Standard
Indus~ria! C!ass~=-~=~icn code, as_~__sne~~h~; ¯ " by ~=
Office of Managemenu and Bu~=~_
~=~ in ~he S~andard
Industria! C!assifica~ion Manual
of 19~7, and such
source or sources emiu or have the Dc~ennia! to e~i~,
(i)

~ a~crecace
in C--~ _
,

~=~ (i0) Cons or mere per year cf
any. hazardous
a-it zo!!uuanz, cr ~wenuv-~v=__ _ (25)
~ons or more z=- year of an’; csmhinauion of such
hazardous air

(~) one hund___ (!Z0) ~cns or more wet year of any "i_
po!!uuan~;
fifzv (50) tons or more c=- v==- of vo!a~ile
organic ccmmcunds cr nizrcgen oxides in a serious
ozone nonauuai=menu area; or
(iv) twenzy-five (25) ~cns or more z=~ year of vo!aui!e
organic compounds or nizrsgen oxides in a severe
ozone nona~tair, men~ area.
(c) (2) No~withs~andin9 subseczicn (c) (!) cf ~his secuion, ~his
seczion will nou apply ~o any emissions uni~ which is on!y
re.~ula~ed by ~he fol!owing:

CA)

Standards of Perfor~ance for New R_s_d_..t_al Wood
Hea~ers pursuant ~c 40 CFR paru 60, subparu A~_~;
National Emission Standard for Hazardous Air
Po!!u~anms for Asbesmos, Standard for Demo!iticn
and Renovation pursuanz co 40 CFR parz 61, subparz
M, Section 61.145; or
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Accidence! Eelease ;rcgram pursuanz zo 40 C.--F.. Parz ~.
(d) Limitations on Fcten~ial ~o Emi:
~_qu_,~..g an owner Jr opera,or cf a Ti~!e v
source co obtain a Ti~!e V operating pe=T..~iz, ~he Commissioner may,
by permi~ or order, !imi~ po~=~-~=~ emissions from s’~ch premise ~z
less ~han ~he followia£:
in ~he at=recede,
hazardous air po!!u~anz, or ~wen~’!-five
.per year of any ccmizina~icn c=. such hazardous air
pc!!uzan~s;

(c)

one hundred (!00) ~zns per year of any re.~aiazed air
po!!u~anc;
~4=-v (50) =ons per ,year of vc::-~’= cry-hi_= ~ ccm=cunds cr
nitrogen oxides in a serious ozone ncnazzainmenz
and

_ns~._n ....=-=s"~zc.avLs:cn
(d) (2)
No~:¢i-’
~ .....
(d) (i) of ~his seczicn, nhe
Cc~ssicner shall no~ issue ~uch order cr pe~i- ~- ~ ~=,~ of a
c=e__=_..~ ~__ un!e~s "~= c:~T.er cr czera=er cf suci=
premise demcns~rm~es ~ha~ -~ = = ..... =~ emlssizns of such ~c!lu~anns
from su~ ~re~ise ~ any calendar ",’==-=i
~=~=~=- ~ ~c=~ have
no n exceeded ~he i_ z__ s _.. s’~zaracrazhs
) ~hrzuch (D)
(d) (3) To demonstrate aczuai emlsslcns have nc~ exceeded such
levels, ~he owner or operator shall su~miz ~ ~he Ccm~,~issicner
wri~zen documentation of the aczual emissions frzm such premise for
eve~; calendar year, or pot-~- ~=-=~= frzm Jar.ua~z _, !9~C
~hrough ~he calendar year in which such information is SUUhmiz~ed.
Such wriZ~en dccumenza~ion shall include a cer-~-~zion pursuanz
~o s’&hdivisicn (b) (4) of ~his seczion.
(d) (4) Any permi~ or order issued pursuanz co this subsection
shall include re.cuiremen~s ~haz ~he owr.er or operazzr: cznducz
moni~orin£; submi~ compliance cer--=~za~i~ns ~c ~he C~n=nissioner;
record no less ~han semi-ar_~ua!!v purchase recorls, prcducZicn
ra~e, ratios of ma~eria!s used and ~o~al ~aanziz’! of ma~eria!s
4~ =4
=
used; and ma_..~__n
records a~ ....
-~= Dr~m-=- (5 ) years and
f~r =".~=
made available, u~on re_quest, ~.a ~he Con=r.issicner Jr his
(d) (5)
No~wizhs~andin~ a perm..i~ or order issued pursuan~
subdivisions id) (!) ~hrou£h (d) ~3), "--~.,
~s_.,-, cf this subseczion,
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(e) General .._qu_r_ments.
(e) (!) The owner or operaaor of an,f Tia!e
=~.a__ cperaae
such source in accordance with all app!icable emissions sa~.dards,
s~ndards of perfo_--mance and any other re~air~menzs which
Admiaisaracor has de!eqaaed ~he Commissioner and which de!eqa~icn
abe Co~issicner has accepted, inc!udinq:
(A)

40 CFE Parz 60, S~andards of Performance f=r ~[ew
S£aziona~y Sources;
40 C~ Parn 61, Nationa! Emissions Saandards for
Eazardous Air Po!!uaanns;

(c)

a0_ CF~ ParZ 63, National Emission St~.dards =co r
........~=-=~us Air Po!!u~an~s f
C~=~4 ~=~

Ace~ "= ~

z .... ~

Provisions; and

(E)

40 CFR Paros 72 =hrou~h 78 inclusive, Acid Rain
Provisions.

C.,.-:n.~_ss ...... may ......~ ..........
V source cn a case-by-case b~sis.
The Com~isslcner shall
d=~=--~,~= such M~CT in accordance w~ ~he ~=~’~=~=~-~ cf So,zion
1!2 (d)(3)of ~he Acz, and may consider the cos~ of achlevin£ such
emission r~duczicns, and ~ny hea!th and erczirz~2.enz =m~aczs
emery;_, recairemenzs_
.
in no evenn sha~. __ such M=~CT deza_--mina~i
resu!~ in emissions of any_ hazardous air
_~o!!u~=--"-= -~;-~w~._~.. wcu!
exceed ~he e.mmssicns allowed by. an a~ziic=--h!e__ s~andard "’-~=-_.___ 40.C
~arz ~0, Parz 61, and Parz @3.
The owner or czerzzor an such
source shall operate such source in accordance wizh such M~CT
s~a~dard.
(f) ._m
~ ....mes For Submi~tin[ Applications.
(f) (!) The owner or opera~er of a T!~!e V source shall submi~ an
app!ica~ion for a Title V opera~inq permi~ ~o the Deparzmenz by
the da~e szecified within the nonice or within n ..... I (90) days cf
receim~ of no~ice from the Demar~menz ~ha~ such amm!icazion
Demarzmen< is re.cuired, whichever is laner.
!f ~he owner or
operator of an exisning Title V source does no< receive such ncnice
on or before Januaq; !, 1996, such owner or opera,or shall app!v
for such permiz no la~er than April l, 1996.
Pa.~e 6 of 22
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(f) (3) No~wi~hsuanding subdivision (f] (I) cf ~his aeczicn, the
owner or c~er~mor of any. _m~= .... V source which ,=~- s’~s~’~" ~=~- .... -c ~his
seczicn solely pursuan~ ~o subpar=_graph (B) of subdivision (c)(!)
of this seczicn shall submit a Ti~_!e V cpera~ing perm..i~ app!icaticn
~o ~he Deparzmen-_ by t~=..- d==~--- ..... ~-= in an ammlica~!e.. M_ACT
h!z the
" Adm ....
~-~s~__~o.,
--=- - if no such MACT suandard has
_orzmu!ca~ed
.
been przmui.za<=_d, such owner cr cmerazcr shall a=m!v =zr such
mez~..~iz by .zhe deadline_=or such source cazaqc~:, _~u___=~.__,~-~-’~=; in
Feder=-! ~eci--__~ Vci 58 No.231, ,~=~==h=- 3, 1993.

(f) (a)
~’" ~
- Nouwizhszanding "’
su~_z_s~cn
(f) (~)
cf this se~-~-, the
owner cr cper-z~_cr of any ~-’.-~= V source which has a -~-~= V
~-=-=-~c
~.~ .......__~erT..~i: wh~_ch wil! e_’c~_~ire within= ~i=h_een
~ ~
(18’~ mcnzhs c=
an app!!c~,_e ~==~_n= for such source c=-.zegoz-y published in
F=~=-=~ ~e9is<er, Vo!. 58 No. 231, December 3, !993,
is ncz
tee~!red-_~- re..e.~’~ such me_~r~z" u~.~_:~--~ ~_=u~_. p

(g) ipp!icazi~ns.
(g) (!) ~h=.._ c°~T.er cr o~era.zsr cf ==-~ ":-~ = V source shall azz!v for
a m4~= V cc~~ ~inc pe~Iz cn fz~s ~rc~" " ~ bv -~
"- "
Such acD!izazlon__ shal! ncu be ~==~=~

.... arr__ca~_~n shall identify "-= cz~.--m, an~y’s le9a! name
and address, or Title V source name ~ud address if
dif==~=~m from ~he lega! ccmm~uy name,
agenn for se~ice, and names ~ud ~e!ephone numbers of
persons decimated to answer q uesuicns perza~ning ms the
z~_ V c~era~ing ~erm. i~ app!ica~icn.
The app!ica~ion shall ccnzain ~u executive su.nur~,ar;
c~==~v and ccncise!v sumznarizinc ~he infc.--ma~icn
contained in ~he app!ica~ion as required under Seczion
2~:-3a-5 of the E_ga__u_,ns
: ’~:-~
cf Ccr2.ecZicuz S~ace
A~e..c__s, the Deparumenz s Eu!es cf Pr~czice.

(c)

The app!ica~icn .sha~
a ~- ~= = plan pursuanz
-- contain c,,~rl--nC=
~e s’~bsecuion (h) of ~his seczicn, including infc.--ma~icn
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The owner or opera,or of .-_he Title V source may apply for
more than one me-.hod of operation for such source. For
each me~_hcd of operation the owner or opera,or of ~he~
Tit!e V source shall suJzm±-_ the inform, a~io/~ required in
accordance wi~_h ~his suJ~sec-.ion.
if the applican~ complies chrou.ch an alternative me=-r~s cf
comp!ia2.ce pursuar~ ~ seczicn 22a-174-22 or 22a-!74-32
of ~he ~e~!a~icns of Cor~.ec~icun S~a~e Agencies by order
or ~e~iz cr a ~=~-~ =~ ~=~ ~ as allowed
~e~!anlcns cf Ccr~.eczicun S~ane :~~encie s,
appiica=ion shal! iden=if~/ and describe any and each
al=e~anive me~.s of c~iiance. In addi=ion, a cozy cf
such order, me~i= cr c=~-~=!ca=ion shal! be
with =he Ti=!e V cmermcin~ pe~i=
(g) (2) The owner cr _
omeranor o~
= the Title V source shal! _d-...~_./
and describe on the Tiz!e V cperm=ing merm. it app!icaticn
fo~ow~c info_~n.a~ion =~- each emissions uni =~ the ~-~= V
SOUrCe:

a description cf a!l of ~he Title V source’s processes,
identified
h?
fzur-di~iz
Standard
indusnria!
C!assifica~icn code ....... d_..g am.y me~hcd of operanion
~=~=~ by -~= app!icanz for each =~ssions un±z an
the Ti~ie V source;

(~)

any em~ssmcns’ ’ uniz whose potentia! =_m_ssions4
when
t.-u~nca~ed, is grea~er ~han cr e_c2aa! ~he ~hreshc!i for
such pciluzanz in ~cns per ~lear as ~ ..... Table 33-!:
Table 33-!
Tons Per Year
Total suszended parzicula~e
2
2
Sulfur oxides
!
Ni~rc£en oxides
Vola~i!e or£anic compounds
Carbon monoxide
1
..
_
~ar~icu!a~e ma~z__ less ~’=
.... n !0 microns ("DM!0"

(c)

for all emissions units described in accordance winh
subparagraph (B) of this subdivision, the t.v!D.e and
quanninies cf all po~ennia! and aczua! emissions,
including fugitive emissions, for each po!!u~an~ for
each calendar year, of re.cu!a~ed air po!!u~an~s;
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for all emissions u.nizs of hazardous air pc!!uzanzs,
The ~lr~.~e and ~an~i~ies of a!l ;c~ezzial and aczua!
emissions, inc!udin~ fu£i:ive emissions, fzr each
po!iut~z: for each calendar year, of rega!a~ed air
poiiu~an:s;
notwi~hs~andinq subpar~~raph (B) Of ~his s’~hdivisicn,
if The emissions uni~ has a perm. i~ issued ..~ursuanz ~o
Seczion 22a-174-3 of ~he ~egala~ions of Cor~eczic-&z
S~a~e A~encies ~he appiizanz shall lis~ such emissions

uni~;
~he a_mp!icaTion shall iden~iflz and describe .-_he
me~_hcdc!o.c.:° used ~o ~~an-_if-/ ~he emissions in
suiz_zar=-.cra~hs (~’~; and
emission r=_.:es of r=ca
year and ~he ca!cu!a~icns used ~ de-_ermine
a_m_~iic=--bi!i~:i~ .mursuan~ ~.- s’~hseczion (c) of ~his
seczion;
~he ~l~p.~es cf fuels, inc!udin£ ~he hea~ ccnzenz of fue!,
and ~he amount cf each rue! ~o he used;
all mazerials used, the amc~unz cf each mar=--="
e:.:z_ecr=~ ~- he used, zrzduczion rane and The hours cf
all=-i_-. _______~.~ ~-~-~ ccnzrz! e~zipmenu ~nd. czmm!iance_
de,ermine czmp!iance;

(J)

any ccera~iznal !imi~azicns ~--. work pr~czice szandards
which affecz emissions, =-- =~
-=c&=-la~_d=~ cc!!uzanzs;

(K)

=~’ c =
source c =~c:~ as ou~!ished ~- -h_
~edera! Reglszer, Voi.
~99~
and app!icab!m
have future effective ccmzlia.~.ce da~es;

(L)

any applicable <est me~hcd for "= = ~ ~winh each ammlicah!e._ recairemenn, listed pursuanm
suhpara[rmph (K] of ~his sukdivisicn; and

(M)

Any onher information._ca___,~= ’~-=~ by such acm!icable__
re.cuiremen~ !isned pursuan~ ~o subparm[raph (K) cf This
subdivision, inc!udinq informamion re!a~ed ~o ~ocd
en[ineerin[ praczices for s<ack hei[ht.

(~) (3) Notwi~hs~andin[ subdivisions (~) (I] and (9) (2) of ~his
seczion, ~he owner or opera~or cf ~he Ti~!e V source shall nzz be
~age 9 of 22
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recuired, to list the
-~c~cw~-c. items or ac--ivizies =,=~-.=__ ~-" ==d in
subparagraphs {A) and (B) of this s’.~’hdivision.
Any of the fol!owing item or aczivi~ies are mc~ the
prinziple funczion of such Tiz!e ? source:
office _qu_:m_..t
= ,~ =~ .....
including bu: -ct !imi-=~ to
copiers, facsimile and communication e~alpment and
computer e.cuipmen~;
(ii) grills, ovens, stoves, refri[era<ors and ozher
restaurant s~y!e cooking and food prepare<ion
e.quipment;

(iii !avator-; venzs, hand
~d_--’e_
.-ur,.~--’=" clothes
d_--,/er, not _..c__d_..c
cleani:_c ms
(iv) Garba.ce ccmpaczors and waste barrels;
(v) Aeroso! svrav cans; and

Labcramory hoods used so!e!v for the purpose of
e:c2erimen~al suudy cr teaching of an’z science, cr
tes~in~ and analysis of d~zzs, chemiza!s, chemlzal
ccmzcunds_
, cr c-L=- s’~s~ances, cr simila
¯
~
-&
~
p-,~ .... than :me ccn~aaners
,
used --~-~--~ _ea-zl
~
~ ~ n,
~r~.sfers and ocher aa..d__.,£ of s’~szances unzer the
!~cr&~c~i hood =-= c_s~.=~.=_ ~o he .... . ~.d safely
m~ivula~ed by one person.
If a s~a~icna:~- scurze
mam.ufaczures o.r.~rcd~ces
.zrcduczs
~s~= .Dror-lz it. a~v
~an:~ zv using such !~cr~z~z hood, iz shall be
!isled pursuanz zz s’~divisicn (£] (Z] cf ~his saczion.

~ ,-~-=~
(=)
,_..d_n_c subdivision (g)(3) cf this seczic.-.,
_ (4) NCzw" .....
owner or omera-zr shall 4-c~,,;= in -~= aczlica.zicn -’_! emissions
- ~ - 4 ,- -: = .....
from
(.c) (3) Cf this seczion.
(~) (5) !f while processing an app!icazion ~haz has been
dete-.~m-ined or deemed sufficienT, the Commissioner dene~nes that
additional inf=rm, ation is necessa<z ~o evm!ua~e or take nine!
aczion on tha~ application, the app!ican~ shall suhmiz such
info~.--ma~ion in writing , ’~ n forzv-five
._
(~) days of
notification by ~he Commissioner tha~ such infc~--mazicn is
necessary..
(g) (6) Any applican~ shall suJzmiZ additional info~-ma~icn prior
£o release of ~he Tentative Determination by the Ccmmissio[er, ~o
address any re~airements tha~ become applicable tc the Tiz!e V
source or upon becoming aware of any incorrec< suhmiZza!, wizh an
~xp. lanation for such action and a cerzifica~ion pursuant ~o
subdivision (b) (4) of ~his seczion.
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(h) Compliance .~!~.-.s.
(h) (!) As parz of
Commissioner ~he c:~er or c.~era~r of a-.-i_i_- = "’,; source shall
describes =he comm.!lance s=a.zus of
reszecz ~o a~ ~ a=z!icable recairemenzs ~c~"d~-c infz_--n, a,zion
pursuanz == P,.-’biic Acz 94-20S Sec-_icn ¯!. (b) and s~izdlvisicns
(h) (~)
- ~hrzuzh
,,-.), inclusive, c= ~has seczicn.
_ (h) ;~
(h) (2) For
- ~
".. a~ziic~!=
ZS ~
wLZhm="~Z ....- -¯ =." ---- .....
v source
= s=a=eme-- tha< ~ m~-~= V source "~
conzinue =~ c-mm~v wi~h such "=~’~-emen=s shall "e s’~mi=zed ~
=he Cc~issicner.

ccmp!iance da.:es,~du_in- ~ --=
--’-’= V c:e__~.in=-=
~ .ze~--: :=~, .... a
s==-=m=~"-~_.~..~ .zha= ~he Ti~_le V source wi!! m___==,- such -=.--.,- -emends by
such da~es -a-~(i) S~andar-ds f. _ :ran<i.-.c Ti-i_ V c.=- .~
renewals c_= Ti=le V opera=i:£ pe_--~.~i=s.

=

(i) (I)
The Commissioner m~v immcse reascnab!e conditions within
~nv permi~ ~o opera,e, includin£ re~airemen~s beyond ncrma! due
dill[once in cpera~ion and maln:enance.
(i) (2) The Commissioner shall nc.z _cr~n= a Ti=!e V c:era=inc
permiz ~o czera=e a Ti~~= V source .-_c ~z= owner cr c.zera=cr of
=ha= Tizl=_ V source unless"~h_= C=m~issicner
owner or o~__uo, cft~= ~izi_ V source .... cc~!v wizh ~he
re!evan~ and app!ic~le przvtsions cf s’~divisicn (1)(i) and
s~=-=c~=-~=.,_,~,__..,. (A) ~hrouch_ (M]
,
of <his saczicn, and such ....
-=~=~zany.
-- and applicable przvisiens are
included in ~he Tiz!e V operating pe~iz.
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The pe_.~mi-_ czn~ains an e~-c&.,iraticn date whi_-h does
exceed a te_~z, of five (5) years.
The permi~ contains a s~atemen~ ~ha= =he owner or
operator is re.cuired =o opera=e =he TiT!~ ~ source in
ccmp. liance with ~he app!icaJ~le re.culaticns cr =erm. s of
an order or permi= of the Commissioner fzr~tha= Title V
source.
The permit ccn=ains a descrip=icn of a!!cwab!e
emissions for each re~a!ated air pc!!utanz ~i-_rcu£h an
emission limiza=ion or emission rmte. Such
description wil! not preclude the crea=icn cr use of
emission reduczicn credits in accsrdanze ~iTh
subparagraph (K~ of =his subdivision.

(D)

For each emissmons uniz, the me_~n, in ccn=ains a!l
iimi=aticns and sZandar/s, inc!udinc those c~er~=icna!
m_.~s and !iminazicns necessa~; tc assure
com~!iance wizh el! applicabler__qu__=m= ’~-. =~--=.
The perm. in czn=ains al! a!te_~..a=ive emission !imi=s or
means of
The permit ccnnains a!l terms and czndi=izns applicable
~o ~ny menhcd of operation.
The permiz ccn=ains ~=~’iremen=s for
mcnitorin£ or re~aia=ed air pcl!u~anzs from such source
s=~ndards of Zhis saczazn. Such mcnizcrln£

(i)

al! emissicr.s mcnlzcrin_c and anailzsls
or tesn me~_hods _e-_~ cair_d=~ under

(~)
....
a~ mcnizorinc -=~"""-~men~s, terms
, zes- mezhcds,
units, averagin9 {eriods, and c~her suauiszica!
ccnvenzisns ccnsmsuenz with the applicable
re.cuiremenn and 9cod engineerin£ pracuizes; and
(ii~ e!! emissions mcniTorin~ analysis procedures a~d
~est me~hods shal! contain specificatlcns
conce_~niz£ the use, maia~enance, ~nd where
appropriate, ins~a!!ation of mcnizorln£ e~aipmen~
or methods.
The permiz contains a!l applicable record keepin~ and
repcrzing re~airemenzs pursuann ~o subseozicns (m)
and (o) of this seczion.
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The pe_~n.i-_ czn-_ains a s~-__=:..e:._ ._:.=, ~he zwner or
omera£or, of ."-=..._ Ti:!e V source had
Commissioner has received and approved a czmprehensive
opera~icn and main~ene_nce p!an for a!l air
emi"_-_in.~ activities and the air pz!iuzicn ccncro!
e~ui~ment, which w~~ =-=u-= cczzi.-.ucus czmm!~
app!ic~le =r_~___m_..~=
~-= =~-- or Ti~!e V cperaz ~ ze~i~
retirements.
The pe_~mi~ c~n.zains a sta<emen.z ~ha.: ~he own__,
=- or
cpera~or of ~he Ti~!e V source has suhmi~_-.ed an
emer[ency ~a~amen~ cr s~an~y pian, and such p!an has
been approved by ~he C~ass~- =~ as _e~_i__d my
A~ e..c__s.

The permi,_ contains all ~he ~e_-m.,s and czndizions
enab!in.~ ~he crea<icn and use cf
reduczion credits in accordance wizh z,.~:~- :.-z’~ $3-235,
" __:. s
Public AcZ 94-170, ~he provisions cf ~ne
1994 (Federa!.._.__~=T4~__,=- Vc!ume-9,- Number 67), and
EPA’s "Emisslcns ~-=~-- ~~ ~-, S~azamenz" z’~!ished
233] .
(L)

The permiz ccnzains ~he ccmm!iance sch~~’’~=
identifies ~he me<hods for achievin~ cc~rc!iance and
da~es by. which ccmziiance, wi!! b=
~c ~he moni~rin[, r~czr~<aepi:£ -n" re_ rzin£ da~es

(M)

The perm. iz c~nzains a severn_hi!icy clause =~ ensure
continued va!idizv cf ~i.= ~aricus Tizie V
Derm. iz requ.iremenzs in ~he evenz cf a cha!ien£e z~
pcrzicns cf ~he T~-~= V cpera~in£
The merm. it contains ~"
pe-~n-i~ previcusly i~==~=~_5 zo such cwr.er cr c~ermtzr
pursuan~ ~o C~nneczicuz _..e_~! S~a~uze 22a-174

(i) (3) The Commissioner shall ncz £ranz a Tizle V cperazin~
pe-~zg-~ ur~ess ~he owner or opera,or has maid ~c zhe Deparzmenz
a!l fees re~aired by Seczicn 22a-!74-~{ cf ~he Keg~ia<icns cf
Com:eczicu~ Sta~e Aqencies.
(j) Public No~ice.
(j) (!) ~:y person who submits an __
a~!icazion : r~c a Ti~!e V
operating permit or ~o modify a Tit!e V cmerzti:£ pe_--n, iz shal!:
(A) include with such app!icazicn a si=-ned sza~ement
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¢erzifyin~ ~ha~ ~he app!ic~== will publish mctice
of such app!ication on a form supplied by the
Commissioner in aczorda~ce wizh ~his su~seczion;

(c)

publish no~ice of such app!iza~ion in a newspaper
of ~enera! circu!aticn in The affeczed area; am.d
send t~=
~ "~=~ tern!fled _.
~uch
no~ice as iz appeared i.z ~he newspaper.

(j)(2) The Cemmissioner shall nc~ process am. app!ica~ion ur.~i!
~he applican~ has submitted
no~ice r=~=d by this suhdivisizn. Such nc~ice shall include:
(A)

~he name and mailin~ address of ~he app!icanz am.d
~
~he address of ~he iocaz_on
a~ which ~he proposed
aczivi~y wil! ~ake place;

(B)

~=
"=~
.._app!ica~ion ....
n_zu~__,
if avai!=_b!e;

(c)
a description of -~._~-= aczi’;izv f._c- whach
is sou~h~ ;

a_

a descripnicn of the icon.zion of ~he proposed
aczivi~v and a_~.v. ..-----_~=r~-=: ___~_~__-=~,-~=~ affeczed
=he name, address and =ele:~ ..... number cf any
a£en= or =he app!izanz frzm whom inzeres=ed
persons may obtain c=piesc= =he app!icazion; and
(G)

a sZatemen~ that the amz!izazion is avai!=_b!e for
ins~eczion
a~ ~,~_
~= Deparzmenz’ s Bureau of Air
_
Mam.a£emen~.

(j) (3) The Commissioner, a< least ~hirzy (30) days before
approvin£ or denyin~ am app!ica~icn for a Ti~!e V opermmin£
pe-.~mi~ shall publish or shall cause <c be published, a~ the
applicant’s e.xpense, once in a newspaper havin£ a suhszan~ia!
circu!a~icn in the affeczed area, nc~ic~ of his tenna~ive
dete_.~mina~ionr_ca_d_m=
=. ~ ~ . such app!ica~ion. Such no~ice wi~
-include:
the name and ma_!_..£
~ ~ address of ~he appiicann and
£he address of ~he icca~icn of ~he proposed
aczivi£y;
the app!ica~ion nu~ber;
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the uype of permiz or cuber aunhoriza~izn scu~hz,
inc!udin~ a reference to ~he app!ica~!e s~a~uze or
reg&!a~ion;
a descripnion of ~he lccauion of ~he mrcposed
acziTity and any natural resources affeczed
the name, address and telephone number c= an’z
agenz of the app!icann from whom ~=~=sn=~
persons ma~f obtain copies of ~he application;
a brief descripzion-.of a~__ oppcrzunizies
participation provided by s~a~u=e or re~a!aulcn,
inc!udinc ~he len~~h o~ time ~v~=~]= = submission
of.public ccmmenzs to the Ccnz~issicner on
app!ica~ion; and
such addi~iona! information the Ccm~.,issicner deems
22a oz zhe G=~=~=~ Stazuzes, cr __=~_=~ ....s
c__ or
wizh the fe’e_alc - Clean ~ir
adcc~ed. -~=-=,-’=~,_ ........
==~ - ~ Clean Wa~ar ~cz, cr the ==~ =~
~esource Consecration and ~ecove~z AcE.

Chief Execuzive 0ffi" c=~__ of ~he munici~a!iz’/ "~=~=w~.___
Tiz!e V source is or wil! he located:
Lhe aczrozria~e Conr.eczicu~ &ecicnai .~a~-~-_-.~cencv;
ar~y federally recognized Indian .ccve_-T..i:.~ body whose
lands may be affected by entissicns from~-i~_~= m~-~=.____ V
source; and

(D)

the Oireczcr of ~he air pc!!u~ion ccn~r~i program in
~he s~anes of Massachusenzs, New Jersey/, New York,
and ~hode Island.

(j) (5) The Commissioner may re~aire an app!icann ~o pcsn a si_cn
the Title V source or to provide a~;I c~her reasonable form of
nc~ice necessary to apprise the public and abuz~in£ landowners in
ac~or~a- ~ ...... ~-= wi~h Bublic Acz 94-S5 Seczion ~
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(j) (~) For the pu_--~.~oses of ~his s’,~bsec-_icn, "..h_
= zerm app!ica~ion
means a reques~ for a Tiz!e V operating perm..i:, or a reques~
for modification or renewal of such permi.z.
(k) .~u~iic Kearings.
(k) (!) Any person may fi!e, wi’_hin Chir=-.~ (30) days" f~!!owin~
(j) (3) of his seczion, wri~zen cc~en~s on suchd_.=~=__~__a~_on.~- ~
~y such cc~en~s opposin~ he issuance of such pe~i~ shal! see
forzh he basis ~hereof in decal! and ~y ba aczc~anied by a
or hc=h.
(k) (2) Fo!!owin~ receip= of a re.cuesz for a public informa<iona!
me__,...c, or u~on the ce~=~,=~,~-~
, ~he
Com~ssioner shall, prior ~o <he issuance of ~he TiZ!e "~
omera~inc pe~it, hold such m___inc A no<ice of such p~,h]{~
info~a~icna! meeting shall be p~!ished in a newsva~er of
~~=~=~ circu!a<ion in ~hea~___~
=~=~-=~
......
a
Such notice shall
include ~he da~e, ~ime and !cca~icn of the p~!ic infz~a~iona!
" mee~in=.
The Cc~_ss
....~=_.. ~ ......
~=- sha!~"m =~’’;a ~_
~c rd c = all
Cc~iss~cner ~v consider more zhan one -~-~=~ ~
me e ~
(k) (3) Fc!!owinc. receim= of a recues=, f.r~ =- ~,’~_~___~ ~ ~ heari.~.g or
upc.-. =he Cc,-raissioner’s c~ zn
’. ......
~-~=~re, =he Cz~issicner may,
prior =c =he issu~ce cf such me~z hc~ such ~==~-~ A
nomice of such ~lic hearing s~=~ he
of =~=~
" circ’,~=~!cn in
=
-_ea. == " no=ice shall
-----~:";=--- =~=.._ dane, =ime and !toe=ion of
Fc!icwin=. zh_.= close of
h ......~, ~= Concessioner shall
~<e a decision based on a!l avai!~le =~_ r_,_..~_~;=~-=,
_..~_~--~";~-~___..= ~he
record cf che ..... m~!ic hearinc
examiner, if any, as
approve Che issuance of

(!) Pe~i~ Modifications
(!) (I) The permi~ee may apply, on forms =r~vlded by zhe
Comr~issioner, ~o modify a Ti~__
ope_a ....= pe_--~.._~ for ~he
reasons specified in subparagraphs (A) ~hrzu~h (D), inclusive.
Fo!!cwing public nonice and oppcrzuni~y for public hearing and
conz~.en~ pursuan~ to subseczicns (j) and (k) of ~his seczion, Lhe
Cc~mzissioner may modify such permi~
changes:

=o incorpora=e any applicable re~airemen= adoD=ed by
~a~e I~ of 22
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~=-.- Cz~-..issioner or ~’~=_.._ .~dministr=-~-zr
issuanc_= cf such pertain;

~_f’._r= Z~=

to modify the frequent’y, form
mcnitorinc,, reporzing or
such permi-. ;

emenc of

to incc_-p.~oraCe an app!iz~!e M_~CT_ standard
by t~= AdminisTrmccr _i=h~ .... (!2) months
the exp.-iration date of such pe_~miz; or

this section, the Commissioner ma~z, wiThou~ f~,--~=~ F-~ceedanqs,
modify a T~C~= V -=~--~
¯
specified ia subparmgraphs (A) thrzugh (F), inclusive. The
perm. it~ee may imm!emenC such changes afZer s~bmi~ting a wrinzen
re_~lesn to the Commissioner Co mcdif-/ a ~-~= V cpermz~n~ per~..~iz
for the reasons sen forzh in this suhpara~r~h:

CO change the name, address, cr phone nu~-~zer of ar.v
person idenci===~ ~- =~= ?=-~= V cpermcinc ze_~r,i:, or
provides a similar mlncr a.dministrm:~ve chance a: th=
Tiz!e v source;

(c)

with the ccnsenz of the
C~ _e__ it_ ~ore
fre~aent monitoring or r~vcrzin~;
of a ~t~_ V source where ~,_ Co .m~issicner deue_.-mines
Cha~ nc c~her change in ~he Tiz!e ~ cperm~ing perm...iz is
necessary’, provided ~hac = wricn_~, acreemenz ccncaininc
a specific dace for transfer of TiZ!e V operating
perm. iz responsibi!i~y, czvermge, and liabi!izy be~¢een
the pez~..,i~ee and new owner or opermccr of such Title V
source has been s’~tbmi~z~d ~o the C3mmissioner;
with the consent of the perm-.iTzee, ~o incor~..ormce innc
such permit the re.cuiremen=s of anlz perm. it or
modification thereof issued co such source pursuant to
Seczion 22a-174-3 of The Kega!anicns of Ccr~eczicu=
SZa=e A~encies; or
Co inco--p.~ora=e in=o such permi= the re~airemen=s of any
permit or order issued nc such source for usa of
emission reduczion credizs in accordance wi-~ ~uJzlic
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Acz 93-235 P,~blic Acz 94 !70 "~l’s "Economic
incentive Pro_~ram.~--_s=’~= ", .z’~z!ished A~ril. 7, 1994
(Federal ~eqis~er, Volume 59, No. 67), and the E~A’s
"Emissions Tr=-dinc. S~atemen~",
.=u~lished De__mbe_~=
~ 4,
1986 (Feder=-! ~e.cis~er, Vo!,’_-..e 9!, No. 233).
(!) (3)
Before makin9 any ocher chaz.ce which increases ac-.uai
or po~en~ia! emissions at ~he T~ .-~ = V source of any r_=.culated air
pol!utant over ~.he emissions___,_~,_=I ~.~.~=~= ,,-~=~___ ~he Title V
opera,in9 permit, and which is no~ covered by subdiTisicns (!) (!)
and (!)(2) of this subseczion, ~he pe_.~zi.zzee shall provide
written notice ~o ~he Commissioner and
.~egion I of t~=
U. nS.~_on
= v’~.......
-=~- a! _=rz--_eczicn A.cency, describin=
....
~he chance. ~c be made, the da,,e cn "~hizh ,,he chance w~~__~ ~ occur,
~uy chan£es in emissions, and an-.z T~ -’~= ? c.zera~i~.c perm..i~_ ~erms
and conditions tha~ are affeczed. ~=
o~ "~e_
....
or _omera~or oz- such
Title V source shall ~=~==.=-=~
~---~=_.. a cozy of ~he notice
........... ma ....
with ~he Ti~!e V oper=_~in9
(m) Moni ~orin.c ReporZs

(A)

~= date ~ =c= and-~ime c-" sa~!inc or ma_s~,_m_..~== -~-= =~--;

(B)

the da~e(s) analyses were _zerf-_--.-...ed-.

(C)

the ccmcanv ore~-~
z ~zhaz ......
= -"
=~" the ana!’zoos;

(D)

the ana!vuica! ~=~-~’=s cr me.zhcds used for such
analyses ;

.

~,

the resu!ts of such a~=~v
the oper=-~in.c condi:ions exisui:_c a~ he time of
samp!in9 or measurez.enz; .
(G)

any violations from Tiz!e V c.~er=_.zin.c pe_~mi.z
r_qu_r_me..~s ~hat have been mcni-zred by the monitorinc
sysuems required under t.he T±:le V oper=-uin9 .oermit;
and

any violations of the mcni,,cring, record kaepin9 and
reporuin.c~_~a_r_me.._=
~= ~ =
under such permit.
(m) (2) The owner or opera,or of a T~-:= V source shall retain
records for a!l r=~ui~=~_ .
___ moni,,orin~ dat=_ ar.d supporz information
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for a period cf ac least five years from the date of
moni=cring sa~ple, measurement, repcrz, or appiicacicz. Uniess
o=her~±se specified by =he Ti=le 7 cpera=ing perm. i=, such o’~ner
cr operator shall maintain and make such records avai!=_b!e for
inspeczicn a~ =he Title V scurze for a period of =wc years from
~he date of the moni=oring sample, measuremen=, reporz, or
applica=ion and or submi= such records =o =he Commis!ioner upon
re.cues=.
Suppcrz informa=ion shall include a!l ca!ibrm=icn and
maiz=enance.__~,~~=~-~ and a~__ ori=ina!, s~ri~-charz_
.~=~--~-c~=_ or
comp.uzer prin=outs for continuous monitoring ins=~amen=acicn, and
copies of al! reporzs re.ca!red by =he Ti=!e V operaciag
(m) (3) The o,~r.er or operator cf =he Ti=!e V scurze shall,
c=n=e..~poranecus wizh making a chan£e from one me=hod cf c~eraticn
=c ar.c=her pursuann ~o a Ti=ie Vc~__=~_~.£
.=---~- perT..iz, mainzain a
record a= =he Ti=!e V source cf =he c~,~-=-- me=hod cf opera<ion.

(n) (i) The o,~.er or a=era=or of a Ti~!e V source
inc
the ~ 4--4 -~
v~c~a~c- of an
rec~ire~en~ cr any violation, f an’,"
"’
Tizle ~ cpera=in£ permiz, idenzifyin£ zhe prcbab!e
viola=ions ~nd a!! correczive ao=icn cr D._~e..z_ze
~=~- ~ ~andoh_= daces cf aczions as re!lows:

sha!! notify
"
cause cf
measures ~aken

amqz viola=ion of an app!izah!e recairemen=, cr cf an~I
~e~ c-. condizion cf ~’= -~-~= V ~zera~inq. ~.=~-iz
resulzln£ from an emerrenzv sha~ ~ be __. _zed
two workin~ days of <he dace on which h_ c<~er
c=erKzzr firs= becomes aware of such -z~-~=~ .... and
=e_--n. or condi=ion of -h_~ = Tic!e V ~.=era=in=_ ze=rn.~i:. =ha=
.~oses an
_~_.._...~ 4~=~, and
hea!=h ~=~=~’"
-" =~-~-~ ~- shall be
i~edia=e!v and ".’~-~- =wen=v-four (24) hours
co~encemen= cf such vio!a=icn.
(n) (2) Any such remorz of a violation of an ap_~licabie
recuireme.~.t or of any
.
opera.zin£ permlz shall be cer
(b) (4) of =his seczion.
.(o) Progress .~epcrzs and Ccm~!lance ~=~-’=" =-~
(o) (!) The owner or oDerm=cr cf a Ti=!e V scurze shall s’~zmi~ a
wri=zen progress reporz to =he Commissioner semi-ay_nua!!y cr more
~ ~he
frequent!v
r_qu___men~
= ~-=
cr _..
. if s~ecified in ~he applicable
Pace_ 19 of 22
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TiTle ~Ic=e_~. ~ ~-c. permit. Such repot-_, shall be cz.-.sis~-_-..z~ "~i-_h
an applicable schedule of compliance pursuant ~o suizpara.cr~ph (L)
of subdivision (i) (2) of ~his sec=ion and shall .....
~--~ ~d_
, =a
certification signed in accordance with subdivision (h)(4) of
this seczicn and shall contain ~he fol!owin.~:
dates for achieving ~he aczivities, mi!es~cnes, Jr
ccmp.~liance re.quired in The schedule of czmp. iiance, and
dates when such acziviTies, milesuones cr ccmp. liance
were achieved; and
an e:.~.!ana~ion of why aD;/ da~es in ~he schedule of
compliance were no~ or wi!! not he me~, and any
preventive or correczive measures
future schedule for such camp!lance.
(c) (2) The own__ or operator of a Title V source sna.~_ submi~ a
wr_~_., comb!lance certification to ~he Co~T..issioner a_n~u=~v, cr
more ~=~,=~-, ~= s~e~=d ~ ~he a~mlica~!er__=~’.’~=,~.=~-__~_..._..~ or in
Ehe TiE!e V operaEing permiE Such cerzification shall
Ehe Eerms and conditions contained in the Title V cpera~in.c
permit for the entire premise, "~
~,, ~
l..c__d_n_c
emission limiza,-.ions,
and shall ccnzain ~he fo!icwing:
a means for moniEorin£ Ehe compliance cf ~he source
w_E_. emissions limiEations, s~andards, and ~crk
praczices;
~he identification of each term or czndi:icn of
perr..,i- that is the basis c= ~he
source’s, cwr.er and czer=_~.or’s ccm~iiance

(D)

woe ..... ccmmliance was conzinuous or
The me-_hod(s) used for deTerminin_: The caro!!jar.co
suauus of ~he Title V source, curren~![~ and thrzu.chcu,:
~he reporuin£ period in accordance wi~h ~his seczion;
and
such c~her fac~s as ~he TiTle V operating pe~ may
re.c~ire ~o de~ermine ~he ccmp.!i~nce sua~us of ~he Ti~!e
V source.

(0)(3) Any reporz or certification submitted pursuanm ~o this
suhseczicn shall be cerzified pursuanz ~c s-~division (b)(4) of
~his seczion.
(0)(4) The owner or cpera:or shall submi: any reporz cr
cerzifica~icn.:ursuant ~o ~his subseczicn ~c the
~hrough Ee~ion Z of ~he U. S. Environmental Prc~ecz~on Agency as

we!! as ~o ~he Ccn~nissioner;
(p) Trans f ors.

(p) (!) No oerson shall act ,,-~=~ ~= euphoric’; cf a Ti~!e V
opera=ing perm..i~ issued ~o another person ~-!ess such pe-.~miz has
been ~ransferred ~z accordance with ~his seczicn. The
Commissioner may approve a ~ransf=~ ~ accordance ~i-~ ~his
seczicn if he f~ds_.. ~ha~ ~he
.~rz~
able ~o com~!v ~ ~= ~erm.,s and ccndizions c
any fees for such ~r~nsfer rec-~=~
G=~=~=~ S~a~u~es or ._cula~.
~= ....~ =__,~___=~=~_
~-have zeen
paid, and cha~ such transfer is n:: inccnsis:en:
(p) (2) The pe_~nizzee am.d ~he proposed ~ransferee shal!
~he Commissioner a re.cues~ for ~r~nsfer of such pe_-miz cn a form
provided by ~he Ccranissioner. A re_cues~ for a perT.,iz ~ransfer
sh=~___ be accompanied by any fees
provision of ~he c=~=~=~ Sta~uzes or ~=~’~=~icns adcz~ed
~=~=~,~=~ The Commissioner may rec~ire
any informa=icn revolted by law =z be s’~mlzzed wizh an
amzlica=ion for such = -=--~- or an a;plicazicn f _
=ransfer of such pe_~r...i=; and

(p) (3 /ocn a=~rovi: a re~" - ="
..._
s~a~_ modify ~=.._ -~i.__z ~ = V o~erazanc_
_ .ce-----iz aczcrdan£ly, in
accordance wizh subseczicn (i) ~=~. zhis ==~--_zacn.. .fzerl
=

"

the ~r=~sferee shall be reszcnsi’m,=~_ =c- comrc!.’i:T.’v
- wizh a!l
applicable regaia~icns and wi~h a!l the <er~...s and czndizaons of
h= ~ransferred
(q)

Kevcca=ions.

(q) (I) The Commissioner may revoke a Tiz!e V operating pe_~r.~iz on
his own inizia~ive or on re_ogees< cf ~he pez~i<zee ~r ~nv o~her
person for ~he reasons specified in ~his su~saczicn. A~y such
reques~ shall he in writing and ccnzain faczs and reasons
supporzing ~he recues~
.~ == -=~aeszinc
_
. A me_~r,i"
.
_
. revocation of a
cpe ....ng ~erm._. shal! =~= _
reqaesz dec= of
revocation and shal!, prior ~o revocation, provide the
Ccw~v~issicner wi~h sa~isfacco~;. _zl=, ’~=~c_ = ~hac ~he
emissions have
been pe_.~nanen~!y e!imina~ed.

(q) (2) The Commissioner may revoke a Title V operating
during i~s :erm in accordance wizh seczion 4-!~2(c) of
Con~eczi~a: General SCa:u:es as amended, and 22a-3a-g of
Eeguia:ions of Ccnneczica: S~a~e A~encies, ~he Deparzmen:’s Rules
of ~rac:ice, for any reason specified as follows:
~he pe_.~vi:~ee has violated a s~a:u:e, re.cu!a:ion,
pe_.~mi: ororder administered or issued by
Commissioner, or has committed any o~her vio!a~icn of
law re!evan~ ~o Che pe~:ed
~he permi:~ee or a person on his behalf failed ~o
disclose e!! r=~=van~
_-_
and ma~__~a_
=~" ~ faczs in
application for ~he Tiz!e V operating permiz or during
any De~arzmen~
p,oc
~ ~=~4.....~g as=co_a___
- ~ ~=~ wizh ~he
.
application;
(c)

~he pedigree or a person on his behalf ’ -oF-= ~ =~
a re!evan~ and ma~eria! facz a~ any. ~ime,_~c!~d_..£,~- ’, ~
wi~hou~ limitation, in ~he app!ica~icn for ~he Tic!e V
operating permi: or in a remorz or labora~oq~ analysis
submitted ~o ~he Deparnmen~;

(D)

~he pe~i:~ee ~=~ed ~o com~!v wizh a reascn=_lzle
reques~ by. ~he Commissioner for an~/ information re!a~ed
~o ~he Ti~!e
source which is
perm.~___ s comp!i~nce wizh ~= Title
V operating pe_.~ni~, or a~y sta:u=e, re.~u!a~ion, cr
order administered or issued by ~he Czw~nissioner;
~he aczivi~y auzhorized by :he TiZ!e V operating
is causing or is reascnab!y like!v to cause air
pc!!u~icn or ~o endanger hun~n hea!~h, safe~v, or
welfare or ~he ~..T__onm_..t; or

(F) a change in per.-_inen~ law or

STATEMENT OF
provisions of Tit!e V of ~he Clean Air Acz ~mendmen:s of
ccnce_--~in~ operating permits including provisions mo enforce
necessary re.cuiremenus of Ti:!es !!! and IV of :he Clean Air Acz
Amendments of 1990.
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